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ABSTRACT 
 
Much emphasis has been placed on democracy, equality and human rights since the 
dawn of the democratic South Africa in 1994. Efforts to align the South African 
education system with the democratic principles of the Constitution, not only in terms 
of eradicating past racial divides, but also in terms of accessibility to learners who 
experience barriers to learning are eminent.  The South African Government issued 
various policies to ensure quality, equitable and accessible education for all, 
irrespective of ability. Theoretically, no learner should therefore being discriminated 
against on any basis.  
 
In practice, however, thousands of learners, especially those who experience 
barriers to learning are denied the opportunity to receive meaningful development 
opportunities in many mainstream primary schools, resulting in their early drop out 
from school without having acquired the basic skills and knowledge to become self 
sustainable members of their communities. With the adoption of Bronfenbrenner’s 
ecological model as theoretical framework for this study, the primary aim of this 
qualitative investigation was to investigate and describe how effective learners who 
experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools and to 
develop a framework for the creation of more sustainable management systems to 
ensure that the needs of all learners are met.  
 
The findings of the empirical investigation revealed that most learners who 
experience barriers to learning are currently not managed effectively in mainstream 
primary schools due to factors situated across the whole education system, to the 
detriment of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
Based on the findings of the empirical investigation, this study proposes a framework 
which will ensure the effective management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream primary schools. The framework include recommendations to 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
RESEARCH ORIENTATION AND OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1. RESEARCH ORIENTATION 
 
Under apartheid learners were not only educated separately according to race, but a 
separate special education system existed for learners with disabilities or 
impairments. This segregation and fragmentation needed to be addressed to bring 
educational practice in South Africa in line with the international trend of including 
learners who experience barriers to learning in general or mainstream classes 
(Engelbrecht, 2006, p. 256; Walton, Nel, Hugo & Muller, 2009, p. 105). Since the 
democratisation of South Africa in 1994, much emphasis has been placed on 
equality and non-discrimination in all spheres of life. The National Department of 
Education also embarked on policy reviews and policy changes to ensure equal, 
non-discriminatory access for all to education. These policy reviews and policy 
changes resulted in the South African Schools Act (SASA) of 1996. 
 
The South African Schools Act of 1996 (South Africa, 1996a) states that all learners 
have the right to learn and receive quality education to meet their individual needs. In 
1996, the National Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training 
(NCSNET) and the National Committee on Education Support Services (NCESS) 
initiated a process of research into the field of special education and identified the 
need to integrate the fragmented systems of education to form a single education 
model to accommodate the needs of all learners. This research resulted in the 
publication of White Paper 6 on inclusive education, which was published in 2001. 
White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 2001) offers a framework for South African 
education to move into the international trend of inclusion (Pillay & Di Terlizzi, 2009, 
p. 492). Inclusion means that classrooms will consist of learners with a variety of 
learning needs and instruction has to be planned to ensure that all learners will 
benefit (Sapon-Shevin, 2007, p. 198). 
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The most important implication of White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 2001) is 
that learners with learning impairments and special needs should not be separated 
from other learners any more, but should rather be supported in the mainstream in 
such a way that their various needs are met (Hugo in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 
43). In effect, this means that educators in mainstream schools should be able to 
effectively manage the curricular and extra- and co-curricular programmes in such a 
way that all learners are included and able to participate to optimise their unique 
abilities. 
 
Despite the measures taken by the Department of Education to ensure equal access 
and learning opportunities for all learners, learners who experience barriers to 
learning, including learners from disadvantaged backgrounds, may not receive the 
attention they deserve in mainstream classrooms (Ladbrook, 2009, p. 130). 
According to Rossi and Stuart (2007, pp. 139-140) these learners are often retained, 
placed in special education, drop out of high school, or lose confidence, all 
unnecessarily. Rossi and Stuart (2007) further state that “... golden years are being 
lost and the chances of recovery reduced without the availability of appropriate 
intervention” (p. 139). This statement implies that learners who experience barriers to 
learning are often not managed effectively in mainstream schools for various 
reasons. 
 
1.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
In most Western Countries, as well as South Africa, educational policy is strongly in 
favour of learners who experience barriers to learning attending ordinary schools. 
The particular needs of learners, even if they are considerable, must be taken into 
account and every classroom educator must be able to obtain the help of support 
staff according to the particular needs of learners. The underlying principle of 
inclusive education is to provide education as ordinary as possible for all young 
people, adapting it to the needs of each (Thomazet, 2009, pp. 553-557). Although 
increasing numbers of schools claim that they are adopting inclusive models of 
service delivery, many learners with significant disabilities continue to experience 
segregation and isolation in school settings (Swedeen, 2009, p. 2). Inclusive 
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education has been internationally recognized as a philosophy for attaining equity, 
justice and quality education for all learners, especially those who have been 
traditionally excluded from mainstream education for reasons of disability, ethnicity, 
gender or other characteristics. While inclusive education has been implemented 
successfully in many countries, other countries are still in the process of achieving 
this goal (Nguyet & Ha, 2010, p. 6). 
 
The successful implementation of inclusive education relies heavily on educators. 
Because the implementation of inclusive education is becoming a reality in South 
Africa, mainstream educators have to include learners with barriers to learning in 
their classes. Prior to 1994, educators in South Africa were trained only for either 
mainstream education or specialised education to support learners who experience 
barriers to learning. Unless educators are prepared and given the necessary support 
for inclusive education, quality education for all will not be achieved (Leatherman, 
2007, p. 594; Lindsay, 2007, p. 12; Magare, Kitching & Roos, 2010, p. 52; Swart, 
Engelbrecht, Eloff & Pettipher, 2002, p. 177).  
 
Inclusive education is about recognising and respecting the differences among all 
learners and building on the similarities and supporting all learners, educators and 
the system as a whole so that the full range of learning needs can be met. The focus 
should be on teaching and learning actors with the emphasis on the development of 
good teaching strategies that will be of benefit to all learners as well as on the 
adaptation of and support systems available in the classroom (Department of 
Education, 2001, p. 17). 
 
The National Department of Education (2003) in its Conceptual and operational 
guidelines for the implementation of inclusive education: District Support Teams, 
outlines the support structures that need to be in place in order to ensure effective 
support to schools and learners with barriers to learning. However, to be effective, 
these policies and theoretical frameworks have to be translated into practice. The 
successful implementation of inclusive education in South Africa depends on various 
factors such as educator training, attitude of educators, working conditions, levels of 
support that is available to educators, and class sizes (Beare & Torgerson, 2009, p. 
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10; Horne & Timmons, 2009, p. 284; Ladbrook, 2009, pp. 130-133; Leatherman, 
2007, p. 594; Potas, 2005, pp. 11-13).  
 
The literature indicates that there are some management issues that hamper the 
effective implementation of inclusive education. According to Hay (2003, p. 135) 
educators as well as support services professionals are struggling to come to grip 
with the practical side of inclusive education specifically against the backdrop of 
“change overload from which South African educators are suffering”.  
 
Pearson, Lo, Chui and Wong (2003, p. 506) identified the following structural 
constraints regarding the effective implementation of inclusive education in Hong 
Kong. The same constraints in terms of the entire educational system also seem to 
exist in South African Public Schools: 
 
 Keen competition in public examinations; 
 Rigidity and restricted scope in curriculum design; 
 Lack of regard for diversity of interests and abilities; and 
 Poor educator-learner ratios. 
 
In a study conducted by Knoetze and Vermoter (2007), they found that although 
learners are assessed in terms of learning barriers, educators are not always in a 
position to implement and manage effective support programmes for these learners. 
One of the respondents in the study commented: “If this [assessment report] is given 
to the class teacher, this goes straight into a file ... the class teacher can't read it 
properly...” while another respondent in the study claimed that the problem was 
cumulative because “... reports got passed from one teacher to another without them 
understand it” (Knoetze & Vermoter, 2007, p. 9). 
 
From the findings of a study conducted by Mayaba (2008, pp. 96-98) about 
educators’ perceptions and experiences of inclusive education, she concluded that 
most educators in the study sample have negative perceptions and experiences 




    
 are not receiving adequate support and appropriate resources for the successful 
implementation of inclusive education;  
 have not been trained in inclusive and special education; therefore the educators 
feel incompetent and they feel that they cannot appropriately serve the learners 
with barriers to learning;  
 cannot pay adequate attention to all learners in their inclusive classrooms 
because the class sizes are too big;  
 are expected to produce good results in conditions that are not conducive to the 
implementation of inclusive education; and 
 feel that they have heavy workloads. 
 
The above findings correspond with findings of a study conducted in Singapore by 
Tam, Seevers, Gardner and Heng (2006, pp. 5-8) about educators’ concerns about 
inclusive education: 
 
A major concern of almost half of the teacher participants was that of including 
learners with special needs in an already large class, averaging 35 to 40 
learners, and providing these children the attention, extra support, and time 
needed. Teachers were worried about the well-being of learners with special 
needs in the general education classroom (Tam et al., 2006, p. 5).  
  
Beare and Torgerson (2009, p. 10) hold the view that educators may have the 
knowledge of what is needed to help learners but they might experience difficulties in 
providing it. Beare and Torgerson (2009) also state that school districts most often 
lack human resources, particularly properly trained personnel with the time 
necessary to address learners' problem behaviours effectively and there is also a 
lack of appropriate settings in which intensive, sustained, and often highly 
personalized services can be provided. 
 
The final report of the task team for the review of the implementation of the National 
Curriculum Statement contains the following findings regarding learners who 
experience barriers to learning:  
 




    
 There is a lack of guidance to educators on how mainstreaming of learners who 
experience barriers to learning works in practice.  
 There was widely reported neglect of these learners by educators.  
 No additional support in terms of curriculum guidelines or Learning and Teaching 
Support Materials (LTSM) is made available.  
 The functioning of District Based Support Teams (DBST), which are meant to 
offer support regarding learners who experience barriers to learning, needs to be 
investigated and improved where necessary. 
 Clear guidelines should be made available to educators, and training provided 
where necessary in terms of both diagnosing the barriers to learning as well as 
offering practical support on how to ensure equity of opportunity for learners who 
experience barriers to learning.  
(Department of Education, 2009b, p. 60) 
 
Although there exists a lot of research on theoretical frameworks and policies about 
inclusive education, suggestions from the literature are that more research needs to 
be done to ensure that inclusive education becomes an effective reality. The need for 
further investigation into the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning 
in mainstream schools is echoed by various researchers. According to Walton et al. 
(2009, p. 16) South Africa is relatively new to inclusive education, hence the country 
can benefit from the theoretical journeys and practical experiences of other countries. 
They caution, however, that because of the uniqueness of the South African 
historical, educational and socio-economical context, the expression of inclusion will 
be different and therefore the challenges and opportunities experienced here will 
require local research and response.    
 
Ladbrook (2009, p. 137) also recommends that further research into inclusive 
education should include a longitudinal study on the academic progress and affective 
development of learners who experience barriers to learning and who receive 
education in mainstream schools. Ladbrook (2009) further recommends an 
investigation to determine the effectiveness of inclusive education on learners who 




    
Mayaba (2008), in her investigation into educators’ perceptions and experiences of 
inclusive education states that “in South Africa ... research needs to be conducted in 
search for ways in which such theories can be applied for the successful 
implementation of inclusive education” (p. 100).  A study conducted by Leatherman 
(2007, p. 608) on educators’ perceptions about inclusion also recommended that 
additional research is needed to investigate the inclusive classroom and the 
resources needed for success.  
 
Florian (2008) posits that future trends in research on inclusive education should be 
focused on practice and ways of working that will help educators to make sense of 
the “exclusionary structures that differentiate learners on the basis of characteristics 
such as ability and support in developing the confidence to know what to do when 
their learners experience difficulties in learning” (p. 202). 
 
The initial literature review also indicates that there is consensus that inclusive 
education should be to the benefit all learners. The angle of existing research into 
inclusive education mainly focussed on theoretical frameworks and challenges 
without really zooming in on the actual management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in the inclusive classroom in the South African context. This study 
will therefore focus on how learners who experience barriers to learning, with their 
diverse needs, are managed in mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape. 
 
Given the challenges faced by South African educators regarding the implementation 
of inclusive education and the fact that many learners who experience barriers to 
learning find themselves in mainstream classes, the question remains: How effective 
do schools manage the diverse needs of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream schools? This research will therefore focus on the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary 
schools in the Eastern Cape. 
 
1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Against this background, it can be argued that: 
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 schools should not discriminate against learners based on their ability and 
potential and that learners should not be excluded from the normal activities of 
the school; 
 the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
classes require special efforts from education managers and educators to 
effectively adapt and manage all school programmes for the benefit of learners 
with various abilities and potential;  
 in order to adapt school programmes effectively, educators and education 
managers must be able to assess and manage the unique abilities of learners;  
 educators and education managers must have a sound knowledge and 
understanding of the variety of learning barriers learners may experience and 
create and manage appropriate support structures at school level; and 
 ineffective management of learners who experience barriers to learning can lead 
to high retention figures, increased drop-out figures in schools and learners with 
low confidence.  
 
Derived from the above, the following problem statement is formulated for this 
research: 
 
The inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
primary schools require effective management. 
 
1.4. RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
The following research question emanates from the problem statement: 
 
Do mainstream primary schools effectively manage the inclusion of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes? 
 
In an attempt to sufficiently answer the main research question, the following sub-
questions have been formulated: 
 What kind of discrimination against learners who experience barriers to learning 
prevail in schools? 
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 When and by whom are learners who experience barriers to learning assessed 
and how accurate and effective is this assessment? 
 How do educators adapt the school program to meet the needs of learners who 
experience barriers to learning? 
 What support structures are in place in schools to provide support for learners 
who experience barriers to learning and the educators who work with them? 
 What support do the schools receive from District Officials in designing and 
implementing support programmes for learners who experience barriers to 
learning? 
 How do educators manage learners who experience barriers to learning? 
 How successful is the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
the mainstream classes? 
 How can learners who experience barriers to learning be managed more 
effectively in mainstream primary schools? 
 
The rationale for conducting this study is to investigate and understand how learners 
who experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools in 
the Eastern Cape. This research will help to develop a framework for the creation of 
more sustainable management systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are 
met effectively and educators who teach those learners are properly trained and 
supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively.  
 
This research will mainly focus on the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools and thus make a 
contribution to the field of Educational Management and learner support but it will 
also provide valuable information for the field of Curriculum Studies. 
 
The outcome of this research will provide valuable information and insights in the 
actual management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
classes. This study will also make recommendations to enable educators and 
education managers to create more effective management and support systems to 
ensure that the needs of all learners are met effectively and educators are properly 
trained and supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively. 
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1.5. DEMARCATION AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
 
This research specifically focuses on the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in one selected school district in the Eastern Cape Province and it 
will be limited to mainstream primary schools. Due to the limited nature of this 
investigation in terms of the geographical area covered, the findings in this study may 
be generalisable only to schools with similar circumstances. 
 
1.6. RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
The main aim of this study is to investigate the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools in the Eastern 
Cape.  
 
 The objectives of this study are to: 
 
 
 investigate and describe whether schools discriminate against learners who 
experience barriers to learning; 
 investigate and describe when, how and by whom the assessment of learners 
who experience barriers to learning is undertaken and how effective and accurate 
this assessment is; 
  investigate and describe how adaptation of school programmes are done to 
accommodate the needs of all learners; 
 investigate and describe support structures available for learners who experience 
barriers to learning and for the educators who work with them; 
 investigate and describe the support that schools receive from District Officials; 
 investigate and describe how educators manage classes that include learners 
who experience barriers to learning; 
 investigate and describe the success of inclusion of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream classes; and 
 make recommendations on how learners who experience barriers to learning can 




    
1.7. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The meaning of theory in any scientific field is to provide a framework within which to 
explain connections among the phenomena under study, and to provide insights 
leading to the discovery of new connections (Tudge, Mokrova, Hatfield & Karnik, 
2009, pp. 198, 199). The goal of empirical work, on the other hand, besides acquiring 
new information, is to “test the accuracy and goodness-of-fit of theories that aim to 
describe the phenomena under study” (Tudge et al., 2009, pp. 198,199).  
 
This research aims to investigate the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. In order to develop a critical 
understanding of the particular phenomenon, Bronfenbrenner's (1979, 1994) eco-
systemic framework is adopted for this study. This framework is illuminating systemic 
influences on learner development; however, its basic premise in the explanation of 
development itself is very useful (Singal, 2006, p. 240). Developmental systems 
theory (DST) is an umbrella concept for a number of interrelated theoretical 
perspectives which propose that: 
 
 development is an interactive process between an individual and his or her 
environment, and 
 positive development is most likely to occur when a proper fit exists between 
individual and environmental elements. 
 
However, it is a common oversight for schools to focus exclusively on the impact of 
curricular programmes on learners without considering the influence of other 
contexts that also impact on learners, for example, family, school, community and 
peer groups (Duerden & Witt, 2010, p. 110). Schools should instead take into 
account the whole context in which learners exist. The interrelated nature of contexts 
is the core principle of Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) Ecological Systems Theory (EST). 
The EST proposes that individuals exist within a variety of settings, starting at the 




    
Bronfenbrenner conceptualizes development as a process that involves interactions 
both within and across contexts (Duerden & Witt, 2010, p. 110). The efficacy of 
Bronfenbrenner’s framework is supported by various researchers (Brown, Mounts, 
Lamborn, & Steinberg, 1993; Caldwell & Darling, 1999; Lerner, von Eye, Lerner, & 
Lewin-Bizan, 2009; Morrissey & Werner-Wilson, 2005). Berk (1997, p. 26) also 
suggests that the EST has great practical significance, since it proposes that 
interventions at any level of the environment can improve development (Berk, 1997, 
p. 26). Based on this premise, Bronfenbrenner’s theory has been operationalised as 
theoretical framework in this study.  
 
The ecological systems model consists of five levels: the micro-, meso-, exo-, macro 
and chronosystems. Bronfenbrenner (1979) defines the five levels as follow:  
 
The microsystem is a pattern of activities, roles, and interpersonal relations 
experienced by the developing person in a given setting with particular physical and 
material characteristics (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 22). The microsystem represents 
an individual’s immediate context including associated roles, actors, and 
environmental characteristics. It is characterized by direct, intimate, interactional 
processes as familial relationships and close friendships which are the cornerstone 
of this system (Duerden & Witt, 2010, p. 110; Stolzer, 2005, p. 66). Examples include 
such settings as family, school, peer group and work place (Bronfenbrenner, 1994, p. 
39). 
 
The mesosystem comprises the interrelations among two or more settings in which 
the developing person actively participates. In terms of learners, this refers to 
settings such as the relations among home, school, neighbourhood and peer group 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 25). The mesosystem can therefore be described as a set 
of microsystems that continuously interact with one another. So, what happens in the 
family or peer group can influence how learners respond at school and vice versa 
(Donald, Lazarus & Lolwana, 2006, p. 42). 
 
The exosystem refers to one or more settings that do not involve the developing 
person as an active participant, but in which events occur that affect, or are affected 
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by, what happens in the setting containing the developing person, for example, 
school policies created by School Governing Bodies to provide for the needs of 
learners who experience barriers to learning (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 25; Hughes & 
Kwok, 2007). 
 
The macrosystem refers to consistencies in the form and content of lower-order 
systems that exist, or could exist, at the level of the subculture or the culture as a 
whole, along with any belief systems or ideology underlying such consistencies 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 26). Each learner is educated within a school that exists 
within a broader cultural system, the macrosystem, which, by means of policy 
formulation, determine certain features of all associated systems. The macrosystem 
therefore consists of the larger cultural world surrounding learners (Bronfenbrenner, 
1994, p. 39; Duerden & Witt, 2010, p. 115). 
 
The chronosystem represents the changes or transitions that occur over a period of 
time in any one of the systems. The changes or transitions will influence the 
development of the learner directly or indirectly, depending in which layer of the 
ecological system it happens (Swick & Williams, 2006, pp. 372, 373).  
 
The ecosystemic framework will be discussed and operationalised in Chapters 3, 4 
and 7. 
 
1.8. CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS 
 
The following concepts will be used continuously in this study and will have the 
following meaning: 
 
1.8.1. Mainstream primary schools 
 
According to Pillay and Di Terlizzi (2009, p. 500) mainstream primary schools refer to 
schools where the focus is often on the academic performance and meeting the 
expected level of performance of the grade, as opposed to the learner’s individual 
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needs. This is contrary to the Department of Education’s conceptualization of the 
term, which indicates that educators should develop lesson plans based on learners’ 
previous successes to ensure that they reach their potential, at their own pace 
(Department of Education, 2005a, p. 45; Department of Education, 2005b, p. 89). 
 
In this study, mainstream primary schools refer to those primary schools where all 
learners from Grade 1 to Grade 7 without regard to gender, physical, intellectual, 
social, emotional, linguistic, cultural, religious, or other characteristics, are 
accommodated (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO), 1994a, p. 6). 
 
1.8.2. Learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
The Department of Education (2001, p. 18) refers to learners who experience 
barriers to learning as “a particular group of learners with physical, sensory, 
intellectual or multiple impairments”. In this study, the term, learners who experience 
barriers to learning, refers to learners or children in places of learning who have 
trouble in accessing the curriculum because of one or more limiting variables that are 
not addressed (Ladbrook, 2009, p. 8). 
 
1.8.3. Inclusive education 
 
Inclusive education or inclusive teaching and learning refers to the inclusion and 
teaching of all learners in formal or non-formal learning environments without regard 
to gender, physical, intellectual, social, emotional, linguistic, cultural, religious, or 
other characteristics. Inclusive education means that learners with learning 
impairments and special needs should not be separated from other learners but 
should be supported in the mainstream in such a way that their various needs are 
met (Hugo in Nieman & Monyai 2006, p. 43).  
 
The Salamanca Statement and Framework for Action has a strong focus on the 
development of inclusive schools and states that “… schools should accommodate 
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all children regardless of their physical, intellectual, social, linguistic, or other 
conditions. This should include disabled and gifted children, street and working 
children, children from remote or nomadic populations, children from linguistic, 
ethnic, or cultural minorities and children from other disadvantaged or marginalized 
areas and groups” (UNESCO, 1994a, p. 6). 
 
1.8.4. The inclusive classroom 
 
The inclusive classroom refers to the classrooms that consist of learners with a 
variety of learning needs and instruction has to be planned to ensure that all learners 
will benefit (Sapon-Shevin, 2007, p. 198).  
 
Uditsky (1993, p. 79) refers to the inclusive classroom as one where learners with a 
significant disability, regardless of the degree and nature of that disability, is a 
welcomed and valued member. Furthermore, the learners are taught by the regular 
classroom educator, follow a regular curriculum with modifications and make friends. 
The learners are given opportunities to contribute to the learning of the entire class, 
participate in all aspects of school life according to their interests and moves year to 
year with their peers from kindergarten through high school. 
 
In this study, the inclusive classroom refers to a classroom in which learners with 
different needs and abilities are grouped together and supported to participate 
actively in all activities specifically designed to stimulate and accommodate their 
diverse needs (Hugo in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 43). 
 
1.8.5. Support structures 
 
Support structures refer to the pedagogical, infra-structural, resources and human 
resources that are available to support educators and learners in schools to realize 
the goal of effective inclusive education.  
 




    
 Direct learning support to learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 Training and ongoing support of educators to respond to learners’ needs. 
 Curriculum development to ensure that all aspects of the curriculum are 
responsive to different needs. 
 Provision of teaching and learning materials and equipment to facilitate learning 
for all learners (Department of Education, 2003, p. 10; Swedeen, 2009, p. 11).  
 
1.9. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The main aim of this research was to investigate the management of learners with 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. The following research methods 
were applied in this study: 
 
1.9.1. Literature review 
 
An extensive literature review on inclusive education, barriers to learning and support 
structures available for learners who experience barriers to learning and educators 
who work with them was conducted to provide the theoretical basis for this study. 
Local and international sources regarding this topic were located by means of a 
literature search to trace relevant sources.  
 
1.9.2. Empirical research 
 
The empirical research was carried out in selected schools in the Graaff-Reinet 
education district in the Eastern Cape. On-site interviews were conducted with 
individual educators and education managers in the selected schools. Interviewees 
were allowed to choose an on site location of their choice with the least disturbances 
and where they felt most comfortable. Interviews with educators were follow up with 
documentary observations to observe how learners who experience barriers to 





    
1.9.3. Qualitative research design 
 
In this research, a qualitative research design was applied. This research design 
enabled the researcher to: 
 gain new insights about the management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream schools; 
 develop new concepts or theoretical perspectives about the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools; 
 discover the problems that exist regarding the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools; 
 test the validity of certain assumptions, claims, theories, or generalizations within 
real-world contexts, mainstream primary schools where learners who experience 
barriers to learning are accommodated; and 
 provide a means through which the researcher can judge the effectiveness of 
particular policies, practices or innovations regarding the effective management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. 




For the purpose of this study, purposeful sampling was employed to ensure that 
participants were selected that yielded the most information of the topic under 
investigation (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 147). Sampled schools and educators 
should therefore be involved in inclusive education. Schools were selected based on 
2010 Education Management Information System (EMIS), which was obtained from 
the Eastern Cape Department of Education through the selected District Office. The 
following information was gathered from EMIS to ensure representation of selected 
schools in terms of: 
 
 Learner enrolment 
 Enrolment of learners that experience barriers to learning 
 Medium of instruction 
 Socio-economic circumstances 
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 Previously disadvantaged schools 
 Former Model C schools 
 Status (Section 20 and Section 21) 
 
Based on the school profiles gathered from EMIS, seven sample schools were 
selected from the Graaff-Reinet education district in the Eastern Cape. Interviews 
were conducted with: 
 
 Individual District Officials responsible for curriculum management to gain insight 
in the operation of the District Based Support Team regarding learners who 
experience barriers to learning in schools;  
 Individual principals of selected mainstream primary schools to gain insight in 
school policies regarding the management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning; and 
 Individual educators of selected mainstream primary schools to investigate and 
observe how learners with barriers to learning are managed. Educators were 
selected on recommendation by school managers. 
 
Complete profiles of all the participants are presented in Chapter 6.  
 
1.9.5. Data collection instruments and methods 
 
The following data collection strategies and methods were used during the empirical 
research: 
 
1.9.5.1. Interviews with semi-structured interview schedules 
 
In this study, the researcher utilised an interview schedule with semi-structured 
interview questions. Interview questions were developed from the literature review. 
This was to ensure that the same data was collected and would be comparable 
among all interviewees (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 97; Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 
148). Interviews as data collection method were selected for this research because it 
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could yield a great deal of useful information (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 148). The 
interview is also an effective way of getting insight in educational matters through the 
analysis of experiences of individuals who are involved in formal educational 
institutions (Schurink, 1998, p. 229; Seidman, 1991, p. 7; Seidman, 1998, p. 7). The 
researcher audio-recorded all interviews and added additional notes of all verbal and 
non-verbal data directly after each interview. 
 
1.9.5.2. Documentary observations 
 
Interviews were followed up with documentary observations by the researcher. The 
observations were used to verify information collected through the interviews and to 
gain first hand experience of classroom practices regarding the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning. For the purpose of observations, the 
researcher used a checklist to verify certain information regarding the management 
of learners who experience barriers to learning. Additional notes were made during 
the observations for integration with data obtained during the interviews. The 
documentary observations also helped to increase the trustworthiness of the study. 
 
1.9.6. Data analysis and interpretation 
 
The framework data analysis process as described by Lacey and Luff (2009) was 
employed in this study.The framework analysis process includes the following five 
sequential steps which will be discussed extensively in Chapter Five: 
  
Step 1: Familiarizing with the data 
Step 2: Identification of thematic framework 
Step 3: Indexing 
Step 4: Charting  






    
1.10. TRUSTWORTHINESS OF THE STUDY 
 
The following measures as described by Leedy and Ormrod (2010, pp.  99-101) were 
applied to ensure the trustworthiness of this research: 
 
1.10.1. Extensive time in the field 
 
The researcher spent approximately five months in the field studying the 
management of learners, who experience barriers to learning in mainstream schools, 
collecting qualitative data on how learners who experience barriers to learning are 
managed in mainstream primary schools, continually looking for evidence that 
supports or disconfirms the practicing of inclusive education in participating schools. 
 
1.10.2. Thick description 
 
The researcher made use of collected interview data and documentary observations 
to describe and support findings of the research. This will enable readers to draw 
their own conclusions from the data presented. 
 
1.10.3. Feedback from others 
 
The researcher sought the opinion of colleagues in the field, including the promoter, 
to determine whether they agree or disagree that the researcher made appropriate 
interpretations and drew valid conclusions from the data.  
 
1.10.4. Participant validation 
 
After the verbatim transcription of each interview the researcher revisited the 
participants in the study to verify whether the transcriptions were a true reflection of 
their expressions during the interviews. This verification by the participants were 




    
1.10.5. Triangulation 
 
According to Leedy and Ormrod (2010, p. 99) triangulation is possible when multiple 
resources of data are collected with the hope that they will all converge to support a 
particular hypothesis or theory. The validity of this research was also ensured 
through triangulation which consisted of:  
 
 interviews with District Officials, educators, principals;  
 documentary observations; 
 field notes, and 
 control through relevant literature review. 
 
To ensure the trustworthiness of the investigation, the researcher furthermore: 
 
 drew up an interview schedule so that the same questions could be asked to all 
interviewees; 
 used the semi-structured format of interviews to allow for extra questions should 
any clarity be needed; 
 audio-taped all interviews and backed it up with extensive field notes during 
classroom observations; 
 conducted documentary observations to verify data obtained through semi-
structured interviews with educators;  
 gave a complete description of the research methodology applied in this research 
to allow other researchers to replicate the study and come to the same conclusion 
as in this study; and 
 allowed participants to verify their responses to interview questions after it was 
transcribed verbatim. 
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 29) 
 
1.11. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 




    
 Approval was obtained from the Nelson Mandela Metropoitan University (NMMU) 
Ethics committee. 
 The Eastern Cape Education Department was informed of the purpose of the 
intended study and obtain written permission to conduct on-site interviews with 
District Officials, school managers, and educators. 
 Prior informed consent was obtained from each selected participant to take part in 
the study and that interviews may be audio recorded and that classroom 
observations may be conducted. 
 All participants were assured of the confidentiality of and anonymity of their 
participation. 
 Professional and unbiased conduct were applied during interviewing sessions. 
 Participants were allowed access to interview transcripts for correctness. 
 
1.12. DIVISION OF CHAPTERS 
 
This research will be presented as follows: 
 
Chapter One: Research orientation and overview of the study 
 
Chapter Two: Inclusive education 
 
Chapter Three: Barriers to learning 
 
Chapter Four: Education support services and structures 
 
Chapter Five: Research methodology  
 
Chapter Six: Presentation and discussion of research findings 
 
Chapter Seven: Proposed framework for the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools 
 
Chapter Eight: Summary, conclusions and recommendations for further research 
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This chapter provided an orientation of the study which included the background and 
rationale of the study. The problem statement was presented and the theoretical 
framework adopted for the study was introduced. The research methodology applied 
in the study was illuminated and key concepts used in the study were defined. 












































Behind each classroom door lies a world of diversity. In a typical class of 
students, there is a wide range of abilities. Some students learn easily; others 
require much assistance. Some are well behaved; others mischievous. Some 
are friendly; others, ill at ease with their peers. In addition, students perform 
differently at various times and under different circumstances (Lewis & Doorlag, 
2003, p. 3). 
 
The main objective of any education system should be the delivery of quality 
education for all learners to enable them to realise their full potential, resulting in their 
meaningful contribution and participation in society (Prinsloo, 2001, p. 344). For the 
past three decades there has been a strong international emphasis on developing 
inclusive education systems globally. The implementation of inclusive education 
requires schools worldwide to change in such a way that it becomes welcoming 
institutions for all learners. In South Africa this means including those learners who 
were previously excluded under the dual education systems of ordinary schools and 
special schools (Department of Education, 2005a, p. 17).  
 
In his address to the World Conference on Special Needs Education in Salamanca, 
Spain, Lindqvist (UNESCO, 1994b) stressed the need for change in education 
systems to adapt to the needs of learners: 
 
All children and young people of the world, with their individual strengths and 
weaknesses, with their hopes and expectations, have the right to education. It is 
not our education systems that have a right to a certain type of child. Therefore, 
it is the school system of a country that must be adjusted to meet the needs of 
all its children (UNESCO, 1994b, p. 28). 
 
After 1994 the South African government also acknowledged and endorsed the 
international outcry for inclusive education systems and started with its own initiatives 
to transform the South African education system into a single inclusive education 
system. In the South African context the move towards inclusive education coincided 
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with other reform processes in a post-apartheid education system, including the 
change to an outcomes-based curriculum, the establishment of multi-cultural schools 
and the review of educational policies to address the needs of education in a 
democratic dispensation. Educators were confronted by all these changes; making it 
a very challenging task to deliver quality education. According to research conducted 
into educator preparedness for inclusive education in South Africa (Hay, Swart & 
Paulsen, 2001; Magare et al., 2010; Pieterse, 2010; Pillay & Di Terlizzi, 2009; 
Prinsloo, 2001) and educators’ perspectives of inclusive education (Geduld, 2009; 
Mayaba, 2008; Swart et al., 2002), this shift towards inclusive education put a lot of 
strain on educators because “prior to 1994, educators in South Africa were trained 
only for either mainstream education or specialised education to support learners 
with barriers to learning” (Magare et al., 2010, p. 53).  
 
Despite the fact that educators might not be prepared to handle the complexity of 
inclusive education and the fact that they might have negative perspectives about 
inclusive education, they find themselves in a situation in which they are obliged to 
provide quality education to all learners in an inclusive classroom. This led to the 
main research question of this study: How effective do mainstream primary schools 
manage learners who experience barriers to learning?  
 
This chapter will interrogate the literature to illuminate the emergence of inclusive 
education as the preferred education system and to provide a theoretical foundation 
for this study by a thorough discussion of the literature related to inclusive education. 
The chapter will address the sub-research question that deals with the discrimination 
against and/or exclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
2.2. ELUCIDATION OF THE CONCEPT INCLUSIVE EDUCATION  
 
The term inclusive education has become an international buzz-word and a 
contestable term that means different things to politicians, bureaucrats and 
academics (Bornman & Rose, 2010, p. 6; Singal, 2005, p. 331). It is therefore not 
surprising that there is confusion in the literature about the meanings of inclusive 
education and “that these meanings are themselves contested” (Florian, 2008, p. 
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206). According to Clough and Corbett (2000, p. 6) the many meanings of and 
approaches to inclusive education will influence the detail and practice of inclusive 
education and it will have a major implication for successful or unsuccessful 
outcomes and sustainability. It is therefore imperative to define the term inclusive 
education before any investigation into or discussion of the practice of inclusive 
education can start because the attribution of meaning is an essential part of 
managing the process of inclusive education (Loreman, 2007, p. 23; Rayner, 2007, 
p. 42).  
 
In an effort to comprehend the meaning and implications of inclusive education, it is 
necessary to provide a broad overview of the developments in international 
education systems from segregated special education to a system of inclusive 
education. 
 
2.2.1. The dilemma of segregated special education  
 
Historically, special education within public school systems developed as specialized 
programmes, detached from general education (Safford & Safford, 1998). Special 
schools were established to provide for the needs of disabled learners and those 
learners who were experiencing difficulties in learning. In some instances special 
education served as a supplement to general education and in other instances it 
functioned as a totally separate entity, bringing about segregation between peers 
with different abilities (Balescut & Eklindh, 1996; MacMillan & Hendrick, 1998; 
Safford & Safford, 1998).  
 
Special education was perceived to be the best means for avoiding conflict and, at 
the same time, providing universal education (Gerber, 1996). In addition, special 
education was viewed as possessing the following advantages: low educator-learner 
ratios, specially trained educators, greater individualization of instruction in a 
homogeneous classroom and an increased curricular emphasis on social and 
vocational goals (Kavale & Forness, 2000, p. 280). In its early days, special 
education embraced the diagnostic or prescriptive model characteristics of modern 
medicine, and disability was viewed as pathology. Psychology became the janitor for 
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special education and learners referred by educators and parents were diagnosed in 
one of the categories of disability and labelled for separate treatment (Sailor & 
Roger, 2005, p. 504). 
 
The appropriateness and effectiveness of the segregated system of special 
education has been challenged internationally from a human rights perspective, 
because the segregation of disabled learners from their able peers was seen as a 
violation of their human rights. Special education came under attack from outside the 
profession and experienced dissention from the inside as well (Paul, French & 
Cranston-Gingras, 2001, p. 1). In some instances special education was viewed as 
having served a purpose in the history of education, but now as defeating the social 
democratic goals of education by keeping some learners away from their age cohort 
and the general education curriculum (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Pugach & Warger, 
1996). On the extreme, special education was viewed as an ineffective racist 
bureaucracy, stigmatizing and segregating learners and violating their rights to be 
educated alongside their able peers (Granger & Granger, 1986; Grossman, 1998; 
Van Doninck, 1983). 
 
Paul et al. (2001, p. 2) challenged the appropriateness and morality of special 
education by posing the following questions regarding the role of special educators:  
 
 Are special educators part of a moral story, doing good things for children and 
families?  
 Or are special educators part of a story in which they, however unknowingly, 
bring harm to children with disabilities as a function of the roles they (special 
educators) play and the cultural meaning of the story they are in?  
 Or are special educators in a confused and complex story, intending good, yet 
knowing that some special education policies can harm children? 
 
Findings in a research report of the National Disability Council (NDC) in the United 
States of America (NDC, 1994), aim to provide motivation why the segregated 
system of special schools should be discontinued. The report claims that the 
placement of learners in segregated settings can have a negative influence on the 
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vision and self actualization of those learners as indicated by the following response 
in the report of the NDC (1994, p. 4): 
 
We need to understand, as a society, the tragedy that goes on every day in our 
country when we segregate people through our educational systems and 
through institutionalization, just because they have disabilities. We cut people's 
lives short because they believe they have nothing to live for.  
 
Placement of learners in segregated special schools also led to discrimination, 
stigmatization and stereotyping of learners as the following response by a learner in 
the report of the NDC (1994, p. 4) indicates: 
 
I don't want to leave this [ordinary] school. It is not a good feeling to know that 
you don't learn right.... Other people will know because you have to ride that bus 
with the other children who don't learn right or can't walk right. That tells 
everyone you are an empty moonhead. It hurts to be called names. 
 
The report of the NDC (1994) furthermore highlights the alienation of people with 
disabilities by the community, mainly because they were excluded from and treated 
as different and inferior to their able peers: 
 
Each day I experience what exclusion has done. People my age see my 
wheelchair and cannot relate to me as another human being. The wheelchair is 
an assistive device that increases my mobility, yet strangers who are otherwise 
very intelligent and personable people panic and become dumbfounded if they 
have to interact with me. I'm seen as special, exceptional, brave, and 
courageous just by existing (p. 4). 
 
Whilst mindful of the good intentions special education may have, it is clear that the 
system of special schools created negative attitudes toward differentness and 
therefore impacted adversely on special learners’ reintegration in society. It is for 
these reasons that Whittaker and Kikabhai (2004, p. 7) caution that, whilst 
segregated special schools remain open in its current form, there will always remain 
a pressure on local education authorities to justify their existence, ultimately by 
segregating learners. By using the labelling process, learners will be directed to 
places in special segregated schools and many families will be conditioned into 




    
In South Africa, the Department of Education (2005c, p. 9) also acknowledged that 
special education in its past form was flawed. Special education, however, may still 
have a role to fulfil, but not in a manner that it will bring about categorization, 
stereotyping, segregation and discrimination against of learners based on the 
barriers to learning that may be experienced by learners. Special schools will be 
converted to resource centres and become part of an integrated education system. 
The establishment of special schools as resource centres will be discussed in section 
2.4.6.  
 
2.2.2. From segregation to integration 
 
Based on the humanity, morality and effectiveness of segregated special education, 
the need arose to integrate learners who experience barriers to learning into 
mainstream schools. In the United States of America (USA), the situation of 
segregation changed completely in 1975 when Congress passed a law called The 
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA), which stated that all children, 
irrespective of their disability, had a right to free, appropriate education in an 
environment as close as possible to normal schooling. This law was in favour of a 
policy of integration (Thomazet, 2009, p. 555).  
 
Integration is based on the principle that every learner be taught in as ordinary an 
environment as possible. Although integration allowed for learners who experience 
barriers to learning to be integrated into mainstream schools, it was applicable only 
to learners who experience certain types of barriers to learning. It presumes that 
learners are only integrated when they are able to follow the curriculum followed by 
all the other learners in the class (Stevens, Everington & Kozar-Kocsis, 2002). The 
degree of integration was then dependent on changes that could be obtained in the 
learners so that they fitted in better with the demands of ordinary education 
(Whitworth, 1999). In effect, integration implies that the learners who experience 
barriers to learning have to prove that they can cope with the curriculum in regular 
classes without the benefit of special supports. Over time and by the early 1990s, the 
term integration was being used in relation to attempts to ‘integrate’ children with 
disabilities into mainstream settings. This was often very challenging for schools to 
embrace. It generally involved ‘fitting’ or ‘placing’ disabled learners into schools, 
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rather than adapting school systems and curricula around the needs of the learner 
(Grimes, 2009, p. 13). 
 
According to the Coalition on School inclusion (1994, pp. 20-21), many families and 
learners who experience barriers to learning have had bad experiences with 
integration because of the following characteristics of integration: 
 
 Learners are enrolled in special education classes in mainstream schools and 
they are, in effect, allowed to visit regular classes for certain periods of time. 
There is no sense of belonging because both learners in regular classes and 
special classes learn to think of learners who experience barriers to learning as 
belonging somewhere else. 
 There is little sharing of professional information between regular and special 
education professionals. Regular education professionals perceive that the 
learner who experience barriers to learning is the responsibility of special 
educators, that the learner is not actually a member of the class and that the 
learner may be sent back to the special environment at any time. 
 Integration generally occurs on a trial basis, particularly for learners whose 
educational needs necessitate adaptations to the environment and curriculum.  
Learners who experience barriers to learning are being tested against a measure 
that they can rarely meet, that is, to keep up with other learners without special 
support in a curriculum and instruction that have not adapted.  
 Learners who are integrated generally must return to the specialized environment 
to receive special support and services. This is a primary difference between 
integration and an inclusive education where learners who experience barriers to 
learning are provided those special supports in the least restrictive environment, 
the regular class. It is a difference of supporting learners where they are, rather 
than requiring their removal to the services. Without this concept, exclusion will 
occur. 
 There are generally prerequisites for integration. When learners are integrated, 
those prerequisites are usually behavioural and academic. Learners who 
experience barriers to learning must meet a certain criterion for behaviour and 
must demonstrate an ability to keep up with the academic curriculum. When 
learners are integrated, they must meet behavioural criteria. These practices 
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have proven to successfully exclude many learners who experience barriers to 
learning from regular classes. 
 
In general, learners have been placed in regular schools without introducing 
significant institutional and curricular changes in terms of school culture and teaching 
practices. This practice may result in the increase of drop-out rates among learners 
who experience barriers to learning when they are integrated into mainstream 
schools that have not undertaken a comprehensive set of institutional, curricular and 
pedagogical changes (Opertti & Belalcazar, 2008).  
 
Although integration of learners who experience barriers to learning in regular 
schools was an important shift away from the total segregation of special schools, it 
could not be effectively implemented. There was a good deal of resistance among 
mainstream schools and special schools. Coordination was lacking between 
mainstream schools and the institutions working for learners who experience barriers 
to learning, such as the government, the special education institutes, and Non 
Governmental Organisations (United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 2003, p. 
12). 
 
According to Thomazet (2009, p. 555) the integration of learners in the mainstream 
remained dominant in the USA up to the mid-1980s. However, the absence of any 
evident progress in the development of integration, notwithstanding many incentives, 
together with poor results shown by learning support and remedial services, gave 
rise to a demand for more radical changes. This need for changes in global 
education systems to accommodate the diverse needs of learners gave rise to 
various discourses calling for education systems to become more inclusive.  
 
2.2.3. Inclusive education defined 
 
According to Pieterse (2010) there is a lively debate within the international 
education arena regarding the precise meaning of the term inclusive education. She 
also indicates that “this debate is further complicated by the multiple definitions and 
interpretations offered by various authors in international literature” (2010, p. 32). The 
danger of the many meanings attached to inclusion and inclusive education, 
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Armstrong, Armstrong and Spandagou (2010, p. 29) caution, may end up meaning 
everything and nothing at the same time.   
 
Ainscow et al. (2006, p. 14) distinguish two types of definitions. According to them a 
descriptive definition of inclusion reports on the variety of ways inclusion is used in 
practice, whereas a prescriptive definition indicates the way we intend to use the 
concept and would like it to be used by others. This distinction is not entirely clear 
since how inclusion is used in practice, is to a large extent dependent of how, for 
example, policy definitions prescribe inclusion. Ainscow et al. (2006) also 
differentiate between narrow and broad definitions of inclusion. The narrow 
definitions of inclusion refer to the promotion of the inclusion of a special group of 
learners, mainly, but not exclusively, disabled learners and/or learners with special 
education needs in mainstream or regular education. The broad definitions of 
inclusion, on the other hand, do not focus on specific groups of learners, but rather 
on diversity and how schools respond to the diversity of all learners.  
 
The Salamanca Statement (UNESCO, 1994b, p. 11) describes the fundamental 
principle of inclusive education as that “all children should learn together, regardless 
of any difficulties or differences they may have”. Inclusive education therefore intends 
to give all children the opportunity to learn together without discrimination (Abosi & 
Koay, 2008, p. 3). This means that schools where inclusive education takes place 
must be sensitive to the differences in the needs and abilities of various learners with 
disabilities without using these differences as a means to discriminate and or exclude 
certain learners from mainstream education. Inclusive education, according to 
Thomazet (2009, p. 557), makes the school a place of education for all learners 
where the needs of each learner are met and a process that leads the school to seek 
solutions for educating all learners in as ordinary way as possible. Thomazet (2009, 
p. 559) further argues that real inclusive education depends on the capacity of the 
school, and therefore on the capacity of educators to innovate and put differentiation 
in place.  
 
Inclusive education is about the valuing of diversity within the human community. 
When inclusive education is fully embraced, the notion that learners have to become 
“normal” in order to contribute in the world is abandoned. Inclusive education is about 
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Change or remedy learner 
to “fit” in mainstream school  
beginning to look beyond typical ways of becoming valued members of the 
community, and in doing so, begin to realize the achievable goal of providing all 
learners with an authentic sense of belonging (Kunc, 1992, pp. 38‐39). Almazan 
(2009, p. 4) asserts that for schools to claim full inclusivity, three components are 
necessary: physical placement in the age appropriate general education class with 
access to the physical environments and routines of the school; social interactions 
and relationships with peers that are similar to what peers experience; and 
meaningful participation in the general education curriculum with support and 
services to make progress in that curriculum. 
 
Singal (2005, p. 10) defines inclusive education as “providing to all children equitable 
opportunities to receive effective educational services with needed supplementary 
aids and support services in age appropriate classes in their neighbourhood 
schools”. Zhu and Wang (2010, p. 32) state that inclusive education should aim “to 
make every student have equal opportunities in enjoying high-quality education and 
make every student have all-round development, reflecting the yearning for the 
education without exclusion and discrimination …” Equality of opportunity, however, 
does not imply that all learners must get the same opportunities; it rather means that 
they must get appropriate opportunities to fulfil their own unique potential. Because 
of the diverse need of learners in the inclusive classroom, schools should therefore 
not apply a principle of “one size fits all” when designing learning and other 
developmental opportunities as indicated in Figure 2.1.  
 














    
Accepts and makes provision 
for diversity of learners in 
terms of needs and abilities 
This is consistent with the observation of Pinnock and Lewis (2008) that inclusive 
education is the quality education that is needed to welcome all learners to school, 
and to support educationally-disadvantaged groups such as girls, and poorer children 
in their learning. It is also the kind of education that would include disabled learners 
in meaningful learning in all schools as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
 












(Adopted from: Enabling Education Network http://www.eenet.org.uk/what_is_ie.php) 
 
 
The literature also indicates that inclusive education is not a static phenomenon that 
can reach an end destination. Sebba and Sachdev (1997, p. 2) describe inclusive 
education as a process involving changes in the way schools are organised, in the 
curriculum and in teaching strategies, to accommodate the range of needs and 
abilities among learners. Through this process, the school builds its capacity to 
accept all learners from the local community who wish to attend and, in so doing, 
reduces the need to exclude any learner. Ainscow (2005, p. 335) also refers to 
inclusive education as a process concerned with the identification and removal of 
barriers, the presence, participation and achievement of all learners with a particular 
emphasis on those groups of learners who may be at risk of marginalisation, 
exclusion or underachievement. This implies that inclusive education must be 
concerned with the levelling of the education playing field to ensure that all learners 
benefit optimally from the teaching and learning processes. Similarly, Benjamin, 
Nind, Hall, Collins and Sheehy (2003, p. 556) maintain that inclusive education is 
“not a target to be hit, or a goal to be reached; nor is it the final destination of a road 
of continuous linear improvement”. Inclusion should rather be recognized as an 
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ongoing process; marked out by struggle and negotiation, and worked out through 
interpersonal actions and relations in a wider social and political context. 
 
Evans’ (2007, p. 6) definition of inclusive education implies that the diverse needs of 
learners must be respected, celebrated and utilised to the advantage of all involved 
in the teaching and learning process. She refers to inclusive education as: 
 
 the quality of each individual’s experiences in school in terms of learning 
certainty, but also in terms of being respected for who they are; 
 recognising different types of gifts and abilities and providing opportunities for 
everyone; 
 identifying individual learning needs and providing for them; and 
 the creation of a learning environment where barriers to learning are avoided 
wherever possible. 
 
From the above definitions it is clear that inclusive education entails much more than 
just providing access into mainstream education for learners who have previously 
been excluded. It is not only about eradicating an unacceptable system of 
segregated provision and assimilating those learners in an unchanged mainstream 
education system. Existing school systems need to change in terms of physical 
factors, curriculum aspects, teaching expectations and styles, leadership roles to 
allow for the participation of all learners and the removal of all forms of exclusionary 
and discriminatory practices from the education system (Barton, 1997, pp. 84-85; 
Loreman, 2007, p. 23; Peters, 2007, p. 99). According to MacKay and Burt-Garrans 
(2004, p. 6) an inclusive school system does not refer to a specific program, service 
or methodology. It rather refers to a system that in both its design and its effect 
continually strives to ensure that each learner has access to and is enabled to 
participate in the school community, to be part of the community in positive and 
reinforcing ways and whose identity is reflected in the operations of the school 
community.  
 
Inclusive education therefore needs to be viewed as a process whereby the 
individual needs of all learners are continuously monitored and provided for by 
adapting the teaching and learning process to address the needs of individual 
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learners. In an inclusive educational setting, the focus is not on the learner adapting 
to the education system, but rather on the education system providing for the needs 
of all learners. The implementation of inclusive education should therefore be 
regarded as a dynamic process which requires careful planning and support 
throughout the whole education system, that is, at national, provincial, but more so in 
schools – the real centres of delivery.  
 
Derived from the literature and for the purpose of this study, the following definition of 
inclusive education has been generated: Inclusive education is a dynamic process 
which aims to provide access, support, equitable and quality education to all learners 
with different capabilities and abilities by adapting the whole school system in such a 
way that it provides ample opportunities for the optimal development of each 
learner’s unique potential alongside their peers.  
 
Inclusive education is a dynamic, organic, cultural and context-specific process and 
there is no blueprint for doing it. However, according to Stubbs (2008, p. 52), it is 
necessary to have a good knowledge and understanding of the key international 
human rights and development instruments and documents, the background to the 
development of inclusive education, its origins and influences, the concepts, models, 
approaches and what makes inclusive education different from apparently similar 
paradigms.  
 
The differences between segregated, integrated and inclusive education are 












    
Table 2.1 The differences between segregation, integration and inclusion 
 
Segregation tends to 
emphasise 
Integration tends to 
emphasise 
Inclusion tends to 
emphasise 
Services to disabled people Needs of disabled people Rights of disabled people 
Categorising disabled people Changing disabled people Changing schools 
Special or different treatment Equal treatment 
Equality – each receives 
support they need to thrive 
and achieve potential 
Disability is a problem to be 
fixed in a special place 
Disability is a problem to 
be fixed Everyone has gifts to bring 
Services available in 
segregated settings 
Benefits to disabled person 
of being integrated 
Benefits for everyone, 
including all 
Professionals or experts Professionals or experts Political struggle, friends and support 
Special therapies Technique Power of ordinary experience 
Categorisation and 
marginalisation Learning helplessness Assertiveness 
Competition for parts of 
disabled person Technical interventions 
Transforming power of 
relationship 
Stress on inputs Stress on process Stress on outcomes – have a dream 
Separate curriculum Curriculum delivery Curriculum content 
Integration for some is not 
desirable 
Integration can be 
delivered 
Inclusion must be struggled 
for 
(Adapted from Special Needs, Disability and Inclusion: 
http://www.ttrb.ac.uk/viewarticl2.aspx?contentId=15915) 
 
2.2.4. The rationale for inclusive education 
 
The rationale for inclusive education is driven by two discourses, the rights and 
ethics discourse, and the efficacy discourse (Artiles, 2009, p. 17; Lindsay, 2007, p. 
15).  
 
2.2.4.1. The rights and ethics discourse  
 
Inclusive education has grown from the belief that education is a basic human right 
and that it provides the foundation for a more just society. All learners have a right to 
education, regardless of their individual characteristics or difficulties (UNESCO, 
2003, p. 1). The rights and ethics discourse is based on the principle that education is 
a human right and the ethical principles of fairness and social justice. The rights and 
ethics discourse argues that the existence of a dual educational system prevents 
systemic changes to make education responsive to an increasingly diverse society 
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(Artiles, Harris-Murri & Rostenberg, 2008, p. 261). The exclusion of some learners 
from any form of education based on identifiable physical or other condition and the 
segregation of others in separate schools and classrooms is a violation of their 
fundamental human rights (Christensen, 1996, p. 68). 
 
The justice or injustice of a society is reproduced in its educational systems and 
Thomazet (2009, p. 558) holds the view that inclusive education must be a model of 
the kind of democracy one would like to see throughout society. Thomazet (2009) 
further stresses the rights and ethics principle of inclusive education when he states 
that “it [inclusive education] is not a question of efficiency, of profitability of cost; it is 
a question of the right of each child to go to ordinary school without discrimination”. 
Lloyd (2008, p. 226) also refers to the rights and ethics principle of inclusive 
education when she states that inclusion is concerned with ensuring access to the 
mainstream of activity in society and with preventing alienation and dissatisfaction. 
An inclusive society should therefore not have segregated education systems 
because it can erode the principles of democracy and social justice. Any form of 
inequality in terms of access and quality in education privileges certain groups by 
separating and marginalising learners who may experience barriers to learning.  
 
Segregated education is promoting issues of inequality and social justice (Artiles, 
2009, p. 17). The maintenance of a segregated education system is therefore not 
reconcilable with socially just educational systems and with democratic ideals 
because it creates the notion that people with lesser abilities and capabilities cannot 
exist alongside their able peers. It is the school, therefore, that needs to provide the 
opportunity for them to meet others like themselves, which challenge the ways in 
which educational ideas and practices significantly impact on their senses of 
themselves and their long-term quality of life (McPhail & Freeman, 2005, p. 264).  
 
Learners who experience barriers to learning should not only be given the 
opportunity of receiving education, but should also be respected in their human 
dignity and be given chances to participate in all kinds of activities alongside their 
peers. The differences between learners should not be the reason for discrimination 
but rather the foundation to care for them and provide appropriate learning 
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conditions. Individual differences between learners should be appreciated as a 
source of richness and diversity, and not a problem. Schools should therefore admit 
all the students, oppose discrimination and exclusion, and attach importance to 
collective cooperation. The rights and ethics principle in inclusive education is 
important because “without fair education there can be no democratic society” and 
“[in] a society that lacks democratic ideas, people will lack knowledge of democratic 
ideas and pursuit of equal rights. This will make it difficult to ensure justice and 
equality in the field of education” (Zhu & Wang, 2010, p. 33).  
 
Inclusive education is potentially both a process and an outcome for achieving social 
justice and equity in societies. Inclusive schools are able to change attitudes to 
dissimilarity by educating all learners together, thereby forming the basis for a just 
and non-discriminatory society which encourages people to live together in peace 
(UNESCO, 2001a, p. 4). Schools are expected to enhance life opportunities and 
contribute to the creation of a more equitable society. The rights and ethics discourse 
proponents argue that schools are in fact maintaining societal inequities by pursuing 
segregated education; hence the support for and shift towards inclusive education 
practices (Artiles et al., 2008, p. 261; Winter, 2006, p. 85).  
 
2.2.4.2. The efficacy discourse 
 
The Salamanca Statement (UNESCO, 1994b, p. ix) contends that inclusive 
educational systems are more effective than segregated education systems when 
stating that “regular schools with this inclusive orientation are the most effective 
means of combating discriminatory attitudes, creating welcoming communities, 
building an inclusive society and achieving education for all; more over, they provide 
an effective education to the majority of children and improve the efficiency and 
ultimately the cost-effectiveness of the entire education system”.  
 
The efficacy discourse argues that learners who are experiencing barriers to learning 
and are educated in segregated educational settings do not demonstrate greater 
educational gain than learners educated in schools alongside their able peers 
(Artiles, 2009, p. 18). Artiles et al. (2008, p. 262) claim that instructional models and 
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interventions across disability programmes did not differ notably and had a weak 
impact on the outcomes of educational processes. The establishment or 
maintenance of separate education provision does nothing to identify and remove the 
barriers that prevent learners who experience barriers to learning from learning in 
mainstream schools (UNESCO, 2001a, p. 4). An inclusive education system 
improves the efficiency and cost-benefit relationship of education systems and 
achieving quality education for all. Inclusive education is perceived as an 
optimization of the use of resources. Schools are likely to be less expensive when all 
students are educated together, thus giving governments an economic justification to 
move towards an inclusive education system (UNESCO, 2009c, p. 9). The 
maintenance of a costly segregated system of special education where the 
interventions offered in such settings do not seem to be effective, are therefore 
questioned. 
 
The efficacy discourse further assumes that well implemented inclusive education 
models have social benefits for all able and disabled learners and is thus more 
effective than segregated education systems. A learner’s sense of belonging can be 
enhanced by inclusive education practices through participation in contexts in which 
multiple types of difference are observed, and a community approach toward 
learning is used (Artiles et al., 2008, p. 261).  
 
The fundamental argument of the efficacy discourse is that there is no proof that the 
education of learners who experience barriers to learning in a separate educational 
setting is more effective than those who receive education in a regular classroom 
alongside their able peers. Any form of segregated education is therefore hard to 
justify on any level and the argument that segregated forms of education have any 
real benefits for children is a position which is now indefensible (Loreman, 2007, p. 
22). 
 
2.3. THE INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCE OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 
 
The emergence of inclusive education was preceded by various major international 
conferences such as Jomtien in 1990, Salamanca in 1994, Dakar in 2000 and the 
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International Conference on Education in Geneva in 2008. These conferences 
resulted in world wide acceptance of declarations to ensure equity of opportunity and 
access (Du Toit & Forlin, 2009, p. 645).    
 
2.3.1. The Jomtien World Conference on Education for All of 1990 
 
Thailand hosted the 1990 Jomtien World Conference on Education for All (EFA). The 
Declaration and Framework for Action to meet basic learning needs at this 
conference was a turning point for international education (Abosi & Koay, 2008, p. 4). 
The conference has given momentum to the worldwide drive to provide universal 
primary education and reduce adult illiteracy. It also encouraged efforts to improve 
the quality of basic education and to find more cost effective ways to meet the basic 
learning needs of various deprived population groups (UNESCO, 1990, p. i). The 
conference acknowledged that the provision of education at that time was seriously 
deficient and that it must be made more relevant and qualitatively improved, and 
universally available. It was also agreed at the conference that the learning needs of 
the disabled demand special attention and that steps need to be taken to provide 
equal access to education to every category of disabled persons as an integral part 
of the education system (UNESCO, 1990, pp. 1-6). 
 
At this conference, the Education for All movement was launched with the aim to give 
all children, young people and adults the right to education. The conference issued 
the Jomtien World Education Declaration which sets out the main components of an 
expanded vision of basic education: 
 
 giving all children, young people and adults universal access to education, and 
promoting equality by ensuring that all under-served groups have access to basic 
education; 
 focussing on learning acquisition and outcomes rather than simply on enrolment; 
 broadening the means and scope of basic education by ensuring the availability 
of universal primary education;  
 enhancing the environment for learning by ensuring that learners receive the 
nutrition, health care and general physical and emotional support they need to 
benefit from education; and  
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 strengthening partnerships between all sub-sectors and forms of education, 
government departments, non-governmental organisations, the private sector, 
religious groups, local communities and, above all, families and teachers. 
(UNESCO, 2003, p. 3) 
 
Much emphasis was placed on the acknowledgement of the diversity of learners and 
an international commitment to quality education for all was expressed. This implies 
being proactive in identifying the barriers that many learners encounter in accessing 
educational opportunities and identifying the resources needed to overcome those 
barriers. Inclusive education was identified as a process of strengthening the 
capacity of the education system to reach out to all learners and can thus be 
understood as a key strategy to achieve Education for All (UNESCO, 2009a, p. 8). 
This conference was particularly significant because it recognized that large numbers 
of vulnerable and marginalized groups of learners were excluded from education 
systems globally. Although the concept of inclusive education was not used explicitly 
at this stage, this was a landmark conference in the development of thinking about 
inclusive education (Miles & Singal, 2010, p. 3). 
 
2.3.2. The Salamanca World Conference on Special Needs Education of 1994 
 
In 1994 the World Conference on Special Needs Education in Salamanca issued the 
internationally renowned Salamanca Statement which is described as the most 
notable document for educational reform (Loreman, 2007, p. 25). This statement is 
unambiguous in its support for inclusive education and provided the major drive for 
the establishment of inclusive education systems.    
 
The Salamanca Statement assumes that human differences are normal and that 
learning must consequently be adapted to the needs of the child rather than the 
learner fitted to predetermined assumptions regarding the pace and nature of the 
learning process (UNESCO, 1994a, p. 7). At this conference the need for a shift 
towards inclusive education was affirmed by the delegates based on the principles 




    
 every child has a fundamental right to education, and must be given the 
opportunity to achieve and maintain an acceptable level of learning; 
 every child has unique characteristics, interests, abilities and learning needs; 
 education systems should be designed and educational programmes 
implemented to take into account the wide diversity of these characteristics and 
needs; 
 those with special educational needs must have access to regular schools which 
should accommodate them within a child centred pedagogy capable of meeting 
these needs; and 
 regular schools with this inclusive orientation are the most effective means of 
combating discriminatory attitudes, creating welcoming communities, building an 
inclusive society and achieving education for all; more over, they provide an 
effective education to the majority of children and improve the efficiency and 
ultimately the cost-effectiveness of the entire education system. 
 (UNESCO, 1994a, pp. viii, ix) 
 
The Salamanca Statement put the issue of diversity at the centre of the educational, 
cultural and social debate. This new direction in thinking is based on the belief that 
changes in methodology and organisation which are made in response to learners 
experiencing barriers to learning can benefit all learners. Inclusion in education is 
principally about respecting diversity in society and reflecting it in the educational 
community. 
 
2.3.3. The Dakar World Education Forum of 2000 
 
In 2000, the World Education Forum in Dakar adopted the Dakar Framework for 
Action, Education for All: Meeting our Collective Commitments whereby its 
participants reaffirmed the vision of the World Declaration on Education for All 
adopted ten years earlier in Jomtien, Thailand. In describing its vision for Education 
for All, the Dakar World Education Forum (April 2000) stated clearly that inclusive 
education is fundamental if this goal of education for all was to be achieved. 
Participants at the World Education Forum reaffirmed their commitment towards 
inclusive education and education for all when they declared: 
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All children, young people and adults have the human right to benefit from an 
education that will meet their basic learning needs in the best and fullest sense 
of the term, an education that includes learning to know, to do, to live together 
and to be. It is an education geared to tapping each individual’s talents and 
potential, and developing learners’ personalities, so that they can improve their 
lives and transform their societies (UNESCO, 2000, p. 8). 
 
Amongst the declared goals at the World Education Forum in Dakar, the following 
goals focussed unequivocally on those learners who were previously excluded from 
mainstream education: 
 
 Total inclusion of learners with special needs in the mainstream schools; 
 Effecting changes in legislation to extend basic education and include education 
for all in policy statements; 
 Ensuring access and equity for population located in inaccessible areas; 
 Strengthening moral values in the basic education curriculum, stressing the 
importance of democratic values such as justice, fairness, tolerance, and respect 
for diversity and equity for teachers and students; 
 Development of special programmes that respond directly to the problems of 
groups that have been traditionally excluded from development; 
 Increasing the participation of civil society including the local community to 
promote basic learning and lifelong learning for all; and 
 Ensuring excellence for all in education. 
(UNESCO, 2000, p.15) 
 
The Dakar Framework for Action clearly paved the way for inclusive education as 
one of the main strategies to address the challenges of marginalization and exclusion 
in response to the fundamental principle of EFA, namely that all children, youth and 
adults should have the opportunity to learn (UNESCO, 2009c, p. 7). 
 
2.3.4. The International Conference on Education of 2008 
 
At the International Conference on Education held from 25 to 28 November 2008 in 
Geneva, Switzerland, the global commitment towards inclusive education was further 
strengthened with a call on all member states to “adopt an inclusive education 
approach in the design, implementation, monitoring and assessment of educational 
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policies as a way to further accelerate the attainment of Education for All goals as 
well as to contribute to building more inclusive societies” (UNESCO, 2009b, p. 18). 
The importance of inclusive education was also stressed as a “general guiding 
principle to strengthen education for sustainable development, lifelong learning for all 
and equal access of all levels of society to learning opportunities so as to implement 
the principles of inclusive education” (UNESCO, 2009b, p. 18). 
 
The following recommendations of the conference focus specifically on the removal 
of discrimination in education provision, the celebration of diversity and the provision 
of quality and equitable education for all: 
 
 The acknowledgement that inclusive education is an ongoing process aimed at 
offering quality education for all while respecting diversity and the different needs 
and abilities, characteristics and learning expectations of the students and 
communities, eliminating all forms of discrimination. 
 Addressing of social inequity and poverty levels as priorities, as these are major 
obstacles to the implementation of inclusive education policies and strategies, 
and deal with these problems within a framework of intersectoral policies. 
 Promoting school cultures and environments that are child-friendly, conducive to 
effective learning and inclusive of all children, healthy and protective, gender-
responsive, and encourage the active role and the participation of the learners 
themselves, their families and their communities.  
 Develop policies that provide educational support for different categories of 
learners in order to facilitate their development in regular schools. 
(UNESCO, 2009a, pp. 18, 19) 
 
From this international conferences and conventions it is evident that there is great 
commitment from governments internationally to provide equal access and quality 







    
2.4. THE SHIFT TOWARDS INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
Education in South Africa has been influenced by international and national trends 
regarding disability. There have been major shifts in the attitudes and paradigms of 
people working with disabilities in recent years. Specifically, one of the major shifts 
has been the move away from a medical model approach which emphasises 
disability rather than ability, to an approach centred on rights (Engelbrecht, et al., 
2003).  
 
The history of Special Needs Education (SNE) and Education Support Services 
(ESS) in South Africa reflects tremendous neglect and lack of provision for the large 
majority of learners. Racial segregation and inequality were entrenched in policies 
and legislation pertaining to education provision in South Africa during the apartheid 
era. The apartheid system categorized and officially classified people in terms of race 
and this racial classification of South Africans influenced every aspect of their lives.  
 
The aim of apartheid education policies was to enhance and maintain White 
supremacy by providing a better quality education to Whites than education 
opportunities provided to other races. Education provision and support services 
operated along racial lines with gross inequities between White and Black learners, 
especially African learners. These inequities in provision resulted in highly 
specialized and costly provision of special needs education and support services for 
a limited number of learners, the majority being White and Indian learners 
(Engelbrecht, Oswald & Forlin, 2006, p. 121; Gwalla-Ogisi, Nkabinde & Rodriguez, 
1998, p. 74; Muthukrishna & Schoeman, 2000, p. 316). Support services for learners 
at White schools were provided along a continuum of services ranging from 
institutionalized care to special school provisioning to special units and remedial 
classes within mainstream schools. Provisioning of such services at Black schools 
was virtually non-existent, which left the majority of Black learners with disability, 
outside of the system or mainstreamed by default (Pather, 2007, p. 630).  
 
Special Needs Education in South Africa was not only fragmented by the apartheid 
laws that imposed separation along racial lines, but also by legislation and policy that 
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separated ordinary learners from learners perceived as having special needs. Green 
(2001, p. 6) describes this strategy “at its best as inefficient and wasteful and at its 
worst, unjust”. Learners with disabilities and those experiencing learning difficulties 
have been downgraded to a second system of education, separated and 
marginalized from mainstream educational provision. In addition, they were relegated 
to the fringe of educational concern (Lomofsky & Lazarus, 2001, pp. 303-304). This 
approach has led to exclusionary practices in education towards learners with 
disabilities and those experiencing learning difficulties (Muthukrishna & Schoeman, 
2000, p.317; Nkabinde, 1993, p. 108). According to statistics from the Department of 
Education (2001), of the approximately 400 000 disabled or impaired learners, only 
64 200 were accommodated in 380 special schools throughout South Africa. A 
potential 280 000 learners were unaccounted for (Department of Education, 2001, p. 
9) and could therefore be regarded as excluded from any form of education.  
 
Since 1994, and influenced by the international trends in education, the South 
African Government has been committed to transforming educational policies and 
practices to address the imbalances and neglect of the past and to bring the country 
in line with international standards of recognition of human rights and quality 
education for all (Muthukrishna & Schoeman, 2000, p. 317). The South African 
government was faced with many educational challenges, including the: 
 
 amalgamation of the racially divided education departments into one national 
education department; 
 creation of a centralised education administration system to meet the needs of an 
integrated education system;  
 review of the curriculum to meet the needs of the new democracy; and 
 training of educators in terms of the requirements of the new outcomes-based 
curriculum.                                                                                
(Wevers, 2000, p. 4)              
 
To achieve the objectives of an inclusive education system, the South African 
Government embarked on the development of policies and legislation which resulted 
in various polices and legislation which aimed to establish one inclusive education 
system in South Africa to the benefit of all learners and to contribute towards the 
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eradication of all imbalances in education which was mainly responsible for the 
inequalities in societies during the apartheid era. 
 
2.4.1. The South African Constitution  
 
Against the legacy of racial discrimination and the neglect and marginalization of 
diverse sectors of the population during the apartheid era, the new government 
dedicated themselves to restoring the human rights of all marginalized groups. The 
principles of a democratic society based on human dignity, freedom, and equality are 
entrenched in the Constitution (Muthukrishna & Schoeman, 2000, p. 316). 
 
The principle of equality of rights is one of the key provisions of the Constitution. It 
safeguards all persons from any form of discrimination. The Constitution also 
guarantees the right to have measures designed to achieve the adequate protection 
and development of persons previously deprived by unreasonable discrimination. 
Education as a basic human right is therefore guaranteed and excluding any learner 
from any form of education on any grounds is a violation of the constitutional right of 
a learner. The Constitution further states that everyone has inherent dignity and the 
right to have their dignity respected and protected. Relegating learners, who 
experience barriers to learning to a separate form of education, compromises the 
human dignity of such learners and is a contravention of the Constitution (South 
Africa, 1996a). 
 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa laid the foundation for legislative 
action in the field of education. Since 1994, education policy documents that 
emerged, entrenched the principles enshrined in the Constitution, including 
education as a basic human right, quality education for all, equity and redress, the 
right of choice, curriculum entitlement and the rights of parents. 
 
2.4.2. White Paper on Education and Training  
 
The White Paper on Education and Training (Department of Education, 1995) 
document was the first policy document on education and training in the democratic 
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South Africa. This policy document describes the process of transformation in 
education and training which would lead to a system serving all citizens, the new 
democracy, and the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). In his 
introductory message the then national Minister of Education, Professor Bengu, 
stated the urgent need for an amended educational path as follows:  
 
It is essential for us to build a system of education and training with which all 
our people can identify because it serves their needs and interests. Such a 
system must be founded on equity and non-discrimination, it must respect 
diversity, it must honour learning and strive for excellence, it must be owned 
and cared for by the communities and stakeholders it serves, and it must use all 
the resources available to it in the most effective manner possible (Department 
of Education, 1995). 
 
The White Paper on Education and Training (Department of Education, 1995) 
acknowledges education as a basic human right and reaffirmed the State’s 
commitment to protect and advance these rights for all citizens and to ensure that all 
citizens have the opportunity to develop their capacities to make a meaningful 
contribution to society. The White Paper stressed the need for increased access to 
education of good quality for all learners to enhance the possibility of life long 
learning.  
 
With regard to diverse needs of learners, the White Paper emphasises the need for 
the education system to offer greater flexibility in terms of what, how and at what 
pace learners learn. To achieve this goal, special reference is made to  “redress of 
educational inequalities among those sections of people who have suffered particular 
disadvantages or who are especially vulnerable, including street-children, out of 
school youth, the disabled citizens and citizens with special educational needs” 
(Department of Education, 1995). 
 
The White Paper also advocates the deconstruction of all fragmented practices in 
education when stating that “all South Africans without exception share the same 
inalienable rights, equal citizenship, and common national destiny, and that all forms 
of bias are dehumanising” (Department of Education, 1995). Lomofsky and Lazarus 
(2001, pp. 308-309) identified the following key initiatives that were introduced as a 
result of the White Paper on Education and Training: 
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 The Culture of Teaching, Learning and Services (COLTS) which aims to restore 
respect for diversity and the culture of teaching and learning which has been 
severely eroded in schools. 
 The National Qualifications Framework (NQF) was designed to give recognition to 
prior knowledge and the concept of life-long learning. This integrated approach to 
education and training aimed to build a just, equitable and high quality system. 
 An Outcomes-Based Curriculum (OBE) was designed to respond to diverse 
learner needs and has been declared national policy in South Africa. The system 
is based on a belief that all learners can achieve success and, instead of 
encouraging learners to conform, their individuality is respected. In contrast to the 
traditional curriculum, OBE develops educators’ capacities to respond to 
development of an inclusive education system, the diversity in learners’ styles 
and rates of learning. In accommodating a diversity of learner needs, OBE is 
‘inclusive’ by nature and focuses on the processes necessary for learners to 
achieve the desired outcomes. The Continuous Assessment System policy forms 
an integral part of this curriculum.  
 The New Language Policy. This includes recognition of 12 official languages, 
including Sign Language.  
 
To improve education provision to learners who experience barriers to learning, the 
Ministry of Education also envisaged the appointment of a National Commission on 
Special Needs in Education and Training to undertake a thorough needs analysis 
regarding the state of special needs education in South Africa and make its 
recommendations to the Minister (Department of Education, 1995). The White Paper 
on Education and Training embodied the master framework for education 
transformation in a post-apartheid South Africa. 
 
2.4.3. The South African Schools Act of 1996 
 
The South African Schools Act (South Africa, 1996a) introduced a new era in the 
field of general education in South Africa. It embodies the principles in the 
Constitution and the White Paper on education and training. One of the key 
characteristics of the Act is the affirmation of the right of equal access to basic and 
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quality education for all learners without discrimination of any sort. The principle of 
quality education for all learners is stressed by the stipulation that a public school 
must promote the best interests of the school and strive to ensure its development 
through the provision of quality education for all learners at the school. 
 
The Act also stipulates that the rights and wishes of parents must surpass the 
admissions policy of the School Governing Body (SGB), which gives parents of 
learners who experience barriers to learning the right to a choice of placement. The 
Governing Body must include representation for learners with ‘special educational 
needs’ (Lomofsky & Lazarus, 2001, pp. 8-9). 
 
These clauses summarise the vision of the Education Department to give recognition 
to the wide diversity of needs of learners and ensure a more flexible range of 
responses. The emphasis on quality education for all learners suggests that schools 
have to meet the diverse needs of all learners. No learner may therefore be denied 
admission to an ordinary school on any grounds, including grounds of disability, 
language, learning difficulty or pregnancy. This was the first step towards a single 
inclusive education system for South Africa (Department of Education, 1997, p. 36).  
In their report the NCSET/NCESS made the following positive observations 
regarding the South African Schools Act and its influence on learners who 
experience barriers to learning:  
 
 The exclusion of provision of education for learners with ‘special needs’ as  
separate statutes is an indication that education for learners who experience 
barriers to learning is no longer seen as part of a second or separate system in 
our law.  
 The Act makes the provision of support services mandatory and stipulates that 
the rights and wishes of parents must overrule the admission policy of any 
Governing Body of a school, thus giving the parents a choice in the placement of 
their children.  
 The Act embodies the constitutional right to equal access, the right to claim 
learning support so as to access the curriculum, and the right of parents to 
choose. This implies that compulsory exclusion of any learner has effectively 
been abolished.  
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 A further courageous and mandatory aspect of the Act is the provision that 
recognises Sign Language as an official language for the purposes of learning at 
a public school.  
 The fact that the State is legally responsible to take all reasonable measures to 
ensure that the physical facilities at public schools are accessible to persons with 
disabilities also marks a very important step forward in removing barriers which 
prevented learners with disabilities from attending school. 
 (Department of Education, 1997, p. 36) 
 
While the South African Schools Act provides positive stimuli for the introduction of 
an inclusive education system in South Africa, the NCSNET/NCESS identified the 
following limitations within the Act with regard to special education: 
 
 The manner in which ‘special education need’ is defined and dealt with in the Act 
remains premised on limited historical understandings of what constitutes ‘special 
needs’.  
 By specifically referring to ‘schools for LSEN’ the Act implies that only learners 
presently catered for in specialised schools are considered to be included in the 
definition of learners with ‘special needs’. 
 The idea of inclusion of learners with ‘special needs’ into our school system, is 
not prescriptive enough in providing for the development of an inclusive, 
integrated education system.  
 There is as yet nothing in the Act which indicates how the education system can 
contribute to overcoming barriers which have led to social exclusion and 
sustained marginalisation of significant sectors of the population.  
(Department of Education, 1997, p. 36) 
 
Although not specifically aimed at establishing inclusive education in South Africa, 
the South African Schools Act did much to remove exclusionary and discriminatory 
educational practices on the basis of diversity. It therefore paved the way for 




    
2.4.4. Reports of the National Commission on Special Needs Education and 
Training (NCSNET) and the National Committee for Education Support 
Services (NCESS) 
 
The NCSNET and the NCESS were appointed by the Minister of Education to 
investigate and make recommendations on all aspects of ‘special needs’ and support 
services in education and training in South Africa. The focus of the investigation was 
on the development of education to ensure that the system becomes more 
responsive to the diverse needs of all learners (Department of Education, 1997, p. 2). 
 
The research report by the NCSNET/NCESS revealed that disability was just one of 
the issues affecting the exclusion of learners from the education system in South 
Africa. A range of issues were identified as barriers within the education system and 
the broader socio-economic and political context in South Africa, which affected the 
learning and participation (Lomofsky & Lazarus, 2001, p. 315). 
 
The report also seeks to influence a paradigm shift from a medical deficit view of 
need which underpinned understandings related to conceptions of integration and 
mainstreaming, to one based on a social rights model with a focus on transforming 
the system, attitudes and approaches to accommodate a range of diversity, not 
excluding those with disability (Lomofsky & Lazarus, 2001). 
 
The following is a summary of the findings of the NCSNET/NCESS as published by 
the Department of Education (2001, pp. 6-7): 
 
 Under the apartheid education system education for learners who experienced 
learning difficulties and learners with disabilities was called special education. 
These learners were called ‘learners with special education needs’. 
 Special education and support services had been provided mainly for a small 
number of ‘learners with special education needs’ in ‘special classes’ in ordinary 
schools or in ‘special schools’. 
 Special education and support services were provided on a racial basis, with the 
best resources going to the white learners.  
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 Most learners with disabilities were either not in special schools, or had never 
been to a school. A few were in ordinary schools that could not properly meet 
their needs. 
 In general, the curriculum and the education system had failed to respond to the 
many different needs of learners. This caused large numbers of learners to drop 
out of school, or be pushed-out of school, or to fail at school. 
 While some attention had been given to special needs and support in schools, the 
other levels of education for example, Early Childhood Development (ECD) had 
been seriously neglected.  
 
In response to this report the Department of Education included the 
recommendations in the new policy of July 2001 which is called Education White 
Paper 6 on Special Needs Education: Building an Inclusive Education and Training 
System which is discussed below. 
 
2.4.5. White Paper 6 on Special Needs Education: Building an inclusive 
education and training system 
 
Education White Paper 6 on Special Needs Education (Department of Education, 
2001) can be regarded as the most explicit document in terms of the establishment 
of an inclusive education in South Africa. White Paper 6 gave the much needed 
impetus towards the implementation of inclusive education in South Africa. It 
acknowledged the failure of the education system to respond to the needs of a 
substantial number of learners, not only those previously defined as having special 
needs. It also referred to the existence of a broad range of learning needs which, if 
not effectively addressed, could contribute to continued failure to learn (Engelbrecht, 
2006, p. 255). It provides a detailed theoretical outline of how inclusive education 
should be achieved in South Africa.  
 
Education White Paper 6 on Special Needs Education aims to address the diverse 
needs of all learners in one undivided education system. It moves from the 
categorisation of learners according to disability (medical model) to assessing the 
needs and levels of support required by individual learners to facilitate their 
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maximum participation in the education system as a whole (Department of 
Education, 2005b, p. 7). Education White Paper 6 provides clear guiding principles of 
the new education system it envisages for South Africa so that all learners would 
have equal opportunities to be educated: 
 
 Protecting the rights of all people and making sure that all learners are treated 
fairly. 
 Making sure that all learners can participate fully and equally in education and 
society. 
 Ensuring that all learners have equal access to a single, inclusive education 
system. 
 Making sure that all learners can understand and participate meaningfully with the 
teaching and learning processes in schools. 
 Addressing and correcting inequalities of the past in education. 
 Making sure that there is community involvement in changing the education 
system. 
 Making sure that education is as affordable as possible for everyone. 
(Department of Education, 2002, p. 8) 
 
In White Paper 6 the Department of Education also commits itself to the promotion of 
education for all and the advancement of the development of inclusive and 
supportive centres of learning. This would allow for the active participation in the 
education process by all learners to enable them to develop and extend their 
potential and participate as equal members of society (Department of Education, 
2002, p. 8).  
 
Education White Paper 6 sets out a clear framework for the implementation of the 
policy of Inclusive Education in a gradual and incremental way. The Department of 
Education (2002) set themselves a 20 year period in which to achieve a sustainable 
inclusive education system in South Africa. During this period the following aspects 
are set be addressed:  
 
 Strengthen the weaknesses in the education system; 
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 Include more of the learners that are not receiving education into the  education 
system, and provide more opportunities for learners to be educated; 
 Help teachers and other education support services to meet the needs of all 
learners; and 
 Make sure that all of these changes are happening successfully.  
(Department of Education, 2002, pp. 8-9) 
 
According to the Department of Education (2002, p. 11) the following progress has 
already been made towards the implementation of inclusive education in South 
Africa: 
 
 Change policies and laws for all levels of education. 
 Develop inclusive schools and other centres of learning so that all learners, 
including out-of-school learners, can have equal opportunities to be educated. 
 Strengthen education support services, especially at the district level and in 
schools. 
 Conduct national information campaigns to help ordinary schools and other 
centres of learning to understand inclusive education. 
 Develop a new curriculum for schools and new ways of assessing learners. 
 Develop and improve schools and other centres of learning. 
 Develop new ways to make sure that good quality education is provided in all 
schools and centres of learning. 
 Train and develop the skills of teachers in the ‘ordinary’ and ‘special’ schools. 
 Develop programmes to identify and address learning problems and disabilities 
early in the Foundation Phase of schooling. 
 Address the challenge of  the Human immunodeficiency Virus  (HIV) and 
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and other infectious diseases. 
 Find ways to make sure that there is enough money to pay for all of these 
activities. 
 
Education White Paper 6 can with right be regarded as a watershed document which 
aims to transform the South African education system into a single inclusive system 
which is able to provide equal access and quality education to all learners. It clearly 
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posits that curriculum, pedagogy and the environment should be designed to meet 
the needs of all learners and that barriers to learning should be identified and 
minimized (Du Toit & Forlin, 2009, p. 661). 
 
To enhance and streamline the operationalisation of White Paper 6, various 
guidelines were published by the Department of Education. This includes the 
establishment of special schools as resource centres and the establishment of full 
service schools. 
 
2.4.5.1. The establishment of special schools as resource centres 
 
One of the off-springs of White Paper 6 is a document called Conceptual and 
operational guidelines for the implementation of inclusive education: Special schools 
as resource centres in 2005. In this document the Department of Education (2005d) 
outlines the future role of special schools in South Africa.  
 
The Department of Education (2005d, p. 8) envisages that special schools, as 
resource centres, will move steadily away from using segregation according to 
categories as an organising principle for institutions. This implies that the traditionally 
defined categories of disability for example, deafness, and blindness, intellectual and 
physical disabilities are not regarded as referring to homogenous groups. The 
Department of Education (2005d) also recognises that there is a need to base the 
provision of education for learners who experience barriers to learning on the 
intensity of support they need in any given context. Special schools as resource 
centres will be required to provide support for learners who require high levels of 
support.  
 
According to the Department of Education (2005d, p. 5), the transformation of special 
schools in its current form to resource centres can be achieved in the following 
manner: 
 
 Systematically moving away from using disabilities to segregate learners with 




    
 Basing the provision of education for disabled learners on what is needed to 
support them best;  
 Supporting learners through full service schools which have the capacity to assist 
learner with particular disabilities;  
 Directing how the initial facilities will be set up and how the additional resources 
required would be accessed;  
 Indicating how learners with disabilities would be identified, assessed and 
incorporated into special, full service and ordinary schools;  
 Introducing strategies and interventions that will assist teachers to cope with a 
diversity of learning and teaching needs to ensure that difficulties are overcome;  
 Giving direction for the education support system needed; and  
 Providing clear signals about how current special schools will both serve 
identified disabled learners on-site as well as be a resource for teachers and 
schools in the area.  
 
Although the Department of Education intends to strengthen special schools to 
provide more effective support to learners and educators, they clearly state that the 
intention is not that more special schools should be built. The intention is rather to 
make more support programmes available at local level in mainstream schools and 
through site-based support teams to ordinary neighbourhood schools.  
 
A comprehensive discussion on the support role of special schools as resource 
centres will follow in Chapter 4.  
 
2.4.5.2. The establishment of full service schools 
 
The Department of Education (2005d) conceptualise that full service schools are “… 
first and foremost mainstream education institutions that provide quality education to 
all learners and students by supplying the full range of learning needs in an equitable 
manner” which should strive “to achieve access, equity, quality and social justice in 




    
Furthermore, the Department of Education (2005d) ascribe the following features to a 
full service school: 
 
 Seeks to embrace the vision of a society for all, based on the United Nations’ 
Declaration of Human Rights.  
 It acknowledges and celebrates diversity through recognising potential, increasing 
participation, overcoming and reducing barriers, and removing stigmatisation and 
labelling.  
 Seeks to adopt a holistic, flexible and accommodative approach to development 
and upholds a spirit of collaboration among all members of the school community 
as well as reaches out to various stakeholders around the school.  
 A full service school nurtures a philosophy that is based on beliefs that support 
inclusion.  
 
From the above it can be argued that full service schools should be educational 
centres where the full range of support services is available to learners who 
experience barriers to learning. These support services should also be available 
within the mainstream classroom to prevent learners being separated from their able 
peers when receiving specialised educational support. An in-depth discussion of the 
role of full service schools follows in Chapter 4.  
 
2.5. IMPLICATIONS OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION FOR THE EDUCATION 
SYSTEM 
 
Inclusive education has far reaching implications for the education system as a 
whole. It requires systemic changes and adaptations on all levels of the education 
system. For learners to be in a class is one thing, but to provide learning 
opportunities for learners with diverse needs in the same class and effective learning 
is another. The focus should therefore be on pedagogical inclusion, that is, providing 
for all equal access to good quality education and learning opportunities. To reach 
the excluded requires strategies quite different from a simple expansion of education 
systems. Systems must adapt to the circumstances of excluded groups (Asian 




    
Inclusion will result in more learners who experience barriers to learner attending 
school in regular schools and classes. Therefore, inclusive education requires 
dramatic changes in the roles and responsibilities of professionals where learners 
who experience barriers to learning attend school. The role of regular education 
administrators and other professionals will have to change to accept the 
responsibility for all learners, including those who experience barriers to learning 
(Coalition on School inclusion, 1994, p. 4). 
 
The actual implementation of inclusive education is the core function of schools. 
However, schools do not operate in a vacuum and form part of the broader 
educational system. The effective implementation of inclusive education will therefore 
also depend on the adaptations made at other levels of the education system. In 
South Africa, the Department of Education (2003) provides clear guidelines for the 
key functions and responsibilities of the different levels of the education system to 
ensure adequate support to schools to implement inclusive education as indicated in 
Table 2.2.   
 
Table 2.2 Levels of support and key functions at different levels of education 
 
Level of support Key Support Functions 
National Department of Education Providing national policy and a broad 
management framework for support 
Provincial departments of education in 
the nine provinces 
Coordinating implementation of national 
framework of support, in relation to 
provincial needs 
District Based Support Teams 
(including Special/Resource Schools) 
(Developed within smaller 
geographical areas, determined in 
different ways in the nine provinces) 
Providing integrated support to 
education institutions (Early Childhood 
Development centres, schools, colleges 
and adult learning centres) to support 
the development of effective teaching 
and learning 
Institution Level Support Teams (local 
teams in schools, colleges, early 
childhood and adult learning centres) 
Identifying and addressing barriers to 
learning in the local context, promoting 
effective teaching and learning 
(Department of Education, 2003, p. 8) 
 
The support systems for inclusive education and the roles and responsibilities at 




    
2.6. BENEFITS OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 
 
The literature suggests that, when properly implemented, inclusive education has 
benefits for learners, educators and the community at large (Ajodhia-Andrews, 2007; 
Kunc, 1992; Power-deFur & Orelove, 1996).   
 
2.6.1. Benefits for learners 
 
Power-deFur and Orelove (1996, p. 4) posit that learners who experience barriers to 
learning in inclusive settings will be inclined to show improvement in standardized 
tests. The learners also acquire better social and communication skills which were 
previously undeveloped as they will experience increased interaction with peers 
(Lewis & Doorlag, 2003, p. 11). The acquisition of these social skills will prepare 
them better for post school experiences.  
 
Kunc (1992, p. 30) highlights the emotional benefits of inclusive education because it 
provides the learner who experiences barriers to learning with a feeling of belonging 
which is a key factor for the learners to excel. In the inclusive classroom, learners 
who experience barriers to learning will begin to feel that they are part of the greater 
world and that their differences do not make them inferior to their “normal” peers. 
This sense of belonging can lead to the establishment of warm, caring, meaningful 
and long lasting friendships and emotional bonds between learners with and without 
barriers to learning (Kunc, 1992, p. 38, O’Connor, 2007, p. 546; Swart et al., 2002, p. 
185).  
 
It is not only learners who experience barriers to learning that can benefit from 
inclusive education. Their “normal” peers can also benefit in the sense that they learn 
to accept learners who experience barriers to learning as their peers and labelling is 







    
2.6.2. Benefits for educators 
 
Educators in inclusive settings will collaborate more and spend more time on 
planning. They will learn new techniques from one another; participate in more 
professional development activities. This will lead to a greater willingness to change, 
and use a wider range of creative strategies to meet learners’ needs (Power-deFur & 
Orelove, 1996, p. 6; UNESCO, 2001b, p. 33). Because mainstream educators 
generally have little or no experience in teaching learners who experience barriers to 
learning, they may feel obligated to further educate and develop themselves 
professionally in order to better serve these learners, and better trained educators 
translate into better education for all learners (Lewis & Doorlag, 2003, p. 11). 
 
Another benefit of inclusive education for educators is that they may develop greater 
acceptance, awareness and understanding learners with diverse needs. They may 
also gain a sense of intrinsic satisfaction to improve the quality of life of learners who 
experience barriers to learning (Ajodhia-Andrews, 2007, p. 8).  
 
2.6.3. Benefits for the parent community 
 
Power-deFur and Orelove (1996, p. 5) distinguish between direct and indirect 
benefits of inclusive education for parents of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. Direct benefits relate to the normal development as teenagers because 
children who experience barriers to learning can learn normal skills from peers who 
are typically developing and therefore dependence on the family is considerably 
reduced. 
 
Indirect benefits of inclusion for families of learners who experience barriers to 
learning include an educational setting provided in the neighbourhood school, which 
can lead to improved connection with other families in the community and therefore 
lead towards greater collaboration between parents in the interest of the 





    
2.7. CHALLENGES FOR INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
Most international attention has been focused on helping children get into school but 
what happens once they are there, and the nature of the education they receive, has 
been receiving far less emphasis. As a consequence, even if they go to school, huge 
numbers of learners experience a quality of education that is extremely poor, leaving 
them without the skills and knowledge they need to lift themselves out of poverty 
(UNESCO, 2007, pp. 1-2).  
 
Although the South African government has developed well structured policies to 
guide the country towards the achievement of a quality education system, and 
despite the benefits of inclusive education, many challenges still remain to realise the 
noble but ambitious goal of inclusive education. Learners in South Africa continue to 
experience barriers to learning despite inclusive education having been directed by 
policy for the past 15 years of South Africa’s democracy. This is evident by the high 
drop out rate at young ages, poor literacy skills, disrupted school environments and 
poor matriculation results each year (Du Toit & Forlin, 2009, p. 648). 
 
Nel (2007, p. 3) for example, identified the following factors that complicate a shift to 
inclusive education in South Africa: 
 
 most educators are not trained to take on inclusive education and are thus unable 
to respond appropriately to the diverse needs of inclusive education; 
 they need re-orientation, support and training and assistance as well as a 
fundamental shift in mindsets and attitudes; 
 they also need to have a common vision, a good conceptual framework and 
language, as well as a set of instructional and technical skills to work with the 
diverse needs of learners competency regarding collaboration skills and support 
strategies to understand their relative roles and responsibilities in an inclusive 




    
The Department of Education (2001, p. 7) identified the following challenges that 
manifest as barriers to learning and development which will be discussed in Chapter 
3: 
 
 Negative attitudes to and stereotyping of difference. 
 An inflexible curriculum. 
 Inappropriate languages or language of learning and teaching. 
 Inappropriate communication. 
 Inaccessible and unsafe built environments. 
 Inappropriate and inadequate support services. 
 Inadequate policies and legislation. 
 The non-recognition and non-involvement of parents. 
 Inadequately and inappropriately trained education managers and educators. 
 
In South Africa, the real challenge therefore does not only lie with policy formulation 
and development, but with training, provisioning and resourcing, societal issues, the 
preparation of schools and the practical implementation of inclusive education. It is 
for this reason that Engelbrecht, Green, Naicker and Engelbrecht (1999, p. 22) 
caution that the actual implementation of inclusive education will not be easy, since 
education is generally a conservative endeavour and therefore policy cannot become 
a reality without hard work. Hence, the main objective of this research is to determine 
how effective learners who experience barriers to learning are managed in 




This chapter provided the theoretical foundation of inclusive education on which this 
research is based. Derived from different literature sources, the preference of 
inclusive education to a segregated system of education was discussed and a 
working definition of inclusive education was generated for this study. The rationale 
for inclusive education was illuminated in terms of the rights and ethics discourse 
and the efficacy discourse. The international emergence of and support for 
inclusion were discussed which revealed that schools should not in any way 
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discriminate against any learner based on diversity, which addresses sub-research 
question 1 of this research project.  
 
The response of the South African Government to the international shift towards 
inclusive education was discussed by analysing transformative education policies 
and implementation guidelines which aim to transform the education system.   
 
The chapter also indicated that there are still many challenges that may influence 
the effective implementation of inclusive education in South Africa. The benefits of 
inclusive education for learners, educators and the parents were also highlighted. 
 
Before educators can start with the implementation of inclusive education, it is 
imperative that they make an effective assessment of individual learners’ needs in 
order to plan and effectively develop learning programmes to suite the needs of 
individual learners. However, to be able to make effective an assessment of 
learners’ needs, educators need to be aware of the different barriers to learning and 
how it can impact negatively on learner development. Chapter 3 will focus on the 


















    
CHAPTER THREE 
 




The ultimate goal of formal schooling is learner development. However, learner 
resistance to learning may be a significant outcome of schooling. The causes of this 
resistance or alienation from learning may be rooted in the learner’s home or family, 
ethnic or cultural background, or ultimately school itself (Ogbu, 1989; Travis, 1995). 
Given the resources society and school claim to invest in the education of learners, 
this increase in alienation among learners is disturbing. Unfortunately, a number of 
barriers exist that prevent some learners from engaging effectively in the schooling 
process (Calabrese, 1989; Calabrese & Seldin, 1987). 
 
For public education to live up to the expectation of educating all learners, educators 
and other school personnel must begin to focus on and remove the factors within the 
immediate school environment that are barriers to learning for some learners (Brown, 
Paulsen & Higgens, 2003, p. 109). What educators do to facilitate a good learning 
environment and adaptive education for everyone, is essential if inclusive education 
is to succeed (Flem, Moen & Gudmundsdottir, 2004, p. 95). Educators will only 
succeed to provide quality education and respond effectively to the diverse needs of 
learners if they are able to identify the barriers to learning that obstruct the effective 
learning and development of all learners (Voltz, Brazil & Ford, 2001, p. 24). It is 
important that barriers to learning are identified at an early stage of learners’ school 
careers because it will determine the levels and extent of support that is required by 
individual learners to make their learning experiences in the inclusive classroom 
meaningful. 
 
This chapter will address the sub-research questions: When and by whom are 
learners who experience barriers to learning assessed and how accurate and 
effective is this assessment? This chapter will therefore review the literature by 
defining the term barriers to learning, discussing various models of disability, analyse 
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the different types of barriers to learning and discuss its impact on learner 
development.  
 
3.2. ILLUMINATION OF THE TERM BARRIERS TO LEARNING 
 
All children are born with a sense of interest about the world in which they live. 
Through learning, children build up crucial survival skills and organise their world so 
as to make sense of it. They attain vital skills to regulate their environment which in 
turn helps them to live in a social world (Glenn, Cousins & Helps, 2005, p. 2).  
 
Children who fail to benefit from formal school education do not represent a 
monolithic group. For some of these children, school is genuinely outside their reach 
in physical terms. Others fail to attend school, even if it is available in the 
neighbourhood, due to social and economic reasons. Some attend school, but never 
physically or psychologically participate in the education process. Yet, others leave 
school without completing even the lower primary cycle of five years. There are some 
who are officially on the school rolls but precariously placed; they remain largely 
absent and are unable to benefit from the schooling process. There are also those 
who complete the schooling in physical terms, but hardly benefit in terms of acquiring 
cognitive capabilities (Govinda, 2009, p. 12) 
 
Many learners are subject to these conditions which can obstruct learning – 
especially if adults around these children fail to understand the difficulties they are 
experiencing or if they are uncertain about how to react positively and timeously to 
these obstructions to learning (Glenn et al., 2005, p. 2). These obstructions or 
hindrances to learning will, in this study, be referred to as barriers of learning. 
 
3.2.1. Changing the term: From ‘special needs’ to barriers to learning 
 
The term ‘special needs in education’ was traditionally used to refer to needs or 
priorities which the individual person or the system may have and which must be 
addressed to ensure effective learning. From the perspective of this study, special 
needs is viewed as a too narrowly defined term because it was traditionally only 
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applicable to learners who were categorised as experiencing disabilities or 
impairments that influenced their learning ability in a normal education environment. 
Learners who were denied access to quality education by conditions or 
circumstances other than disabilities or impairments, were excluded from special 
needs education and were not catered for in terms of education provision 
(Department of Education, 2005b, p. 7; Kriegler, 1990, p. 27).   
 
In their report, the NCSNET/NCESS acknowledged that ‘special needs’ often arise 
as a result of barriers within the curriculum, the centre of learning, the system of 
education, and the broader social context. They therefore suggested that instead of 
referring to ‘special needs’ the term barriers to learning and development should be 
adopted (Department of Education, 1997, p. 2). 
 
Given the narrow interpretation of the term special needs and the resulting 
categorisation of learners in terms of their disabilities and impairments, the 
Department of Education (2005b, p. 7) discourages the continued use of the term 
special education needs: 
 
We have to move beyond the notion of ‘Special Needs’ Education to 
understanding the various barriers to learning which go beyond disability and 
also include amongst others negative attitudes towards difference, poverty, 
language, gender, disease, inappropriate pedagogy and particular life 
experiences.  
 
3.2.2. Barriers to learning defined 
 
Donald, Lazarus and Lolwana (2002, p. 4) describe barriers to learning as any factor, 
either internal or external to the learner, which causes a hindrance or barrier to that 
person’s ability to benefit from schooling. In the NCSNET/NCESS report barriers to 
learning are conceptualised as those factors which lead to the inability of the system 
to accommodate diversity, which lead to learning breakdown or which prevent 





    
Engelbrecht, Kriegler and Booysen (1996, p. 53) state that barriers to learning 
manifest themselves in different ways and only become obvious when learning 
breakdown occurs, when learners drop out of the system or when those who have 
been excluded from education become visible. 
 
In this study, the term barriers to learning refers to any hindrance or obstacle that 
influences learners’ access to quality and equitable education.  
 
3.2.3. The identification of barriers to learning 
 
For a very long time, the identification of barriers to learning and development rested 
in the hands of outside professionals and experts in special schools. By introducing 
the National Strategy on Screening, Identification, Assessment and Support (SIAS) 
the Department of Education attempts to empower educators to identify barriers to 
learning and to acknowledge diversity in their classrooms (Ntsanwisi, 2007, p. 4). 
 
A key factor for the success of addressing barriers to learning is the early 
identification of such barriers. In South Africa, barriers to learning manifest at all 
levels of learning. To provide timely and effective learning support in the mainstream 
school, the first essential is for educators to understand the nature, degree and 
context of each learner’s difficulty (Bouwer & Du Toit, 2000, p. 241). In the same vein 
Knoetze and Vermoter (2007, pp. 2-3) argue that for educators to be in a position to 
design and implement programmes that meet the needs of all learners, the difficulties 
experienced by individual learners must be identified and the learners assessed in 
order to establish how learning support should be given. Great emphasis is therefore 
placed on the role of educators in the early identification and assessment of 
individual learners’ needs to provide support according to the barriers experienced by 
learners. 
 
Donald et al. (2006, p. 17) also affirm that it is particularly important to accommodate 
the needs of learners who experience different barriers to learning and when 
educators are able to identify barriers to learning, teaching will be properly planned 
and focused, based on constructive intervention programmes developed by 
educators. However, some barriers to learning are life long, and systems for 
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identification and assessment are needed throughout the school years. Collaboration 
between home and school facilitates the detection and identification of barriers to 
learning. A team approach to the assessment process provides multiple sources of 
information that contribute to the effective diagnosis of barriers to learning and the 
development of individualized programme plans to assist learners (Tungland, 2002, 
p. 3). Research conducted by Du Toit and Forlin (2009) indicate that educators in 
South Africa do not always know how to assess or support the presenting barriers to 
learning or what the underlying causes are. Du Toit and Forlin (2009, p. 656) further 
report that some educators feel totally inadequate when it comes to identifying and 
supporting learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
The effective addressing of the diverse needs of learners in the inclusive classroom 
requires being proactive in identifying the barriers that many learners encounter in 
accessing educational opportunities and identifying the resources needed to 
overcome those barriers (UNESCO, 2009b, p. 8). With reference to the early 
identification of barriers to learning in South African schools, the NCSET/NCESS 
(Department of Education, 1997) are of the opinion that, in the past, mechanisms 
and processes of assessment have not always resulted in indicators of educational 
need, but rather led to the categorisation of learners by disability or learning difficulty. 
Where the placement of a learner occurs according to the attachment of a label 
rather than by an assessment of learner and system needs, the learner may 
experience barriers to learning and development which ultimately result in learning 
breakdown or exclusion (Department of Education, 1997, p. 24). Although some 
attempts have been made to try changing a number of these practices and to 
facilitate more effective needs identification, it is important to recognise the 
inequalities and barriers to learning and development which many of the previous 
assessment practices have created. 
 
According to Tungland (2002, p. 18), parents and educators are often frustrated 
because they experience barriers themselves in the identification of learning barriers. 
She refers to the following factors that contribute to the complex nature of barriers to 
learning: 
 
 Barriers to learning are invisible handicaps and are often misunderstood. 
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 Learners who experience barriers to learning may encounter unexpected 
difficulties. They do many things well and may be labelled lazy or unmotivated 
when they encounter difficulties. 
 Barriers to learning are a heterogeneous group of disorders; that is, there are 
many patterns of difficulties and strengths, and a range of severity of barriers.  
 Educators may not have a systematic way to identify learners who are not 
progressing well or to initiate steps to determine a learner’s needs. 
 
Classification, categorizing, and labelling learners to provide education and other 
social services are often considered essential to ensuring equal opportunity in the 
allocation of these services. The systems of classification and their related forms of 
categorization are shaped by many factors, including their intended use, and by 
assumptions of human diversity. Educators generally use disability classification 
systems to identify and determine the eligibility of learners for special education and 
other services (Florian et al., 2006, p. 36).  
 
The successful identification of barriers to learning will largely depend on educators’ 
approaches to barriers of learning. The different approaches to barriers of learning 
are encapsulated by different models of disability which are discussed in the next 
section.   
 
3.3. MODELS OF DISABILITY 
 
The classification system in special education has been a tool to organise 
information of learners’ needs and has served among other things to understand the 
differences among learners, to rationalise the distribution of resources and it has 
been requisite to receiving special educational and related services (Florian et al., 
2006, p. 37). 
 
Models of disability are tools for defining impairment and, ultimately, for providing a 
basis upon which government and society can develop strategies for meeting the 
needs of disabled people.  Although these models have a pervasive influence in the 
lives of people with disabilities and in the way in which services are delivered, their 
power is rarely recognized (Smart, 2009, p. 3). They are often treated with doubt as it 
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is thought they do not reflect a real world, are often incomplete, encourage narrow 
thinking, and seldom offer complete guidance for action. However, models of 
disability are useful frameworks in which to gain an understanding of disability 
issues, and also of the perspective held by those creating and applying the models 
(Rogers, 2007, p. 56). 
 
Despite the pessimism that exists towards classification systems, it is difficult to 
abolish them altogether in the school setting, because the outcome of such 
abolishment will be denying rather than being able to abolish the need for 
differentiation. Rogers (2007, p. 56) further argues that inclusive education policy, as 
concepts, process and an experienced reality, denies difficulty rather than embraces, 
largely due to the conflict between inclusive education, the competitive nature of 
schools and the testing and examination culture.  
 
By implication, disability theories refer to the attitudes and approaches of society to 
disabilities. In terms of the education system, the attitude adopted by educators will 
to a large extent determine educators’ perceptions and approach towards learners 
who experience barriers to learning and their attitude towards inclusive education 
and therefore relates to the sub-research question: When and by whom are learners 
who experience barriers to learning assessed and how effective and accurate is this 
assessment? 
 
In the next section the two most prominent models of disability and its implications for 
inclusive education will be discussed and analysed. 
 
3.3.1. The medical model of disability 
 
According to Reindal (2008, p. 135), the medical model of disability, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.1, is the platform for classification systems used in Special Education. In 
most Western Countries, as well as South Africa, the medical model has been used 
to categorise the different aspects of child development in the context of special 





    
Figure 3.1 The medical model of disability 
 
 
(Adapted from Rao, 2003)  
 
The medical model is based on the principle that educational difficulties are 
explained solely in terms of learner deficits. It defines disabled people by their 
impairment, seeing it as a defect. It also assumes that the individual who 
experiences the impairment or disability needs to change to fit into society and the 
education system (Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 162). This approach led to the 
belief that learners who have special education needs, require specialised support to 
remedy the obstruction and to assist the learner to fit into the education system. 
Diagnosis of their disability leads to the treatment and classification of their 
symptoms.  
 
This kind of classification allows for the grouping of individuals with similar 
disabilities. This can lead to a society that is segregated on the basis of ability. The 
labelling of learners according to their barriers can also have a detrimental effect on 
educators’ and learners’ expectations. Labelling can also segregate learners who 
experience barriers to learning from their able classmates (Hays, 2010, p. 8; 
Turnbull, Turnbull, Shank & Smith, 2004, pp. 6-7).  
 
Categorical labels cause harm to learners who experience barriers to learning and 
their families, by creating diminished expectations, by denying the uniqueness of 
learners who experience barriers to learning, and by perpetuating the segregation of 
learners based on "educational" category. Furthermore, categorical labels perpetuate 
attitudinal barriers by drawing unnecessary attention to disability, rather than ability, 
which continues to have a negative impact on learners and their families long after 
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the learner leaves the school system. This negative impact affects the future of the 
learner in a very real way. Due to labelling, learners develop an inaccurate picture of 
their place in life and of their potential. As a result of this inaccurate self-perception, 
the learner may become a dependent or non-productive adult (Coalition on school 
inclusion, 1994, pp. 34, 35). The negative effect of labelling according to the medical 
model is illustrated in Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2 The negative impact of labelling on educational outcomes 
 
 
(Adapted from Turnbull, Turnbull, Shank & Smith, 2004, p. 8) 
 
According to Johnstone (2001, cited in Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 18) the 
operation of the medical model of disability is governed by three essential elements: 
 
 Assessment of what symptoms a learner presents by specialists. 
 Diagnose and label the condition or syndrome. 
 Curing or treat the condition or syndrome. 
 
The medical model implies that people are individual objects, to be treated, changed, 
improved and made normal. It creates the notion that the human being is flexible and 
changeable, whilst society is fixed and unchangeable and therefore the individual 
must adapt to a hostile environment (Mason & Reiser, 1992, p. 13).  
 
The medical model also assumes that disability can be prevented or relieved through 
medical, biological or genetic intervention or through therapy, rehabilitation services 
and technical support (Department of Education, 2009a, p. 9). In South Africa, these 
remedies or support were in some instances rendered to learners in a separate 
location, called special schools. In other instances the remedy or support was 
rendered to learners within the boundaries of mainstream schools, but in separate 
venues, called special classes, resulting in the segregation of learners who 
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experience barriers to learning from their normal peers and therefore infringing on 
their rights to equal access to quality education (Engelbrecht in Engelbrecht & Green, 
2001, p. 17; Ford-Shubrook, 2007, p. 11). However, where and when these 
specialised support services or settings are not available, many learners will not have 
access to any services whatsoever and they may be deprived of any form of access 
to quality education (Department of Education, 2009a, p. 9).  
 
One of the strongest criticisms against the medical model is its perceived weakness 
because it locates the cause of disabilities only with the individuals and their medical 
problems (Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 20).  The medical model of disability has 
been criticised for the way in which it views disabled people as somehow inferior and 
unable to play a meaningful role in society (Dewsbury, Clarke, Randall, Rouncefield 
& Sommerville, 2004, p. 147). The medical model is also accused of ignoring social, 
cultural and environmental aspects in the formation of the phenomenon of disability 
(Reindal, 2008, p. 141). This means that not only are the learners being 
discriminated against on the basis of disability, but those learners who are at risk 
because of environmental factors such as poverty are overlooked (Kiel, Miller & 
Cobb, 2006, p. 170). From a practical point of view, the medical model falsely implies 
that all learners with the same impairment have the same learning needs (Matthews, 
2009, p. 231; Smart, 2009, p. 4). 
 
Based on the principles applied through the medical model in classifying disabilities 
and its assumptions about the societal status people with disabilities or impairments, 
it can be argued that the medical model is not compatible with the idea and ideal of 
inclusive education, because it requires learners who experience barriers to learning 
to change in order to fit into the system. This is in direct contrast with the underlying 
principle of inclusive education which requires the system to adapt to the diverse 
needs of all learners. Furthermore it can be argued that educators and educationists 
who are proponents of the medical model may over-emphasise the so-called medical 
deficits of learners and attempt to cure the deficit or change the learner rather than 
focussing on and adapting teaching strategies to accommodate the needs of all 
learners.   
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3.3.2. The social model of disability 
 
The social model of disability has its origin in the struggle of disabled people for the 
realisation of their civil rights. It provides a way of conceptualising the disadvantage 
experienced by people with impairments which emphasises the social, economic and 
environmental barriers to participation in society (Burchardt, 2004, p. 735). Contrary 
to the medical model of disability, the social model of disability, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.3, does not view the individual as the problem. It focuses on the relationship 
between people with disabilities and their social environment, locating the required 
interventions within the realm of social policy and institutional practice (Burchardt, 
2004, p. 736; Humpage, 2007, p. 215).  
  
According to Oliver (1996, p. 32) the social model of disability, as illustrated in Figure 
3.3,  does not deny the problem of disability but locates it squarely within society.  
 
Figure 3.3 The social model of disability  
 
 
(Adapted from Rao, 2003) 
 
It is not individual limitations, of whatever kind, which are the cause of the problem 
but society’s failure to provide appropriate services and adequately ensure the needs 
of disabled people are fully taken into account in its social organisation. In essence it 
refers to the social factors which create barriers and deny opportunities (Morris, 
1997, p. 242). It further posits that if society cannot cater for people with disabilities, it 
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is society that must change. The focus must be on the right of people with disabilities 
to play a full, participatory role in society and not on their impairments or disabilities 
(Hay et al., 2001, p. 213).  
 
The social model of disability is governed by the following guiding principles: 
 
 It is the attitudes, values and beliefs operating within society that cause disability, 
not medical impairments, because society is placing barriers to accessibility in the 
way of people with impairments; 
 It is society that needs to be treated or cured, not individual people with 
impairments because society lack of understanding of the needs of people with 
impairments; 
 Power over the lives of people with impairments should be held by those 
individuals, not professionals. 
 Society, through its political apparatus, legislation and government, denies people 
with impairments their civil rights;  
 Solutions to these issues cannot be effectively imposed from above or from 
outside, but can only be resolved by disabled and non-disabled people working 
together in an inclusive environment. 
(Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 23) 
 
In terms of the education system, the social model of disability recognises that 
society and the education system as a whole have a responsibility to modify or adapt 
its structures to accommodate children who experience barriers to learning instead of 
learners adapting to the system as required by the medical model of disability. The 
adoption of the social model in the education system is seen to be vital in 
overcoming the prejudicial attitudes shown by society towards people with 
impairments (Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, pp. 24, 162). It adopts a more positive 









    
Figure 3.4 The positive approach of the social model on educational outcomes 
 
 
(Adapted from Turnbull, Turnbull, Shank & Smith, 2004, p. 8) 
 
Recent policies in South Africa, as discussed in Chapter 2, have therefore adopted a 
social approach according to which the right of people with disabilities to play a full, 
participatory role in society is acknowledged. All systems and services should be 
structured in such a way that they do not create barriers to participation, learning and 
development (Department of Education, 2009a, p. 147). 
 
Although the social model is received more favourable than the medical model, some 
criticism has been raised against it. According to Swain and French (2000, p. 575) 
the social model does not contribute to challenge the flawed idea that disabled 
people cannot be happy or enjoy adequate quality of life. For other people the social 
model’s only real achievement is that it has led to a redefinition of the problem of 
impairment and disability. Terzi (2004, p. 152) suggests that, for the social model to 
provide an ideological framework, which can be employed to understand the 
important and fundamental issues which relates to the development of inclusive 
education, it needs to be clarified and extended.  
 
Despite preference been given to the social model of disability, the medical model 
should not be abolished because it can still, in conjunction with the social model, 
make valuable contributions towards inclusive education, as Bury (1996, p. 30) puts 
it: “Without some underlying initial [medical] problem, social responses would, so to 
speak, have nothing to respond to. If labelling theory is invoked, some form of 
‘primary deviation’ is necessary, if societal reactions are to have any meaning”.   
 
In comparison with the medical model of disability, the underlying principles of the 
social model are perceived as a more conducive approach for inclusive education as 
demonstrated in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Contrasts between the medical model and the social model  
 
Medical model Social model 
Disability is an individual problem Disability is a problem from in society 
Differences in abilities are inadequacies Differences in abilities are assets 
Deficits or disabilities are emphasised Strengths or abilities are emphasised 
Special services need to be provided Accessible mainstream services  
Society choose for them Disabled people choosing for themselves 
Professionals know best People have different kinds of knowledge 
Charity based Rights based 
Patient Citizen 
Institution oriented Community orientated 
Us and them: Exclusion - tolerance All of us: inclusion – valuing 
Control or cure Change environment and attitudes 
(Adapted from Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 26) 
 
3.4. APPROACH TO IDENTIFY BARRIERS TO LEARNING IN SOUTH 
AFRICAN SCHOOLS 
 
Assessment is an essential part of the education process for all learners and not only 
learners who experience barriers to learning. Learners are assessed initially to 
determine their strengths and challenges they may experience. Information gathered 
during this assessment helps to determine the educational needs of the learner and 
to guide the educators in determining the services that are appropriate for the learner 
(Freiberg & Wicklund, 2003, p. 2).  
 
In the past, the education system relied heavily on psychological services with regard 
to the identification of barriers to learning. These services were rendered on a small 
scale and it utilised the principles of the medical model for the classification, 
placement and treatment of learners in terms of their barriers as discussed in section 
3.3.1.  A small number of young children with severe intellectual disabilities have also 
been admitted to large health and welfare institutions where they are ‘cared for’, 
often with little stimulation or access to developmental programmes (Department of 
Education, 1997, p. 20).  
 
In their report, the NCSNET/NCESS (Department of Education, 1997, p. 126) found 
the identification, placement and treatment processes applied in respect of learners 
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who experience barriers to learning to be inadequate and problematic and made the 
following recommendations: 
 
 The discontinuing of the use of standardised tests for the placement of learners in 
specialised learning contexts. 
 The procedures used for the placement of learners requiring high levels of 
support in specialised learning contexts should be reviewed as a matter of 
urgency. 
 New procedures should be based on the principle that assessment should focus 
on determining the optimum support learners require, and how and where to 
access it. 
 
In response to findings and recommendations of the NCSNET/NCESS (Department 
of Education, 1997, p. 20) that the lack of early intervention services and facilities 
constitute the most severe barrier to learning and development in the Foundation 
Phase (Grade R-3) of the education system, the Department of Education in its 
White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 2001, p. 43) indicates that the 
establishment of systems and procedures for the early identification and addressing 
of barriers to learning in the Foundation Phase of schooling should be one of the 
short term priorities for the successful implementation of inclusive education. This 
gave rise to the publication of the National Strategy on Screening, Identification, 
Assessment and Support to assist schools with the identification of and support 
with barriers to learning (Department of Education, 2008) which will be discussed 
next. 
 
In his Foreword to the document (Department of Education, 2008), the Director-
General of Education, Mr Duncan Hindle, indicates that the introduction of this SIAS 
strategy will allow large numbers of children of school going age who experience 
barriers to learning, including those who are disabled, to exercise their right to basic 
education and to access the necessary support in their local schools as far as 
possible. The SIAS strategy forms part of the implementation of White Paper 6 and 




    
 to screen and identify learners who experience barriers to learning and 
development, and 
 to establish a support package to address these barriers to learning and 
development. 
 
The SIAS strategy consists of four stages, that is, screening, identification, 
assessment, and support provisioning and monitoring as outlined below (Department 
of Education, 2008, pp. 10-15). Chapter 4 will provide an in-depth discussion of the 
different stages of the SIAS strategy. 
 
Stage 1 is the screening process of the SIAS strategy which requires the compilation 
of a learner profile by the school and educator. The purpose of this stage is to gather 
background information of the learner to understand the basic needs, talents and 
aspirations of the learner. 
 
Stage 2 comprises the identification of barriers to learning through educator reflection 
and consultation with parents. During this stage the identification of learner support 
needs and contextual barriers, the review of teaching and classroom practices and 
whole school changes and support strategies as well as communication resources 
are done. 
 
Stage 3 encompasses the assessment of support requirements to determine the 
level and nature of support needed to address the barriers to learning a learner may 
experience. This assessment is done in collaboration with other stakeholders. 
 
Stage 4 consists of the action planning, provisioning and monitoring of additional 
support to learners. 
 
The implementation of the four stages of the SIAS strategy does however not mean 
that once stage 4 is reached, the process is completed. It requires educators to 




    
It is expected that educators have to know their learners, viewing each learner as an 
individual with his or her own strengths, aspirations, experiences and possible 
specific barriers. Educators must therefore be careful of making assumptions about 
learners’ ‘special needs’. The medical model where learners experiencing barriers to 
learning were referred to specialists like therapists and psychologists for 
“specialised” assessment, categorisation and placement does not exist anymore.  
 
The focus should be on the nature and the level of intensity of support needs with the 
main objective to design an appropriate support programme with time frames and 
expected outcomes. The local ordinary school should always remain the first option 
and the educators and all who are directly involved with the learner is responsible for 
this process (Nel, 2007, p. 2). The SIAS strategy implies that educators are pivotal 
figures in the identification of barriers to learning in collaboration with parents and 
colleagues. It is educators that have to determine the level and extent of support that 
is required to address the barriers of learning that may exist. It is also the educators 
who have to source additional support required by learners to benefit optimally from 
teaching and learning.  
 
This shift in approach to identify barriers to learning, however, seems to be a difficult 
endeavour for educators because they do not have the knowledge to accurately 
identify barriers to learning (Ntsanwisi, 2007, p. 70). The challenges to identify 
barriers to learning are not unique to South Africa. In South Africa, like other 
countries as the United States of America, the problem is worsened by a lack of a 
common understanding and definition of what is commonly referred to as barriers to 
learning, learning difficulties, learning problems, learning disabilities or special needs 
(Adelman & Taylor, 2002; Hallahan & Kauffman, 1988). 
  
3.5. BARRIERS TO LEARNING AND THE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS MODEL 
 
Inclusive education is broader than just the educator and the learner because 
learners are influenced by their environment, and vice versa (Bornman & Rose, 
2010, p. 9). The Ecological Systems Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1986) stated that to 
understand the learner, the environment in which the learner lives must be fully 
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examined including the home, school, community, culture, and so on. The main view 
of EST is that the process of development undergone by an individual cannot be 
rationally examined without considering the multi-layered environment in which the 
person functions on a daily basis (Bukatko & Daehler, 1998). 
 
Bronfenbrenner is often credited with bringing attention to contextual variation in 
human development and helping to move developmental psychology from the 
science of the “strange behaviour of children in strange situations with strange adults 
for the briefest possible periods of time to more ecologically valid studies of 
developing individuals in their natural environment” (Darling, 2007, p. 203, 304). 
Bronfenbrenner’s model is not a commanding causal theory that advocates for one 
set of causal factors, or one theory of learning or development, over others. His 
model rather encourages looking closely at the whole and then deciding. 
Bronfenbrenner emphasized that the action is in the interactions among a variety of 
causal factors (Weisner, 2008, p. 260). Bronfenbrenner believed that bioecological 
research at its best would discover, at each level and for each social context, how 
that particular feature played out. His framework encouraged looking for connections 
within and across the various levels of the ecological model, and desegregating 
general categories. 
 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological theory of development has been proven beneficial in 
providing insight into all the factors that play a role in the growth and development of 
individuals. It also shows how all factors are intertwined and impacting the 
development cycle. This model provides the ability to see how human lives are 
balanced between every aspect of our environment. The ecological model helps in 
developing government policies and programmes that can benefit our society. The 
model also allows for treatments of various emotional and behavioral problems 
because the model places treatment externally and changing environmental factors 
can provide healing and strength. Educators can use this model to assess problems 
in a learner’s life and assist in the rebalancing of a learner’s environment to begin the 
healing (Ahuja, 2006).  
 
Gabriel, Doiron, Arias De Sanchez and Wartman (2010) highlight the following 
guiding principles that form the foundation for the ecological systems theory: 
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 The child is the focus of the framework; 
 A child both affects, and is affected by, the settings in which he or she spends 
time; 
 The critical setting for a young child is the family; 
 Child development is determined by what he or she experiences in the settings in 
which he or she spends time in; and 
 Connections among various settings in which a child spends time in, has an 
impact on a child’s development. 
 
In his Ecology of Human Development (1979), Bronfenbrenner presents the world of 
the child as consisting of five interactive systems as indicated in Figure 3.5: the 
micosystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, the macrosystem and the 
chronosystem. Each of these five systems is interrelated and whatever happens in 
any of the systems has a direct or indirect impact on the development of the learner 
(Swick & Williams, 2006, p. 371).  
 
Figure 3.5 Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model 
 
(Adapted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
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3.5.1. The microsystem 
 
In Bronfenbrenner's Ecology of Human Development (1979) the innermost 
component of the system, is the immediate setting containing the developing child 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 514). The learner and the people and structures that have 
an impact on the learner are located within this environment. This system includes 
the relationships and interactions a learner has with his or her immediate 
surroundings. The microsystem, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, is the internal state of the 
learner and his or her close family and peers. This system also includes aspects of a 
learner’s biology, genetics, brain development and general health (Feinstein, Driving-
Hawk & Baartman, 2009, p, 13; Gabriel et al., 2010, p. 15).   
 
Figure 3.6 The microsystem 
 
 
(Adapted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
 
The most influential settings for many learners are the home and the school. The real 
power in this initial set of interrelations with family for the learner is what they 
experience in terms of developing trust and mutuality with their significant people. 
The family is therefore clearly the learner’s early microsystem for learning how to live 
and to create a healthy personality (Stacks, 2005; Swick & Williams, 2006). 
Bronfenbrenner (1979) refers to these settings as microsystems. Changes in 
education policies at the level of government, for example, illustrate the way in which 
the microsystem, and therefore the learner, is influenced by other levels of the total 
ecological system (Hutchins & Sims, 1999).  
 
As a result of learners’ close relationship with their microsystem; it is inevitable that 
factors within the microsystem will have an influence on the development of the 
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learner. Factors in the microsystem that can result in barriers to learning include 
domestic violence, school violence, poor relations between parent and child, poor 
relations between learner and peer group that can lead to social rejection and child 
abuse within family settings.  
 
3.5.2. The mesosystem 
 
The mesosystem, as indicated in Figure 3.7, comprises the linkages and processes 
taking place between two or more settings containing the learner, for example, the 
relations between home and school, and the school and parents’ workplace 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 515). A mesosystem can thus be described as a system of 
interrelated microsystems (Feinstein, Driving-Hawk & Baartman, 2009, p, 13; 
Härkönen, 2007, p. 10; Stacks, 2005, p. 273).  
 
Figure 3.7 The mesosystem 
 
 
(Adapted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
                                                                                                                  
Paquette and Ryan (2001) describe the mesosystem as the layer that produces the 
connections between the learner’s microsystems, which is connections between the 
learner’s educators and the parents or the church and the neighbourhood. For Swick 
and Williams (2006) the real power of the mesosystem also lies in the connection it 




    
The quality of interaction between the different microsystems, in which learners 
operate, will also influence the development of the learner. These include for 
example, the quality of interaction between parents and the school, the parents and 
the church, and the acceptability of the learners’ friends and peer group to the 
parents. 
 
3.5.3. The exosystem 
 
The third layer in Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecological system is the exosystem, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.8.  
 
Figure 3.8 The exosystem 
 
 













(Adapted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
 
The exosystem is one or more settings that do not involve the learner directly, but it 
have an indirect impact on the learner. This environment describes the learner’s life 
beyond home and he or she might not function directly in this ecological 
environment, but this environment does affect his or her development (Onchwari, 
Onchwari & Keengwe, 2008, p. 267; Paquette and Ryan, 2001; Stacks, 2005).  
Learners not directly involved 
in the exosystem but their 
development are influenced 
by the actions of individuals 




    
Examples of the exosystem include structures such as School Governing Bodies 
whose decisions will have a bearing on the learner’s school life, the working 
environment of parents which can determine the financial welfare of the family and 
the adequate provision in the material needs of the learner and libraries in 
community which influence the learner’s love for reading. The exosystem can be 
empowering, for example well equipped libraries which can positively impact on the 
literature levels of learners. Similarly, the exosystem can be of distressing nature or 
degrading, for example when the parents’ work require them to be away for long 
periods or work long hours and learners have to live with extended family or friends. 
Parents may not have the time and emotional energy left to encourage their learner's 
school work successfully and attend important parent-school meetings (Hutchins & 
Sims, 1999; Swick & Williams, 2006).  
 
3.5.4. The macrosystem 
 
The macrosystem, as illustrated in Figure 3.9, is the outer circle in Bronfenbrenner’s 
ecological model and represents the layer of society farthest removed from the 
learner, but which have an impact on the development of the learner 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 515).  
 
The macrosystem represents the larger context in which all other systems operate. 
The context of the macrosystem is usually not defined by physical environments, but 
by values, beliefs, policies, laws, and traditions shared among people and groups of 
people (Onchwari et al., 2008, p. 271). 
 
The macrosystem includes aspects such as government policies, political ideology, 
cultural customs and beliefs, historical events and the economic system. The 
macrosystem can be viewed as the “overarching pattern of ideology and organization 
of the social institutions common to a particular culture or subculture. It may be 
thought of as a societal blueprint for a particular culture or subculture” 
(Bronfenbrenner, 2005, p. 81; Feinstein, Driving-Hawk & Baartman, 2009, p, 13; 
Onchwari et al., 2008, p. 271). Macrosystemic factors, which may influence the 
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development of learners, include poverty and a family history of stressful life events, 
like parental divorce or financial hardship (Stacks, 2005, p. 274).  
 
Figure 3.9 The macrosystem 
 
 
                
(Adopted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
                                                                                                            
The macrosystem is important because it help us “to hold together the many threads 
of our lives because without an umbrella of beliefs, services and supports for 
families, children and their parents are open to great harm and deterioration” (Swick 
& Williams, 2006, p. 372). 
3.5.5. The chronosystem 
 
Bronfenbrenner (1986) proposed a further system, the chronosystem, to his 
ecosystemic model of development. The chronosystem, as illustrated in Figure 3.10, 
represents the influence of environmental changes on an individual’s development 
over time. These changes or transitions can occur in any one of the layers of the 




    
Figure 3.10 The chronosystem 
 
                                                               
(Adapted from Eisenmann et al. 2008, p. 223) 
 
The chronosystem focuses on the influence of normative changes such as when the 
learner is leaving home and entering school, and reaching puberty. It also focuses on 
non-normative transitions such as death, divorce, and chronic illness that can occur 
across the lifespan and may indirectly impact development by affecting family 
processes (Hosek et al., 2008, p. 196; Onchwari et al., 2008, p. 271; Swick & 
Williams, 2006, p. 372,373).   
 
Transitions or changes that occur in learners’ lives require readjustment processes 
which can be for better or worse. Moving to a bigger house, for example, will have a 
much more positive influence on a learner’s development than the divorce of the 
learner’s parents or when a chronic illness, like HIV/AIDS is diagnosed with the 
learner. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model of human development shows clearly the 
interrelatedness of the different contexts of the learner’s environment and the direct 
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or indirect impact it has on the development of the learner. Each system depends on 
the contextual nature of the learners’ life and offers an ever-growing diversity of 
options and sources of growth. Furthermore, the involvement of learners in ever 
increasing complex settings, offer rich possibilities for learners to have caring and 
nurturing relations (Swick & Williams, 2006. pp. 371,372).  
 
Table 3.2 summarises the effects that the different layers of the ecological system of 
the learners can have on their development. 
 




Definition Examples Issues affecting learner 
development 
Microsystem 
 A setting where 




 School  
 Peer group 
 Quality of interactions 
 Responsiveness of 
adults 
 Quality of relationships 
Mesosystem 
 The relations 
between two or 
more settings in 
which the learner 
actively 
participates  




 Respect for each other 




 One or more 
settings that do not 
involve the learner 
but have an 





available in the 
community 
 
 Flexibility in work 
hours 
 Family-friendly policies 
 Access to and hours of 
school 
 Availability of support 
for parents 
Macrosystem 
 Blueprints for how 
the other 






 Social policy 
 Individualist or 
collectivist orientation 
 Democratic or 
autocratic orientation 
 How parenting is 
defined 
Chronosystem 
 Transitions or 
changes over a 
period of time 
 
 Divorce of 
parents 
 Death of parents 
 Chronic illness 
 Valuing of 
relationships 
 Valuing of life 
 Healthy lifestyle 





    
3.6. THE MANIFESTATION OF BARRIERS TO LEARNING 
 
Barriers to learning are caused by different factors. These causal factors include 
socio-economic aspects such as the lack of access to basic services, poverty and 
under-development; factors that place learners at risk for example, physical 
emotional and sexual abuse, political violence, HIV/ AIDS epidemic, attitudes, 
inflexible curriculum at schools, language and communication, inaccessible and 
unsafe built environments, inappropriate and inadequate provision of support 
services, lack of parental recognition and involvement, disability, lack of human 
resource development strategies (Department of Education, 1997; Fourie & Goodyer, 
2004, p. 27). As a result of these barriers, almost 70% of learners were being pushed 
out or dropping out of the learning system.  
 
3.6.1. Barriers related to socio-economic circumstances 
 
According to Kruger and Adams (1998, p. 248) socio-economic barriers refer to 
factors such as poverty, a lack of access to basic services, and underdevelopment 
that have a negative impact on learners. Chrisholm and Vally (1996, p. 41) are of the 
opinion that the socio-economic environment in which the school is situated, also 
affect the dynamics of the school. In South Africa, the socio-economic status of the 
majority of learners is very low and they experience a lack of sufficient healthy food, 
medical care, clothing and electricity (Hugo in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 47). There 
is a strong link between learners’ school achievements and the socio-economic 
status of their community. It is generally accepted that the lower the socio-economic 
status of a community, the greater the chance that a learner from that particular 
community will experience barriers to learning which could lead to a learning 




Van der Berg (2008, pp. 1-2) distinguishes between two dimensions of poverty: 
absolute poverty and relative poverty. Absolute poverty is the absence of financial 
resources required to maintain a certain minimal standard of living. For example, an 
absolute poverty line can be set, based on factors such as the financial resources 
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needed for the most basic needs or the income level required to obtain basic food 
needs. Relative poverty is seen as poverty that is partly determined by the society in 
which a person lives. Someone who may not be regarded as poor in one community, 
may, with the same financial resources, be considered as poor in another 
community. 
 
Both absolute and relative poverty have an effect on education. Lack of financial 
resources may limit school attendance among the absolutely poor in developing 
countries. The relatively poor in developed countries, however, often feel excluded 
from the school community, or the whole school community itself may feel excluded 
from the wider society. Such exclusion affects their ability to gain the full benefits 
from education or to translate the benefits of education into remunerative 
employment. This also has a potential impact on motivation to participate or to do 
well in education (Van der Berg, 2008, p. 2). 
 
Poverty relates strongly to the physiological needs of learners. The most obvious 
effect of poverty is material deprivation. Material deprivation refers to a lack of money 
for resources that are needed for education, such as a computer or books or perhaps 
not having the financial ability to pay for school trips or school uniform (Fry, 2010, p. 
5). The lack of financial resources may also result in learners to work in the 
afternoons and over weekends to supplement the family’s income (Hugo, in Nieman 
& Monyai, 2006, p. 47). 
 
At home, problems such as poor nutrition, overcrowding or temporary 
accommodation can also provide inadequate learning conditions and therefore give 
learners who live in these conditions a disadvantage in education. These 
unsatisfactory conditions can also lead to health problems and prolonged absence 
from school (Fry, 2010, p. 5). Learners will, for example, find it difficult to concentrate 
on school work if they are very hungry and their blood sugar levels very low, or if they 
are cold. In terms of Maslow’s Needs Hierarchy, poverty relates strongly to the 
physiological needs of learners. The most obvious effect of poverty is material 
deprivation. Material deprivation refers to a lack of money for resources that are 
needed for education, such as a computer or books or perhaps not having the 
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financial ability to pay for school trips or school uniform (Fry, 2010, p. 5). The lack of 
financial resources may also result in learners to work in the afternoons and over 
weekends to supplement the family’s income (Hugo, in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 
47). 
 
Most of the time, learners from poor socio-economic environments have no place 
where they can do their homework in peace and quiet and they do not receive 
cognitive stimulation because services like libraries and photo-copying facilities are 
not available. Because of their poverty status, poor learners are also more likely to 
experience peer rejection, low popularity and conflictual peer relations than non-poor 
learners (Hugo, in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 47). 
 
3.6.1.2. The prevalence of HIV/AIDS 
 
HIV and AIDS are seriously affecting young children, including those who are born 
with HIV from infected mothers, as well as those who are orphaned when their 
parents die from AIDS, although not infected themselves. HIV/AIDS has a significant 
impact on children, families and communities (Basaza & Kaija, 2002, p. 6). Without 
adequate care and support, children experience losses in health, nutrition, education, 
affection, security and protection. They suffer emotionally from rejection, 
discrimination, fear, loneliness and depression. The control process of AIDS is 
complex and yet the effects are touching (Basaza & Kaija, 2002, p. 6).  
 
In households affected by HIV/AIDS, the school attendance of learners drops off 
because their labour is required for subsistence activities and, in the face of reduced 
income and increased expenditure, the money earmarked for school expenses is 
used for basic supplies, medication and health services. Even where learners are not 
withdrawn from school, education often begins to compete with the many other 
duties that affected children have to assume. In addition, stigmatisation may prompt 
affected children to stay away from school, rather than suffer from exclusion or 
mockery by educators and peers. The learning process breaks down when parents 
die. Someone has to ensure that knowledge and skills are imparted, to enable these 
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children to grow up to become integrated members of the community (Economic 
Commission for Africa, 2004, p, 16). 
 
The most immediate and visible impact of HIV/AIDS has appeared already in many 
education systems of the world. Children infected at birth have not lived to enrol in 
school; some of the learners enrolled have dropped out of school in order to earn 
money for their families and for the care of ill relatives; educators have fallen ill and 
have died; and because of the presence of HIV in the classroom and the school, the 
process of teaching and learning itself has become more complicated and more 
difficult - and its quality has deteriorated (Shaeffer, 1994, p. 13). A study in Zambia, 
for example, showed that 75% of non-orphaned children in urban areas were 
enrolled in school compared to 68% of orphaned children (UNICEF, 2003). At a 
national level, a World Bank study in Tanzania suggested that HIV/AIDS may reduce 
the number of primary school children by as much as 22% and secondary school 
children by 14% as a result of increased child mortality, and decreased attendance 
and dropping out (Williamson, 2000). 
 
Richter (2004, p. 21) states that the HIV/AIDS epidemic has, and will, bring 
enormous suffering for countless children, families and communities. She is of the 
opinion that an unknown number of children will go hungry, starve and suffer 
underdeveloped physical and mental growth. Furthermore, many children will bear 
enormous suffering as they potentially find themselves alone, unsupported, and at 
the receiving end of cruel commentary and behaviour, excluded, exploited, beaten, 
raped and forced into labour. Many children will have to make their own way in the 
world, sleeping rough, doing opportunistic work, begging and seeking support and 
protection from street groups.  
 
The direct and indirect effects of HIV/AIDS pose a tremendous barrier to learning and 
development and therefore the values and organising coherence of families, 
neighbourhoods and schools will have to assist learners to cope with the increasing 






    
3.6.1.3. Violence  
 
There are increasing concerns about the effects on learners of exposure to political, 
community, and domestic violence. According to a report from the National Health 
and Education Consortium (NHEC) violence, both direct and indirect, has a notable 
effect on learners’ learning ability and may limit their cognitive ability and disturb 
physiological functioning (NHEC, 1995). Violence can affect learners at home, at 
school, in their neighbourhood or in society. Learners living daily with danger also 
develop defences against their fears, and energy spent on these defences is not 
available for learning (Cummings, Goeke-Morey, Schermerhorn, Merrilees & Cairns, 
2009; Mabanglo, 2002; NHEC, 1995).  
 
In ecological contexts, learners may be exposed to violence at multiple levels 
simultaneously (Cummings et al., 2009; Mabanglo, 2002): 
 
Domestic violence is the intentional and persistent physical or emotional abuse of a 
woman, or of a woman and her children in a way that causes pain, distress or injury 
(Women’s Aid Federation Northern Ireland, 2005, p. 1). Domestic violence however, 
does not occur in a social vacuum, and is affected by community or cultural contexts 
of violence. Violence in the community and home may therefore be interrelated in 
affecting learners (Margolin & Gordis 2000; Martinez & Richters 1993). Although 
educators must deal daily with the potential of violence at school, the real influence 
for violence originates in the home. Extreme or chronic violence is a definite indicator 
that something is wrong with the child, the family, or the community.  
 
Violence in the family cannot be hidden from children and young people. They will 
often witness violence, be aware of the tense atmosphere, and suffer as victims 
themselves. When violence is the prevailing factor in the family, little or no social 
competence development occurs. Parenting, parent-child relations, parental work 
performance, and involvement in school and community are impeded. The time 
families spend on responding to abusive behaviours is time lost in nurturing each 
other. It changes the ways families interact and function because the center of 
individual identity emerges within family context (Swick & Williams, 2006, p. 374).  
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For learners, especially, the emotional trauma caused by domestic violence is indeed 
powerful because their emotional fabric is impacted by their social and emotional 
experiences. When these early experiences are positive, nurturing, and enriching, 
chances are great that they will develop in healthy ways. However, violence and 
abuse is devastating to children and their schooling. Young children learn violent 
behaviour toward others and will probably transfer it into the school environment 
when parents or other relatives prominently display such behaviours in front of them 
(Swick & Williams, 2006, p. 374). 
 
School violence is pervasive in today's schools and has a major negative impact on 
the school community and the education process. This social phenomenon goes 
beyond socio-economic and political boundaries; it is present in developing as well 
as developed, technologically advanced societies; it manifests itself in poor, inner-
city schools as well as in affluent, suburban schools (Solomon & Down, 2006, p. 99). 
School violence is no longer restricted to occasional fistfights in the hallway. 
Dangerous weapons such as guns and knives appear in schools with alarming 
frequency (Taylor, 1996, p. 248). 
 
School violence disturbs the educational process and defeats one of the main 
objectives of schools as a site of learning. It generates a negative social relationship 
between learners and educators and prevents the development of a socially 
cohesive learning environment. Most important, it creates an unsafe and often 
dangerous environment where people's rights and freedoms are infringed. School 
violence has led to feelings of powerlessness, low self-esteem, low morale for victims 
and a false sense of power for the aggressive victimizer (Solomon & Down, 2006, p. 
99). 
 
Societal violence can be traumatic for learners if they are exposed thereto. Exposure 
to community violence has been positively correlated with symptoms of 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in children ranging in age from the early elementary 
years through adolescence (Lynch, 2003, p. 267). The impact of crime and gang-
related violence within the community affects learners in a host of ways, ranging from 
poor school attendance to mental attitude to fear and actual physical injury, including 
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rape. Direct and indirect involvement with gangs provides a set of social alternatives 
with largely destructive effects on learning as well as on social integration. Social 
cognitive deficits are linked with aggressive behaviour and moderate aggression in 
children from violent neighbourhoods (Crick & Dodge 1994; Earls, 2003). 
 
The levels of community violence and organized crime ensure that poorer 
communities affected by violence and gangsterism send children to school with 
impaired social capital which may, if early identification and intervention do not occur, 
lead to a serious learning breakdown (Bloch, 2007, p. 7).  
 
3.6.1.4. Child abuse 
 
The International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect compared 
definitions of abuse from 58 countries and found some cohesion in what was 
considered abusive. In 1999, the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2002, p. 59) 
drafted the following definition of child abuse: 
 
Child abuse or maltreatment constitutes all forms of physical and/or emotional 
ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment or commercial or 
other exploitation, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, 
survival, development or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, 
trust or power.  
 
Child abuse manifests in different forms, that is, physical abuse, sexual abuse, 
emotional abuse and general neglect. The following are definitions of the different 
forms of abuse and the effect of abuse on the development of learners: 
 
Physical abuse of a child is defined as those acts of commission by a caregiver that 
cause actual physical harm or have the potential for harm (WHO, 2002, p. 60).  
According to Smith, Polloway, Patton and Dowdy (2004, p. 398), physically abused 
learners are more inclined than non-abused learners to experience failing grades and 
to become ill-disciplined. They also display physically aggressive behaviours and 




    
Sexual abuse is defined as those acts where a caregiver uses a child for sexual 
gratification (WHO, 2002, p. 60). Sexually abused learners are not only at risk of 
manifesting problems during their school years, but also will commonly develop 
problems throughout their adulthood (Smith et al., 2004, p. 398).  
 
Emotional abuse includes the failure of a caregiver to provide an appropriate and 
supportive environment, and includes acts that have an adverse effect on the 
emotional health and development of a child. Such acts include restricting a child’s 
movements, denigration, ridicule, threats and intimidation, discrimination, rejection 
and other non-physical forms of hostile treatment (WHO, 2002, p. 60) 
 
Neglect refers to the failure of a parent to provide for the development of the child – 
where the parent is in a position to do so – in one or more of the following areas:  
health, education, emotional development, nutrition, shelter and safe living 
conditions. Neglect is thus distinguished from circumstances of poverty in that 
neglect can occur only in cases where reasonable resources are available to the 
family or caregiver (WHO, 2002, p. 60).  
 
There exist many manifestations of child neglect, including non-compliance with 
health care recommendations, failure to seek appropriate health care, deprivation of 
food resulting in hunger, and the failure of a child physically to thrive. Other causes 
for concern include the exposure of children to drugs and inadequate protection from 
environmental dangers. In addition, abandonment, inadequate supervision, poor 
hygiene and being deprived of an education have all been considered as evidence of 
neglect (WHO, 2002, p. 61). 
 
Whatever form child abuse takes, it has a serious negative impact on the 
development of any child. Prinsloo (2005, p. 35) and Sciarra (2004, p. 387) describe 
the typical consequences of child abuse as low levels of self-esteem, violent 
behaviour, emotional problems, pessimistic vision of the future, mistrust, hostility and 
having difficulty starting and maintaining healthy relationships. Learners who 
experience any form of abuse are at risk of experiencing learning breakdowns and 
therefore educators need to be on high alert for any symptoms of abuse that may be 
experienced by learners. 
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3.6.1.5. Alcohol and drug abuse 
 
According to Weinberg (1971, p. 67) alcohol and drug addiction is symptomatic of a 
much greater range of social ills than the fact of addiction itself. Social problems such 
as poverty may be the source of alcohol and drug abuse. Alcohol and drug abuse 
usually follows a vicious cycle. Where parents and members of the community abuse 
alcohol and drugs on a large scale, the perception is that young children will follow 
their example. This perception is supported by the findings from the Department of 
Social Development (2006, p. 4) as it reports that the drug users are becoming 
younger; whereas in the past the starting age was fifteen, now findings show that 
children from as young as ten years old are using drugs. 
 
Bezuidenhout (2006, p. 111) posits that there are five factors that cause teenagers to 
become addicted to drugs. These are: peer group pressure, the school environment, 
the home environment, events of life and personality. Drugs affect learners 
psychologically, physiologically and emotionally and therefore alcohol and drug 
addiction will have a negative impact on learners’ academic performance 
(Department of Education, 2002, p. 3; Van Hout & Connor, 2008, p. 81). Learners 
spend a great deal of their time in the school setting, hence educators have become 
the key element in helping learners combat drug addiction and, in so doing, learn 
more effectively (Pillay, 2000, p. 75; Bezuidenhout, 2006, p. 94). It is for this reason 
that educators have to become more aware and able to deal with this crisis. 
 
3.6.1.6. Lack of parental involvement 
 
A strong school-parent partnership is an important requirement in any successful 
school program. Parents should be instrumental in the change process for the 
education of learners, especially learners who experience barriers to learning 
(McNab, 2009, p. 145; Mewezino, 2010, p. 1). Parental support and involvement is 
regarded as being greatly important in facilitating inclusive education because 
children cannot adequately fight for themselves; the parent is the ultimate 
campaigner for the child (Gwalla-Ogisi et al., 1998, p. 81). Although parent 
involvement is related to school success, schools often fail to set up strong links 
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between home and school and parent participation is not significant in many schools 
even where parents are invited (Chrispeels, 1992, p. 2).    
 
The Department of Education also acknowledges the importance of active parent 
involvement in schools to realise the objectives of inclusive education when they 
state that “the establishment of partnerships with parents is essential for the success 
of the inclusive approach to learning and development. Such partnerships would 
enable parents to participate in the planning and implementation of inclusion 
activities” (Department of Education, 1997, p. 77).  However, parental involvement is 
influenced by various factors.  
 
One of the major factors that influence parental involvement is the socio-economic 
circumstances of the school community. Because poverty has both psychological 
and material effects, it has an immense impact on the learner at school. School staff 
are also often out of touch with the reality of how families are affected by poverty on 
a daily basis. Parents are regularly absent because poverty forces them to move 
away in search of work (De Boer, Pijl & Minnaert, 2010, p. 166; Du Toit & Forlin, 
2009, p. 652; McKenzie & Loebenstein, 2007, p. 190; Singh, Mbokodi & Msila, 2004, 
p. 303 – 305). Schools, who serve a school community with lower socio-economic 
circumstances, regularly face challenges such as poverty, alcohol abuse, 
unemployment, dysfunctional families, and malnutrition and the low level of illiteracy 
among learners, as well as parents (Pieterse, 2010, p. 205). 
 
Another factor that influences parental involvement is the lack of effective 
collaboration between parents and the school. Collaboration cannot be achieved if 
parents are not involved in the education process. It is becoming increasingly clear 
that schools cannot effectively educate learners without the support and involvement 
from parents (Mewezino, 2010, p. 2). Research findings by Singh et al. (2004, p. 
304) indicate that educators are of the opinion that parents are ignorant and distance 
themselves when it comes to the education of their children. Parents, on the other 
hand, blame the school for not involving them enough in school matters. This lack of 
effective collaboration between school and parents may be indicative of the lack of 
role clarification on the part of educators and parents. 
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Parent involvement can also be influenced by the relevance of the school work and 
the literacy level of parents. Singh et al. (2004) also revealed that the work learners 
do in school may be unrelated to what parents know. Parents thus feel 
disempowered to assist their children effectively and therefore rather leave the 
education of their children to educators.  
 
3.6.1.7. Negative attitudes regarding individual differences 
 
Although the motto of the South African Coat of Arms is ‘Unity in Diversity’, interest 
groups are of the opinion that the present situation in education constitutes only 
unity, ignoring the principle of diversity, and that it does not support the provision of 
quality education for all because attitudes to disability are the main barrier to disabled 
peoples’ full inclusion and participation in society (Steyn, Alkan, Tupan & Oeyen, 
2007, p. 1). Negative attitudes towards differences and disability can prevail in the 
broader society, in school and at home. At which ever level these attitudes occur, it 
will have an adverse affect on learners who are perceived as different or as having 
disabilities. 
 
In their report, the NCSNET/NCESS indicate that negative and harmful attitudes 
towards difference in society remain a critical barrier to learning and development 
(Department of Education, 1997, p. 13). These attitudes range from pity, 
awkwardness and fear, to low expectations about what disabled people can 
contribute. Stereotypical and negative attitudes hold people back (Massie, 2006). 
Discriminatory attitudes resulting from prejudice against people on the basis of race, 
class, gender, culture, disability, religion, ability, sexual preference and other 
characteristics manifest themselves as barriers to learning when such attitudes are 
directed towards learners in the education system (Department of Education, 1997, 
p. 13). 
 
According to the report of the NCSNET/NCESS (Department of Education, 1997) 
even parents have difficulty in accepting a child with a disability. In a patriarchal 
society, for example, the mother is often blamed for the disability and fathers deny 
responsibility for the child. The isolation and marginalisation of the child is worsening 
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if and when they are able to enter into the education system. Very often educators 
fear the inclusion of a child with a disability in their class and respond negatively to 
their attendance. These negative attitudes towards disability are picked up by the 
other learners who further alienate the disabled learner. Parents may also be worried 
about ‘lowering the standards’ if learners with disabilities and other special needs are 
included in ordinary classrooms (UNESCO, 2001b, p. 74). Many of the negative 
attitudes towards disability result from some traditional and religious beliefs which 
belittle disability (Department of Education, 1997, p. 14).  
 
From the above, it is clear that negative attitudes toward difference and disability can 
become serious barriers to learning because learners, who are being perceived as 
different or disabled, may develop feelings of inferiority, low self-esteem and 
worthlessness, resulting in them not being able to reap the full benefits of and access 
to quality education. Educators are therefore, instrumental in developing positive 
attitudes among pupils, parents and of course other educators by ensuring inclusive 
practices in their classrooms where diversity is valued (UNESCO, 2001b,  p. 74). 
 
3.6.2. Systemic barriers 
 
Systemic barriers to learning refer to hindrances or barriers which occur within the 
education system and do not allow learners to benefit optimally from education. 
 
3.6.2.1. Educator preparedness for inclusive education 
 
The role of educators is critical to the success of inclusive education. They can play a 
crucial role in transforming schools, or bring about no change at all (Lindsay, 2007, p. 
12; Swart et al., 2002, p. 177). According to Oswald (2007, p. 153) and Wevers and 
Steyn (2002, p. 211) many educators hold the view that they do not get the 
professional respect they deserve because they are not consulted when changes in 
education are discussed. Educators perceived this as disrespectful since it reduces 
them to mere marionettes of the educational authorities. Wearmouth, Edwards and 
Richmond (2000, p. 49) argue that too often change in education has failed because 
insufficient notice had been taken of the current practices and needs of those who 
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are expected to put it into effect. It appears that the empowerment of educators is 
once again neglected in the South African policy documentation on inclusive 
education. Wearmouth et al. (2000) further argue that if the implementation of 
changed policies fail in a developed country such as Britain where educators are 
generally adequately trained, this could also be true of South Africa where a large 
percentage of educators are insufficiently trained. As Marshall, Ralph and Palmer 
(2002, p. 212) put it:  
 
If we are to change attitudes and move towards inclusive education for all 
students, we have much work to do at the level of teacher training. All teachers 
need to be confident that they can teach all children. 
 
Educator preparedness with regard to inclusive education refers to the “state of 
readiness of a teacher for inclusive education, that is, has the teacher been prepared 
with regard to skills, and the cognitive and emotional level for the anticipated 
inclusive education?” (Hay, Smith & Paulsen, 2001, p. 214). Although inclusive 
education requires educators to provide for the diverse needs of learners by 
differentiating or adapting the curriculum, there has been little attention paid to the 
preparation of educators to fulfil these tasks. According to  Forlin, Loreman, Sharma 
and Earl (2009, p. 205) educators express notable concerns about their lack of 
training for inclusive education and their poor preparedness for teaching diverse 
learners. 
 
It is evident from almost all research conducted in South Africa that educators have a 
general lack of understanding of what inclusive education constitutes and are 
therefore not adequately prepared to confidently accept the challenge of inclusive 
education. Recent research conducted on different aspects of inclusive education in 
South African schools revealed that educators are not adequately prepared for and 
therefore not confident about implementing inclusive education. Recent research 
findings also point to the lack of structured support and training opportunities offered 
to educators in terms of inclusive education (Geduld, 2009; Ladbrook 2009; Mayaba, 
2008; Townsend, 2007; Van Heerden, 2008; Williams 2007. Their research findings 
are congruent to the findings of Du Toit and Forlin (2009, p. 657) who contend that 
educators’ lack of understanding confounds their identification and support of 
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learners who experience barriers to learning. Their research also revealed that 
educators have no clear vision about what support strategies should be used to 
support learners.  
 
These findings are contradictory to White Paper 6 on Special Needs Education 
(Department of Education, 2001) which states that for inclusive education to be 
operational, the personnel tasked to operationalise the system should possess 
appropriate skills and competences for the system to function effectively and 
efficiently. However, a very positive aspect is that “the overwhelming majority of 
educators are open and willing to learn more about inclusive education” (Hay et al., 
2001, p. 218). The most important problem that has to be overcome in this process is 
the training and empowerment of educators to identify and effectively support 
learners who experience barriers to learning (Prinsloo, 2001, p. 344). Thus, 
empowering educators in terms of confidence and skills in the process of introducing 
inclusion as a guiding principle will need much more emphasis to improve their 
attitudes and performances. Educators and non-teaching support staff need to be 
trained and ready to assist learners in their development and learning processes on 
a daily basis.  
 
3.6.2.2. Educators’ lack of appropriate training 
 
A school’s approach to inclusion largely depends upon its educators’ attitudes and 
professional competencies. Educators must be both competent and confident in their 
teaching ability. Educator training is essential to develop the skills necessary to teach 
successfully in inclusive settings. Ensuring that newly qualified educators have a 
basic understanding of inclusive teaching is the best investment that can be made 
(Mittler, 2000, p.137). 
 
The preparation of educators for regular schools has clearly needed to undergo quite 
significant change in recent years. One major modification has been the need to 
prepare educators for increasingly more diverse learner populations as they will 
increasingly be required to teach in inclusive classrooms (Forlin et al, 2009, p. 195). 
Well and appropriately trained educators will largely determine the success of an 
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education system that embraces full inclusion. Inclusion is found to fail partly due to 
the inability of educators to meet the demands of the modified system (Gafoor & 
Asaraf, 2009, p. 2, Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 86).  
 
Research indicates that the lack of appropriate educator training for inclusive 
education is an international challenge. For example, of major concern is that a 
considerable number of newly graduated Australian educators continue to report that 
they are dissatisfied with their pre-service education and that they do not possess 
what they deem to be the necessary training competencies to solve the challenges 
they are confronted with in the classroom (Cambourne, 2002). Similarly, Oswald 
(2007, p. 142) reports that pre-service educators in the Western Cape, South Africa 
show high levels of discomfort in contact with individuals with disabilities.  
 
In South Africa, the concern that has been raised is that most educators in 
mainstream schools have not received any training in special education, which would 
prepare them for inclusive education (Mayaba, 2008, p. 3). Mayaba (2008, p. 98) 
also concluded that training in special and inclusive education would make a big 
difference for most educators working in inclusive environments. This training will 
contribute to improve their skills and knowledge and develop new ones, in ensuring 
that there is a smooth implementation of inclusive education. Research conducted by 
Pillay and Di Terlizzi (2009, p. 504) also highlight the need for staff training and 
development to prepare educators for inclusive education as well as to equip them 
with the skills to identify learning barriers, how to address these barriers and the skill 
to grade tasks to provide for mastery and achievement of the learner, regardless of 
their level of ability (Bornman & Rose, 2010, p. 8). In a study conducted by Du Toit 
and Forlin (2009, p. 656) educators suggested that their training was not appropriate 
nor relevant for their task to implement inclusive education. Many educators 
completed their initial training in the previously segregated education system and are 
therefore not equipped to deal with the challenge of diverse learners in their 
classrooms (Vandeyar, 2010, p. 344).  
 
Reddy (2004, p. 142) is critical about the current workshop format of educator 
empowerment because it seems to ignore both the personal and professional needs 
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of educators. This critique was echoed by educators in the study by Du Toit and 
Forlin (2009, p. 656) where educators indicate that they need proper training and not 
“just another workshop where we must do the work ourselves”.  Because educators 
are not consulted in the planning and development of these development 
programmes, it results in a mismatch between what is offered and what educators 
need. The severe teacher shortage and lack of trained educators, especially in sub-
Saharan Africa, and South and West Asia, has highly unfortunate consequences for 
the quality of learning and the implementation of inclusive education (UNESCO, 
2009a, p. 20). 
 
3.6.2.3. Educator attitudes  
 
Educators’ greatest satisfaction is derived from their daily interaction with learners. 
However, this factor can also be a source of great dissatisfaction; especially if 
educators are not adequately equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to 
handle the challenges of a diverse learner population (Wevers & Steyn, 2002, p. 
210). Inclusive education requires a change in people’s attitudes and values because 
attitudes are a factor in one’s daily living and therefore play an important role in an 
educator’s daily interactions with learners. Change begins with an honest 
assessment of one’s own attitudes, understanding, knowledge and belief 
(Parasuram, 2006, p. 232; Peters, Johnstone & Ferguson, 2005, p. 145). Such 
change takes time and involves significant re-evaluation of conceptions and role 
behaviour (UNESCO, 2009c, p. 18). Educators set the tone of classrooms, and as 
such, the success of inclusion may well depend upon the prevailing attitudes of 
educators as they interact with learners with disabilities in their classroom (Carroll, 
Forlin, & Jobling, 2003, p. 65). Internationally, educators’ attitude is one of the most 
important variables in the education of learners with disabilities (Parasuram, 2006, p. 
231).  
 
In a survey in Pennsylvania, Praisner (2003, p. 135) found that of 408 elementary 
school principals 4 in 5 had negative attitudes toward inclusion and therefore many 
general and special educators and administrators remain hesitant to adopt inclusion. 
Gafoor and Asaraf (2009, p. 3) view inclusion as “an attitude of acceptance of 
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diversities, and attitude toward alternative expectations, to value all types of skills, an 
attitude of flexibility and tolerance”. Pivik, McComas, and LaFlamme (2002, p. 102) 
reported that learners who experience barriers to learning and their families find 
“condescending attitudes by teaching staff, and generally being treated differently 
from other students” most disturbing. This attitudinal barriers reported by learners 
and their families related to limited knowledge, understanding, and effort on the part 
of the educators. 
 
Research conducted in South Africa revealed that educators have in general a 
negative attitude towards inclusive education. This negative attitude may be 
attributed to a lack of knowledge. In her investigation Williams (2007) found that 
educators have not positive attitudes regarding inclusive education. The negative 
attitudes toward inclusive education can be ascribed to their unwillingness to work 
with learners experiencing barriers to learning. It also relates to their low level of self 
confidence and the fact that they are not prepared to work with learners who 
experience barriers to learning. The educators’ negative perceptions of inclusive 
education and their negative attitudes toward it also do not make it easy for inclusive 
education to be implemented successfully (Mayaba, 2008, p. 96).  The reason for 
this negative attitude of educators is that they “do not feel educationally equipped 
and they do not want to be entangled in such tedious and difficult work” (Batsiou, 
Bebetsos, Panteli & Antoniou, 2008, p. 203). 
 
Educators’ positive attitudes towards inclusion depend strongly on their experience 
with learners who are perceived as challenging. Teacher education, the availability of 
support within the classroom, class size and overall workload are all factors which 
influence educators’ attitudes. Negative attitudes of educators are a major challenge 
to inclusion. Inclusive eduction requires educators to make a paradigm shift in 
attitude and action to create a nurturing environment in which all learners can flourish 
(Bornman & Rose, 2010, p. 22). 
 
3.6.2.4. Inflexible curriculum 
 
Osberg and Biesta (2010, p. 601) describe the curriculum in a broad sense as the 
primary tool by means of which the human subject is intentionally guided in their 
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learning. They further view the curriculum as the mechanism for the process of 
education. In many contexts, the curriculum is extensive and demanding, or centrally 
designed and rigid, leaving little flexibility for local adaptations or for teachers to 
experiment and try out new approaches. The content might be distant to the reality in 
which the learners live, and therefore inaccessible and unmotivating (UNESCO, 
2003, p. 16).  
 
The Department of Education in White Paper 6 (2001) acknowledges that the 
curriculum can be one of the greatest challenges in achieving inclusive education. 
The following statements in Education White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 
2001) strongly relate inclusive education challenges to curriculum matters: 
 
 The Education and training system must change to accommodate the full range 
of learning needs with particular attention to strategies for instructional and 
curriculum transformation (p. 11, 12). 
 Inclusive education and training are about acknowledging that all children and 
youth can learn provided they receive support (p.16). 
 Inclusive education and training are about enabling teaching and learning 
methodologies and curricula and the maximising of the participation of all learners 
in the culture and curricula of educational institutions (p. 16). 
 Inclusive education and training are about uncovering and minimising barriers to 
learning (p.16). 
 One of the most significant barriers to learning is the curriculum. Barriers to 
learning arise from the different aspects of the curriculum such as the content, the 
language, classroom organisation, teaching methodologies, pace of teaching and 
time available to complete the curriculum, teaching and learning support materials 
and assessment (p. 19). 
 Central to the accommodation of diversity in our schools and all other education 
institutions, is a flexible curriculum and assessment policy that is accessible to all 
learners, irrespective of the nature of their learning needs and whether they are in 
special schools or in ordinary schools (p. 31). 
 Participation in special and full service schools will be expanded by promoting the 
opportunity for specific life skills training and programme-to-work linkages (p. 32).  
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The development of an inclusive curriculum is perhaps the most important factor in 
achieving inclusive education. The curriculum should be flexible enough to address 
the needs of all learners. It should not therefore be rigidly prescribed at a national or 
central level. Inclusive curricula should be constructed flexibly to allow not only for 
school level adaptations and developments, but also for adaptations and 
modifications to meet the individual learner’s needs and to suit each educator’s style 
of working (Department of Education, 2001, p. 20). A key issue for policy-makers is 
how they enable schools to modify the curriculum to meet the needs of individual 
students and how they can encourage this approach (UNESCO, 2003, p. 1). 
 
Osberg and Biesta (2010, p. 594) argue that when the curriculum is understood to 
guide people towards a predefined state of education it becomes a barrier to 
inclusive education because it does not provide for those who do not or cannot 
conform to its specifications. In this regard the notion of a rigid educational 
curriculum is incompatible with the idea of inclusion. The curriculum should therefore 
aim to achieve the balance between responding to commonality and to diversity, 
offering universal learning opportunities to all learners. This should ensure equal 
opportunities for all but at the same time give adequate freedom to schools for 
defining the learning contents necessary to address the requirements of the local 
context and the educational needs of their learners. The curriculum should also be of 
relevance which implies the developing of an intercultural curriculum which promotes 
the respect for different cultures and the appreciation of differences, and considers in 
a balanced way the development of different capacities, multiple intelligences and 
talents of people (UNESCO, 2009c, pp. 14 -15). 
 
A flexible and adapted curriculum is a powerful way to minimise barriers to learning 
and the best way of making sure that the curriculum is adapted to the needs of the 
learners. The real challenge is to “look at the curriculum through the eyes of the 
learner rather than looking at the learner through the eyes of the curriculum” 







    
3.6.2.5. Large class sizes 
 
The number of learners per class will have an impact on the effectiveness of 
teaching and learning in the inclusive classroom (Engelbrecht et al., 2006, p. 127; 
Sautner, 2008, p. 145; Swart et al., 2002, pp. 183, 184). A study conducted by 
Agbenyega (2007, p. 49) regarding educators’ concerns in Ghana, reveals that large 
class sizes draw the highest concerns and lead to increased negative attitudes of 
educators towards inclusive education. Ainscow and Sandill (2010, p. 411) also 
suggest that education systems are struggling to cope because of large class sizes.  
 
The class sizes in South African schools are considerably higher than in European 
countries, making it more difficult to provide effective support to the diverse learner 
population in our schools. For example, in Luxemburg, the average class size is 17 
to 18 learners and 20 to 26 learners in Portugal (Yaman, 2009, p. 350). In her 
studies, Pieterse (2004; 2010) found that educators are not able to identify or provide 
in the needs of learners who experience barriers to learning due to unrealistic class 
size. Educators in the research state that it is impossible to provide individual 
attention to learners when they are 40 in one classroom. Educators also express fear 
that the implementation of inclusive education will create chaos in schools as a result 
of the high learner educator ratio in schools (Pieterse, 2004, p. 59; 2010, p. 173).  
 
According to Eloff and Kgwete (2007) a high number of learners in the classroom 
made it difficult for educators to adequately teach in inclusive classrooms. Educators 
are under enormous stress because departmental heads and school principals often 
expect them to complete a specified quantity of work within a given time period while 
at the same time providing assistance to  learners who are experiencing barriers to 
learning.  
 
Educators also experience difficulties in providing individual attention to learners with 
slower work tempos while managing their classrooms. Large classes of 50 learners 
or more are endemic to rural schools in South Africa. These schools are often 
understaffed and under-resourced; resulting in educators struggling to provide the 
necessary support for all the learners in their classrooms. Thus, learners who 
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experience barriers to learning often are construed by educators as an additional 
stressor (Eloff & Kgwete, 2007).   
 
Because of the challenge of large numbers of learners needing support and the 
associated limitation in time constraints, the majority of learners who experience 
barriers to learning simply go unsupported in schools and consequently nullify the 
envisaged benefits of their inclusion in diverse mainstream classrooms (Pieterse, 
2010, p. 173). 
 
3.6.2.6. Lack of appropriate human resources 
 
Insufficient human resources are one of the biggest challenges of inclusive 
education. It is one of the main starting points for support for educators in inclusive 
education. The small number of educators and support staff in schools interfere with 
the delivery of quality education in the inclusive schools (Eloff & Kgwete, 2007). In 
their study, Eloff and Kgwete (2007) identify a need to employ more educators in 
schools, as educators’ workload left them overly burdened. The participants in the 
study (Eloff & Kgwete, 2007) are of the opinion that schools do not have sufficient 
support personnel and do not have full-time access to the district support team, as 
they are also understaffed. The educators in the study expressed a need for 
administrative staff, teacher assistants, and general helpers in their classrooms. 
 
Research conducted in South Africa also point out the need to appoint educator 
assistants in classes to relieve the pressure on the regular educator by providing the 
necessary support for educators (Eloff & Kgwete, 2007; Pieterse, 2010, p. 179). 
Pieterse (2010) also links access to resources with the socio-economic 
circumstances of the school community. In her investigation, she found, for example, 
that the majority of mainstream schools providing educational services to learners 
from the higher socio-economic class have access to the services of one or more 
school counselors. Furthermore, schools serving learners from the higher socio-
economic group have the necessary financial means to pay for additional staff and 




    
3.6.2.7. Inappropriate language and communication 
 
Language is a cornerstone of early development. When a learner’s early language 
skills are compromised because of developmental difficulties, parenting patterns and 
educational provision are challenged. The collaboration between parents and 
professionals to support the development of learners with language difficulties is of 
major concern (Lindsay & Dockrell, 2004, p. 225).  
 
South Africa is an exceptional multi-lingual country which reflects in the classrooms. 
Since 1994, learners with different home languages and cultural backgrounds have 
found themselves in the same classroom. This has resulted in educators being 
confronted with a wide range of communication needs from a diverse group of 
learners who have attained different levels of skill in the language of learning and 
teaching (LOLT) employed by the school (Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 23). In their 
study, Du Toit and Forlin (2009) found that in many cases, parents send their 
children to school to learn English even if English is not their home language. This 
leads to learners struggling in class due to their lack of understanding.  
 
Historically, the South African government's language policy in education favoured 
those students whose home language was Afrikaans or English (Alexander, 1992, 
pp. 1, 2). In order to prevent such practices, the textbooks used in schools must be 
made available in all of the major languages spoken in South Africa because 
language plays a pivotal role in education. According to Cummins and Swain (1986, 
p. 78) language, thinking and therefore learning are all ultimately tied together and 
therefore language is the most important way through which knowledge is transferred 
(Mack, 2007, p. 29). Because of this basic relationship between language, thinking 
and learning, there is a great deal of evidence that if learners’ process of formal 
learning is suddenly cut off from their language, it can negatively affect their cognitive 
development in general as well as their scholastic performance in particular 
(Cummins and Swain, 1986, p. 78). In order for learners to effectively internalise new 




    
Recent research indicates that teaching and learning for most learners in South 
Africa take place through a language which is not their home language (Du Toit & 
Forlin, 2009; Pieterse, 2004; Motshwane, 2007; Peel, 2004). This not only places 
learners at a disadvantage, but it also leads to linguistic difficulties which may result 
to a serious learning barrier (Hugo, in Nieman & Monyai, 2006, p. 48; Tebid, 2010, p. 
25).  
 
The Department of Education (2005a) identified three kinds of barriers related to 
language and communication in schools: Firstly, learners are often forced to 
communicate and learn in a language which they do not usually use at home and are 
not competent to learn effectively. This may be caused by learners who are enrolled 
in schools where the LOLT is not their home language (Department of Education, 
2005a, p. 12).    
 
Secondly, learners who use South African Sign Language as a language for teaching 
and learning and as a subject did not have access to the language. This situation 
may arise when deaf learners find themselves enrolled at schools where educators 
are not able to use sign language to accommodate the needs of such learners 
(Department of Education, 2005a, p. 12).   
 
Thirdly, learners experience difficulties with communication. Learners who are non-
speaking due to the severity of their disability experience enormous barriers to 
learning and development. These barriers arise from the general unavailability of 
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) strategies to enable them to 
engage in the learning process, and more often than not find themselves totally 
excluded from learning and development experiences. AAC systems could consist of 
alternative communications systems, supplements to vocal communication and 
communication through facilitators (Department of Education, 2005a, pp. 12-13).  
 
3.6.3. Barriers related to disability 
 
Most learners will enjoy learning new skills and new ways of thinking and the learning 
process will be an enjoyable one to them. However, there will be some learners with 
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neuro-developmental or medical barriers for whom learning could prove more 
difficult. As learning involves all senses, it is necessary that educators be able to 
identify these internal barriers that learners may be experiencing at an early stage 
and provide support to these learners (Glenn et al., 2005, p. 5).  
 
Disability is usually related to individual deficits. Therefore, disability has always been 
regarded as a barrier to learning. These barriers include: visual barriers, auditory 
barriers, oral barriers, cognitive barriers, physical barriers, medical barriers and 
psychological barriers. Whatever the cause of their disabilities may be, learners 
should be welcomed in ordinary school environments provided that the necessary 
support is in place for learners to achieve their full potential (Department of 
Education, 2005a, p. 11). 
 
3.6.3.1. Visual barriers 
 
Learners with visual barriers enter the learning environment with large barriers 
related to their sense of vision and visual perception. It is therefore very important 
that educators support their other senses and organize the learning environment in a 
way that will allow the learners to utilize their other senses (Cox & Dykes, 2001; 
Landsberg, 2005). This can be achieved by teaching learners with low vision to use 
their residual vision together with their other senses (Webster & Roe, 1998). Unless 
adaptations are made in the methods of presenting learning experiences, visual 
barriers will interfere with the optimal learning and achievement of learners (Snyman 
& Bloem, 2001, p. 173).  
 
Visual barriers are divided into two groups with distinct characteristics and needs: 
individuals with low vision and individuals with blindness. The WHO (2002) describes 
low-vision individuals as people having impaired visual function even after optical 
correction. In the educational field, students with low vision have residual vision, 
which enables them to read printed material with the aid of didactic resources and 




    
Visual barriers can have a detrimental effect on learners’ scholastic development. It 
can lead to poor handwriting, inattentiveness, reading difficulties and a general 
dislike of visual tasks (Snyman & Bloem, 2001, p. 173).  The cognitive abilities of 
learners with visual barriers vary independent of their visual barriers. For example, 
learners with visual barriers may reach developmental milestones at different rates 
than other learners due to their lack of sensory input and limited interactions with the 
environment. This contributes to their incomplete concept development and it can 
later affect their ability to infer, comprehend, predict, and create during learning 
activities (Bardin & Lewis, 2008). 
 
3.6.3.2. Auditory barriers  
 
Auditory barriers have been referred to as 'the invisible disability'. Learners who 
experience auditory barriers are not easily identified because they show no outward 
signs that they are any different. For them communication, not access or mobility, is 
the key issue (Wareham, Clark & Laugesen, 2001, p. 5). Because auditory barriers 
are “invisible”, it is often ignored and often the problems encountered by learners 
who experience auditory problems are associated with factors other than the hearing 
loss (Alpiner & McCarthy, 1993, p. 178).   
 
Mathers, Smith & Concha (2000, p. 1) describe auditory barriers as the most 
frequent sensory deficit in human populations which affect more than 250 million 
people in the world. Consequences of auditory barriers include the inability to 
interpret speech sounds, often producing a reduced ability to communicate, delay in 
language acquisition, economic and educational disadvantage, social isolation and 
stigmatisation. It may be worsened by some medical conditions such as 
hypothyroidism, diabetes, and possibly hyperlipidemia, among others. 
 
If not provided with the necessary in class support, learners who experience auditory 
barriers may found themselves excluded from classroom activities. They usually 
experience a breakdown in the detection of sounds which in turn limits the quantity 
and quality of the sounds they receive (Marx, 2009). These learners may also find it 
difficult to pay attention in class because the hearing loss impacts on the auditory 
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perception process (Gagne, n.d.). If learners cannot pay attention, they cannot 
succeed in the learning process. The limited auditory ability of learners may also 
impact negatively on other essential life skills. They may develop speech 
impairments and lacking social skills due to the communication difficulties they may 
experience with their able peers. 
 
English (1995, p. 12) posits that a learner cannot possibly learn information that has 
been inaccurately received. Therefore, allowing learners to sit in a class without 
receiving a clear speech signal is more than undesirable - it is a violation of learners’ 
human rights because they are being deprived of an opportunity to learn. It is 
therefore imperative that auditory barriers be identified as early as possible and that 
the necessary support structures are put in place to ensure that these learners have 
the same access to education and information as their able peers.   
 
3.6.3.3. Speech, language and communication barriers 
 
Speech, language and communication barriers are difficulties an individual has in the 
way they communicate with others or how others understand them. The most 
common problems occur with basic communication in that it is a two way process 
which requires clear expression on the one hand and full comprehension on the 
other. Where speech, language and communication barriers block either of these 
requirements, a breakdown in communication and therefore effective teaching and 
learning can occur (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 2010, p. 52).  
 
Speech, language and communication barriers can have a long term detrimental 
effect on the development of learners. Learners with specific language barriers have 
been reported to experience concurrent difficulties in the area of social and 
behavioural development (Redmond & Rice, 1998). This may be the result of factors 
such as frustration, peer rejection, and lack of confidence because of poor linguistic 
skills. Learners with early language impairment may also have significantly higher 
rates of anxiety disorder in young adulthood compared with non-impaired learners 




    
Behavioural difficulties of an aggressive nature have been reported as showing 
increased prevalence in young children with speech and language impairment 
(Carson, Klee, Perry, Muskina, & Donaghy, 1998). Speech, language and 
communication barriers may also lead to comprehension difficulties which can make 
learners very vulnerable in relation to education (Hooper, Roberts, Zeisel & Poe, 
2003). Speech, language and communication barriers are also associated with 
continued academic difficulties into adulthood (Young et al., 2002). Tomblin, Zhang, 
Buckwalter and Catts (2000) found that learners with language, speech and 
communication barriers are at risk of both reading and behavioural problems and, 
furthermore, that the behavioural difficulties are associated with the reading 
impairments. Levels of frustration, misunderstanding, and inability to access the 
curriculum could result in subsequent aggressive behaviour, as could failure to 
understand other learners and educators.  
 
Language is the unique characteristic that defines humans and is used as the main 
medium of education in our schools (Owens, 1999). It is therefore important that 
barriers of this nature be identified at a very early stage and that education provision 
be provided to learners who experience these barriers. 
 
3.6.3.4. Cognitive barriers 
 
Learners with intellectual or cognitive barriers are described as having difficulty with 
the processing of information through their senses which impacts on their ability to 
learn (Sternberg, 2003). Lomofsky and Skuy (2001, p. 188) describe cognitive 
barriers as lacking capability to think, reason and learn and therefore require special 
learning accommodations and teaching strategies.   
 
The causes of intellectual barriers can be as a result of a syndrome or as a result of 
an accident. Learners are described as having mild, moderate or severe intellectual 
barriers. According to Dednam (2005, p. 367) learners who had learning impairments 





    
According to Glenn et al. (2005, p. 5) and Mastropieri and Scruggs (2010, p. 62) 
learners who experience cognitive barriers usually display the following 
characteristics: 
 
 scores poorly on baseline assessments compared to learners of the same age; 
 has difficulty in acquiring skills, especially communication, interaction, literacy and 
numeracy skills; 
 has difficulty in coping with imaginative play; 
 makes little or no progress in spite of positive intervention by educators; and 
 display a general slow development in reaching traditional milestones. 
 
This implies that learners who experience cognitive barriers will differ from their able 
peers regarding the level, pace and the complexity of operations they are able to 
perform. Schools will have to adapt and create activities and opportunities to cater for 
the needs of learners who experience cognitive barriers to enable them to participate 
actively in the school programmes. Failure to involve them actively in all aspects of 
school life can lead to frustration, behavioural problems and eventually results in 
early drop-out of those learners. 
 
3.6.3.5. Physical barriers 
 
Individuals who experience physical barriers are often stigmatised and as a result 
may not gain full social acceptance because individuals with a disability are often 
devalued and discredited by able-bodied people (Cahill & Eggleston, 1995; Green, 
2007; Louvet, 2007). Learners who experience physical barriers usually experience 
problems with mobility and access to locations which have not been adjusted to cater 
for their specific needs.  
 
Research indicates that learners with disabilities may experience social difficulties, 
low levels of social interaction, limited friendships, extended lonely play, low levels of 
social acceptance, poor social skills, and negative responses to their attempts at 
social interaction when placed in mainstream schools (Baker & Donelly, 2001; Coster 
& Haltiwanger, 2004; Curtin & Clarke, 2005). Such experiences have harmful effects 
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on individuals with a disability as they are inclined to internalise the pessimistic 
feelings of others. The occurrence of stigmatisation towards individuals with a 
disability is such that it is even present amongst children (Harper, 1999). Westervelt 
and Turnbull (1980, p. 900) in their study found that negative feelings towards peers 
with a physical disability were widespread among able-bodied learners.  
 
According to Coster and Haltiwanger (2004) a considerable percentage of learners 
with physical disabilities who were educated in mainstream classrooms had below-
expected levels of social skills. Furthermore, learners with severe disabilities have 
been found to benefit the least from inclusion programmes and have the poorest rate 
of development during and after inclusion programmes and therefore, disability 
severity were posited to be an important direct determinant of social skills 
development in learners (Marfo et al., 1991). 
 
It is therefore important that schools are organised in such a way that it does not 




This chapter provided a definition and an overview of barriers to learning and 
presented the rationale for changing the term special needs to barriers of learning. 
Approaches to the identification of barriers were discussed in terms of the medical 
model and social models of disability. The ecosystemic model of Bronfenbrenner was 
discussed to show the interrelatedness of the different layers of the ecosystemic 
model and its collective influence on the development of learners. The manifestation 
of barriers to learning and its influence on learner development were presented. 
 
Chapter 4 will review the literature in terms of support structures and support 







    
CHAPTER FOUR 
 




Schools worldwide are under increasing pressure to involve learners who experience 
barriers to learning in all aspects of general education curriculum, assessment, and 
instruction. In order to do justice to the effective implementation of inclusive 
education, educators must have the necessary skills to modify educational 
programmes and methods of instruction to effectively meet the needs of individual 
learners (Dingle, Falvey, Givner & Haager, 2004, p. 36).  
 
In a study conducted by Yasutake and Lerner (1996) they concluded that educators 
do not possess the practical training to make inclusion successful. Furthermore, 
educators felt that special education supports were insufficient within the general 
education class to promote successful inclusion. Correspondingly, Lupart and 
Webber’s (2002, p. 18) historical review on Canadian inclusionary trends reveals that 
as general education began to shift towards these more inclusionary practices, it is 
evident that regular classroom educators and school administrators were 
inadequately prepared and ill-equipped to effect the multi-dimensional and 
compound changes that inclusive education reformers had envisioned.  
 
A school is a place where learners acquire important knowledge and develop 
important skills with the necessary support they require, or going there is a waste of 
time (Knight, 2000, p. 25). Only if educators themselves have access to the 
necessary support services and structures, will they be able to provide effective 
support to the diverse needs of learners in the inclusive classroom, and only if 
learners receive the necessary support from educators will they be able to reap the 
full benefits of inclusive education to fulfil their unique potential. This chapter will aim 
to address the following sub-research questions by means of a literature review: 
What support structures are in place in schools to provide support for learners who 
experience barriers to learning and the educators who work with them? What support 
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do the schools receive from District Officials in designing and implementing support 
programmes for learners who experience barriers to learning?  
 
4.2. ESTABLISHMENT OF SUPPORT SERVICES AND STRUCTURES FOR    
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 
 
Support services and structures, as indicated in Chapter 1, refer to the pedagogical, 
infra-structural and human resources that are available to support educators and 
learners in schools to realize the goal of effective inclusive education. The primary 
role of support services is to minimise, remove and prevent barriers to learning and 
development to ensure the effective learning and development of all learners. 
Support services should play a fundamental role in ensuring that all learners have 
equal access to the education system and are able to participate optimally in the 
learning process (Department of Education, 1997, p. 4). 
 
Historically the provision of specialised education and support services, as indicated 
in Chapter Two, has been considered as a secondary consideration in the 
administration of education in South Africa and in other parts of the world because 
the focus was primarily on the traditional school-going population rather than on the 
full spectrum of learners within the education system (Department of Education, 
1997, p. 2). The history of education for learners who experience barriers to learning 
and education support services in South Africa reflects massive deprivation and lack 
of provision for the majority of people. Education support services were mainly 
rendered to learners enrolled in special schools, which were mainly White. This 
implies that for learners to be eligible for specialised education support services, they 
had to be referred for enrolment in special schools.  
 
These factors have resulted in limited educational opportunities for many learners; in 
inequalities between provision for White and Black learners; in a highly inefficient and 
disjointed educational administration which has separated and marginalised these 
learners from the mainstream; as well as the provision of highly specialised services 
to a limited number of learners. This system has been supported by legislation and 
policy which entrenched these disparities by institutionalising racial segregation, 
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labelling learners who experience barriers to learning and separating them from their 
peers (Department of Education, 1997, p. 18). 
 
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter Three, the identification of barriers to learning 
and the nature of support services had a strong focus on the medical model of 
diagnosis. Treatment of learner deficits were rendered in specialised settings by 
specialised educators. This approach contributed to exclusionary practices in 
education towards learners with disabilities and those experiencing learning 
difficulties. There has also been a history of negative stereotyping and 
marginalization of these learners, and their exclusion from mainstream educational 
provision (Muthukrishna & Schoeman, 2000, p. 317). 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the way in which education support services has 
functioned for the greater part of the twentieth century is in many ways not compliant 
with the philosophy of inclusive education. The alignment of education support 
services with inclusive education should therefore be a priority, as the latter will 
depend first and foremost on the provision of appropriate, sufficient and effective 
support (Hay, 2003, p. 135).  
 
Inclusive education is about providing opportunities for all learners to become 
successful in their learning experience. A range of resources, including teaching 
materials, special equipment, additional personnel, teaching approaches or other 
learners, can support in the task of learning. Support refers to all of these resources, 
but refers particularly to resources over and above what the educator alone is able to 
provide. The first task in building effective support is to mobilise those resources 
which already exist in and around schools (UNESCO, 2003, p. 26).  
 
Furthermore, there is a need to develop support within schools. There might also be 
a need for external support structures, such as support professionals who have 
expertise on issues related to counselling, behaviour management, teaching 
methods, disabilities, socio-linguistics or multicultural issues. In an inclusive system, 
a range of services which work together to meet the needs of all learners and other 
aspects of the education system should be developed. These services should form 
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an integral part of the education system as a whole (Department of Education, 1997, 
p. 4). The main challenge in building support however is to retain the focus on 
maintaining and managing all learners in ordinary schools and in other centres of 
learning in their home communities (UNESCO, 2003, p. 26). 
 
Naicker (1999, p. 14) argues that the successful and sustained implementation of 
inclusive education in South Africa will require a systemic paradigm shift in reasoning 
and behaviour at school level as well as the nature of the roles and responsibilities 
assumed by different role players. This sentiment is echoed by Hay (2003, p. 136 – 
137) who asserts that the effective rendering of education support services within the 
inclusive education arena necessitates several paradigm shifts: 
 
Hay (2003, p.136) postulates that one of the first paradigm shifts is that ESS should 
focus on the total education system. Inclusive education is not only a special 
education paradigm; nor is it just focussing on certain learners. It is a totally new 
education system, including regular and special education. In this sense ESS does 
not work for special education any more, but has to focus on the entire education 
system, that is, all learners and educators. ESS within inclusive education has to 
plan to help all learners and staff, with some learners requiring more focused 
attention than others.  
 
The next paradigm shift is about keeping and supporting the learner in the inclusive 
classroom. The biggest shift and challenge to ESS is to keep the learners in the 
inclusive class as against removing them from the setting. This implies that ESS staff 
members should now focus on assisting the learners and educators in the inclusive 
classroom and not place them in separate settings. This is a huge shift and will imply 
considerable creativity. ESS staff members will also have to resist the traditional 
implicit agenda of referring educators to remove learners who experience barriers to 
learning from the classroom setting (Hay, 2003, p. 136). 
 
Another important paradigm shift, according to Hay (2003, p. 136) is using the term 
Education Support Services instead of psychological services. In line with these two 
enormous mind-shifts comes the issue of psychology which dominated ESS under 
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the old paradigm. Directorates in some provinces can no longer be called school 
psychological services, as this can be perceived as discriminatory in nature towards 
the other ESS disciplines. The term "Education Support Services" should be used in 
line with the standardization of terminology that the NCSNET/NCESS report 
(Department of Education, 1997) and Education White Paper 6 suggested 
(Department of Education, 2001). 
 
The fourth paradigm shift suggested by Hay (2003, p. 137), is that the focus of ESS 
should be on adults engaged with learners. The medical model focused strongly on 
an individual learner orientation, while the eco-systemic perspective presents a meta-
theory for inclusive education that moves away from seeking the problem within the 
individual. In this sense adults involved in the learner's life are becoming more 
important. ESS staff is thus urged to work more and more with the learner's 
surrounding systems, comprising adults such as educators, parents and external 
support professionals. 
 
The next paradigm shift, Hay (2003, p. 137) cautions, is that educators and ESS staff 
should be careful of fixed diagnoses. For years it was simply assumed that certain 
learners can be classified as having special needs without examining the 
philosophies underlying the assumptions. According to the social model, disability is 
a form of discrimination and oppression in which patronising, sentimental, and overly 
protective attitudes and values legitimize and maintain the sorts of individualised 
pathologising. Care should therefore be taken about labelling a learner; or even to 
make the distinction between special needs learners and ordinary learners. 
 
Paradigm shift 6 deals with support to groups and systems The eco-systemic theory, 
as discussed in Chapter 3,  implies that support should be rendered to systems such 
as groups of learners and the school, which implies more focused group work and 
organizational development to improve whole school functioning. Support service 
staff thus needs to be trained in effective group work, organisational development 
and whole school development as much as in individual service delivery. 
 
The last paradigm shift according to Hay (2003, p. 137), is about actively promoting a 
truly South African ESS.  In line with the principle of redress, ESS staff members will 
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have to actively ensure that ESS is perceived as working towards South 
Africanization. Specific focus will have to be placed on the following barriers currently 
present in ESS, namely, language and cultural issues; representivity of all South 
Africa's peoples in terms of staff composition; the generation of Africa-relevant 
research and indigenous knowledge; improvement of quality by not marginalising 
expertise based on race; and specific focus on previously neglected learners and 
staff. 
 
Against the background of Hay’s (2003) proposals, the next sections will review the 
literature to determine how the South African education system responded to the 
need for a paradigm shift regarding the establishment of support structures and 
services that could best serve the principles on which inclusive education is based.  
 
The first ten years of South Africa’s democracy have seen dramatic new policies 
being implemented across the board to improve access, equity, quality and 
democracy in education. Quality improvements have been linked to efforts to achieve 
equity and greater access to schooling. In the first few years after 1994, policies were 
implemented that were intended to improve quality in the fields of teacher 
redistribution, teacher education and curriculum delivery (Chrisholm, 2004, p. 19). 
However, it appears that many learners, who experience barriers to learning, 
continue to suffer from some forms of exclusion and limited access to quality and 
equitable education opportunities due to schools’ lacking knowledge and capacity to 
undertake appropriate school development planning to implement inclusive 
education practices (Du Toit & Forlin, 2009, p. 648). 
 
Classrooms had and will always have learners who learn at different rates, who have 
more knowledge about the curriculum than others, who have varying abilities and 
who bring diverse backgrounds and experiences into the learning environment (Cole 
et al., 2000, p.1). The diverse nature of classroom populations therefore implies that 
educators and the school have to be well-informed regarding the background, ability 
and needs of all learners in order to engage in efficient planning for and the effective 
implementation of inclusive education. Furthermore, it is important that schools 
should establish a positive, supportive and welcoming climate for all learners 
(Crawford & Porter, 2004, p. 21).  
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In response to the requirements of inclusive education, the Department of Education, 
issued various policies and guidelines which can be utilise to address the need for 
effective support throughout the education system. The next sections will focus on 
the measures put in place by the Department of Education to provide a basis for 
support throughout the system, as illustrated in Figure 4.1 designed by the 
researcher.  
 






    
4.2.1. The SIAS strategy 
 
In order to provide appropriate and effective support to learners who experience 
barriers to learning, educators need to know what kind of support learners are in 
need of (Nel, 2007, p. 2). They will only be able to provide such support if learners 
are assessed at an early stage of their schooling as Bornman and Rose (2010, p. 58) 
state: “You cannot teach a child if you do not know that child”. Early identification is 
thus the key to ensure that learners who experience barriers to learning receive the 
support they need as soon as possible (Armstrong, Armstrong & Spandagou, 2010, 
p. 93).  
 
A key strategy in implementing inclusive education in South Africa was the 
development of the national Strategy on Screening, Identification, Assessment and 
Support as indicated in Figure 4.2.   
 
Figure 4.2 The SIAS-strategy 
 
 
(Developed from Department of Education, 2008, pp. 13-29)   
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The SIAS strategy was developed to assist educators to develop a holistic profile of 
learners and plan for appropriate intervention and support at an early stage. The 
Department of Education (2008, p. ii) states that the SIAS strategy “…also endorses 
the values of and ensures that we begin to realize our obligations as a government in 
respect of the United Nations Convention on the rights of Disabled People” (Du Toit 
& Forlin, 2009, p. 647).  
 
The SIAS strategy provides clear guidelines on the process educators should employ 
to make effective needs assessment and consist of four stages as indicated in Figure 
4.2.  
 
 Screening and compilation of learner profiles 
 
On admission of the learner to the school in Grade R or Grade 1, educators must 
start the process of compiling a learner profile for each learner. This should be a 
comprehensive, up-to-date profile to give educators a holistic picture of the abilities 
of learners, barriers they may experience, opportunities and threats, which may have 
a major impact on the learner’s performance. This profile should also reflect the 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values and the socio-economic environment of the 
learner. Information from school records, parents, and other adults, and the 
educator’s own records of personal observations and interpretations, all form part of 
the learner profile (Department of Education, 2005e, p. 58; Department of Education, 
2008, p. 13).  
 
 Identification of barriers to learning and development 
 
After having gained background information of the learner through the learner 
profiles, educators will be in a much better position to determine the nature and 
extent of support that is required by learners who experience barriers to learning. It is 
important that the focus should be on both curriculum challenges and challenges 
caused by contextual factors. Once the educator identified a learner as having 
support needs, an individual support plan (ISP) is drawn up to keep track of support 
given and progress made. The ISP is an important record maintained by the school 




    
 Assessment of support requirements 
 
This is the formal assessment and review stage of the information gathered through 
the preceding stages. It is during this stage that decisions can be made about the 
level of support needed and the type of support package needed. This stage is 
managed and coordinated by the District Based Support Teams. The approach is a 
multi-agency one, which requires that all significant partners are involved in decisions 
about the support package needed. It will furthermore serve to inform the action plan 
for the school to respond to these support needs and provide an indication to the 
DBST of the level of support needed (Department of Education, 2008, p. 29). 
 
 Support provisioning and monitoring 
 
During this stage, the support that will be provided and where it will be accessed, and 
how it will be implemented and monitored are operationalised. In compiling the 
support plan, each area of need is reviewed to determine the level and nature of 
support that is required by not only taking into account the rating but also capturing 
the detail of curriculum differentiation, devices, environmental access, staff and 
training that are needed.  
 
The support plan is developed for all learners in the school who have been identified 
as needing additional support. This does not mean that the service that is rendered 
will focus only on these learners. A holistic service will be delivered to all the schools 
in the District, from which the individually identified learners will also benefit. The 
Action Plan will also serve the purpose of deciding where best learners can access 
the support. If the decision is made that placement in a special school is advisable, it 
must be understood that this decision will also be temporary and reviewable. A key 
difference between the operationalisation of support according to SIAS and the “pre-
inclusive” period is that this process is no longer a placement process but rather a 
support provision process (Department of Education, 2008, pp. 30, 31). 
 
The SIAS strategy, if and when implemented, is a vital support tool for educators in 
the sense that it enables them to record all relevant information that is needed to 
provide appropriate support services to learners at classroom level. The SIAS 
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strategy also facilitates collaboration between educators and other role players like 
colleagues, parents and health professionals in an attempt to minimise barriers to 
learning that learners may experience and to optimise the benefits of inclusive 
education.  
 
4.2.2. Developing Individualised Support Plans 
 
Previously educators were trained to manage a largely content-based education 
system, but inclusive education requires them to change their way of thinking as well 
as their instruction methods to suit the new system of outcomes based education, 
which is learner-paced and accommodative of different learning styles. Educators are 
now expected to adapt their methods of instruction and to understand the diversities 
and needs of learners in order to provide effective individual support to learners 
(Campher, 1997, p. 23).  
 
The “one size fits all” approach that is so commonly use in teaching is not compatible 
with inclusive education (Department of Education, 2005e, p. 12). Inclusive education 
is about respecting the individuality of each learner and therefore educators should 
individualise their teaching by drawing up an Individualised Support Plan (ISP) for 
every learner. Having assessed individual learners’ strengths and needs for 
additional support through the SIAS strategy, educators need to develop an ISP for 
those learners.  
 
The ISP is a written plan designed for a learner who is eligible for special education 
services based on the learner’s individual needs (Department of Education, 2008; 
Karten, 2010, p. 108). This plan describes the goals set out for a learner during the 
school year as well as any special support needed to help achieve them (Bornman & 
Rose, 2010, p. 40). To be effective, the ISP goals and objects must be measurable 
and the criterion for mastery must be clearly stated. Sufficient time must be allowed 
for the learner to reach the desired goal (Downing, 2010, p. 63; Mastropieri & 
Scruggs, 2010, pp. 40-41). The ISP is drawn up by a collaborative team consisting of 
general education educators, special education educators, parents or guardians, 
School Management Team and specialised professionals (Karten, 2010, p. 110).   
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Bornman and Rose (2010, p. 40) and Downing (2010, p. 63) stipulate the following 
eight components an Individualised Support Plan should consist of: 
 
 Understanding the current educational levels of learners; 
 Consideration of appropriate and related services and supports; 
 Planning the degree of participation in mainstream classroom settings; 
 Justifying the use of regular or alternative assessment approaches; 
 Justifying the use of regular or alternative achievement standards; 
 Planning how and when the education plans will be implemented; 
 Formulating transition plans from one school to another as well as school leaving 
plans; and 
 Deciding how progress will be measured and reported. 
 
The ISP is a very important support tool available for educators to ensure that 
learners who experience barriers to learning are managed effectively by rendering 
appropriate, individual learning and development opportunities with the necessary 
supports. Everyone benefits when the ISP is carefully planned, followed, supported, 
shared and translated to the classroom (Karten, 2010, p. 114). The ISP will also 
determine the level and extent of curriculum adaptation and differentiation that is 
needed to enable educators to manage and support learners who experience 
barriers to learning effectively.  
 
4.2.3. Curriculum adaptation  
 
“Every learner is unique and every learner can learn; just not on the same day in the 
same way” (Bornman & Rose, 2010, p. 73). It is therefore unfair for educators to ask 
all learners to achieve the same competencies if the means of instruction and 
assessment are not varied. In all schools, the curriculum is the most important 
vehicle for learner development. At the same time, if not properly managed and 
adapted, the curriculum can be one of the most significant barriers to learning 
(Department of Education, 2001, p. 19).  
 
Because of the needs diversity of learners, not all learners will be able to learn the 
same content in the same way (Karten, 2010, p. 151). It is therefore necessary that, 
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while maintaining the core curriculum content, adaptations be made in terms of the 
complexity, pace and teaching methodology that is employed to deliver curriculum 
content, as Bornman and Rose (2010, p. 73) state: “The curriculum sets the content 
of what has to be taught, but it is up to the teachers to decide how they will do it.”  
 
Adaptation refers broadly to modification and/or adjustment of lessons, activities and 
materials to make them suitable for different learner needs (Department of 
Education, 2010, p. 10). Hence it is crucial that educators should assess the way 
learners access the curriculum content and how they can adapt and incorporate a 
range of different materials to help with this.  
 
According to Cole et al. (2000, p. 10) curriculum adaptation, if carefully designed, is 
fully compliant with the principle of inclusive education because it is: 
 
 appropriate for any learner, not just learners with disabilities; 
 a means of accommodating learners with a wide range of barriers to learning in 
the same classroom; 
 a way to demonstrate acceptance and respect for individual learning differences; 
 likely to increase the chances of learner success; 
 appropriate for all curriculum areas and classroom routines; and 
 a process of making judgements about what is taught and how it is taught. 
 
Through diverse classroom strategies educators can contribute to develop 
competencies and create lifelong learners who view school as a place for successes, 
not failures (Bornman & Rose, 2010, p. 73; Karten, 2010, p. 63). In order to provide 
effective learner support, educators should prepare lessons thoroughly to ensure that 
all learners benefit optimally from each lesson. Curriculum adaptation and the 
development of inclusive learning programmes can take various forms but the extent 






    
4.2.4. Differentiated instruction 
 
Inclusive education is about ensuring that there is sufficient differentiation in curriculum 
delivery to accommodate learner needs and making the support systems available for 
learners and schools. It moves away from the previous notion of referring learners with 
particular disabilities to specific special schools, but permits all schools to offer the 
same curriculum to learners while simultaneously ensuring variations in mode of 
delivery and assessment processes to accommodate all learners (Department of 
Education, 2005c, p. 7).  
 
Differentiated instruction in its simplest form refers to “teaching things differently 
according to observed differences among learners” (Westwood, 2001, p. 5). 
However, it is not only a response to diversity among learners who experience 
barriers to learning, but it is also a strategy that can be applied to accommodate the 
need of the most able or gifted learners (Westwood, 2005, pp. 145, 146). 
Differentiated instruction means that educators can create different levels of 
expectations for task completion within a lesson or unit. It further assumes that 
learners vary in their cognitive abilities (Department of Education, 2010, p. 10; 
Waldron & McLeskey, 2001, 176). Differentiated instruction provides different 
avenues for learners to acquire content, to process or make sense of ideas, and to 
develop products (Tomlinson, 1995, p. 3) 
 
The Department of Education (2010, p. 10) asserts that is the responsibility of 
educators in inclusive schools to plan lessons in such a way that they range from the 
most basic level to the most complex level. Through differentiation all learners are 
exposed to the same concept in different formats and at different levels. Learners are 
given different options in presenting their work, so that every learner is assessed in 
terms of his or her strengths. Teaching methodology is varied to include collaborative 
teaching. In a differentiated classroom, the educator assumes that different learners 
have differing needs. Therefore, the educator proactively plans a variety of ways in 
which to facilitate effective teaching and learning to accommodate the diverse needs 




    
Lawrence-Brown (2004, p. 37) maintains that differentiated instruction is as important 
for learners who find school easy as it is for those who find it difficult. All learners 
benefit from the availability of a variety of methods and supports and an appropriate 
balance of challenge and success  
 
4.2.5. Multi-level teaching 
 
Multi-level teaching is an approach that assumes the principles of individualisation, 
flexibility and inclusion for all learners regardless of their personal level of skills. 
Educators should unconditionally accept the learners who experience barriers to 
learning and involve all learners in all classroom activities. In contrast to preparing 
different lessons for different learners, multi-level teaching advocates for one lesson 
with varying methods of learning, teaching and assessment. The lesson must include 
a variety of educator techniques aimed at reaching learners at all levels (Department 
of Education, 2005c, p. 91; Department of Education, 2010, p. 58, 59), which means: 
 
 considering learners’ learning style when planning presentation methods;  
 involving learners in the lesson through questioning aimed at different levels of 
thinking;  
 acknowledging that some learners will need adjusted expectations; 
 allowing learners to choose a method of their preference or competence in 
demonstrating knowledge, skills and values;  
 accepting that these different methods are of equal value; and 
 assessing learners in terms of their differences. 
 
Multi-level activities refer to learning activities that provide an opportunity for learners 
to work at their own level of experience through integrating assessment and 
instruction. The focus is always on a key knowledge, skill, attitude or value but the 
educator can use varied approaches, teaching and learning models and levels within 
a lesson. Multi-level activities can also be designed for a particular learner, based on 
his prior knowledge and experiences and then build on those. To develop a multi-
level activity, the educator needs to identify the purpose of the activity. The educator 
then proceeds to plan a variety of tasks at different levels of difficulty or complexity, 
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with different numbers of steps, different ways for learners to learn the concept or 
skill, and with a choice of ‘products’ that allow learners to show how they understand 
the concept (Väyrynen, 2004, pp. 39, 40). 
 
4.2.6. Universal Design Learning 
 
Universal design, which has its origin in the field of architecture, is a concept or 
philosophy that guides the design and delivery of services and products so that they 
are useable by individuals with a wide range of capabilities and diversities (Acrey, 
Johnstone & Milligan, 2005, p. 24).  
 
Universal Design Learning (UDL) is an important way to make the general education 
curriculum accessible for all learners (Downing, 2010, p. 6; Wakeman, Browder, 
Flowers & Ahlgrim-Delzell, 2006, p. 164). Classrooms where UDL is applied are 
characterised by the availability of a wide range of resources, strategies, deliveries, 
sensory approaches, and advocacy for differentiation available right away. The use 
of UDL reduces crisis management in the classroom where educators have to 
“frantically scrounge for ideas, resources, and approaches when the need arise” 
(Karten, 2010, p. 92). This implies that educators should be pro-active in designing 
teaching and learning opportunities that provide for the whole range of learning 
capabilities and barriers to learning that learners may experience.  
 
Salend (2011, p. 16) asserts that the principles of universal design, as illustrated in 
Table 4.1,  are fully compatible with the principles of inclusive education and can be 
applied in the inclusive classroom to help all learners to succeed in accessing the 
general curriculum by means of: 
 
 Representation whereby information are presented in varied ways so that all 
learners can understand and access it;  
 Expression by which all learners are offered a variety of ways to demonstrate 
their learning; and 
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 Engagement through which classroom practices are used to prompt and 
encourage all learners to perform at their optimal levels and be involved in the 
learning process. 
 
Table 4.1 Principles of universal design applied to inclusive education 
 
UDL Principles Application for inclusive practices 
Principle 1: 
Equitable use 
Inclusive practices are designed so that they are useful, 
appealing, and safe for all learners. They are respectful 
of individual differences and are used by all in similar or 
equivalent ways and in different contexts.  
Principle 2: 
Flexible use 
Inclusive practices are designed so that they 
accommodate the individual preferences and abilities of 
all learners. They are flexible in providing choices in 
terms of methods, pace and use.  
Principle 3: 
Simple and intuitive use 
Inclusive practices are designed so that they are easy for 
all learners. Their use is not dependent on the 
experiences, prior knowledge, language, literacy, 
attention or cognitive skills of others 
Principle 4: 
Perceptible information 
Inclusive practices are designed so that they 
communicate essential information to all learners. They 
present critical information to all by using multiple 
formats. 
Principle 5: 
Tolerance of error 
Inclusive practices are designed to minimize errors and 
hazards, adverse consequences, and unintentional 
actions. They provide safeguards and warnings to all 
safeguard to assist all in using them safely, respectfully 
and efficiently. 
Principle 6: 
Low physical effort 
Inclusive practices are designed to be used comfortably 
and efficiently, and without much physical effort by all 
learners. 
Principle 7: 
Size and space for 
approach and use 
Inclusive practices are designed for use by all learners 
regardless of their body size, posture and mobility. 
Principle 8: 
Community of learners 
Inclusive practices promote socialisation and 
communication for all learners.  
Principle 9: 
Inclusive environment 
Inclusive practices foster acceptance and a sense of 
belonging for all learners. 
(Adapted from Salend, 2011, pp. 17, 18) 
4.2.7. Institutional Level Support Teams  
 
The change from a content-based approach to an outcome-based approach requires 
educators to work collaboratively as a team in order to meet the diverse needs of 
learners. Because inclusive education is a relatively new approach to teaching, 
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educators need support systems to help them cope with the inclusive education 
approach (Calitz, 2000, p. 2) To fulfil this support function at school level, Institutional 
Level Support Teams (ILST) are to be established in an attempt to provide improved 
support learners who experience barriers to learning. The concept of the ILST is 
based on the belief that regular classroom educators can assist learners 
experiencing barriers to learning (Amod, 2003, p. 45).  
 
The Department of Education (2005e, p. 34) refer to the ILST as an internal support 
team within institutions such as early childhood centres, schools, colleges, adult 
learning centres and higher education institutions. In each institution, this team will 
eventually be responsible for liaising with the District-based Support Team and other 
relevant support structures and service providers about identifying and meeting their 
own institution’s needs. For this reason, ILSTs should be made up of educators and 
staff from each individual institution. Creese, Norwich and Daniels (2000, p. 308) 
refer to the ILST is an organized system of peer support that consists of small groups 
of educators on a voluntary basis. The ILST is designed to provide support and 
assistance to individual educators and according to the Department of Education 
(2008, p. 88) should consist of the following members:  
 
 Educators with specialised skills and knowledge in areas such as learning 
support, lifeskills/guidance, or counseling.  
 Representatives from various levels or learning areas within the school.  
 Educators at management level, that is, the principal or any other member of the 
School Management Team.  
 Non-educating staff members, including administrative and care-taking staff.  
 
 Learner representatives at senior education level.  
 
The primary function of these teams is to put in place properly co-ordinated learner 
and educator support services. These services have to support the learning and 
teaching process by identifying and addressing learner, educator and institutional 
needs (Department of Education, 2001, p. 29). ILSTs are also required to provide 
curriculum, assessment and instructional support in the form of illustrative learning 
programmes, learner support materials and equipment, assessment instruments and 
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professional support for educators at special schools/resource centres and full 
service and other Educational institutions (Department of Education, 2001, p. 49). 
 
The Department of Education (2005e, p. 50, 2008, p. 88) outline the functions of the 
ILST as:   
 Raising awareness in the school with regard to barriers to learning and 
development.  
 Promoting a high standard of professional conduct and confidentiality; 
 Making inputs pertaining to the support of learners experiencing barriers to 
learning and development;  
 Developing and implementing programmes and places and plans to promote 
inclusive classroom practices, differentiated teaching and effective multi-level 
teaching; 
 Assisting in developing inclusive learning plans and programmes (curriculum 
adaptation); 
 The team should meet regularly and keep records of deliberations and decisions; 
 In the event that the ILST exhausts all resources within the schools and 
community, the help of the DBST may be requested; and 
 The ILST should assist the community with advice and offer it direction with 
regard to problems. 
  
The ILST can create opportunities for educators to engage in a positive, productive, 
collaborative problem-solving process to help learners directly. The focus is on 
educator development and supporting and empowering educators by improving their 
instructional skills which will enable them to better manage learners who experience 
barriers to learning (Amod, 2003, p. 45).    
 
4.2.8. District Based Support Teams 
 
In order to strengthen the support to schools and educators the Department of 
Education (2001, p. 8) commits itself to the establishment of District Based Support 
Teams. The DBSTs are to provide coordinated professional support services that 
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utilise expertise in further and higher education and local communities, targeting 
special schools and specialised settings, designated full service and other primary 
schools and educational institutions. The establishing of the DBST’s is an attempt to 
provide coordinated, well-structured and well-managed education support services to 
schools in a particular district. The DBST is seen as the key driver of an integrated, 
cost-effective and community based support system which also involves staff from 
special schools as resource centres (Department of Education, 2005b, p. 14).  
 
The DBST is a dedicated matrix team which coordinates and drives all activities 
related to inclusive education within a district. These activities range from support to 
educators in differentiation of the curriculum and management of diversity in the 
classroom, to support principals to establish inclusive policies, cultures and practices. 
The DBST must support ILSTs to identify, assess and support learners who 
experience barriers to learning and those who experience barriers of a socio-
economic nature which would require counselling support (Department of Education, 
2007, p. 25).  
 
The primary functions of these DBSTs are the evaluation of programmes, evaluation 
of their effectiveness and suggestions for modifications. The DBSTs have to support 
teaching, learning and management, and in so doing, they will build the capacity of 
schools, early childhood and adult basic education and training centres, colleges and 
higher education institutions to recognise and address severe learning difficulties and 
to accommodate a range of learning needs (Department of Education, 2001, pp. 28-
29). In order to provide specialised support to schools, the DBSTs should at least 
comprise of the following service providers: 
 
 Specialist learner and educator support personnel currently employed in the 
Department of Education at district, regional or provincial level, including 
psychologists, therapists, remedial/learning support teachers, special needs 
specialists, and other health and welfare professionals employed by the 
Department of Education; 
 Curriculum specialists who provide general and specific curriculum support to 
educators and education institutions; 
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 Institutional/management development specialists who provide support to 
education institutions; 
 Administrative experts who provide administrative and financial management 
support; and 
 Specialist support personnel and teachers from existing special schools. 
 
In order to ensure the continuous development and growth of educators and their 
institutions they must receive ongoing support. Therefore, the Department of 
Education is committed to provide the necessary infrastructural and human resource 
support for success. The District Based Support Team is a primary channel through 
which this support should be provided (Department of Education, 2005f, p. 8). 
 
4.2.9. The establishment of full service schools 
 
According to the Department of Education (2005a, p. 8) full service schools, colleges, 
further and higher education institutions are first and foremost inclusive education 
institutions that provide quality education to all learners and students by supplying 
the full range of learning needs in an equitable manner. They should strive to achieve 
access, equity, quality and social justice in education. Full service schools and 
colleges should be supported to develop their capacity to provide for a full range of 
needs. A special emphasis will be put on the development of flexibility in teaching 
and learning and the provision of support to learners and educators (Department of 
Education, 2005a, p. 7). 
 
The Department of Education (2005a, p. 11) also envisaged that the essential 
feature of the support within the full service school should be site-based and could be 
formed by the School Management Team, principal and educators. To ensure 
maximum effect of the available services, effective interaction and coordination is 
essential. Full service schools’ operation is based on a philosophy that supports 
inclusion, such as: 
 
 Everyone in the site of learning is responsible for the education of each learner 
regardless of their learning needs; 
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 Everyone in the site of learning is focused on meeting the needs of all learners in 
a unified system of education; 
 All educators have skills and knowledge that can and should be used to support 
the efforts of each educator to ensure the success of all learners and students; 
 All learners benefit from participation in mainstream institutions and should be 
shown respect for their unique, personal forms of growth and contribution. 
 
Full service schools are also looked upon to provide professional support to 
educators from neighbouring schools so that a range of learning needs can be 
addressed mainly in learners’ neighbourhood schools. It supports educators from 
schools in the area to learn new skills and ideas and may admit learners from 
neighbourhood schools for short periods of time for intensive training in specialised 
areas (Department of Education, 2005a, p. 11). Full service schools should therefore 
not function in isolation and the exchange of knowledge between the full service 
schools, neighbouring schools and other service providers should be a priority. 
Support that can be provided to neighbouring schools may include the sharing and 
exchanging of resources, skills, technology, and advisory assistance, sharing 
examples of good practice, and promoting sustainability and development 
(Department of Education, 2005a, p. 12). 
 
Support provided by full service schools can also be provided by non-educators, like 
the SGB, caregivers, families and peers. Support is not only about services but also 
about assistance that educators can offer to one another, or caregivers and families 
through support groups. Learner support can be developed through peer support in 
classes and peer counselling and out of classroom activities (Department of 
Education, 2005a, p. 12). 
 
4.2.10. The establishment of special schools as resource centres 
 
In White Paper 6, the Department of Education (2001, pp. 29, 30) commits itself to 
convert special schools into resource centres to strengthen inclusive education and 
to provide specialised support to educators and learners. If properly developed, the 
conversion of special schools to resource centres will remove the divisions between 
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the special and mainstream system and bring special education out of its isolation 
into being a normal part of education. Special schools will be integrated into District 
Based Support Teams to provide specialised professional support in curriculum, 
assessment and instruction to neighbourhood schools. This new role will be 
performed by special schools and settings in addition to the services that they 
provide to their existing learner base.  
 
In order to ensure that special schools and settings are well prepared for their new 
role, the Department of Education undertook to conduct an audit of their current 
capacities and the quality of their provision, raise the quality of their provision, 
upgrade them to resource centres and train their staff to assume these new roles as 
part of the district support team (Department of Education, 2001, p. 30). 
 
The following organisational measures are key to ensure the successful conversion 
of special schools into resource centres (Department of Education, 2005d, p. 14): 
  
 All teaching, as well as support, staff of special resource schools should be 
regarded as inclusive education branch staff and teachers should be able to 
interchange between mainstream and the envisaged resource centres;  
 Principals of the mainstream schools and special resource schools need to be 
involved to ensure that clear arrangements are made and clear procedures put in 
place to regulate the collaboration and exchanges of staff between ordinary, full 
service and special resource schools;  
 Meetings between the educators and principals of the various schools should be 
held from time to time to exchange ideas and discuss common problems; it will be 
necessary to establish interaction between mainstream and special resource 
schools as a condition of employment of educators;  
 Special education resource educators and mainstream educators should be 
involved in teaching and other activities that take place at the various schools;  
 The traditional “special class” and “aid class” educators, who would become 
learning support instructors, assisting educators and co-ordinating learning 
support programmes in their own and other schools, but no longer be attached to 
a permanent class. Taking learners out of classes should also be reduced to a 
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minimum and the focus should be on supporting all educators in curriculum 
adaptation and classroom management to support diversity. There should be no 
separate curricula because National Curriculum Statement (NCS) provide the 
necessary flexibility to accommodate all learners, irrespective of the barriers that 
they experience;  
 
Special schools as resource centres have a very crucial role to play in the provision 
of support to educators and learners who experience barriers to learning, while they 
are simultaneously desegregated to become part of a single inclusive education 
system in South Africa (Department of Education, 2005d, p. 22). 
 
Key support functions that will be assigned to special schools in their new role as 
resource centres is be summarised in Table 4.2: 
 
Table 4.2 Summary of the roles of special schools as resource centres 
 
Roles Key functions 
Support 
 Provide curriculum support and adaptations 
 Provide education for learners for learners who experience 
barriers to learning 
 Provide therapeutic support for learners with disabilities 
 Support schools with assessment of learners who 
experience barriers to learning 
 Support with capacity building of educators and schools 
Development 
 Develop learning materials for learners who experience 
barriers to learning 
 Assist and arrange for professional development of 
educators 
 Assist with the development of teaching methodologies 
appropriate for inclusive education 
Collaboration and 
networking 
 Collaborate with all schools, parents, district base support 
teams, relevant government agencies, non-governmental 
organisations and community based support structures in 
the interest of the development of learners.  
 Establish a support network for schools, ILST’s and 
DBST’s. 
Strategic planning 
 Develop strategic plans regarding the optimum utilising of 
human resources, physical resources and funding issues.   
 Develop a catalogue and data base of educational 
resources in the community to make them useful for 
educators in mainstream and full service schools  




    
4.2.11. The support role of the School Management Team 
 
Another very important factor that can influence the sustained implementation of 
inclusive education and the effective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning, is the organizational capacity within schools to improve the 
educational system for all learners. The quality of leadership in schools makes a 
significant difference to educator participation in accommodating all learners 
(Geduld, 2009, p. xiii). In this regard, the School Management Team (SMT) under 
leadership of the principal and the School Governing Body have a crucial role to play.  
 
At the school level a model of shared leadership is important in assisting in the 
acceptance of an inclusive approach by all members of the school community 
(Loreman, 2007, p. 25). The SMT, under leadership of the school principal, plays a 
pivotal role in the professional management of schools. The SMT is the primary 
agent for an effectively management structure within a school. 
 
A major challenge in the change process is building a commitment to change by the 
persons who will serve as the change agents. Because educators are guided by their 
values, beliefs, and attitude toward change, they must be convinced that a particular 
change is worthwhile and understand the reasons for it. Developing a common 
understanding and a shared vision for change will facilitate the process of change 
(Burstein, Sears, Wilcoxen, Cabello & Spagna, 2004, p. 105).  
 
The SMT plays an important role in promoting and sustaining change in schools. 
Without their efforts, schools cannot change or improve to become places where all 
learners are welcome, and where all learners learn essential academic and non-
academic lessons in preparation for life in the community. Their role is to guide and 
support the course of change, drawing together the resources and people necessary 
to be successful (MacKay, 2006, p. 71; Salisbury & McGregor, 2005, p. 2). 
 
They play a unique role in helping learners, staff, and parents to think and act more 
inclusively. The SMT can further develop community support networks within the 
existing school community, and with other organizations such as advocacy bodies 
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and other non-governmental organizations. They can foster respect for individual 
differences; promote consultative, cooperative, and adaptive educational practices; 
promote the goals of inclusive education, and; empower educators through providing 
them with some level of autonomy and recognizing their achievements (Loreman, 
2007, p. 26; Salisbury & McGregor, 2005, p. 2). 
 
The SMT should serve as catalysts for the key stakeholders to promote the merger 
of special and regular education to inclusive education by assisting all staff to 
transition into their new roles as “inclusive educators” and share expertise. However, 
a lack of knowledge of inclusive education, as well as a lack of appropriate 
leadership and suitable skills in this regard, will leave principals and their SMTs to be 
uncertain of how they will be leading and managing inclusive schools when these 
schools come into existence (Kgothule, 2004, p. 2). 
 
4.2.12. The support role of the School Governing Body 
 
In terms of the South African Schools Act (South Africa, 1996) the School Governing 
Body is responsible for the effective governance of public schools. The SGB is the 
official representative of the parents of learners, the educators and learners of the 
school on all matters, except matters relating to the professional management of the 
school (Van Wyk, 1998:21). Inclusive schools also promote inclusive decision-
making and participation in their school, creating a variety of avenues for parents, 
staff, and students to become part of the governance structure (Salisbury & 
McGregor, 2005, p. 2). 
 
The Department of Education (1997, p. 11) indicates that school governance, as 
regards the governing body’s functions, means determining the policy rules by which 
the school is to be organised and controlled. It includes ensuring that such rules and 
policies are carried out effectively in terms of the law and budget of the school. 
Governance is also an exercise in assessing the effectiveness of alternative modes 
of organisation. The governance structure is thus usefully thought of as an 
institutional framework in which integrity of related set transactions is decided 
(Williamson, 2000, p. 11).  
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The governance of a public school is vested in its Governing Body. It implies that the 
SGB is the official mouthpiece of the parents of learners, the educators and learners 
of the school on all matters, other than those relating to the professional 
administration of the school (Van Wyk 1998, p. 21). Although the SGB is not involved 
in the day-to-day running of the school, they are required to contribute to or decide 
on all or some of the following (Department of Education, 1997, p. 7):  
 
 School policy: school hours, language policy, religious policy, dress code, 
learners’ code of conduct, and the school goals. Policies developed by the SGB 
should always be of inclusive nature which promotes the development of all 
learners. For example, the language policy of the school must be of such nature 
that it does not lead to the exclusion of learners, based on language. Similarly 
should religious policies of schools be of inclusive nature where it does not 
discriminate against learners based of religion or promote one religion at the cost 
of other religions.  
 School development: a development plan, obtaining voluntary helpers, when 
needed, partnerships with the community, and relationship with other schools. 
The development of the school should, first and foremost, be based on learning 
and development opportunities for all learners and educators. The SGB should 
mobilise parents to become more involved with the school and with the education 
and development of learners. They should foster sound relations between the 
community and the school. The creation of networks with other schools and 
community-based organisations can also promote the inclusive nature of the 
school and collaboration between schools in the best interest of learner 
development.  
 School administration: looking after the school buildings, grounds and other 
property, and deciding when outsiders may use the school. The SGB is also 
involved in the appointment of staff, in arranging annual general meetings of 
parents, and in reporting to the school community. The SGB must ensure that 
buildings and other facilities are safe and accessible to all learners, including 
those with physical disabilities or impairments. When staff members are recruited 
and recommended for appointment, careful consideration should be given to the 
needs of the school. The SGB should also arrange ample opportunities for 
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parents to give inputs and raise their concerns regarding the education of their 
children. This will ensure that parents become valued members of the school and 
it will enhance the inclusive nature of the school.  
 
The SGB has an important supportive role to play to ensure that the framework in 
which the school operates are conducive to the effective implementation of inclusive 
education. However, it is important that members of the SGB should be 
knowledgeable regarding the principles of inclusive education and ongoing training 
should be provided to ensure that SGB’s fulfil their governance mandate according to 
the South African Schools Act.   
 
4.3. A SCHOOLWIDE APPROACH TO RENDER SUPPORT 
 
From the discussions in the previous sections it is clear that the Department of 
Education is moving in the direction of better coordinated, compacted and integrated 
support systems for inclusive education.  
 
Provision is made for the support for learners who experience barriers to learning as 
well as educators who teach them. The success of the available support structures 
will largely depend on the approach of schools to access and utilise these support 
structures. Engelbrecht et al. (2006, p. 122) argue that South African schools require 
fundamental change in the structures and in the roles and responsibilities of 
educators and administrators. They further state that the focus should be on the 
development of individual schools as a whole, encouraging all role players to share 
and build on their existing knowledge in order to increase learning and participation 
in all aspects of their school. 
 
The support structures envisaged by the Department of Education are in many ways 
similar to the Schoolwide Application Model (SAM) as proposed by Sailor and Roger 
(2005, pp. 503-509). SAM is aimed at developing and providing integrated support to 





    
 General education should guide all learning. The core curriculum should be made 
accessible to all learners with variations only through curriculum adaptation and 
differentiated teaching methods and strategies. These adaptations should be 
based on the ISPs that have been developed for learners. This guiding principle 
will encourage schools to avoid seeking alternative placements for learners who 
experience barriers to learning. SAM does not allow for separate classes at the 
school site for learners who experience barriers to learning; the challenge is to 
focus on how learners can be supported in the mainstream classroom, how they 
can be supported in other environments, and how specialised services can be 
provided.  
 All school resources should be provided and organised in such a way that it 
benefits all learners where all learners are included in all academic and outdoor 
activities. In traditional schools, for example, learners who experience specific 
barriers, do not accompany their able peers on fieldtrips, attend or participate in 
sporting activities or other performances that seems “beyond their capabilities”. 
Learners should not be excluded from any activities based on barriers they may 
experience. Instead, adaptations should be effected to accommodate those 
learners. 
 Schools should address social development and citizenship issues directly. This 
means that schools should incorporate positive behaviour support at the 
individual, group and school levels as a comprehensive intervention package to 
help meet the social development needs of all learners.  
 Schools should be democratically organized, data-driven, problem-solving 
systems. The school should be organised in such a way that it utilise team 
processes to take decision regarding priorities related to school improvement. All 
personnel should take part in the teaching and learning process.  
 Schools should have open boundaries in relation to their families and 
communities and not function in isolation. The school should create and maintain 
working partnerships with parents as well as local service providers. This implies 
that schools should go beyond the traditional structures of parent/teacher 
organisations and solicit the active participation of the broader local community. 
Furthermore, effective community partnerships set the stage for meaningful 
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service-learning opportunities and open up possibilities for community-based 
instruction for any learner.  
 Schools should enjoy district support for undertaking an extensive systems-
change effort on all levels. Schools should be in regular contact with district 
structures and draw on their expertise regarding support services without having 
to go through dragged out bureaucratic processes.  
 
Inclusive schools seek to encourage collaboration among educators for the purposes 
of planning, teaching, and supporting students. With sufficient support, collaborative 
teaching leads to positive outcomes for learners in heterogeneously grouped classes 
(Soodak, 2003, p. 329). The challenge for schools is to develop a collaborative team 
approach within the South African context and to focus on and define the roles of 
team members working within an inclusive educational context and how to best 
utilise all the expertise that exists without becoming involved in issues regarding 
ownership of areas of expertise. Collaboration offers the opportunity to capitalize on 
the diverse and specialised knowledge of educators and educational support 




This chapter provided an overview of the support structures that is envisaged by the 
Department of Education in line with the principles of inclusive education. However, 
to be effective, the paradigm shifts proposed by Hay (2003) should be central in the 
change process. The composition as well as the roles and responsibilities of these 
support structures have been illuminated. The chapter also outlines the possibilities 
that have been created for educators to render the necessary support to learners 
who experience barriers to learning through differentiated teaching methods and 
techniques and curriculum adaptation. Furthermore, an outline was given about the 
paradigm shifts that are required to shift away from the “old method” of providing 





    
From the discussion in this chapter it is clear that the Department of Education is 
committed to provide education support services at all levels of the education system 
and encourages schools to establish relevant support structures at school level. The 
envisaged support structures also covers the whole spectrum of the ecological model 
– from microsystemic level to macro-systemic level as illustrated in the chapter. The 
importance of collaborative partnerships, which form the cornerstone of an inclusive 
community, was highlighted. To reap the benefits of an inclusive support system, the 
SMT and SGB should provide the necessary support to educators, learners and 
parents and create opportunities for educators to establish partnerships with each 
other, with learners, and with the parent body and community members.  
 
The key challenge, however, is to operationalise and refine these support structures 
on all levels and in such a way that it enables schools to develop sustainable 
systems for the effective management of learners who experience barriers learning 
as proposed in Chapter Seven.  
 
Chapter Five will provide a detailed discussion of the research methodology that has 
been applied in this research to determine how effective learners who experience 
























The previous chapters provided a thorough theoretical foundation for this research. 
Chapter One presented an introductory orientation to the research where the 
background, rationale and the theoretical framework for this research were 
discussed. Chapter Two illuminated the principles of inclusive education with 
reference to the origin of and international support for inclusive education, as well as 
the introduction of legislation, policies and guidelines to promote and regulate the 
implementation of inclusive education in South Africa. Furthermore, the benefits of 
inclusive education were highlighted. Chapter Three focused on barriers to learning, 
the shift from the medical approach to barriers of learning to a social approach and 
the manifestation of barriers to learning, framed within the ecological model as 
proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979). In Chapter Four a literature review was 
presented regarding available education support structures and services for South 
African learners who experience barriers to learning and to educators who teach 
them. This chapter will provide a comprehensive account of the research 
methodology that was applied to this research.  
 
5.2. RESEARCH AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND RATIONALE REVISITED 
 
Inclusive education is a relatively new phenomenon within the South African 
education context and therefore requires major systemic adjustments and paradigm 
shifts. These adjustments range from the development of relevant education policies, 
to the establishment of appropriate and effective support systems at all levels of the 
education system. However, the real centre for the delivery of inclusive education is 
the classrooms. Whether inclusive education is implemented in South African 
schools or not, many learners who experience barriers to learning are finding them in 
mainstream schools, hoping to gain access to and receive quality and equitable 
education. Hence, the main objective of this research is to establish how learners 
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who experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools in 
the Eastern Cape.  
 
The primary research question formulated to guide this study is: 
 
Do mainstream primary schools effectively manage the inclusion of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes? 
 
In order to work systematically and purposefully towards answering the main 
research question, the following sub-questions were formulated: 
 
 What kind of discrimination against learners who experience barriers to learning  
prevail in schools? 
 When and by whom are learners who experience barriers to learning assessed 
and how accurate and effective is this assessment? 
 How do educators adapt the school program to meet the needs of learners who 
experience barriers to learning? 
 What support structures are in place in schools to provide support for learners 
who experience barriers to learning and the educators who work with them? 
 What support do the schools receive from District Officials in designing and 
implementing support programmes for learners who experience barriers to 
learning? 
 How do educators manage learners who experience barriers to learning? 
 How successful is the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
the mainstream classes? 
 How can learners who experience barriers to learning be managed effectively in 
the inclusive classroom? 
 
The rationale for conducting this study was to investigate and understand how 
learners who experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary 
schools in the Eastern Cape. The research findings will help to develop a framework 
for the creation of more sustainable management systems to ensure that the needs 
of all learners are met effectively and educators who teach those learners are 
properly trained and supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively.  
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The next sections will focus extensively on the research design and research 
methodology employed in this study. 
 
5.3. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
De Vos (2002, p. 124) refers to research design as an extensive research plan or 
outline which includes the various aspects of a research approach from the 
beginning to the outcome of the research findings. Research design also involves 
“working out a specific way of following through a research question or set of 
questions in relation to a set of data” (Gibson, 2010, p. 58).  
 
In the literature two main categories of research designs are distinguished: 
quantitative research designs and qualitative research designs (Bogdan & Biklen, 
2004, p. 4; Gall, Gall & Walter, 1999, p. 13; Hartas, 2010, p. 26; Lichtman, 2010, p. 
7; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). The type of research design that is applied to a 
particular research project is determined by the aims and objectives of the research. 
In relation to the choice of a research design, the caution of Van Maanen (1983, p. 
179) that “having the wrong tool for the task, may be no better than having no tool at 
all” remains valid. Careful consideration was therefore given to the choice of a 
research design for this investigation. 
 
When a research project is mainly concerned with hypothesis testing, cause and 
effect, the statistical analysis and presentation of data, a quantitative research design 
will be the most appropriate (Creswell, 2009, p. 4; Hartas, 2010, p. 66; Lichtman, 
2010, p. 10). Qualitative research, on the other hand, is concerned with the provision 
of an in-depth description and understanding of the human experience. It is a way of 
knowing that assumes that the researcher gathers, organizes, and interprets 
information with his or her eyes and ears as filters. It is a way of doing that often 
involves in-depth interviews and/or observing of humans in natural and social 
settings (Creswell, 2009, p. 4; Lichtman, 2010, pp. 7, 12). 
 
Lichtman (2010, p. 10) makes a distinction between practical aspects in quantitative 
and qualitative research which is illustrated in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1 Distinction between practical aspects in quantitative and qualitative 
research 
 
Aspect Qualitative research Quantitative research 
design 
Purpose 
 Understand and interpret 
social interactions. 
 Test hypotheses.  




 Tends to be smaller, non-
random.  
 Researchers may get 
involved in lives of those 
studied.  
 Tends to be larger, 
randomly selected.  
 Anonymity is 
important. 
Variables 
 Study the whole rather than 
specific variables.  
 A few variables are 
studied. 
Type of data 
collected 
 Emphasis is on words.  
 Increasing interest in visual 
data. 
 Emphasis is on 
numbers. 
Type of data analysis  Indexing (Coding) and 
themes.  
 Statistic analysis. 
Writing style  Less formal, more 
personal. 
 Scientific and 
impersonal. 
(Adopted from Lichtman, 2010, p. 10) 
 
The effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools is dependent on the quality of human actions, 
institutional practices, attitudes and approaches. An investigation into the specific 
phenomenon can therefore be best served by a qualitative research approach 
because “the genuinely and distinctive human dimension of education cannot be 
captured by statistical generalisations and causal laws, it must grasp the meanings of 
actions, the uniqueness of events, and the individuality of persons” (Walker & Evers, 
1999, p. 43). This is consistent with Lemmer’s (1992, p. 294) statement that 
qualitative researchers are able to obtain access to hidden data, that is, information 
from actors like educators, learners, parents and principals. Based on this argument, 





    
5.4. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 
Lichtman (2010, p. 12) and Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 18) describe qualitative 
research as any type of research where the research results are not from statistical 
analysis. It can further be defined as a form of systematic empirical enquiry into 
meaning whereby researchers study things in their natural settings, trying to 
understand how others make sense of their experiences (Lincoln & Guba, 2000, p. 3; 
Shank, 2002, p. 5). 
 
Before engaging in any kind of research, it is important that the researcher should be 
aware of the nature, scope and characteristics of the research design to be 
employed, in order to do scrupulous planning to ensure maximum quality, validity, 
and reliability of the research output. Qualitative research has distinct features that 
make it very suitable for this particular research. 
 
5.4.1. Characteristics of qualitative research 
 
Qualitative research is characterised by its aims, which relate to understanding some 
aspect of social life, and its methods which generate words, rather than numbers as 
data for analysis (Brikci & Green, 2007, p. 2). The literature (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; 
Eisner, 1991; Hancock, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 2002) assigns certain 
prominent characteristics to qualitative research which distinguishes it from other 
research approaches: 
 
 Qualitative research uses the natural setting as the source of data. The 
researcher attempts to observe, describe and interpret settings as they are; no 
attempt is made to manipulate the situation under study as is the case with 
experimental quantitative research.  
 
 The researcher acts as the "human instrument" of data collection. Qualitative data 
are collected through direct encounters with individuals, through one to one 




    
 Qualitative researchers predominantly use inductive data analysis. Data are used 
to develop concepts and theories that help us to understand the social world.  
 
 Qualitative research reports are descriptive, incorporating expressive language 
and the "presence of voice in the text" (Eisner, 1991, p. 36). 
 
 Qualitative research has an interpretive character, aimed at discovering the 
meaning events have for the individuals who experience them and the 
interpretations of those meanings by the researcher.  
 
 Qualitative researchers pay attention to the idiosyncratic as well as the pervasive, 
seeking the uniqueness of each case. 
 
A very important feature of qualitative research is its emergent design, whereby 
researchers focus on the emerging process as well as the outcomes or product of 
the research. It allows for openness to adapting inquiry as understanding deepens 
and the researcher is able to evade getting locked into inflexible designs that reduce 
responsiveness and pursues new paths of discovery as they emerge (Patton, 2002, 
pp. 40-41).  
 
5.4.2. Types of qualitative research strategies  
 
Although qualitative research design has overarching features as discussed in the 
previous section, there are many types of qualitative research strategies available to 
the qualitative researcher. This includes strategies such as case studies, 
ethnography, phenomenology, and grounded theory, each with its own qualitative 
focus. It was therefore important that the researcher selected the qualitative research 
strategy that would best answer the research questions of this particular study. The 
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of everyday events 
Assertions 
Thematic narratives Analytical story 
(Adapted from Gerber, 2008, p. 4) 
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The aim of this study was to gain insight in the phenomenon of the effective 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary 
schools, as experienced and perceived by participants. The researcher could only 
gain these insights on the particular phenomenon by entering the natural settings of 
the participants and engage with them about their experiences in the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes (Fouché, 2002, 
p. 272). The phenomenological strategy was therefore deemed to be the most 




The phenomenological research strategy aims to understand and interpret the 
meaning that participants give to their daily lives. In order to achieve this, the 
researcher should be able to enter the participants’ life world and place himself in the 
shoes of the participants. Finlay (2008, p. 2) asserts that in phenomenology, the 
researcher aims to be open to and see the world differently, which involves putting 
aside how things supposedly are and focussing on how they are experienced. This is 
largely done by means of naturalistic methods of study, analysing the conversations 
and interactions that researchers have with participants. The flexibility of the 
phenomenological approach and the flexibility of its methods to ever widening arcs of 
inquiry is one of its greatest strengths (Finlay, 2008, p. 1; Garza, 2007, p. 338).   
 
In a phenomenological study, the researchers mainly utilise long interviews with up to 
ten people as methods of data collection. Multiple individuals who have experienced 
the particular phenomenon must be identified, usually through purposeful sampling. 
Data are systematically collected and meanings, themes and general descriptions of 
the experience analysed within a specific context (Fouché, 2002, p. 272). The 
phenomenologist researcher is faced by two major challenges: how to help 
participants to articulate their world as directly as possible; and how to elucidate 





    
5.5. POPULATION AND SAMPLING 
 
The target population for this investigation included educators and principals of 
mainstream primary schools as well as District Officials working in the Curriculum 
and the Education and Social Support Services (ESSS) sections of the District Office 
in the Graaff-Reinet district of the Eastern Cape. According to the information 
supplied by the Education District Office, the district consists of 54 primary schools 
and a total of 487 educators employed in those primary schools. Due to the large 
number of schools and educators in the District as well as the outstretched 
geographical area, it should have been an impractical exercise to include all schools 
and educators in the investigation and therefore a sample was drawn from the total 
population.  
 
An appropriate sample size for a qualitative study is one that sufficiently answers the 
research question. In practice, the number of required participants usually becomes 
obvious as the study progresses and when data becomes saturated, that is, new 
categories, themes or explanations stop emerging from the data (Marshall, 1996, pp. 
522, 523).  
 
For the purpose of this investigation, the researcher utilised convenience and 
purposeful sampling. Crookes and Davis (1998) define purposeful sampling as 
judgemental sampling that involves the conscious selection by the researcher of 
certain subjects or elements to include in the study. As indicated in the study, the 
researcher wanted to include participants in the investigation that would yield the 
most information regarding the management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream primary schools. However, due to the outstretched 
geographical area, and the cost and time implication of travelling, only schools within 
a proximity of 150 kilometres from the researcher’s locality were included in this 
study, hence convenience sampling was used. However, the researcher ensured that 
the sample meet the requirements for inclusion to ensure that the sample was 





    
5.5.1. Sampled schools 
 
As mentioned in Chapter One, seven mainstream primary schools were selected 
across the following criteria: 
 
 Mainstream primary schools with enrolments from to Grade R to at least Grade 7; 
 Previously disadvantaged schools and ex-model C schools; 
 Language of learning and teaching in Afrikaans, English and Xhosa;  
 Financial status of schools (Section 21 and Section 20); 
 Farm schools and town schools; and 
 Schools with multi-grade classes.  
 
5.5.2. Educator participants 
 
No specific criteria were set for the selection of educator and principal participants in 
this study. Inclusive education, as outlined in White Paper 6 (Department of 
Education, 2001) as well as the SIAS strategy (Department of Education, 2008) is 
applicable to all public schools and therefore all educators in these schools are 
expected to be engaged in the inclusive education. However, the researcher ensured 
that educators across all three phases in the sampled primary schools were included 
in the study, namely: 
 
 Foundation Phase (Grade R - Grade 3) 
 Intermediate Phase (Grade 4 - Grade 6) 
 Senior Phase (Grade 7) 
 
5.5.3. Participating District Officials 
 
Purposeful sampling of participating District Officials were done after scrutinizing the 
organogram of the District Office. Two senior officials responsible for curriculum 
management in the Foundation Phase and Intersen (Intermediate and Senior) 
Phases respectively were included because the researcher was of the opinion that 
they would be the most resourceful participants in that specific section.  
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   Complete profiles of sampled schools and participants are provided in Chapter 6.  
 
5.6. RESEARCH ETHICS 
 
Research ethics deal primarily with the interaction between researchers and the 
people they study. Professional ethics deal with additional issues including 
collaborative relationships among researchers, mentoring relationships, intellectual 
property, fabrication of data, and plagiarism (Mack et al., 2005, p. 8). 
 
Whenever research is conducted on people, the well-being of research participants 
must receive top priority. The research question is always of secondary importance. 
This implies that if a choice must be made between doing harm to a participant and 
doing harm to the research, it is the research that is sacrificed (Mack et al., 2005, p. 
9). 
 
Throughout this investigation, the researcher remained aware of and consciously 
applied the following three core principles, originally articulated in The Belmont 
Report (1979) which form the universally accepted basis for research ethics:  
 
 Respect for persons requires a commitment to ensuring the autonomy of 
research participants, and, where autonomy may be diminished, to protect people 
from exploitation of their vulnerability. The dignity of all research participants must 
be respected. Adherence to this principle ensures that people will not be used 
simply as a means to achieve research objectives. 
 
 Beneficence requires a commitment to minimizing the risks associated with 
research, including psychological and social risks, and maximizing the benefits 
that accrue to research participants. Researchers must articulate specific ways 
this will be achieved. 
 
 Justice requires a commitment to ensuring a fair distribution of the risks and 
benefits resulting from research. This implies that those who take on the burdens 
of research participation should share in the benefits of the knowledge gained; 
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the people who are expected to benefit from the knowledge should be the ones 
who are asked to participate. 
 
In addition to the above, the researcher applied the following chronological measures 
to ensure that the investigation met all the ethical requirements:  
 
 Requesting and obtaining permission from the Department of Education to 
conduct research in mainstream primary schools and the relevant sections at the 
District Office (Appendices 1 & 2); 
 Application to and approval from the NMMU ethics committee to conduct the 
research (Appendices 3 & 4); 
 Permission was sought from principals to conduct research in schools (Appendix 
5); 
 Consent from principals to conduct research in sampled schools (Appendix 6); 
and 
 Informed consent was obtained from individual participants to participate in the 
research by means of audio-recorded interviews and observation of relevant 
documentation (Appendix 7). 
 
As part of the informed consent obtained from participants, the researcher 
guaranteed confidentiality and the anonymity of participants by omitting all 
identifiable information from the final research report. Pseudonyms and codes were 
used in all instances. When referring to participants in the final report, the following 
codes are used: Educator participants = EP(n); Principal participants = PP(n); District 
Official participants = DOP(n). 
 
5.7. DATA COLLECTION 
 
Data-collection is the phase in any investigation when the researcher enters the field 
and purposefully looks for data that will sufficiently answer the research questions.  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, data collection was done through personal semi-
structured interviews and documentary observations. The data collection process 
took place over a period of 5 months, starting from May 2011 and continued until 
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September 2011. During this period, interviews were conducted with 28 participants 
which included: 20 primary school educators, 6 principals and 2 District Officials 
employed in the Curriculum section at the Graaff-Reinet District Office.   
 
5.7.1. Data collection methods 
 
Various data collection methods are available for qualitative researchers. Qualitative 
data collection methods typically include interviews and observations, but may also 
include case studies, surveys, and historical and document analyses (Savenye & 
Robinson, 2003, p. 1046). The researcher should select a data collection method or 
methods that will best serve the objectives of the research project. For this research 




According to Schostak (2006, p. 10) the interview can be described in terms of 
individuals directing their attention towards each other with the purpose of opening 
up the possibility of gaining insight into the experiences, concerns, interests, beliefs, 
values, knowledge and ways of seeing, thinking and acting of the other. Qualitative 
interviews are “like night goggles, permitting us to see that which is not ordinarily 
on view and examine that which is looked at but seldom seen’’ (Rubin & Rubin, 
2005, p. vii). The qualitative interview is the most common and one of the most 
important data gathering tools in qualitative research (Myers & Newman, 2007, p. 
2). Hobson and Townsend (2010, p. 223) refer to an interview as an inter-change of 
views between two persons conversing about a theme of mutual interest. Beer 
(1997, p. 115) describe the interview as a progressive dialogue, each of whose 
statements builds on earlier questions and statements, and in the course of an 
interview a discursive context is created.   
 
5.7.1.1.1. Types of interviews 
 
Interviews can be rigidly structured, semi-structured or unstructured.  
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 Structured interviews consist of the interviewer asking each participant the same 
questions in the same way. In a structured interview there is a complete script 
that is prepared beforehand. There is no room for improvisation. These types 
of interviews are often used in surveys where the interviews are not 
necessarily conducted by the researcher. The questions may even be phrased 
in such a way that a limited range of responses can be elicited (Fontana & Frey, 
2000; Hancock, 1998; Hartas, 2010; Lichtman, 2010, Savenye & Robinson, 2004; 
Schurink, 1998; Taylor & Bogden, 1984).  
 
 Semi-structured interviews allow the researcher to involve a series of open ended 
questions based on the topic areas the researcher wants to cover. The open 
ended nature of the questions defines the topic under investigation but provides 
opportunities for both interviewer and interviewee to discuss some topics in more 
detail. If the interviewee has difficulty answering a question or provides only a 
brief response, the interviewer can use cues or prompts to encourage the 
interviewee to consider the question further. In a semi-structured interview the 
interviewer also has the freedom to probe the interviewee to elaborate on the 
original response or to follow a line of inquiry introduced by the interviewee. The 
semi-structured interview provides an excellent opportunity for the researcher to 
gain additional insights into the phenomenon under investigation within the 
parameters of the specific research topic (Fontana & Frey, 2000; Hancock, 1998; 
Hartas, 2010; Lichtman, 2010; Savenye & Robinson, 2004; Schurink, 1998). 
 
 Unstructured interviews have very little structure. The interviewer goes into the 
interview with the intention of discussing a limited number of topics, sometimes as 
few as one or two, and frames the questions on the basis of the interviewee's 
previous response. Although only one or two topics are discussed, they are 
covered in great detail. Subsequent questions would depend on how the 
interviewee responded. Unstructured interviews are precisely what they sound 
like – interviews where the interviewer wants to find out about a specific topic but 
has no structure or predetermined plan or anticipation as to how they will deal 
with the topic. The difference with semi-structured interviews is that in a semi-
structured interview the interviewer has a set of broad questions to ask and may 
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also have some prompts to help the interviewee but the interviewer has the time 
and space to respond to the interviewees responses (Fontana & Frey, 2000; 
Hancock, 1998; Hartas, 2010; Lichtman, 2010, Savenye & Robinson, 2004; 
Schurink, 1998). The danger of using unstructured interviews is that too much 
information can be produced and that the specific focus of the research topic may 
be lost. It can also complicate the researcher’s task of systematizing and 
analysing the data (Knox & Burkard, 2009, p. 567).  
 
For the purpose of this research, the semi-structured interview was utilised because 
it follows the mid-way between the rigid structured interview, and the broadness of 
the unstructured interview. Seidman (1998, p. 9) describes the advantage of the 
semi-structured interview as follows: 
 
“With semi-structured interviews you are confident of getting comparable data 
across subjects…” 
 
5.7.1.1.2. Advantages and disadvantages of interviews 
 
Interviews as data collection method have numerous advantages. The literature 
(Alvesson, 1996; Bryman, Bresnen, Beardsworth & Keli, 1988; Conger; 1998; Hartas, 
2010; Mitchell & Jolley, 2010) refers to the following advantages of interviews that 
provide: 
 
 flexibility to follow unexpected ideas during research and explore processes 
effectively; 
 opportunities for the researcher to explain the meaning of any terms the 
participant may not understand and to probe for explanations where responses 
are unclear; 
 a higher response rate than would possible be when using questionnaires for 
example; 
 increased opportunities to develop empirically supported new ideas and theories; 




    
 more relevance and interest for practitioners because they can identify with the 
experiences under discussion.  
 
Interviews also have disadvantages of which the time factor might be the biggest. 
The duration of individual interviews in this study ranged from 20 minutes to more 
than an hour. Another disadvantage of interviews as data collection method is the 
time it takes to generate verbatim transcripts of the interview.  
 
5.7.1.1.3. The interview schedules 
 
In order to guide the interviews and to ensure that comparable data was obtained 
across all participants, the researcher made use of semi-structured interview 
schedules. Open-ended questions were asked to participants to ensure data-rich 
responses. Different interview schedules were used for educator and principal 
participants and participating District Officials and are included as Appendices 8A 
and 8B respectively. 
 
Broad interview questions were formulated in advance. Questions were not asked in 
a particular order to all participants because their responses to previous questions 
determined the sequence of questions (Dearnley, 2005, p. 19). In some cases the 
researcher needed to ask follow-up questions to clarify certain responses from 
participants. In other instances participants, in response to a specific question, 
elaborated so much that it included answers to questions the researcher would have 
asked them.  
 
The interview schedules were designed to get detailed responses about the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes.  
Interviews with educators and principals, with the exception of one interview with an 
educator which was conducted at her home on request of the participant, took place 
at schools at times and dates agreed on by the researcher and individual 
participants. Principals of participating schools played a pivotal role in facilitating the 
data collection process at schools by arranging suitable venues for interviews and 
documentary observations.  
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5.7.1.2. Observations 
 
Not all qualitative data collection approaches require direct verbal interaction with 
people. The researcher can also make use of observations to collect data. In this 
research observation as a technique of data collection, enabled the researcher to 
observe and obtain documentary proof of the manner in which learners who 
experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools. The 
researcher also observed aspects like the accessibility of different localities within the 
school to see whether any modifications have been made to ensure ease of access 
(Lichtman, 2010, p. 245; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010, p. 350).  
 
The observation also served as a technique for verifying or nullifying information 
provided in the face to face encounters through interviews (Hancock, 1998; Hartas, 
2010). For example, in interviews participants were asked about how they manage 
learners who experience barriers to learning in the inclusive classroom, but there 
was no guarantee that they actually do what they say they do. Given the frequency of 
this very human inconsistency, observation can be a powerful control measure 
against what people report about themselves during interviews (Mack, Woodsong, 
MacQueen, Guest & Namey, 2005, p. 13). The observation of documentary proof 
and settings also increased the credibility and reliability; it was possible to see how 
learners who experience barriers to learning are actually managed in mainstream 
primary schools (Hancock, 1998; Hartas, 2010).  
 
In this investigation the researcher observed the following aspects in the school and 
classroom environment to get a holistic picture of the way in which learners who 
experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools: 
 
 The school setting in terms of infrastructure and accessibility; 
 Profiles of learners who experience barriers to learning; 
 Work books of learners who experience barriers to learning and their more able 
peers to observe whether differentiation is applied; 
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 Written assessment tasks of learners who experience barriers to learning and that 
of their more able peers to determine whether differentiated assessment 
techniques are applied;  
 Progress reports of learners; and  
 Class lists to verify the sizes of classes in general.  
 
Observation of the above mentioned aspects provided valuable background 
information about the environments where this research project has been 
undertaken. In this research observation of both the environment and documentation 
were employed. In this study, the researcher engages in the observations as a non-
participant observer (Creswell, 2009, p. 181). 
 
Observation in this research was employed to verify data collected through the semi-
structured interviews. The observations as data-collection technique also provided 
the researcher the opportunity to have a first-hand experience with participants, to 
record information as it occurs in the natural setting; notice any unusual aspects and 
to obtain data that might be uncomfortable for participants to discuss (Creswell, 
2009, p. 179). 
 
5.8. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
After completion of interviews and observations at a specific research site, verbatim 
transcriptions of all interviews were generated immediately after the interviews. This 
enabled the researcher to integrate additional field notes and observation data while 
it was still fresh in the memory of the researcher (Scribner, 1998, p. 245). Each page 
of the transcribed interview was coded in terms of the participant, date and location 
of the interview. Electronic (typed) copies of each interview transcript were saved 
and the original transcription was filed for reference purposes (Maykut & Morehouse, 
1998, p. 127,128). Samples of transcribed interviews with an educator, principal and 
a District Official is attached as Appendices 9A, 9B and 9C respectively. 
  
One of the most important steps in the research process is analysis of data (Leech & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2007, p. 562). Hatch (2002, p. 148) describes data analysis as a 
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systematic search for meaning, a way to process qualitative data so that what has 
been learned can be communicated to others. Analysis means organizing and 
interrogating data in ways that allow researchers to see patterns, identify themes, 
discover relationships, develop explanations, make interpretations, mount critiques, 
or generate theories. To bring order and understanding to any data, careful analysis 
and interpretation of the data are required. The process of data-analysis will largely 
depend on the questions the researcher want to answer, the needs of those who will 
use the information and the resources utilised to obtain the data (Taylor-Powell & 
Renner, 2003, p. 1).  
 
The approach to data-analysis depends on many factors, including the research 
questions, the time available, and the overall aims of the analysis, that is, what do 
you want the data to contribute (Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 9). This particular research 
aims to investigate how effective learners who experience barriers to learning are 
managed in mainstream primary schools. It therefore has to do with investigating 
specific policy-related questions, namely the implementation of inclusive education in 
mainstream primary schools and support rendered to schools to implement the 
inclusive education policy effectively. Based on these premises, the Framework 
analysis method was adopted for this research. This method of data analysis will now 
be discussed. 
 
Schools as organizations are governed by a set of policies and procedures. To 
ensure the optimal effectiveness and operation, these policies and procedures need 
to be evaluated from time to time (Srivastava & Thomson, 2009, p. 73). This 
research process not only assesses the success or failure of the policy or procedure, 
it also encapsulates the implementation of these policies. The research that 
undertakes this role is applied policy research, which means that the research is 
required to gather specific information and has the potential to create actionable 
outcomes (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). The “actionable” outcomes for this investigation 
is the development of a framework for the creation of more sustainable management 
systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are met effectively and educators 





    
Srivastava and Thomson (2009, p. 72) posit that framework analysis is better suited 
to research that has specific questions, a limited time frame, a pre-designed sample 
and a priori issues. In this investigation, the researcher wants to gather information 
about preset aspects as indicated by the sub-research questions which will also 
serve as the main themes in the findings report. Framework analysis provides an 
excellent tool to assess policies and procedures from the very people that they affect. 
The general approach in framework analysis is inductive, but this form of analysis 
allows for the inclusion of preset as well as emergent concepts. In the analysis, data 
is sifted, charted and sorted in accordance with key issues and themes (Lacey & 
Luff, 2009, p. 13).  
 
Lacey and Luff (2009, p. 13) indicate that the framework analysis has 5 key stages 
which are illustrated in Figure 5.1. These stages can be undertaken in a linear 
manner and therefore all data can be collected prior to analysis, although framework 
analysis can equally be used when data collection and analysis occur 
simultaneously: familiarization, identifying a thematic framework; indexing; charting; 
and mapping and interpretation (Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 13).  
 




                                                       
                                                                                                                             
(Developed from Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 13) 
              
5.8.1. Phase 1: Familiarization with data 
 
Familiarization refers to the process during which the researcher became familiarized 
with the transcripts of the data collected, that is, interview transcripts, observation or 
additional notes and gained an overview of the collected data (Ritchie & Spencer, 
1994). The researcher became absorbed in the data by listening to digital recordings, 
















    
researcher purposefully looked for key ideas and recurrent themes and noted it 
(Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 14; Srivastava &Thomson, 2009, p. 75). 
 
5.8.2. Phase 2: Identification of thematic framework 
 
The identification of a thematic framework was the second stage which occurred 
after familiarization. During this stage, the researcher recognized emerging themes 
or issues in the data set. These emerging themes or issues may have arisen from 
predetermined themes. However, it is at this stage that the researcher allowed the 
data to dictate the themes. To achieve this end the researcher used the notes taken 
during the familiarization stage. The key issues, concepts and themes that have 
been expressed by the participants now formed the basis of a thematic framework 
that was used to filter and classify the data (Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 14; Ritchie & 
Spencer, 1994, p. 178; Srivastava & Thomson, 2009, p. 76). 
 
During this stage of the analysing process, the researcher remained aware of Ritchie 
and Spencer’s (1994, p. 180) caution that even if the researcher may have a set of a 
predetermined themes and issues, it is important “to maintain an open mind and not 
force the data to fit the a priori issues”. The researcher was also cognisant that 
developing and refining a thematic framework is not an automatic or mechanical 
process but it required both logical and intuitive thinking. It involved making 
judgments about meaning, about the relevance and importance of issues, and about 
implicit connections between ideas. It also involved making sure that the original 
research questions were fully addressed (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994, p.180). 
  
5.8.3. Phase 3: Indexing 
 
Indexing, commonly known as “coding” in other qualitative analysis approaches, 
refers to the stage where the researcher identified portions or sections of the data 
that correspond to a particular theme and used numerical or textual codes to identify 
specific pieces of data which correspond to differing themes. This process was 
applied to all the textual data that has been gathered, that is, interview transcripts 




    
5.8.4. Phase 4: Charting 
 
Charting refers to the stage when the analyst used headings from the thematic 
framework to create charts, referring in this case to word processing documents 
created for each theme, of data so that it could be easily read across the whole 
dataset (Lacey & Luff, 2009, p. 14). This means that the data was lifted from its 
original textual context and placed in charts that consist of the headings and 
subheadings that were drawn during the thematic framework. However, although the 
pieces of data are lifted from their context, the data could still be clearly identified as 
to what participant it came from and retained its original meaning and context 
(Ritchie & Spencer, 1994).  
 
Charts can be either thematic for each theme across all participants or by case for 
each participant across all themes. In this investigation the researcher firstly charted 
themes for each participant and then created themes across all participants (Ritchie 
& Spencer, 1994, p. 182).  
 
5.8.5. Phase 5: Mapping and interpretation 
 
The final stage, mapping and interpretation, involved the analysis of the key 
characteristics as laid out in the charts. This analysis enabled the generation of a 
schematic diagram, as illustrated in Figure 6.8, of the phenomenon under study; thus 
guided the researcher in the interpretation of the data set (Srivastava &Thomson, 
2009, p. 78).  
 
Ritchie and Spencer, (1994, p. 186) suggest that at this stage, the qualitative analyst 
might be aiming to define concepts, map the range and nature of phenomena, create 
typologies, find associations within the data, provide explanations or develop 
strategies. They emphasise that which of these areas the analyst chooses to focus 
on will depend both on the themes that have emerged from the data and the original 
research question. These concepts, technologies, and associations are reflective of 
the participant. Therefore, any strategy or recommendations made by the researcher 
echoed the true attitudes, beliefs, and values of the participants (Srivastava & 




    
5.9. TRUSTWORTHINESS 
 
Trustworthiness in qualitative research refers to the degree of congruence between 
the explanations of the phenomena and the realities of the world (McMillan & 
Schumacher, 2010, p. 330). Bashir, Afzal and Azeem (2008, p. 35) assert that it 
refers to the extent to which the data is plausible, credible and trustworthy; and thus 
can be defended when challenged. They further argue that reliability and validity 
remain appropriate concepts for attaining rigour in qualitative research. As an 
interpretive method, qualitative content analysis differs from the positivist tradition in 
its fundamental assumptions, research purposes, and inference processes, thus 
making the conventional criteria unsuitable for judging its research results (Bradley, 
1993).  
 
Qualitative researchers have to salvage responsibility for trustworthiness by 
implementing verification strategies integral and self-correcting during the conduct of 
inquiry itself. This ensures the attainment of rigour using strategies inherent within 
each qualitative design, and moves the responsibility for incorporating and 
maintaining reliability and validity from external reviewers’ judgments to the 
investigators themselves (Bashir, Afzal & Azeem, 2008, p. 35). 
 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) proposed four criteria for evaluating interpretive research 




Bradley (1993, p. 436) refers to credibility as the adequate representation of the 
constructions of the social world under study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) and McMillan 
and Schumacher (2010) recommend a set of actions that would help improve the 
credibility of research results: prolonged engagement in the field, persistent 
observation, triangulation, participation language verbatim accounts, low inference 





    
The researcher employed the strategies proposed by McMillan and Schumacher 
(2010, p. 330), as indicated in Table 5.3 to ensure the validity of the study: 
 
Table 5.3 Strategies employed to ensure credibility in this study 
 
Strategy Description 
Prolonged and persistent 
fieldwork 
Researcher spent 4 months in the field, collecting data 
which allowed interim data analysis and verification to 




During 4 month period of data collection researcher was 
consistently and consciously looking for evidence 
confirming data obtained through interviews. 
Triangulation 
Allows triangulation in data collection and data analysis. 
Data obtain through interviews, observations and the 
literature review served as validation. 
Participant language verbatim 
accounts 
Obtain literal statements of participants and quotations 
from documents through interviews and observations. 
Low inference descriptors Record precise, almost literal, and detailed descriptions of 
people and situations. 
Mechanically recorded data Use of audio recorder to ensure complete and verbatim 
capturing of interview data. 
Member checking Check informally with participants for accuracy during data 
collection.  
Negative case analysis 
Actively search for records, analyse, and report negative 
or discrepant data that are an exception to patterns or that 
modify patterns found in data. 




Transferability refers to the extent to which the researcher’s findings can be applied 
to another similar context. It also refers to the extent to which a study invites readers 
to make connections between elements of the study and their own experiences. 
However, it is not the researcher’s task to provide an index of transferability; rather, 
he or she is responsible for providing data sets and descriptions that are rich enough 
so that other researchers are able to make judgments about the findings’ 
transferability to different settings or contexts (Bradley, 1993, pp. 436, 437; De Vos 




    
The transferability of this study is ensured by providing a detailed account of the 
research methodology which was employed to arrive at the findings. The researcher 
also made use of thick descriptions in terms of context and content to enhance the 
integrity of the findings and therefore enhanced the transferability of the study 




According to Bradley (1993, p. 437) dependability refers to the coherence of the 
internal process and the way the researcher accounts for changing conditions in the 
phenomena. Dependability is determined by checking the consistency of the study 
processes.  
 
In order to address the dependability issue more directly, as stated by Shenton 
(2004, pp. 71, 72), the processes within this study are reported in detail, thereby 
enabling future researchers to repeat the investigation, if not necessarily to gain the 
same results. Thus, the research design may be viewed as a prototype model. The 
in-depth coverage of the research process also allows the reader to assess the 
extent to which proper research practices have been followed. So as to enable 
readers of the research report to develop a thorough understanding of the methods 
and their effectiveness as recommended by Shenton (2004, pp. 71, 72), the text in 
this study includes sections devoted to:   
 
 the research design and its implementation, describing what was planned and 
executed on a strategic level; 
 the operational detail of data gathering, addressing the details of what was done 
in the field; and 





Patton (1990) describes the concept of confirmability as the qualitative investigator’s 
comparable concern to objectivity. Confirmability furthermore refers to the extent to 
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which the characteristics of the data, as posited by the researcher, can be confirmed 
by others who read or reviews the research results. The major technique for 
establishing dependability and confirmability is through audits of the research 
processes and findings. Confirmability is determined by checking the internal 
coherence of the research product, namely, the data, the findings, the interpretations, 
and the recommendations (Bradley, 1993, p. 437).  
 
The following steps have been taken to help ensure as far as possible that the 
findings of the empirical investigation are the result of the experiences and ideas of 
the participants, rather than the characteristics and preferences of the researcher, 
that is, results were not influenced by researcher bias: 
 
 Clarification of the researchers’ role and position throughout the research process 
as set out in section 5.10;  
 An audit trail consisting of all raw data, field notes, description of settings and 
participants, time line of different stages of the research process, challenges 
encountered during the investigation process and how it was overcome as well as 
regular communication with the promoter.  
 
5.10. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
 
As indicated in section 5.9 the researcher employed various measures to ensure the 
trustworthiness of the investigation. However, after researcher reflection, the 
following possible limitations were identified in this investigation: 
 
 Limited sampling. Although participants for this investigation were carefully 
selected, there was always a possibility that the use of convenient and purposeful 
sampling could have excluded participants who may have provided other 
perspectives regarding the management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream primary schools. However, qualitative research is not 
concerned with the generisability of findings, but is rather interested in specific 
phenomena as it manifests in the selected settings. In this regard, Ritchie and 
Lewis (2003) state that “A feature of qualitative sampling is this fact that the 
number of cases sampled is often small. This is because … a phenomenon only 
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need appear once to be of value. There is no need for scale as there is no need 
for estimates of statistical significance”. 
 
 The role of the researcher. The researcher himself is a practicing educator in a 
mainstream primary school with his own experiences and perceptions about the 
phenomenon under study which could have an influence the interpretation and 
analysis of participants’ responses. To counter any possible influence of the 
researcher on the findings, the researcher made use of thick, rich descriptions 
that are contextualized (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007, p. 561).  
 
 Language usage. Most participants preferred to use Afrikaans as language of 
communication during the interviews. The researcher, whose mother tongue is 
Afrikaans, had to translate the Afrikaans responses into English for the purpose of 
writing up the final findings. To limit the influence of translation, the researcher 
made use of an independent language editor to verify the correctness of these 
translations. In addition, quotes presented in the findings include both the original 
language (Afrikaans) and the English translated version of the quotes in brackets.  
 
5.11. CONCLUSION  
 
This chapter contains a detailed account of the research design and research 
methodology as executed in this investigation. The rationale for the specific research 
design and methodology were discussed. Furthermore, an exposition of the data 
collection methods, sampling techniques and data analysis process were provided. 
The ethical measures applied to safeguard participants and to protect the legitimacy 
of this investigation were discussed. The researcher also illuminated the steps that 
were taken to ensure that the trustworthiness of the study is beyond doubt. The 
limitations of the study and measures taken to counter it were discussed. 
 
The presentation and discussion of the findings will be discussed extensively in 







    
CHAPTER SIX 
 




This chapter will present and discuss the findings of the empirical investigation as 
outlined in Chapter 5. To provide a comprehensive contextual background for the 
findings, demographic details of the participating district and participants will be 
provided as these factors may have influenced the specific responses and findings in 
this study. The findings of the investigation will then be presented in terms of the 
themes and sub-themes that emerged from the data analysis.  
 
6.2. DEMOGRAPHIC DETAIL OF SCHOOLS AND PARTICIPANTS 
 
This section provides the demographic context of the participating district in terms of 
the number and type of schools in the district and educators employed in the district. 
The demographic detail of sampled schools and participants are also provided.  
 
6.2.1. Profile of participating district 
 
Table 6.1 summarises the information obtained from the District Office of the 
participating district, indicating the district profile regarding primary schools. 
 














54 0 487 17167 1:35 
 
The profile of the participating district indicates that no special schools or special 
schools as resource centres are available in the district. This implies that all primary 
schools in the participating district have to make provision for and include learners 
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who experience barriers to learning unless they are referred to districts where special 
schools are located.   
 
6.2.2. Profiles of participating schools 
 
Of the 54 primary schools, seven primary schools, indicated in Table 6.2, were 
sampled based on the criteria discussed in Chapter Five. The sampled schools 
constituted 13% of the total primary schools in the participating district. The profiles 
of the sampled schools are indicated in Table 6.2. 
 
























































School One Town 844 18 05 1:37 A NO 21 R - 8 
School Two Town 663 12 03 1:44 A YES 20 R - 7 
School Three Town 365 10 02 1:30 A YES 21 R - 7 
School Four Town 717 15 08 1:31 A YES 21 R - 7 
School Five Farm 126 04 01 1:25 E/X NO 20 R - 8 
School Six Town 762 13 07 1:38 A YES 21 R - 7 
School Seven Town 617 14 8 1:33 A YES 21 R - 7 
 
6.2.3. Participant Profiles 
 
From the total population of 487 state-paid educators employed in the district, 28 
primary school educators, which constitute 5.7% of the total educator population, 
were sampled. Demographic detail of the sampled educators is provided in the next 
sub-sections. In addition to the primary school educators, two District Officials with 
job titles of Senior Education Specialist and Deputy Chief Education Specialist were 




    
6.2.3.1. Gender distribution of participants 
 
The majority of the participants in this study were female. This is consistent with the 
staff composition in all the participating schools where staff comprises more female 
than male staff members. Table 6.3 provides detail regarding the gender of the 
participants in this study. The findings of the investigation as reported in this chapter 
did not elicit any difference in the experiences of male and female participants 
regarding the management of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools. 
  
Table 6.3 Gender distribution of participants 
 
 Female Male Total 
N 18 10 28 
% 64.3 35.7 100 
 
6.2.3.2. Age distribution of participants 
 
Table 6.4 illustrates the age distribution of the participants. Although not specifically 
designed to target educators of specific age groups, participants’ ages ranged 
between the age groups 23-56+ with the majority of participants between the ages of 
46 and 55 years. 
 
Table 6.4 Age distribution of participants 
 
Age distribution of participants 
 23 - 35 36 – 45 46 - 55 56 + TOTAL 
N 2 8 12 6 28 
% 7.1% 28.6% 42.9% 21.4% 100% 
 
Although participants were sampled across different age groups, there was no 
significant difference between the experiences and perceptions of participants 
regarding the effectiveness of the current management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools.  
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6.2.3.3. Educational qualifications of participants 
 
The educational qualifications of participants are provided in Table 6.5.  Most of the 
participants in the study possess a post-graduate qualification in education. 
However, the investigation revealed that the qualification level of educators do not 
have an impact in the way they manage learners who experience barriers to learning 
in mainstream primary schools.    
 
Table 6.5 Educational qualifications of participants 
 














N 6 10 1 11 28 
% 21.4 35.7 3.6 39.3 100 
 
6.2.3.4. Position held in school or District Office 
 
Table 6.6 summarises the position of participants at their respective schools or 
District Office. The empirical investigation revealed that most participants, 
irrespective of their position in schools or District Office, have the same experiences 
and perceptions about the current management of learners who experience barriers 
to learning in mainstream primary schools.  
 


















N 17 3 0 6 1 1 28 






    
6.2.3.5. Educator participants’ distribution across phases 
 
Participants in this study were selected from all phases in the participating schools. 
Table 6.7 provides the distribution of participants across the different phases in the 
participating mainstream primary schools.  
  






Senior Phase Total 
N 11 8 9 28 
% 39.3 28.6 32.1 100 
 
6.3. FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
The main purpose of the investigation was to determine how learners who 
experience barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools. The 
findings of the research will culminate in the development a framework for the 
creation of sustainable management systems for the effective management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning. To answer the main research question, 
sub-research questions have been formulated for this study. The findings of this 
study will be presented based on the themes that emerged from the framework 












    
Table 6.8 Themes and sub-themes emerging from the empirical investigation 
 





experience barriers to 
learning 
 Inappropriate building structures 
 Lack of assistive devices 
 Discrimination through the curriculum 
o Rigid 
o Pace driven 
o Results driven 
 Discrimination through teaching and assessment 
practices 
o Limited differentiated teaching and learning 
activities 
o Discriminatory assessment practices 
 Labelling and stereotyping 
o By peers 
o By educators 
 
2. The assessment of 
learners who 
experience barriers to 
learning. 
 Early identification of learners who experience 
barriers to learning 
 Role confusion regarding the screening and 
identification of learners who experience barriers to 
learning 
 Parents’ reluctance towards assessment of learners 
who experience barriers to learning 
 Educators’ lack of knowledge and skills 
 Educators’ lack of proper training 
 Effectiveness and accuracy of the assessment 
process 
3. The adaptation of 
school programmes to 
meet the needs of 
learners who 
experience barriers to 
learning 
 
4. Support structures in 
schools to support 
learners who 
experience barriers to 
learning and educators 
who work with them 
 Dysfunctional ILSTs 
 Lack of individualised support plans 
 Lack of educator collaboration 
 Lack of effective communication among educators 
 Lack of commitment by SMTs 











    
Emerging theme Sub-theme 
5. Support from District 
Officials to schools in 
designing and 
implementing support 
plans for learners who 





 Support provided by District Officials 
 Lack of practical support 
 Emphasis on theory and policy 
 No effective guidance to educators 
 Fragmented operation of District Officials 
 Effect of non-support from District Officials to schools 
on educators’ ability to render effective support 
o Frustration of educators 
o Disheartened and unmotivated educators 
o Reduced efforts by educators 
o Neglect of learners who experience barriers to 
learning 
o Feelings of guilt and inadequacy 
o Negative feelings towards inclusive education 
  Effect of non-support on learners who experience 
barriers to learning 
o Lack of confidence 
o Negative self esteem 
o Negative and unmotivated attitude 
o Frustration 
o Disciplinary problems 
o Absenteeism 
o Early drop-out 




experience barriers to 
learning 
 Current outcomes of management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning  
 Factors that influence the effective management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning 
o Educators’ approach to barriers to learning 
o Workload of educators 
o Time constraints 
o Large class sizes 
o Multi-grade teaching 
o Specialised educators 
o Lack of parental involvement 
7. The success of the 
inclusion of learners 
who experience 
barriers to learning in 
the mainstream 
classes 
 Current outcomes of the inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learners in mainstream classes 
 Factors influencing the successful inclusion of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream classes 
o Lack of individualised support 
o Lack of training to manage diverse classrooms 
o Absence of remedial classes 
o Limited opportunities to achieve 
o Lack of alternative learning programmes 
o Lack of alternative modes of assessment  
o Inappropriate progression system in mainstream 
primary schools 
o Negative perception of inclusive education 
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6.3.1. Theme 1: Prevailing discrimination in schools against learners 
experiencing barriers to learning 
 
As indicated in Chapter Two, inclusive education requires schools to adapt to the 
needs of all learners. However, it was evident from the investigation that the 
education system has not been adapted adequately to provide for the diverse needs 
of the learners who experience barriers to learning at participating schools. When 
compiling school profiles at participating schools, it was observed that much still 
needs to be done to create accessible and supportive learning environments for 
learners, especially those learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
Many factors contribute to the discrimination that prevails against learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. This discrimination 
against these learners can be attributed to factors which will be discussed in the next 
sub-sections. 
 
6.3.1.1. Inappropriate structure of buildings 
 
At all the participating schools, the structures of the buildings are in one way or 
another inaccessible to learners who experience barriers to learning. As a result of 
the design of the buildings, none of the participating schools are in a position to 
provide ease of entrance to learners with limited mobility. The absence of ramps to 
provide free movement for learners who experience physical barriers to classrooms 
and other localities on the school premises were very obvious in most of the 
participating schools. Furthermore, most of the buildings at the participating schools 
are double story buildings with steep stairs which grant entry to classrooms on the 
first floor. Even classrooms on the ground floor are entered through relatively high 
steps. These schools are therefore not ready to secure ease of access for and the 
safety of learners with limited mobility should such learners be enrolled at these 
schools.  
 
It was observed at School One that learners with limited physical movement 
struggled to climb the stairs on their way to classrooms on the first floor. It is also a 
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dangerous exercise for them because of the large volume of learners that use the 
stairs at the end of periods. It was also observed that no safety or support measures 
are in place at the particular school to regulate learner movement on the stairs.  
 
School Four admitted a learner who uses a wheelchair. To accommodate this 
learner, they stationed her class group on the ground floor and educators are going 
to that class to present their lessons. Although it is a practical arrangement under 
these circumstances, it also limits her movement to other localities of the school. The 
library of the school, for example, is located on the first floor of the building which 
implies that she will not be able to access this resource centre with ease.   
 
When the principal of the specific school was probed about how they make provision 
for the learner in terms of her sanitary needs, the principal acknowledged that it was 
a “grey area” which the school needs to address, not only in terms of the needs of 
the specific learner, but for future admission of learners with similar needs: 
 
 “… jy praat nou van ‘n grys area iets wat ons ook sal moet na kyk … sy moet 
mos nou eintlik haar eie toiletjie hê... Dit is op die prioriteitslys.” (“… you are now 
talking about a grey area that we need to address … she must have her own 
toilet… It is on the priority list.”) - PP4 
 
In terms of the current structure of the buildings of mainstream schools regarding the 
accessibility to learners with limited mobility, the education system is discriminating 
against most of these learners because they are excluded from certain localities 
within the school as opposed to their more able peers. 
 
6.3.1.2. Lack of assistive devices 
 
Although they indicated that learners who experience visual and auditory barriers are 
enrolled at some of the participating schools, none of these participating schools 
indicated the availability of assistive devices or the ability to acquire assistive devices 
for learners who auditory or visual barriers. This is a form of discrimination against 
learners who experience these barriers. It limits their access to the curriculum and 
has a negative influence on their active participation and development as some of 
the participating educators stated: 
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“Hy lê op die boeke … dit lyk my sy sig is nie goed nie. Fout met die een oog. 
As hy kyk dan lyk dit die wit [van die oog] draai ...” (He lies on the books… it 
seems as if his vision is not good. Something wrong with the one eye. When he 
looks, it seems as if the white [of the eye] turns …”) - EP11 
 
“En daar’s van die kinders in my klas wat baie slegte sig het. Hulle het nie geld 
vir brille nie …” (And there are some of the children in my class with very weak 
sight. They don’t have money for spectacles…”) - EP9   
 
“Maar ons het ook nie al die toerusting om die kinders se ore te toets of om 
hulle sig te toets nie. Jy sien ‘n outjie loer vir die bord, jy sien sy ogies is nie 
lekker nie, maar dis waar dit ophou…”  (“But we do not have all the equipment 
to test the children’s ears or to test their eyes. You see a lad peeps at the board, 
you see his eyes are not well, but that is where it ends…”) - EP2 
 
Due to socio-economic circumstances, most parents are not in a position to afford 
assistive devices for their children and the schools are also lacking funds to procure 
these devices for learners. However, the principal of School Three indicated that he 
was busy with negotiations with the local clinic to get the learners examined and that 
there was a possibility that assistive devices might become available for the learners 
who need it: 
 
“…hulle het vir my gesê hulle sal sodra die Oogkundige die kliniek besoek, sal 
hulle my voor die tyd laat weet dat ek ‘n afspraak kan maak en dat ons kan kyk 
of ons daardie probleem kan aanspreek.” (“…they told me that they will inform 
me in advance when the Optometrist will be visiting the clinic again so that I can 
make an appointment and see whether we can address that problem.”) - PP3  
 
A participant at School Three expressed the need for a variety of services that are 
currently not available at schools to support learners who experience barriers to 
learning. Her comment is also indicative of the wide range of barriers to learning that 
learners experience at mainstream primary schools: 
 
“Kom toets ons kinders se oë … iemand soos ‘n Sielkundige … ‘n 
Spraakterapeut … of dalk ‘n Arbeidsterapeut… So daar is sulke mense wat 
hulle vir ‘n mens kan… ondersteun deur ons te help om die kind te help …” 
(“Come and test our learners’ eyes … somebody like a Psychologist … a 
Speech Therapist … or a Occupational Therapist … So there are people which 




    
The non-availability of assistive devices such as hearing devices or spectacles for 
learners who are in need of such devices, are exclusionary and discriminatory 
practices. It denies learners full access to teaching and learning activities which for 
example, involve viewing and listening.  
 
6.3.1.3. Discrimination through the curriculum 
 
The curriculum, as indicated in Chapter 3, is the main vehicle for delivering effective 
teaching and learning opportunities to all learners. However, the curriculum can also 
become a barrier to learning if it is not flexible enough to make provision for the 
diverse needs and abilities of all learners. Participating educators expressed great 
concern regarding certain curricular aspects which they view as discriminatory 
against learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
6.3.1.3.1. Rigid curriculum  
 
According to participants, the curriculum is not flexible enough to provide effective 
and meaningful learning opportunities for learners who experience barriers to 
learning. Participating educators and principals are of the opinion that the curriculum 
should provide deviation possibilities. This deviation possibilities will allow learners 
with cognitive barriers to follow a more practical orientated curriculum instead of the 
same academic curriculum for all learners. It will also provide an opportunity to equip 
learners with practical skills which they can use with great effect and to their 
advantage when they exit the school system. Participants specifically referred to 
learners who, under the old curriculum, excel in practical subjects like Handwork and 
Needlework in the primary school. They also feel that the withdrawal of those 
practical subjects from the primary school curriculum had a negative effect on 
learners who experience cognitive barriers. Some comments by participants in this 
regard were: 
 
“… ons moet onthou dat baie van hierdie kinders is dalk miskien nie akademies 
sterk nie, maar hulle is dalk vaardig met hulle hande, of hulle het dalk ander 
talente.” (“… we must remember that many of these learners are not 
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academically strong, but they may be very skilful with their hands or they may 
have other talents.”) - PP4  
 
“…die kinders kan nou leer hoe om ‘n tafel te dek of om hare te doen … dan 
kan hulle ten minste vir hulle self ‘n geldjie genereer deur ‘n bankie te bou of 
tafel te dek by een van die eetplekkies…” (“… the children can learn how to lay 
a table or to do hair … then they can at least generate an income by building a 
desk or lay tables at one of the restaurants…”) - EP9 
 
There was general consensus among all participating educators and principals that, 
because the curriculum does not allow for alternative practical subjects in the primary 
school, it has a limiting effect on the development of learners who experience 
barriers to learning.  
 
“It would be right to do some drawings or what… and boast that skill that he has. 
But they don’t want to learn. They are tired of the books…” - EP12 
 
6.3.1.3.2. Pace driven curriculum 
 
Educators and principals are also concerned about the pace at which educators are 
“forced” to work with all the learners. Educators are seemingly under pressure from 
subject advisors to complete a certain amount of work within a certain time frame, 
irrespective of the diverse abilities of learners. As a result of the required pace, 
educators become stressed and do not have time to give intensive attention to 
learners who experience barriers to learning. The pace at which educators are 
expected to work also limits the time available to thoroughly consolidate important 
basic concepts. Two participating principals commented as follow regarding the pace 
driven approach to the curriculum: 
 
“… baie van die onderwysers wil graag, volgens sogenaamde ‘pace-setters’ 
teen ‘n sekere tyd by ‘n sekere punt wees …” (“… many of the teachers want to 
be at a certain point at a certain time according to the so-called pace setters …”) 
- PP2 
 
“You know the District expect us to do this sum of work at a certain time but you 




    
Participating educators and principals also hold the view that the prescribed pace at 
which the curriculum must be completed, does not allow them to give adequate 
attention to and leads to the neglect of learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“Maar die gejagery na wind, sinneloos. Veral met die kinders wat ‘n probleem 
het.” (“But this chasing of wind, senseless. Especially with children who 
experience problems.”) - EP2  
 
“… volgens die mylpale moet die kind mos nou op ‘n sekere manier vorder … 
waar die kind … volgens die weke moet vorder…”  (“… according to the 
milestones the child must progress in a certain manner and it is predetermined 
where the child must be at a certain stage according to weeks…”) - EP5 
 
All participants in this investigation were of the opinion that the pressure that is 
exerted on educators to complete certain aspects of the curriculum within a 
predetermined time frame is a discriminatory practice against learners who 
experience barriers to learning because they need more time to grasp certain skills 
and concepts. Some of the participating educators commented: 
 
“…jy as onderwyser moet die kinders intensiewe aandag gee, wat jy nie kan 
doen nie” (“… as teacher, you must give intensive attention to the children, 
which you can’t do …”) - EP5 
 
“… mense is vreeslik gesteld op ‘ek wil my werk klaarmaak’… dit baat nie jy het 
die quantity, maar die quality van die ding werk nie.” (“… people insist on ‘I want 
to finish my work’… it doesn’t help you have the quantity but the quality is 
lacking.”) - EP15 
 
Another participating educator at School Three indicated that the pressure to 
complete work within a certain time is so big, that she even allows learners who 
experience barriers to learning to copy work from their more able peers just to get 
her work ready for submission.  
 
“Jy gaan mos ‘n sterketjie langs ‘n swakketjie sit en daai sterketjie moet maar 
laat daai swakketjie afkyk… jy’t nie nou tyd daarvoor nie, want jy wil jou goed 
afhandel, want teen die 15de van die maand wil ek darem al my 
assesseringstake klaar het…” (“You let a strong one sits next to a weak one and 
the strong one must allow the weak one to copy… you don’t have time because 
you want to complete your things, by the 15th of the month you want to have 




    
This kind of practice means that the learner who experience barriers to learning will 
perform better in the assessment tasks and it will not be an accurate reflection of 
their true ability and it may lead to their exclusion from support which they in reality 
qualify for. This may also lead to the frustration of colleagues who receive the learner 
in the next grade and discover that the learners’ ability do not match the results they 
obtained in the previous grade. More important, it may cause the learner not to be 
recognised as experiencing barriers to learning. Therefore the opportunity to 
intervene at an early stage may be lost. Educators at School One, School Four and 
School Six had similar experiences where they received learners from previous 
grades with high ratings but in reality those learners were experiencing serious 
barriers to learning. These participants commented as follows: 
 
“Dit help nie om ‘n kind na my klas toe te stuur met ‘n vier en … daai kind kan 
niks doen nie.” (“It doesn’t help to send a child to my class with a four … and 
that child can do nothing.”) - EP3 
 
“… dan skryf die juffrou ook by die ‘content knowledge’, die leerder het geen 
begrip van lees nie, maar die leerder het geslaag met ‘n twee… nou wat het die 
Literacy opgemaak dat hy ‘n twee kry?” (“… then the teacher write in the content 
knowledge that the learner has no reading ability, but the learner passed with a 
two in Literacy… now what made that he obtained a two in Literacy?”) - EP11 
 
6.3.1.3.3. Results driven curriculum 
 
The investigation elicited that that there is a big focus on results (scores) rather than 
development of learners. Instead of assessing the development of learners, 
educators focus more on scores obtained by learners. The following comment by a 
participating principal is an indication of the great emphasis that is placed on results:  
 
“… want daar word resultate verwag. In die proses van resultate soek, gaan 
daar baie ander dinge verlore…” (“… because results are expected. In the 
process of seeking results, many other things are lost…”) - PP2 
 
Because the effectiveness of educators is seemingly linked to the results their 
learners obtain, educators are hard-pressed to produce good results. This 
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sometimes leads to unrealistic expectations and pressure on learners who 
experience barriers to learning to perform, as one participating educator commented: 
 
“… as jy … jou punte ingee, dan kyk hulle ook mos maar hoeveel slaag en 
hoeveel druip… En daai goete kom mos maar na die onderwyser toe. So, nou 
moet die onderwyser maar weer afdruk na die arme siel toe wat so sukkel hier 
onder…” (“… when you submit … your marks, they look how many pass and 
how many fail… and those things come back to the teacher. So now the 
teacher must put pressure on the poor learner who struggles so much in 
class…”) - EP19 
 
A participating District Official also referred to the fact that there is too much 
emphasis on scoring and results, rather than competency and development.  
 
“But somewhere there is someone who wants percentages for some reason, 
which is ridiculous… all you want is competence.” - DOP1 
 
Comments by other participants confirmed the focus on scoring rather than 
development of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
“‘n Ou wat niks kan doen nie, absoluut niks op sy eie kan doen nie, hy kan 
miskien op ‘n mondelinge skaal ‘n puntjie kry.” (“Somebody who can do nothing, 
who can do absolutely nothing on his own, perhaps he can get a mark on an 
oral scale.”) - EP2 
 
“So, waar hulle byvoorbeeld uit die Graad 6 boek, sê nou maar 2 uit 15 gekry 
het vir lees, kry hy nou by die Graad 1 boek, kry hy nou 9. So, hy kry ‘n beter 
punt…”   (“So for example, where they got 2 out of 15 for the Grade 6 book, for 
the Grade 1 book they got 9. So they obtain a better score…”) - EP9 
 
When the progress reports of learners were observed, it was found that only marks, 
levels and percentages were entered without any explanation to the parents of what 
aspects of the Learning Areas the learners struggle with. In other instances only 
remarks such as ‘The learner must improve in mathematics’ were entered without 
specifying what aspect of Mathematics needs more attention. So much is the 
emphasis on results that educators even make allegations of “result-fixing” by some 
educators to “look good” in the eyes of colleagues: 
 
“So, ek weet nie of dit van die onderwysers is wat wil goed lyk en sê ‘Oe, my 
hele klas het geslaag en kyk die wonderlike punte nie’, of waaroor dit gaan nie. 
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En ek voel hulle faal die kinders as gevolg daarvan. Want dit gaan vir my oor die 
kind. Dit gaan nie oor hoe ek lyk vir almal nie.” (“So, I don’t know whether it is 
that some of the teachers who want to look good and say ‘Oh, my whole class 
passed and look at their wonderful marks’, or what it is all about. I feel that they 
fail that child as a result of it. Because it is all about the child. It is not about how 
I look for everybody.”)  - EP3 
 
“En ek het vir die ouer verduidelik die kind kan nie lees nie. Die ouer het vir my 
gesê dit kan nie wees nie, die kind was so goed in die vorige graad en die kind 
het diplomas gekry.” (“And I told the parent that the child cannot read. The 
parent told me that it can’t be; the child progressed very well in the previous 
grade and the child received diplomas.”) - EP11  
 
“Maar dieselfde kind wat by my [toetse] 30% kry, kry dan nou 70% so hier is iets 
wat nie lekker is nie.” (“But the same child who gets 30% [in my tests] now gets 
70%, so something is not right.”) - EP17  
 
It seems that even learners are so results-orientated that they use results to 
discriminate against their peers who experience barriers to learning:  
 
“En nou loer hulle mos mekaar se punte totaal en toe het hulle die outjie wat nul 
gekry het omtrent uitgejou” (And now thy peep at each other’s marks total and 
they really scorned the boy who got zero”) - EP5 
 
6.3.1.4. Discriminatory teaching and assessment practices 
 
The investigation found that teaching and assessment practices applied by most 
educators in participating schools are not planned and designed to provide for the 
effective participation and development of all learners. According to participants, 
teaching, learning and assessment activities are in most cases designed for the so-
called “average” learners. The needs of learners who experience barriers to learning 
are seemingly only of secondary or peripheral interest as participating educators 
articulated: 
 
“… maar gerieflikheidshalwe het ek vergeet van die ou met die leerprobleme.” 
(“… but for convenience sake I forgot about the child with the learning 
problems.”) - EP17 
 
“…wie is die eerste kind wat jy los? Jy los daai kind met die probleem…” (“… 




    
“…maar die kind met probleme, daai kurrikulum content soos hy nou daar 
staan, beteken niks vir hom nie…” (“… but the child with problems, that 
curriculum content as it stands now, it means nothing to him…”) - DOP2 
 
 
6.3.1.4.1. Limited differentiated teaching and learning activities 
 
Participating educators generally indicated that it is difficult to apply differentiating 
techniques when it comes to teaching and learning activities. Some of the 
participants stated that the same learning content is prescribed for all learners. The 
expectation is that the Department of Education must develop differentiated learning 
material to cater for the diverse needs of learners. The principal of School Two 
commented: 
 
“…die leermateriaal wat hulle saamstel, moet ook gedifferensieer word, want 
ons kry maar een stukkie leermateriaal wat vir almal gegee moet word…” (“… 
the learning material that they compile must also be differentiated because we 
receive one piece of learning material which should be given to all..”) - PP2 
 
The lack of differentiation in classrooms was confirmed by District Officials. One 
District Official responded as follows when probed about differentiated teaching 
practices to accommodate the needs of learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“… you are suppose to do differentiated education. I think our system doesn’t 
lend itself to differentiation.” - DOP1 
 
When participants were probed about how they accommodate the diverse needs of 
learners through their teaching methodology and learning activities, most  of the 
Foundation Phase educators indicated that they make use of group work where 
learners are placed in groups according to their abilities.   
 
“En ons maak baie gebruik van groepwerk. Met ander woorde in vermoëns 
groepe waarin die kind … die beste kan baatvind …” (And we make use of 
group work. In other words, in ability groups from which the child can benefit 
most…”) - EP6  
 
“Jy het mos nou jou verskillende groepe … En nou het jy hulle wat jy definitief 
langer mee vat en stadiger mos mee werk.” (You have your different groups … 




    
However, from the responses of the participants, there seems to be a lot of concern 
about the Intermediate and Senior Phases where no form of differentiation in 
teaching and learning activities are applied, as the statement by a Foundation Phase 
educator indicates: 
 
“My grootste bekommernis is die oorgang, … van Foundation Phase na 
Intermediate toe … daar let ek op is ‘n insinking by die leerders … daar is dit net 
die hele klas en klaar…” (My greatest concern is the transition from the 
Foundation phase to the Intermediate Phase… I notice a decline [in the 
performance] of the learners … there it is just the whole class and finish…”) - 
EP11 
 
Participating educators in the Intermediate and Senior phases acknowledged that 
they rarely apply differentiation in their classes. They are also aware that the lack of 
differentiation in teaching and learning activities are disadvantaging learners who 
experience barriers to learning.   
 
“…en nou gaan ons maar so aan in die bondel en almal is nou ingesluit en ons 
gee nie vir die leerder met die hindernis … die aandag wat hy verdien nie en 
wat hy nodig het nie en wat hom help verbeter” (“… and now we just continue in 
the bunch and everybody is now included and we don’t give the attention to the 
learner with a barrier which they deserve and which they need to improve.”)  - 
EP1 
 
“It is the same lesson. We don’t have much teaching material that we can 
support those learners with barriers. We make one lesson for all.” - PP5  
  
“… maar hulle kan nie swem saam met die hoofstroom nie. Hulle gaan wegdryf 
… verder en verder…” (“… but they can’t swim with the mainstream. They are 
going to drift away, further and further…”) - EP5 
 
Another participating educator in the Intermediate Phase indicated that her Grade 6 
learners experience such serious barriers in reading that she needs to differentiate by 
allowing them to read books on Grade 1 and Grade 2 level.  
 
“…daar’s kinders wat uit ‘n Graad 1 boek lees, dan het kinders wat ‘n Graad 2 
boek en Graad 3 boek … die res van die kinders lees dan nou standaard graad 
6 werk…” (“… there are children who read from a Grade 1 book, then I have 
children who read Grade 2 and Grade 3 books … the rest of the learners read 




    
The same educator as well as a participating District Official however, felt that it is 
useless to apply differentiation in class because eventually all learners have to be 
assessed on the same work and in the same way.  
 
“… al doen jy al hierdie soort van ekstra deur die jaar, vat jy dit soort van weg, 
want jy moet hulle eintlik almal op een manier [assesseer] … so dis eintlik 
jammer vir die kind...” (“… even if you do al the extra things throughout the year, 
you take it kind of away, because you must [assess] them all the same way … 
so it is a pity for the child…”) - EP9 
 
“… die harde feit is wanneer dit kom nou by die kwessie van formele 
assessering … word daar nie voorsiening gemaak vir daai kurrikulêre 
aanpassing nie…” (“… the hard fact is, when it comes to formal assessment … 
no provision is made for curricular adaptation…”) - DOP2 
 
Other participating educators stated various reasons why it is difficult for them to 
apply differentiated teaching and learning activities in their classrooms. A few 
participating Intermediate and Senior Phase educators indicated that they tried their 
best to apply differentiated teaching in the beginning but they discontinued it because 
their class situations do not allow for it: 
 
“Ek het probeer in ‘n stadium … maar dit werk nie uit nie. Jy werk met daai 
groep en die groep wil jou aandag hê; hulle wil nie op hul eie werk nie … ek vind 
in ons klas situasie het dit nie gewerk met my nie…” (“At a stage I tried… but it 
does not work. You work with that group, and this group want your attention, 
they don’t want to work on their own… I found in our class situation it did not 
work for me…”) - EP3 
 
Some of the reasons for the lack of differentiation in teaching and learning activities 
stated by participants were too big class sizes, lack of training, pressure to complete 
work within a certain time frame and time constraints.  
 
6.3.1.4.2. Discriminatory assessment practices 
 
During the investigation it was found that educators at participating schools do not 
really utilise assessment activities to inform their teaching practices and planning. 
They are so occupied with “getting through the prescribed syllabi” that they just “rush” 
through assessment activities in order to comply with deadlines set by their seniors: 
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“… as dit nou kom by die assesseringsblaaie, dan moet jy maar kyk maar by 
dingese … solank jy net iets doen… want teen die 15de van die maand wil ek 
darem al my assesseringstake klaar het… dan vergeet ons van die real ding.” 
(“… when it comes to assessment, you must look on somebody else’s work, as 
long as you do something … because by the 15th of the month I want to have 
finished all my assessment tasks … then we forget about the real issue.”) - EP8 
 
Participants stated that learners who experience barriers to learning will generally not 
work at the same pace as their able peers, nor will they be able to comprehend 
abstract concepts as easy as their able peers.  
 
“… nou kom hulle in Graad 6 … dan moet hulle mos nou van konkreet na 
abstrak toe beweeg. En dis wat vir hulle so moeilik is…” (“… now they come in 
Grade 6 … then they must move from the concrete to the abstract … and that is 
what is so difficult for them …”) - EP5 
 
“…kinders … wat, in die begin van die jaar, wat nuut hier ingekom het, wat nie 
eens hulle name kon skryf nie, Graad 6…” (“… new children … who came here 
at the beginning of the year, who could not even write their names, Grade 6 …”) 
- EP9  
 
Despite the backlogs that these learners experience as a result of their barriers to 
learning, they are still subjected to the same assessment activities without making 
provision for their diverse needs. Participants also acknowledged that assessment 
activities should be differentiated to cater for the needs of learners who experience 
barriers to learning. However, due to pressure from subject advisors and the format 
of the national assessment activities, they feel compelled to do the same assessment 
activities in class to prepare learners for the external assessment activities of the 
Department of Education: 
 
“…dit is nogal ‘n probleem, ‘n groot probleem, want die kinders in die klas skryf 
almal, sal ek sê, een toets en dan gaan hierdie leerders swakker doen want hy 
is nie op dieselfde vlak as die res van die leerders in die klas nie.” (“… it is a 
problem, a big problem, because all the children in the class write the same test 
en then those learners are going to perform weaker because they are not on the 
same level as the rest of the class.”)  - EP1 
 
“… dit maak nie saak of dit ‘n kind is met leergeremdheid of, of wat, ‘n briljante 
kind is nie, almal word dieselfde, oor dieselfde kam geskeer. Sit ons met ons 
hande afgekap” (“… it doesn’t matter whether it is a child with a learning barrier 
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or a brilliant child, they are treated the same. Our hands are chopped off.”) - 
EP3 
 
“… ons stel maar op die oomblik ‘n universele vraestelletjie op …” (At the 
moment we set a universal question paper…”) - EP5  
 
The fact that learners who experience barriers to learning are subjected to the same 
assessment tasks as their able peers, have a negative effect on their performance 
which in turn have a negative effect on their self esteem and confidence. Participating 
educators express their concerns about learners who are not able to cope with the 
assessment outcomes expected from them and seemingly educators are not able to 
set lesser outcomes to learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
“So, want as ‘n kind nie, as ‘n kind heeltyd nul kry elke keer of verkeerd … dan 
verloor hy belangstelling.” (“So when a child gets zero all the time or wrong … 
they lose interest…”) - EP9 
 
“So, most of the [question] papers they cannot manage and they do not perform 
well.” - PP5 
 
When a District Official was probed about the desirability of “one assessment for all”, 
she explained that the rationale for these “universal tests” is a measure from the 
Department of Education to “force” educators to cover the whole syllabus because 
educators tend to be “selective” in what they do in terms of the curriculum. She 
stated: 
 
“… but I can understand why the Department [of Education] started it. Because 
teachers are not teaching everything.” - DOP1 
 
The same District Official however, acknowledged that the undifferentiated 
assessment may be discriminatory and to the detriment of learners who experience 
barriers to learning, as she commented:  
 
“… [it is] very difficult, but it is not for me to change it, because you know, you’ve 
got the rules.” - DOP1 
 
Another District Official indicated that, although learners should ideally be assessed 
according to their level of development, the education system does not allow 
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educators to make that differentiation. Learners, irrespective of their level of 
development, are subjected to the same standardised assessment activities.   
 
“… as daai kind nou kom by die einde van die fase wanneer hy gepromoveer 
moet word, dan skryf hy ‘n formele toets wat gemeet is aan die standaarde van 
daai graad.” (“… when that child comes at the end of a phase when he must be 
promoted, he writes a formal test which is based on the standards of that 
grade.”) - DOP2 
 
When some of the assessment tasks of learners were observed, it was found that the 
majority of learners, who experience barriers to learning, are not able to cope with 
these assessment activities and in many cases they are just scribbling to get 
something on paper.  Participating educators also alluded to the fact that learners 
who experience barriers to learning are confronted with assessment tasks that are 
above their cognitive ability and which are very demotivating for those learners.  
 
“… as dit kom by skryf … dan trek hulle gewoonlik aan die kortste end … 
sommige kinders se tyd op die laerskool gaan vir hulle niksseggend wees …” 
(“… when it comes to writing … they usually suffer … some childrens’ time at 
the primary school is going to meaningless...”) - EP1 
 
“Nou hoekom moet jy vir die kind ‘n ding gaan gee wat jy weet wat hy in 20 jaar 
nie sal kan doen nie…” (“Now why must you give the child something that you 
know he will not be able to do in 20 years…”) - EP17  
 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 illustrate a real world comparison between the 
performances of a Grade 7 learner who experiences barriers to learning and that of a 












    
Figure 6.1 Example of a literacy assessment activity of a grade 7 learner who 









    
Figure 6.2 Example of a literacy assessment activity of a grade 7 learner 





The above examples are clear indications that learners who experience barriers to 
learning should get adapted assessment tasks which falls within their ability. A 
continuation of the current state of assessment that is practiced in primary schools 





    
6.3.1.5. Labelling and stereotyping  
 
The human rights approach to inclusive teaching, as discussed in Chapter Two,  is 
based on the principle of providing education for learners who experience barriers to 
learning in as normal as possible teaching and learning environment, the regular 
classroom. Proponents of the human rights approach to inclusive teaching argue that 
the education and placement of learners in an alternative environment is not only  
exclusionary and discriminatory practices, but it also leads to negative stereotyping 
and labelling of learners who experience barriers to learning. This sentiment was 
shared by one of the participating principals who stated: 
 
 “ …om nie te diskrimineer teen ‘n kind of ‘n persoon nie op grond van sy intellek 
of sy gebrek nie, want dit kan ook ‘n … kultuur van verdraagsaamheid skep by 
ons leerders om dan ook begrip te hê vir die kind met die gebrek of 
gestremdheid.” (“… not to discriminate against a learner on the basis of his 
intellect or disability, because that can … to create a culture of tolerance with 
our learners to show more acceptance towards the child with a disability or 
impairment.”) - PP3 
 
However, this investigation found that learners who experience barriers to learning in 
the mainstream primary schools are also subjected to negative labelling and 
stereotyping by their peers and, in some instances, even by educators.  
 
6.3.1.5.1. Labelling and rejection by peers 
 
Participating educators and school principals expressed great concern about the 
labelling and rejection of learners who experience barriers to learning by their able 
peers. Participants are especially concerned about the negative effect that this 
labelling and rejection can have on the self esteem and confidence of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. Comments by participants in this regard were: 
 
“… van die leerders ‘reject’ hulle nogal. As hulle speletjies moet speel waar 
intelligensie moet geld meneer, dan sê hulle ‘Nee, ons speel nie met hom nie hy 
is dom’. Dan stoot hulle hom weg … en gaan haal vir hulle ‘n ander maatjie…” 
(“… they are rejected by some of the learners. When they have to play games 
where intelligence is necessary, they say ‘No, we don’t play with him, he is 
stupid’. Then they push him away … and they get themselves another [play] 




    
“Hulle sê ook dis domkoppe wat by die tafel is, dis domkoppe wat juffrou mee 
elke dag op die mat sit.” (“They also say that it is the dumb heads that are at the 
table, it is the dumb heads with whom the teacher is sitting on the mat every 
day.”) - EP8 
 
“.. party van die kinders het nou maar … half afgesluit teenoor die aanmerkings 
wat hulle kry en die gelag vir elke keer se nul, en ‘Jy kan nie lees, jy kan nie niks 
nie’ …” (“... some of the children … shut themselves out against the comments 
they receive, and the laughter for every time’s zero, and ‘You can’t read, you 
can’t do nothing’ …”) - EP9 
 
From the above comments it is clear that discrimination through labelling and 
stereotyping against learners who experience barriers to learning by their able peers 
are still rife in mainstream primary schools. This may be indicative of ineffective 
systems and mechanisms in schools regarding the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning.  
 
6.3.1.5.2.  Labelling and stereotyping by educators 
 
Principals and educators are supposed to be the janitors for human rights and 
democracy at school level. They are entrusted with the important task to be models of 
and instil strong positive values and principles like discipline, tolerance, respect and 
democracy within learners. However, the investigation revealed that there are 
educators at the participating schools who, according to their participating colleagues, 
are guilty of discrimination against and stereotyping and labelling of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. A participant commented:  
 
“… die kinders voel, in die klasse opper word hulle gelabel deur die 
onderwysers. ‘Hoe het jy hier gekom?’ … ‘Jy kan in elk geval niks doen nie…’ 
Die aanmerkings wat ons maak teen die kinders, of die opmerkings … laat 
blywende letsels.” (“… the children feel, in the higher classes they are labelled 
by the educators: ‘How did you come here?’ … ‘You can do nothing in any 
case’; the remarks that we make towards learners or the comments… it left 
permanent scars.”) - EP11   
  
“En dan kom ek ook nog wat onderwyser is, ‘Jou blêddie onnosel!’ Onmiddellik 
krimp hy weg, totaal weg. En daai kind glo hy is onnosel.” (And then, as teacher, 
I add to that, ‘Your bloody stupid!’. Immediately that child shrinks away totally. 




    
This unsympathetic and hostile attitude of educators towards learners may also 
cause learners who experience barriers to learning to perceive the school 
environment as antagonistic as they may feel that educators are picking on them 
because of their inability to cope with the curricular outcomes as depicted by a 
comment of a participating District Official:  
 
“… dis die enetjie waarop daar gepik raak en later raak die skoolomgewing so 
vyandig teenoor die kind …” (“… that is the one who are being picked on and 
later on the school environment become so hostile against the child …”) - DOP2 
 
One participating educator who is clearly not comfortable with the presence of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in his class, view their presence in class 
as an obstacle for the more able learners. The comment by the specific participant 
implies that he does not view those learners as an integral part of the class and that 
learners who experience barriers to learning do not have a right to be in the 
mainstream class: 
 
“Jy kry mos nou hierdie learners met die barriers in die klas, en hulle gaan mos 
nou ‘n rem wees vir die res van die klas.” (“You get these learners with barriers 
in the class and they are going to be an obstacle for rest of the class.”) - EP10 
 
Labelling and stereotyping do not only manifest through remarks and comments 
made by educators but also through certain actions. The following comment made by 
an educator is an example of labelling and stereotyping by actions: 
 
“Die grootste groep met die ‘barriers’ is nou uit die klas uit, is nou geskuif, want 
hulle is vir juffrou B gegee … sy’t nou daai klas op haar eie waar sy nou mee 
werk…” (The biggest group with the barriers is now out of the class, they have 
been moved because they have been given to Miss B … she has got that class 
on her own with whom she works…”) - EP8 
 
The decision by the school referred to in the above comment to move the learners 
who experience barriers to learning to another educator, was supposedly done with 
good intentions and in good faith, but it had negative outcomes for the learners, as 




    
“…iewers ‘label’ hulle B se kinders… hulle weet hulle was eers saam en toe 
kom die skeiding en … hulle weet waaroor dit gaan.” (“… somewhere they are 
labelling B’s children, you know… they know they were together and then they 
were split … they know what it’s all about.”) - EP8  
 
One participant seemingly clearly understands the sensitivity of working with learners 
who experience barriers to learning and she indicated that she applies a careful 
approach.  
 
“… want mens ook nie somtyds weet is dit nou die regte ding wat mens nou 
doen nie, of gaan ek nie die kind miskien verder laat breek nie en, en jy moet so 
elke dag wonder is dit die regte ding wat ek doen…” (“… because sometimes 
you don’t know whether you are doing the right thing, or whether you are not 
going to harm the child further, and every day you must wonder if it is the right 
thing that I do…”) - EP5 
 
6.3.2. Theme 2: Screening, identification and assessment of learners who 
experience barriers to learning 
 
The Department of Education (2008) developed the SIAS strategy to enable schools 
to screen and identify learners who experience barriers to learning and development 
in order to develop a support package to address these barriers to learning and 
development. The SIAS strategy, as discussed in Chapter 3, prescribes certain 
sequential steps that need to be implemented at school level to initiate the screening 
and identification process in order to develop appropriate programmes and 
mechanisms to support learners who experience barriers to learning. To be effective, 
the SIAS strategy needs to be a collaborative process between educators, ILSTs, 
parents, the DBSTs, and other professional support services. It also outlines the role 
and responsibilities of different role players to implement the strategy effectively.  
 
6.3.2.1. Early identification of learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
Most of the participating educators seem to be aware that the successful rendering of 
support to learners who experience barriers to learning depends on the early 




    
“… hoe vroeër jy probeer om ‘n agterstand uit te wis, hoe beter. Hoekom die 
agterstand groter laat word en jy kan hom nou al laat krimp.” (“… the earlier you 
try to wipe out a backlog, the better. Why allow the backlog to become bigger 
while you can make it easier now…”) - EP6  
 
“… sulke kinders kan identifiseer, en ek meen vroeg identifiseer, en vroeg al 
daai intervensies het…” (“… identify children like that,  and I mean early 
identification, and have that interventions at an early stage…”) - DOP2 
 
However, the early identification of learners who experience barriers to learning 
seems to be a challenge in most of the participating schools. This was demonstrated 
by a participating a Grade 7 educator who indicated that he only discovers Grade 7 
learners’ barriers to learning when he starts marking their work: 
 
“Dan vat jy maar die werk en begin te merk en dan sien jy, ‘Nee die ou kan nie 
eers ‘n sin skryf nie’…” (“Then you take their work and start marking it and then 
you see, ‘No, this one cannot even write a sentence’…”) - EP17 
 
During the interviews it became evident that some of the participating schools do not 
have effective internal communication systems in place to inform educators about the 
barriers to learning that learners may experience. Educators from three of the 
participating schools articulated their concerns as follows: 
 
“…iets waaroor ek ook sterk voel is dat … ons ‘n tipe van ‘n stelsel moet hê 
waar inligting aan ons deurgegee word soos die kind na jou klas toe kom dat 
hulle vir jou sê hierdie kind het die probleme. En dit moet deurkom.” (“… and 
something that I feel very strong about is that we must have a type of system 
whereby we receive information about a learner who comes to your class.”) - 
EP3 
 
“Hulle het nie vir ons gesê die kind kan niks tel nie, nou maak ons die 
ontdekking wanneer jy aan die begin van die jaar... Die juffrouens kom sê ook 
nie vir jou die kind kry epileptiese aanvalle nie. Jy ontdek dit maar as die kinders 
siek word.” (“They didn’t inform us that the child could not count at all, and now 
you make the discovery in the beginning of the year… The teachers do not 
inform you that the child suffers from epilepsy. You discover it when the child 
falls ill.”) - EP11  
 
“As jy vooraf geweet het wat die probleem is, dan kon jy nou al vooraf iets ander 
beplan het, ‘n lessie of ‘n ding…” (“If you knew beforehand what the problem 




    
In other participating schools educators in the Intermediate and Senior Phases blame 
the Foundation Phase educators for not implementing early identification and 
intervention strategies to assist learners who experience barriers to learning. Some 
of the Intermediate and Senior Phase educators are adamant that it is through lack of 
early identification and support in the Foundation Phase that learners reach 
Intermediate and Senior Phase without the basic ability to read or write. 
 
“… en ek plaas definitief die onus op die …  Foundation Phase, want dit is waar 
jy die kind regtigwaar kan help. En waar jy, as jy vroeg begin… kan die kind 
miskien nog leer om te lees en te skryf…” (“… and I put the onus on the 
Foundation Phase, because that is where you can really support the child.  And 
if you start early … perhaps the child can still learn to read and write …”) - EP3 
 
“… in my klas, Graad 7 … is daar kinders wat nie kan skryf en lees nie… ek glo 
ook dat die onderwyseres by die ‘Foundation Phase’ moet daai kind leer lees … 
So, dis hoekom ek, ek lê die probleem vierkantig voor hulle deur.” (“… in my 
Grade 7 class are children who cannot read or write… I believe that the 
teachers in the Foundation Phase must teach that child to read and write… So 
that is why I put the blame squarely at their doors.”) - EP10 
 
When probed about the early identification of learners who experience barriers to 
learning, the principal of a participating school acknowledged that it is one aspect that 
has been neglected in his school. 
 
“…waar ons miskien noodwendig miskien gebrek in gely het is dat ons die 
kinders op ‘n vroeër stadium moes identifiseer het en ek dink op ‘n vroeër 
stadium miskien moes hulp ingeroep het.” (“… perhaps something that we have 
lacked is that we should have identified the children at an earlier stage and that 
we should have get help earlier.”) - PP2 
 
A participating educator at School One also referred to the lack of early intervention 
in the Foundation Phase when she stated:  
 
“…as ‘n kind van Junior Primêr [Grondslagfase] af kom met probleme en hulle 
kom nou in die Intermediêre Fase of die Senior Fase, en die probleem is nog 
daar, dan voel ek die kind se jare is vermors, want niemand het niks gedoen nie 
om daardie te kind se skills te verbeter nie.” (… if a child comes from the Junior 
Primary [Foundation Phase] with problems, I feel the child’s years have been 




    
6.3.2.2. Role confusion regarding the screening and identification of learners 
who experience barriers to learning 
 
From the investigation it seems as if there is a great deal of confusion among 
educators about whose responsibility it is to conduct the screening and identification 
of learners who experience barriers to learning and development.  
 
When probed about whose responsibility it is to screen, identify and assess learners 
to determine that nature and extent of the barriers of learning they experience, most 
participants stated that it is the responsibility of the Department of Education: 
 
“… daai kinders moet wel getoets word deur ‘n geregistreerde persoon, in 
hierdie geval sal dit dan nou mense wees op die District Based Support Team 
wat daai kinders moet kom ‘screen’ of dan nou een of ander privaat praktisyn. 
Maar op hierdie stadium het nog geen persoon van dat ek hier is, gekom om 
kinders te ‘screen’ nie” (“… those children must be tested by a registered 
person, in this case it will be people from the District Based Support Team who 
must come and screen the children or then one or another private practitioner. 
But at this stage and since I am here, nobody came to screen the children.”) - 
PP3 
 
No evidence of learner profiles could be found at the majority of the participating 
schools. The principal of School Seven for example, could only produce a list 
containing the names of learners who are perceived to experience barriers to 
learning. No indication of the nature of the barriers was indicated on the specific list. 
When probed about the existence of learner profiles, some of the participating school 
principals commented like this: 
 
“Nie iets definitiefs wat ek nou konkreets vir u kan wys nie.” (“Not something 
definitely which I can concretely show to you now.”) - PP2 
 
“We don’t have a system that is working specifically for that category. We only 
depend on the people from our District Office that will come once a quarter, for 
instance now is June. They were here; I think it was in April. We still have to do 
some tests to those learners.” - PP5 
 
A participating educator indicated that learner profiles are supposed to be kept and 
updated by class teachers, but that it is not done thoroughly: 
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“Ek weet watter antwoord jy sou wou verlang … maar die profiele van die 
individuele leerders, word nie so nougeset bygehou nie.” (“I know what answer 
you would like to hear … but the profiles of individual learners are not updated 
meticulously.”) - EP19 
 
Some participating educators reflected on how their schools completed all the 
required forms, but when assistance was requested from the DBST, they have a lot 
of excuses why they could not assist the school at that stage: 
 
“Ons het op ‘n stadium al daai verskriklike pakke vorms ingevul en dan kry ons 
net, ‘Nee hulle kan dit nie doen nie’ of ‘Dit moet so iemand wees of dis so 
iemand’…” (“At a stage we completed all that huge piles of forms and then we 
just find, ‘No they cannot do it’ or ‘It must be somebody else’ …”) - EP9    
 
“… die Departement sê daar is nou weer ‘n vervoerprobleem of ons moet … 
probeer reël dat ons die kinders kan op Graaff-Reinet kry.” (“… the Department 
says there is a transport problem and we must …  try to get the learners to them 
in Graaff-Reinet.”) - EP14 
 
6.3.2.3. Parents’ reluctance towards assessment 
 
Participants indicated that some parents are also in denial that their children 
experience barriers to learning. They therefore resist or oppose any 
recommendations from the school that learners should be assessed to determine 
what support programmes are needed to consolidate the development of learners. 
This denial of parents often leave educators stranded, because they need the 
consent of parents to have learners assessed in terms of the barriers to learning they 
are experiencing. Some participating educators also indicated that parents are not 
always keen to have their children assessed in terms of barriers to learning: 
 
“Maar baie van die ouers wil nie eers toestemming gee dat die kinders getoets 
moet word nie” (“But many of the parents don’t even want to give permission for 
their children to be assessed.”) - EP4 
 
Another reason stated by participants for parents’ reluctance to have their children 
assessed in terms of their barriers to learning, is the fear of stigmatisation that their 




    
“… is daai stigma gaan kleef want die kind is miskien nou dom of so.” (“… is that 
stigma that the child is stupid or so.”) - EP4 
 
Other participants indicated that parents are reluctant to have their children assessed 
in fear for separation and the possibility that their children may be taken away to 
special schools far away from them: 
 
“… hulle sê dis te ver en hulle kan dit ook nie bekostig nie.” (“… they say it is too 
far and they cannot afford it.”) - EP12 
 
“Maar die meeste van die ouers … sien nie kans … want kinders moet nou uit 
die dorp uitgaan, die kinders is klein.” (“But most of the parents … are not willing 
… because the children must go out of town, the children are small.”) - PP2 
 
The fact that parents link their childrens’ assessment in terms of barriers to learning 
to separation from them may also be an indication of the lack of understanding of 
inclusive education. However, educators feel that they must respect the wishes of 
parents not to have the learners assessed:  
 
“… kan ons mos nou nie vir hulle voorskryf en sê hulle moet dit doen nie.”  (“… 
we can’t prescribe to them and say they must do it.”) - EP4 
 
In other instances parents want to take the initiative to have their children assessed 
in terms of barriers to learning by private practitioners. However, most of the time, 
they can’t afford it: 
 
“… die finansiële aspek hieraan verbonde, kyk as ons dit privaat doen…” (“… 
the financial aspect of it, if we want to do it privately…”) - PP2 
  
“… ons weet ons ouergemeenskap sal nie in staat wees om dit te kan doen om 
die kind privaat te kan neem nie.” (“… we know our parent community will not be 
able to take the child privately…”) - EP14 
 
6.3.2.4. Educators’ lack of knowledge and skills 
 
A prerequisite for the implementation of the SIAS strategy is thorough knowledge of 
the purpose, the different phases and the roles and responsibilities of the different 
stakeholders. The investigation revealed a general lack of knowledge at school level 
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regarding the operationalisation of the SIAS strategy. Many educators and school 
principals at the participating schools hold the view that they need expert knowledge 
of barriers to learning before they can start with the screening and identification 
processes. These perceptions make them hesitant to initiate the formal process of 
screening and identification in schools.  
 
The majority of the participants indicated that in most cases they are able to identify 
learners who experience barriers to learning, but they do not have the necessary 
knowledge and skills to determine the nature and extent of the barriers that learners 
may experience. The following statements by educators are indicative of their 
perceptions that they need expert knowledge to initiate the screening process: 
 
“… ek voel in die eerste plek, ek is nie bevoeg om daardie kind te diagnoseer 
nie, want ek het nie die opleiding. … ek het ‘n vae idee wat sy probleem is, en 
ek is nie opgeleid nie, …  ” (I feel in the first place, I am not capable to diagnose 
that child because I don’t have the training. I have a vague idea of his problem 
and I am not trained …”) - EP1 
 
 “…ek kan dit nou nie bevestig nie omdat ek nou nie gespesialiseerd is daarin 
nie.” (“… I can’t confirm it because I am not specialised to do it.”) - EP14 
 
The above comments by participants are clear indications that they are not familiar 
with the content of the documentation regarding the implementation of the SIAS 
strategy which clearly outline the roles and responsibilities of different role players. It 
was also evident that participating educators are generally overwhelmed by the 
volume and nature of the documents that need to be completed as indicated by the 
statement below: 
 
“…hulle vra vir jou vrae waaroor jy nie dieper kennis het nie … persone wat 
opgelei is met die tipe werk, soos sielkundiges, hulle sal miskien beter 
verstaan...” (“… they ask questions of which you have no deeper knowledge… 
people who are trained for this type of work like Psychologists, perhaps they will 
understand better...”) - EP1 
 
“En ons is nou al op ‘n stadium wat ons nou nie eers meer worry oor daai dik 
vorms nie, ons kyk eerder wat ons vir die kind gedoen kry.” (“And we are now at 
a stage where don’t even worry about those thick forms. We rather see what we 




    
This general lack of knowledge at school level will have a negative impact on the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning because the screening 
and identification processes lay the foundation for the development of subsequent 
support plans which stems from the profiles that are compiled during the screening 
and identification stage of the SIAS strategy.  
 
6.3.2.5. Educators’ lack of proper training 
 
Participating educators generally do not know what is expected from them in terms of 
the SIAS strategy. Participants ascribed their limited knowledge to the lack of training 
they received regarding the implementation of the SIAS strategy. Participants 
commented as follows on the lack of training: 
 
“Daar is nie duidelike leiding ook nie van my Distrikskantoor of van die 
Onderwysdepartement af nie...” (“There is no clear guidance, not even from my 
District Office or from the Department of Education…”) - EP1 
 
”Ons weet niks van hulle en sien ook niks van hulle nie… Maar hulle stuur vir 
ons vorms …. dis al, jy weet, vorms invul.” (“We know nothing about them and 
see nothing of them… But they send us a form … that is all you know, 
completion of forms.”) - EP8 
 
In cases where participating educators and school principals did receive some form 
of training, they described it as inadequate and ineffective.  
 
“Wat die Departement doen, hulle kom hou maar vir ons die crash courses, … 
Net so dikke boeke wat ons binne een dag moet verstaan en as ons teruggaan 
by die skool, dan moet ons die ding maak werk, of jy nou kan of nie kan nie.” 
(“What the Department do, they come and give crash courses... Such thick 
books that we need to understand within one day, and if we go back to school, 
we must make it work, whether you can or not.”) - EP6 
 
“…die kursusse wat onderwysers bywoon … myns insiens, is dit nie 
genoegsaam… wanneer jy ‘n dag of twee kursusse waar inligting deurgegee 
word en daai inligting verseker nie dat jy ‘n onderwyser nou toegerus het om te 
deel met daai kinders nie…” (“ … according to me, the courses that the 
educators attended, were not adequate … when you attend courses for a day or 
two and information is shared, but the information is not enough to ensure that 




    
Derived from the responses from the majority of participants, there seems to be a 
great need for the thorough training of educators regarding the implementation of the 
SIAS strategy. Ironically, no principal during the interviews mentioned any initiatives 
from the schools’ side to secure training for educators on the implementation of the 
SIAS strategy. One clearly frustrated participating educator commented about the 
fact that nobody is doing anything about the lack of training: 
 
“Maar omdat ons almal maar nou hande gevou sit en sit en wag vir die 
departement wat nie uitkom nie en wat nie hulle beloftes nakom nie, sit jy nou 
maar hier en jy sit en probeer nou maar self die goedjies uitwerk.” (“But because 
we all sit and wait with folded arms for the Department who do not honour their 
promises, you sit here and try to work things out for yourself.”)  - EP8 
 
6.3.2.6. Effectiveness and accuracy of the screening and identification of 
learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
During the period of the investigation no uniform, structured pattern regarding the 
screening, identification and assessment of learners who experience barriers to 
learning could be identified in the participating schools. Very few of the participating 
schools reached the stage where the DBST was actively involved in the process. It 
seems as if schools struggle to get past the stage of screening and identification of 
learners who experience barriers to learning. When probed about what happens to 
learners after the screening and identification processes are completed, most 
participants indicated that they struggle to get further than the screening and 
identification processes.  
 
“Dis waar dit so moeilik raak …” (“That is where it becomes so difficult…”) - EP9 
 
“Dis nou ‘n goeie vraag … Daai vorms moet ons nou Distrik [kantoor] toe vat... 
En nou seker maar vir Distrik [amptenare] gaan vra wat doen ‘n mens nou.” 
(Now that is a good question… We must take those forms to the District [Office] 
… And perhaps ask the District [Officials] what we should do next.”) - EP18 
 
Even District Officials expressed their doubts whether the education system is able to 
provide effective support to learners and educators after the assessment process has 
been done to determine the nature and extent of the barriers to learning learners may 
experience. One participating District Official expressed his views as follows: 
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“… ek bevraagteken of daar genoegsame ondersteuning en fasiliteite en bronne 
is om daai kinders en die onderwysers te bemagtig nadat hulle [leerders wat 
leerhindernisse ervaar] geïdentifiseer is.” (“… I doubt whether there are 
adequate support and facilities and sources to capacitate those learners and 
educators after they [learners who experience barriers to learning] have been 
identified.”) - DOP2 
 
Only one of the participating schools submitted names of screened and identified 
learners to the DBST. According to the principal of the School Five, the DBST visited 
the school and attended to the learners in a way as described by the participating 
principal:  
 
“The last time they were here, they only gave them [learners] some books to 
read, some mathematics and also some questions.”  - PP5 
 
When probed about feedback they received from the DBST, the principal responded 
that the forms needed to be filled by the health practitioner at the local clinic, but they 
did not know how to fill the forms and they are still awaiting feedback: 
 
“Up to now, nothing. Because the other part of that form, we must also take that 
form to the medical practitioner or the clinic. So I also find out from our clinic 
here, they… some of those people who filled in those forms, they do not know 
exactly how to fill that. I had to phone the district to explain that we have sent 
the parents there and when checking the forms, it was not what we expected. 
They did not fill the forms correctly…” - PP5 
 
School Three took the initiative to screen learners by making use of IQ tests obtained 
from a South African university. The screening was administered by a qualified 
remedial educator at the school. However, the results of the tests were not 
recognised by the Department of Education because the specific educator is not 
registered with them. The principal of the school commented like this: 
 
“ … ek sit met ‘n onderwyser hier wat eintlik ‘n ‘Remedial Therapist’ is… sy 
gebruik ‘n standaard toets van die Universiteit van … waarvolgens sy die 
kinders ‘screen’ … Maar een probleem wat ons het, die juffrou is nie 
geregistreer by Departement van Onderwys om wel hierdie toetse te kan doen 
nie. (“I have a teacher who is a Remedial Therapist… she use a standard test of 
the University of … to screen the children … But the one problem we have is 
that the teacher is not registered with the Department of Education to administer 




    
The principal of School Three also indicated that their school had a visit from some 
District Officials serving on the DBST to discuss issues about learners who 
experience barriers to learning, but that the school is still awaiting a follow-up visit: 
 
“Mnr. X en Mnr. Y was op ‘n stadium hier en ons het bespreek die gevalle van 
leerders met leerprobleme. Maar daar was nog nie weer ‘n opvolgbesoek nie.” 
(Mr. X and Mr. Y were here at a stage and we discussed the cases of learners 
who experience barriers to learning but there was not a follow-up visit yet.”) - 
PP3 
 
The above responses are an indication that there is a great deal of confusion in 
participating schools regarding the assessment of learners who experience barriers 
to learning. This confusion is jeopardising the effective implementation of the SIAS 
strategy and leads to feelings of discouragement as articulated by a participating 
educator: 
 
“…jy ontdek maar self en uitvind wat is die kwelpunte, die kwellings hierso en 
dan probeer jy nou maar daarvandaan…” (“… you discover for yourself and find 
out what are the problems and then you try from there…”)  - EP8 
 
The lack of effectiveness of the assessment process, caused by limited feedback 
from District Officials regarding learners who experience barriers to learning, was 
summarised by a participating educator at School Four:  
 
“Ons laat hulle maar net toets deur die Sielkundige en daarna is dit doodstil. 
Daar is geen ondersteuning van die Departement [van Onderwys] se kant af 
nie.” (“We just let them be tested by the Psychologists and then it is quiet. There 
is no support from the Department [of Education].”) - EP10 
 
In other participating schools it seems as if no assessment of learners who 
experience barriers to learning has been done up to the stage when the investigation 
took place. A participating educator and a principal of different schools commented: 
 
 “... kinders word ook nie deesdae meer getoets nie.” (“… these days children 
are not tested anymore.”) - EP1 
 
“… ons het nie eers getoets hierdie jaar nie…” (“… we did not even test this 




    
To enhance the effectiveness of the assessment process, educators in some of the 
participating schools expressed the need for specialised people to administer the 
screening, identification and assessment of learners who experience barriers to 
learning to ensure the effectiveness of the process.  
 
“…dis hoekom daar iemand moet aangestel word… ‘n Sielkundige of wat ook al 
hulle wil gee, en dat daai persoon hulle toets…” (“… that is why somebody 
needs to be appointed… a Psychologist of whatever they want to give, and that 
person must test them…”) - EP9 
 
“…ons moet by daai mense uitkom en hulle moet toetse fisies kom doen in ons 
skole om regtig die omvang van dinge te weet. Hulle is vir my te afwesig.” (“… 
we must get to those people and they must physically do the tests in our 
schools to the real extent of things. They are too absent in my opinion.”) - EP2 
 
The effectiveness of the assessment of learners who experience barriers to learning 
is dependent on the successful implementation of the screening, identification and 
the subsequent development and implementation of effective support programmes 
for those learners. During the investigation it was found that the success of the 
assessment process was very limited at participating schools due to certain factors, 
as one participating educator describes it: 
 
“… is daar baie faktore wat bydra dat die ding kan nie so glad verloop soos wat 
die Departement [van Onderwys] vir ons sê dit moet loop nie. Want al hierdie 
probleempies wat van kind tot kind wissel, is hier.” (“… there are many factors 
that contribute that this thing cannot go as smooth as the Department [of 
Education] tell us it must be. Because of all the problems which differ from child 
to child are here.”) - EP5 
 
The general situation regarding the effectiveness of the assessment processes of 
learners who experience barriers to learning was summarised by participating 
educators who indicated that the assessment of learners who experience barriers to 
learning usually ends with the ‘testing’: 
 
“… hoekom laat ons dan nou die kinders assesseer as hulle in dieselfde graad 
bly en so gaan hulle jaar in en jaar uit, meneer. Hulle gaan nêrens heen nie.” 
(“… why do we the children assessed if they stay in the same Grade and it goes 





    
“…ek kan nie sien dat jy die kind screen, en al die prosesse doen en jy weet die 
kind kan nie, maar dan moet die kind aan die einde van die dag dieselfde werk 
doen nie.” (“… I can’t see that you screen the child and complete all the 
processes, but at the end of the day the child must do the same work.”) - EP6 
 
The accuracy of the assessment of learners who experience barriers to learning 
could not be determined because very few of the participating schools reached the 
stage where learners were assessed by trained professional practitioners. In School 
Seven where learners were assessed by a professional, the school are still awaiting 
feedback from Departmental Officials regarding the outcomes of the assessment 
process. Even in these cases educators are not sure what is going to happen with 
learners when the results of the assessment become available. When the principal of 
School Seven was asked about the effectiveness and accuracy of the assessment, 
he commented: 
 
“Nee, ek sal nie kan sê nie… die getalle moet ingaan September... Die kinders 
met die leerprobleme …” (No, I am not able to tell… the numbers must be 
submitted in September … the learners who experience barriers to learning…”) 
- PP7 
 
6.3.3. Theme 3: The adaptation of school programmes to meet the need of 
learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
The successful inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools requires adaptation of school programmes at all levels 
of a school. This investigation revealed that no or very limited adaptations were 
made to school programmes to provide for the diverse needs of learners in 
participating schools.   
 
When a District Official in the curriculum section of the District Office was probed 
about the adaptation of school programmes to cater for the needs of learners who 
experience barriers to learning, he indicated that although White Paper 6 refers to 
such adaptations, it is not always possible in practice because of some discrepancies 





    
“… dit is die misplasing tussen wat die beleid sê en wat die werklikheid 
weerspieël … jy het daai diskrepansie tussen die beleid soos hy vervat is in die 
Witskrif [6] en die realiteit in die klaskamer…” (“… that is the disparity between 
what the policy says and what reality reflects… you have that discrepancy 
between the policy as outlined in White Paper [6] and reality in the 
classroom…”) - DOP2  
 
Participating educators generally do not adapt the school programme to meet the 
needs of learners who experience barriers to learning. It was evident from the 
responses during interviews and also through observation of learners’ workbooks 
and assessment tasks that all learners, irrespective of their ability, are required to do 
exactly the same work.  
 
When probed about how they make adaptations to the school programme to meet 
the needs of learners who experience barriers to learning, participating educators 
responded that they do not know how to make these adaptations. One participating 
educator responded: 
 
“…ons het nou byvoorbeeld geleer by die inklusiewe onderrig dat jy … 
‘curriculum adaptation’ kan doen, maar die hoe dit gedoen word is nou nog nie 
vir ons, is nog nie so, sal ek nou sê vertroud met dit nie.”  (“… we have learnt for 
example that we can do curriculum adaptation for inclusive teaching, but we are 
not so familiar with it yet.”) - EP6 
 
The same participant indicated the she could not see the sense of adapting the 
curriculum without adapting the assessment standards for those learners as well.  
 
“… dit help ook nie jy pas die kurrikulum aan vir die kind met leerprobleme in die 
normale stroom nie, want daai kind gaan … aan dieselfde 
assesseringstandaarde gemeet [word]…” (“… it doesn’t help to adapt the 
curriculum for learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream 
because that child is going to be assessed according to the same assessment 
standards…”) - EP6 
 
One participating principal indicated that there is no lack of willpower to make 
adjustments, but educators mostly struggle with the “how to do it” part.  
 
“Daar’s beslis die wil om dit te doen maar ek dink die gebrek aan hoe om dit 
soms te doen is die, is die ding …” (“The will to do it is definitely there, but think 
the how to do it is sometimes the problem…”) - PP2 
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The view of the principal was echoed by a participating educator of another school: 
 
“… ons gee vir die kind makliker werk … Maar dit pas nou weer nie in by die 
kurrikulum nie.” (“… we give the child easier work … But that does not fit into 
the curriculum.”) - EP 16 
 
Other factors indicated by participants for the lack of adaptations to the school 
programme include, the lack of training, lack of knowledge, curricular limitations, time 
constraints, workload, large class sizes and a lack of specialised educators to assist 
with the adaptation and management of programmes to suit the needs of learners 
who experience barriers to learning.  
 
6.3.4. Theme 4: Support structures in schools to support learners who 
experience barriers to learning and the educators who work with them 
 
For the largest portion of the day, learners who experience barriers to learning find 
themselves in school. They may therefore have a legitimate expectation to receive 
quality support at school level. Educators will have the same expectation because it 
is the locality where they perform most of their duties. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 
Department of Education makes provision for different structures at school level to 
render support and to implement policies that will promote effective teaching, 
learning and development activities. These structures include the SMT, SGB, ILST 
and any other structures that schools may find necessary to establish to enhance 
teaching, learning and development activities.  
 
6.3.4.1. Dysfunctional Institutional Level Support Teams 
 
During the investigation participating educators and school principals were probed 
about the support structures that exist at their respective schools to support learners 
who experience barriers to learning and educators who work with them.  
 
ILSTs are important structures at school to facilitate the implementation of the SIAS 
strategy and to ensure that appropriate support plans are designed and implemented 
to render effective support to learners who experience barriers to learning and to 
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initiate training and support for educators. All but one of the participating schools has 
established ILSTs. However, according to participants most of the established ILSTs 
in participating schools are dysfunctional. In all cases, educators and principals 
stated that the members of the ILSTs are not trained and therefore do not know what 
they are supposed to do. When probed about support structures at school level, 
participants commented: 
 
“Ek is nie bewus van enige struktuur by my skool nie waar ons strukture in plek 
het nie. Ons het net daaroor gepraat, maar niks is daaromtrent gedoen nie.” (“I 
am not aware of any structure at my school… We just talked about it, but we did 
nothing about it.”) - EP1 
 
“Soos  nou, die wat ons mos nou sê die ILST … ons het ook nou nie rerig 
ingespring om werk daarvan te maak nie om met kinders van die begin af...”  
(Like now, what we call the ILST … we did not really jump in and make work of 
it with the children from the start….”) - EP4 
 
“…dis net ons sogenaamde ILST komitee wat daar bestaan, maar die 
doeltreffende funksionering daarvan is, dit “lack” nou so bietjie”. (“… it is just our 
so-called ILST committee that exists, but the effective functioning of it is lacking) 
- PP2  
 
Another participating educator indicated that the ILST at her school advised 
educators to draw up support plans for learners who experience barriers to learning 
but the support plans never came into effect. Due to the lack of cooperation from 
educators, the ILST stopped functioning and individual educators are left to their own 
mercy to assist learners: 
 
“Dit het net by die program gebly en die komitee [ILST] het nou onfunksioneel 
geword meneer, dit funksioneer nou nie meer nie as gevolg van die een sê ‘ek 
gaan nie dit doen nie ek gaan nie nog daai ding doen nie’ …” (“It just stayed 
with a programme and the committee [ILST] became dysfunctional because one 
says ‘I am not going to do this, I am not going to do that’… ”) - EP11 
 
6.3.4.2. Lack of Individualised Support plans 
 
A very important part of the SIAS strategy, is the development of Individualised 
Support Plans to assist learners who experience barriers to learning. The Individual 
Support Plans are to be developed by educators in collaboration with the ILST and 
the DBST. Support may include curriculum adaptation, differentiated and 
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individualised teaching, and the attainment of support from professional support 
services and the use of assistive devices. The kind and range of support will depend 
on the extent of the barriers to learning learners may experience.  
 
None of the participating schools have thus far developed Individualised Support 
Plans for learners who experience barriers to learning. The same learning 
programmes are presented to all learners, irrespective of their diverse needs as 
indicated by a participating principal:  
 
“We don’t have much teaching material that we can support those learners with 
barriers. We make one lesson for all.” - PP5 
 
In participating schools where support is rendered to learners who experience 
barriers to learning, it is done sporadically by individual educators and this support is 
mainly based on revision and consolidation of work that has been done during 
normal class time.  
 
“… there has been one teacher who was eager enough at least to take them in 
the afternoons… She will take them in the afternoons, give them books and help 
them, even those in the higher grades.” - PP5 
 
“…ek het maar die kinders so gevat, so individueel in die middae.” (“… I took 
the learners individually in the afternoons.”) - EP11 
 
The success of the additional support plans is limited because it is done after normal 
school hours when educators and learners are already tired, as stated by some of 
the participants:  
 
“… want die kind is moeg en die onderwyser is ook moeg. Dan daar gaan nie 
deeglike … onderrig plaasvind na skoolure…” (“Because the child is tired and 
the teacher is also tired. There will be no proper teaching after school hours…”) 
- EP1  
 
“… dis nou amper twee uur in die middag, is daai kind se verstand al so 
moeg…” (“… it’s nearly 2 o’clock in the afternoon and that child’s brain is so 





    
6.3.4.3. Lack of collaboration among educators 
 
The findings of the investigation elicited a lack of structured collaboration between 
educators regarding support to learners who experience barriers to learning in many 
of the participating schools. One educator participant expressed disillusionment in 
the fact that her colleagues at her school apparently do not want to support each 
other. 
 
“… Almal is op hul eie en almal is op hul eie missie en almal doen hul eie 
dingetjie hier by die skool en dis amper asof almal te bang is om vir mekaar te 
help en te deel, want ek, ek weet nie om watter rede nie” (“…  Everybody is on 
their own and all are on their own mission and everyone do his own thing at 
school. It is as if they are all afraid to assist each other and share, I don’t know 
for what reasons.”) - EP3 
 
It was evident from the statements of some participants that even senior educators 
like Heads of Department do not encourage more effective collaboration between 
educators within and across the different phases at some of the participating schools. 
A participating Head of Department for example, stated that educators in her 
Department like to work on their own: 
 
“… in my Fase … [Graad] R – 3, voel dit vir my elke ou doen sy eie ding.” (“ … 
in my Phase … [Grades] R - 3, it feels like everyone is doing his own thing.”) - 
EP2 
 
Another participant stated that educators are so under pressure to cope with learners 
who experience barriers to learning in their own classes that they do not have time 
for collaboration with colleagues.   
 
“Almal is so besig met sy eie klassie, met sy eie gevalle … jy wil jou nou net op 
jou gevalle toespits …” (“Everybody is so busy with their own classes, with their 
own cases … you just want to concentrate on your own cases…”) - EP20 
 
6.3.4.4.   Lack of effective communication among educators 
 
There also seems to be a lack of effective communication among educators at some 
of the participating schools. One participating educator expressed her 
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disappointment with the lack of cooperation and communication among staff 
members at her school.  
 
“Ek het gedink ons gaan lekker saamwerk, ons gaan lekker dinge beplan, lekker 
konserte beplan, lekker, vir die kinders ook lekker ding beplan, en dit gebeur 
nie.” (“I thought we will work nicely together, we are going to plan nice things, 
plan nice concerts, plan nice things for the learners as well and it doesn’t 
happen.”) - EP3 
 
Referring to the lack of effective communication at her school, a participating 
educator from another school expressed her dismay because educators do not 
inform their colleagues about the exact nature and extent of barriers that learners are 
experiencing. She felt that this lack of effective communication puts more pressure 
on the educator who receives the learners in the next grades.  
 
 “Dis nie reg nie dat ‘n mens net halfpad ingelig word oor die vordering van die 
leerling nie.” (“It is not right that you are only partially informed about the 
progress of a learner.”) - EP12  
 
It also seems as if some educators at some of the participating schools are not really 
keen to communicate with colleagues about barriers to learning that learners 
experience. From a comment made by a participating educator, it seems as if 
educators take it personally and feel personally responsible for the lack of 
development when they are approached about the progress of learners who 
experience barriers to learning.    
 
“Onderwysers is so geneig om as jy praat oor ‘n probleem dan lyk dit of jy 
iemand soek om die blaam te dra. Maar dit gaan nie daaroor nie”. (“Educators 
tend to think that you are looking for someone to blame when you talk about it. 
But it is not about that.”) - EP1 
 
A participating Senior Phase educator indicated that it is difficult to communicate 
openly with colleagues about issues regarding learners who experience barriers to 
learning. Educators are seemingly not comfortable when they are approached and 




    
“Jy wil nie hê iemand moet in jou territory inkom nie en dit is maar by ons se 
skool ook so…” (“You don’t want somebody to intrude in your territory, and that 
is also the case at our school…”) - EP17 
 
A participant at School Five, indicated that she seeks help and assistance from 
educators in other towns and she usually has to get this help during school holidays. 
She, however, did not mention communication with colleagues at her own school. 
 
“I want to find teachers who are doing this grade I’m doing so that I can get 
more information, what can I do in this class. But it is better now, it will be 
holiday and I will be able to visit the houses of teachers.” - EP13 
 
A more positive finding at other participating schools was when participants indicated 
that there is good communication among individual educators. These participants 
stated that they have the liberty to approach each other in their individual capacity to 
exchange ideas on how to manage learners who experience barriers to learning. 
This communication, however, takes place outside official structures and takes the 
form of informal discussions between educators. 
 
“… as ek byvoorbeeld met probleemgevalletjies sit, ek sal altyd na juffrou A toe 
of juffrou B toe gaan en dan sal ek vir haar vra …” (“ For example, if I have a 
problematic case, I will go to miss A or miss B and ask them…”) - EP5 
 
“… ons sal gaan na mekaar toe en … soos ek en my kollega in Graad R …” (“… 
we will approach each other and … like my colleague in Grade R and myself…”) 
- EP12  
 
6.3.4.5. Lack of commitment by Senior Management Teams and School 
Governing Bodies 
 
Comments and the lack thereof by participating educators indicated that SMTs at 
some of the participating schools show a lack of commitment towards the support of 
educators and learners who experience barriers to learning. One participant also 
stated that her Phase Head seldom arranges Phase meetings to discuss possible 
measures of support that they can employ to assist learners who experience barriers 
to learning.   
“…ons het ‘n Fase Hoof en uh, sy bring ons weinig bymekaar om die 
leerders met die barriers te bespreek of metodes of …aanpassings te 
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maak, meneer. So dit, die hulp wat ons aan mekaar gee is maar net 
graadsgewys…” (“We have a Phase Head, but she seldom brings us 
together to discuss learners who experience barriers to learning or 
methods or … to make adaptations. So, the help we give each other is 
only within grades…”) - EP10 
 
Another participating educator complained about the learners who experience 
barriers to learning who progressed from previous grades with high rating levels, but 
in reality they experience serious barriers to learning. The educator blamed the 
Heads of Department for not applying quality assurance measures regarding the 
assessment of learners who experience barriers to learning.   
 
“…dan sal kinders nie in my klas kom met viere, ‘n kind wat nie kan lees nie en 
wat hulle vir my sê het, is met geboorte beseer …Ek dink as die 
Departementshoofde werklikwaar hulle werk doen, gaan daar nie sulke sop 
deurloop nie.” (“learners will not come to my class with fours, a child who cannot 
read and I child they say was injured at birth … I think if the Heads of 
Department really do their work, something like that will not happen.”) - EP3 
 
One participating principal for example, mentioned that a member of his school’s 
SMT is leading the ILST of his school. When probed about the effective functioning 
of the ILST the principal acknowledged that it is not really functioning. This implies 
that the members of the SMT serving on the ILST are not fulfilling their management 
and leadership roles effectively to ensure that the ILST is activated: 
 
“…die ILST komitee … bestaande uit die SMT lede, een van die SMT lede 
noodwendig is die leidster daar … ons nou nie funksioneer soos ek graag wou 
sien ons moet funksioneer nie…” (“… the ILST committee … consisting of SMT 
members … one of the SMT members is the leader there … we do not function 
as I would love to see us functioning …”) - PP2 
 
A participating District Official even accused principals of trying to “get rid” of learners 
who experience barriers to learning because these learners are perceived as the 
trouble makers at schools. Should this accusation be true, it then also reflects the 
lack of commitment from SMTs of mainstream schools to create effective systems for 
the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“… jammer om dit te sê … hoofde [is] baie subtiel besig om die kind [wat 
leerhindernisse ondervind] uit [die skool] te werk en dan voel hulle hulle het ‘n 
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probleem opgelos.” (“… sorry to say it … principals are subtly busy to push the 
learner [who experience barriers to learning] out [of the school] and then they 
feel they solved a problem.”) - DOP2 
 
The same District Official also referred to School Governing Bodies who are not 
involved and don’t do enough to mobilise parents to render support to learners who 
experience barriers to learning after school hours and during holidays.  
 
“… die SGB kan ouers identifiseer om ‘n [ondersteunings] programpie te kan 
loop om onderwysers ‘n ruskans te gee…” (“… the SGB can identify parents to 
drive a [support] programme to give teachers a break…”) - DOP2 
 
The lack of involvement and commitment of SGBs at some schools were confirmed 
by the principal of School Five who stated that the SGB of his school leave 
everything to educators. 
 
“There is no help from them [SGB]. They just give everything to the teacher. 
You are the teacher, you are getting paid and you as educator is supposed to 
know these things.” - PP5  
 
6.3.4.6. Lack of a whole school approach to support and development 
 
In order to create systems in schools for the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning, the focus should be on the development of individual 
schools as a whole, encouraging all role players to share and build on their existing 
knowledge in order to increase learning and participation in all aspects of their school 
(Engelbrecht et al., 2006, p. 122). However, the empirical investigation educed the 
lack of a collaborative approach to render support to learners who experience 
barriers to learning in participating schools.  
    
The absence of a schoolwide approach to support for learners and educators was 
articulated by participating educators: 
 
“As skool dink ek nie ons het werklik nog iets gedoen nie. Ons het gepraat 
daaroor maar niks konkreet nie. As individu probeer ek maar …” (“As school we 
didn’t really done something yet. We have talked about it, but nothing concrete. I 




    
“Ek voel nie hier is ‘n ondersteuningsnetwerk by die skool en dat ons regtig iets 
bereik nie…” (“I feel here is no support network at school and that we really 
achieve something.”) - EP3 
 
The lack of a schoolwide approach to support to learners and educators means that 
educators are left to their own mercy to find ways to support learners who experience 
barriers to learning as some participating educators stated: 
 
“…jy ontdek maar self en uitvind wat is die kwelpunte, die kwellings hierso en 
dan probeer jy nou maar daarvandaan…” (“… you discover for yourself what is 
the problems and trouble and then you try from there...”) - EP8  
 
A participating District Official was of the opinion that schools struggle to manage 
learners who experience barriers to learning because they do not operate as a unit 
and in unison with the broader school community. She is of the opinion that schools 
will continue to struggle as long as they see the management and support of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in isolation and as the problem of individual 
educators. She stated: 
 
“Each school must see this whole picture. Each school must start working with 
its community… it is a whole school development thing.” - DOP1 
 
6.3.5. Theme 5: Support from District Officials to schools in designing and 
implementing support programmes for learners who experience barriers 
to learning 
 
According to White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 2001), it is the duty of District 
Officials to train and provide guidance to educators regarding the designing and 
implementation of support programmes for learners who experience barriers to 
learning. This support should be channelled to schools through the DBSTs.  In the 
next sub-section the findings regarding the nature and extent of support provided to 







    
6.3.5.1. Support provided by District Officials 
 
There were very little variations in the responses of participants regarding the 
support they receive from District Officials. While some participating educators were 
very direct and animated in their responses, other participants tried to be more 
diplomatic.  After careful analysis of their respective responses, the central themes of 
their responses were more or less the same. 
 
6.3.5.1.1. Lack of practical support 
 
Participants indicated that the District Officials are making contact with schools and 
do engage in discussions regarding support to learners who experience barriers to 
learning. However, there is little or no practical and effective support forthcoming 
from them regarding the design and implementation of support programmes for 
learners. Educators respond in the following ways: 
 
“En as hulle net vir jou kan sê dit is die fyner puntjies, probeer dit, dit en dit. Dan 
gaan ons dit doen. En dan gaan ons dalk nie tyd mors nie” (“And if they can only 
come and tell us ‘this is the finer points, try this and this’. Then we will do it. And 
then we will probably not waste time”) - EP2 
 
“Hy [Sielkundige] het vir ons ‘n werkswinkel kom gee en dit het daarop 
neergekom dat  ons moet planne maak, maar niks is prakties toepasbaar nie ... 
dit het gegaan daaroor dat jy die kind in die klas moet laat sit en speel met 
speelgoed en laat poppe aantrek, maar wat van al die ander wat daardie kind 
gaan dophou?” (“He [Psychologist] presented a workshop to us which 
suggested that we must make plans, but nothing can be applied practically… it 
was about allowing the child to sit in the classroom and play with toys, dressing 
dolls. But what about the other children who is going to watch that child?”)  - 
EP3 
 
“Ek wil nou hê hulle moet kom en dan vat ons die twee, drie leerdertjies. Ek sal 
iets aanbied dat hulle kan die barriers agterkom en sê vir my, ‘Nou maak jy so 
en dit kan jy aan dit maak’…” (I want them to come and then we take two, three 
learners. I will present something so that they can identify the barriers and tell 
me ‘Now you do this and that’ … “) - EP11 
 
The above responses of participating educators are a clear indication of the lack 
practical support they receive from District Officials. This situation is in direct contrast 
with the roles and responsibilities of DBST’s as outlined in the Conceptual and 
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operational guidelines for the implementation of inclusive education: District support 
teams which was published by the Department of Education in 2005.  
 
When a District Official was probed about the support rendered by the DBST to 
schools, the participant acknowledged that effective support was not really 
forthcoming because, as she stated:   
 
“… unfortunately, our DBST is not really operational … it’s not really got off the 
ground at the District Office …” - DOP1 
 
6.3.5.1.2. Emphasis on theory and policy 
 
Participants are also of the opinion that District Officials are more concerned about 
theoretical aspects and policy issues than practical solutions to support learners who 
experience barriers to learning at classroom level. There seems to be a lack of 
capacity to translate policy issues into practical, workable support plans. Participating 
educators also indicated that they are not interested in policies or theoretical issues; 
they want to be assisted according to their needs in the classroom where they 
struggle to render effective support to learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
“So daar is geen, geen ondersteuningstelsel van die Departement [van 
Onderwys] se kant af nie. Alles wat van hulle kant af kom is… administration. 
Dis waaroor hulle bekommerd is. Nie oor die kind self nie. Want ek voel 
regtigwaar die kind word gefaal in hierdie hele opset wat ons nou in is …” (“So, 
there is no, no support system from the side of the Department. Everything that 
comes from their side is administration. That’s all what they are worried about. 
Not the child self. Because I feel the child is failed in the situation in which we 
find ourselves at the moment …”) - EP3 
 
“Hulle kom en hulle spreek ons toe oor wette wat moet toegepas word. Die 
papier en die papier wat nou van toepassing is op die onderwys en dan moet 
ons nou maar net inval by die … White Paper, en die Bloupapier” (“They come 
and speak to us about laws that must be implemented. This paper and this 
paper that is now applicable in education and then we must just fall in with the 
… White Paper and the Blue Paper…”) - EP2 
 
“… Sielkundiges wat uitgekom het is mos nou nie meer so prominent op die 
voorgrond nie en ek voel dit is vernalatiging [sic] van die onderwysdepartement 
se kant.” (“… Psychologists who came to schools are not so prominent anymore 
and I feel it is neglect on the side of the Department.”) - EP5  
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It is evident from the responses that the support provided by District Officials is not 
focussed on the classroom practices. Educators want to be equipped to effectively 
manage learners who experience barriers to learning and this kind of support is not 
forthcoming from the District Officials. One participating principal summed up the 
situation by stating that District Officials are not capacitated to give effective direction 
and he even referred to the training activities which they embark on as doll games 
(pop speletjies): 
 
“… op die oomblik is dit ‘n popspeletjie, want die Departement [van Onderwys], 
die ‘District Office’ self het ook nie regtig direction wat dit betref nie, op die 
oomblik nie…” (“… at the moment it is a doll game, because the Department, 
the District Office self, at this moment don’t really have direction in this regard 
…”) - PP4 
 
6.3.5.1.3. No effective guidance to educators 
 
Educators indicated that they do not receive effective guidance from District Officials 
regarding the design and implementation of support programmes for learners who 
experience barriers to learning in the mainstream classes. Participating educators 
indicated that their greatest need does not pertain the what to do, but their greatest 
need for guidance lies in the how to do it, and that effective guidance are not 
realising. Educators commented as follow: 
 
“Hulle kan nie vir ons sê akkommodeer hierdie kinders en hulle sê nie vir ons 
hoe moet ons hulle akkommodeer nie… want dis wat die situasie is op die 
oomblik.” (“They can’t tell us to accommodate these children and they don’t tell 
us how to accommodate them… because, that is the situation at this moment.”) 
- EP3 
 
“…as hulle vir ons kan oplei om te wys definitief hoe werk jy met die kind. … die 
roete wat jy moet volg dat jy daai kind te kry net om darem te kan lees” (“If they 
can train us and to show us definitely how to work with the child… the route you 
need to follow just to get the child to read at least.”) - EP4 
 
“… nou sit ek as onderwyser hier, ek weet nie hoe moet ek daai ding regstel nie 
by die kind nie, want ek het nie daai skill om te weet hoe… (“… now I sit here as 
teacher, I don’t know how I must correct that thing of the child, because I don’t 




    
One clearly annoyed participant suggested that the only thing that needs to happen 
is that Departmental Officials must do the work that they were appointed for and 
support educators in the schools so that they can provide effective support to 
learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
“So, ek dink van die Departement [van Onderwys] se kant af moet hulle ook 
maar net ‘n bietjie vir hulle begin roer en vir ons ondersteuning gee sodat dit vir 
ons makliker kan wees om die kinders te akkommodeer…” (“So, I think the 
Department [of Education] just have to start moving from their side and give us 
support so that it can be easier for us to accommodate the children …’) - EP8 
 
Other participants were of the opinion that District Officials will only be in a position to 
support educators if they experience first hand what challenges educators have to 
deal with in the classroom situation where learners who experience barriers to 
learning are included: 
 
“Hulle moet kom sit … met die kinders en vir onderwysers sê, doen dit so 
skriftelik, as dit wiskunde is, dan doen jy dit en dit. En as dit handskrif is, dan 
kan jy dit doen. Maar hulle kom sê net meneer, jou eie ervaring moet jou lei …” 
(“They must come and sit with the learners and tell the teachers ‘Do it like this in 
writing, if it is Maths, you do this and this. And if it is handwriting, you can do 
this.’ But they just come and tell us we must use our experience…”) - EP11 
 
“…ek glo nie die Distrik [amptenare] het ‘n idee wat in die klaskamers aangaan 
nie. Daar moet meer kontak wees met die klaskamer en meer leiding en meer 
ondersteuning…” (“… I don’t think the District [Officials] have an idea of what is 
happening in the classrooms. There must be more contact with the classroom 
and more guidance and support…”) - EP1 
 
6.3.5.1.4. Fragmented operation of District Officials 
 
A very disturbing finding was that District Officials do not operate in unison regarding 
the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning. There 
seems to be no communication between officials in the Curriculum section and the 
ESS section: Inclusive education, regarding support to schools in designing and 
implementing support programmes for learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
When the organogram of the District Office was scrutinized, it came to light that 
officials rendering curricular services and those officials responsible for inclusive 
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education and learners with special needs are also working in two different 
directorates; the Curriculum and the ESS sections respectively. A participating 
District Official in the curriculum section described the splitting of these personnel as 
absurd as they should work hand in glove to develop support programmes for 
learners who experience barriers to learning and to provide support to educators who 
teach those learners. He stated: 
 
“… ons as Kurrikulum … ook op distrikvlak nouer sal moet saamwerk met die 
seksie vir spesiale behoeftes … ek weet van die konsep van 
distriksondersteuningspan, maar ek self was nog nooit betrokke by die 
formulering en bespreking rondom dit nie … en dis eintlik absurd.” (“… we as 
Curriculum … must work closer with the section for Special Needs … I know 
about the concept of a District-based Support Team, but I was never involved in 
the formulation or discussion about it … it is really absurd.”) - DOP2 
 
When another curriculum coordinator at the District Office was probed about whose 
responsibility it is to assist educators in designing and implementing support 
programmes for learners who experience barriers to learning, she also indicated that 
there is very little communication between officials in the different sections and that 
there is no coordinated effort to render holistic support to schools in terms of the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning. She commented: 
 
“Now that must come from the Specialists, the Remedial Specialists. Not from 
the curriculum side… There are two ladies in our Office, I am not sure exactly 
what they do, but I presume that’s what they do, I am not sure … Because we 
don’t work as a collective at the District Office. We are working in little boxes, in 
little silo’s.” - DOP1 
 
The fact that schools do not get well structured, effective support from District 
Officials have a cascading effect on schools’ ability to render effective support to 
learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
6.3.5.2. Effect of non-support from District Officials to schools on educators’ 
ability to render effective support  
 
A very positive finding is that most of the participants declared their sincere desire 
and willingness to support learners who experience barriers to learning in the 
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mainstream classes. However, the lack of support they are receiving have negative 
effects on them. One participating principal commented as follows on the fact that the 
school is not in a position to assist the learners more effectively: 
 
“…hulle [leerders] verdien om gehelp te wees, dis die ergste. Jy sien die kinders 
smag na hulp, maar jy is nie werklik daartoe in staat om daai kinders te help nie. 
Dit breek eintlik ‘n mens se hart regtig, dat jy nie alles in jou vermoë kan doen 
nie...” (“…they [learners] deserve to be helped, that is the worst. You can see 
the children yearn for help, but you are not really capable to help those children. 
It really breaks one’s heart that you can’t do everything in your power …”) - PP4 
 
Another educator shared the same sentiment as the principal when she stated that 
the lack of support to educators by the Department of Education is impacting 
negatively on the support rendered to learners who experience barriers to learning. 
She referred to this lack of support to the school to render assistance to learners who 
experience barriers to learning as an injustice, comparable with murder: 
 
“So die kinders … word ook erg benadeel. Want eintlik pleeg ons moord op die 
kinders nou.” (“So the children … are seriously disadvantaged. Because we are 
busy to commit murder on those children.”) - EP5 
 
The situation regarding the lack of support to schools from District Officials and the 
fact that educators are left to their own mercy was described by a principal as “we 
must support each other and it gives me the feeling that we are a group of blind 
people who have to lead each other” (“ons moet mekaar help en dit laat my die 
gevoel kry dat ons ‘n klomp blindes is wat nou mekaar moet lei”). 
 
6.3.5.2.1. Frustration of educators 
 
All the participating educators indicated their frustration with the lack of support that 
is available to them to provide effective assistance to learners who experience 
barriers to learning in their classes as comments by participating principals indicate: 
 
“…maar dit lei tot frustrasies by die onderwysers. Daar is baie frustrasies…” (“… 





    
“… die ondersteuning is hoegenaamd nie daar van die [Distriks] Kantoor se kant 
af nie en dit tot ‘n groot mate dra ook by tot die stres en die frustrasies van die 
onderwyser…” (“… there is no support from the (District) Office whatsoever and 
it greatly contributes to the stress and frustration of the teacher…”) - PP6 
 
The following comments by participating educators confirmed their frustration by the 
lack of support:  
 
“En ek wil nie sê ons raak moedeloos nie, maar ‘n mens voel tog as hulle nie 
eers wil help nie, wat is die nut van my wat soos ‘n afkop-hoender rondspring” 
(“And I don’t want to say that we become discouraged, but one feel if they don’t 
want to help, what is the use that I jump around like a headless chicken.”) - EP2 
 
“So ek weet nie, ek, ek voel net die hele storie is vir my besig om inmekaar te 
val en ek weet nie hoe om regtigwaar te help nie.” (“So, I don’t know, I just feel 
that the whole thing is busy to tumble down for me and I really don’t know how 
to help.”) - EP3 
 
“Dis baie frustrerend ... dit maak jou ongeduldig.” (It is very frustrating … it 
makes you impatient”) - EP9 
 
The frustration experienced by participants also has the potential to lead to stress 
and other negative feelings which can be detrimental to the learners who experience 
barriers to learning. 
 
6.3.5.2.2. Disheartened and unmotivated educators 
 
The fact that educators do not receive the desired support to assist learners who 
experience barriers to learning also cause educators to become disheartened and 
unmotivated. This became evident when educators made comments like: 
 
“…soms voel jy ‘Nee, jy sien nie kans vir die klas nie’, want dis net te erg…” (“… 
sometimes you feel ‘No, you are not up to that class’ because it is very 
difficult…”) - EP9 
 
“… en ek glo nie ons sal hulle ooit reg kry nie.”(“… and I don’t think we will ever 
get them right…”) - EP10 
 
A participating principal confirmed that educators sometimes become disheartened 
and unmotivated because of the lack of support they receive: 
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“… party dae dat jou onderwysers skool toe kom en … dan kan jy ook sien op 
hul gesig, hul uitdrukking of lyftaal dat die persoon is mismoedig.” (“… some 
days your teachers come to school and… then you see on their faces, the 
expression and the body language that the person is discouraged.”) - PP3 
 
When probed how the School Management Team handles the situation of 
disheartened and unmotivated educators who feel incapacitated to manage learners 
who experience barriers to learning, the principal stated that he arranges regular 
team building sessions with the educators where he tries to inspire and encourages 
them: 
 
“En ek het hier ‘n sessie gehad waar ek met my onderwysers gewerk het, soort 
van berading vir hulle gegee het. Hulle motiveer en hulle dag net ‘n bietjie 
opgehelder het. En weet u, toe ons klaar is met daai sessie, toe het almal 
glimlagte op hulle gesigte en almal sien weer kans vir die uitdagings…” (“And I 
had a session where I worked with my teachers, gave them kind of counselling. 
To motivate them and to brighten up their day a bit. And when we finished with 
that session, all of them had smiles on their faces and everybody was up to the 
challenges again…”) - PP3 
 
The fact that educators are so disheartened and unmotivated by the lack of support 
may lead to a situation where their efforts to assist learners who experience barriers 
to learning may become less focussed and purposeful.  
 
6.3.5.2.3. Reduced efforts by educators 
 
Some of the participants indicated that the lack of support to educators to effectively 
manage learners who experience barriers to learning in their classes, causes some 
of their colleagues not putting in that extra effort or try on their own to support 
learners. The following comments of participants are indicative of the reduced efforts 
by educators as a result of their frustration: 
 
“En ongelukkig het baie, as ‘n mens met die onderwysers gesels, en kyk na 
hulle werk wat hulle lewer, dan kan jy sien baie van hulle het al moed opgegee 
en doen net die basics. Hulle … is nie bereid om enigiets, net daai stappie 
verder te gaan nie  ...” (“And unfortunately many, when you talk to educators 
and look at the work they do, then you can see many of them already lost their 
courage and they just do the basics. They … are not willing to do anything, just 




    
“…jy gaan doen maar wat van jou verwag word om te doen. En in die tussentyd 
is daar baie dingetjies wat verlore gaan...” (“… you just go and do what is 
expected of you. But in the meantime, many things are lost ...”) - EP8 
 
Unfortunately it is the learners who experience barriers to learning who are suffering 
most from the lack of effort that educators are willing or not able to provide as 
indicated by participants: 
 
“…nou verloor die kind [wat leerhindernisse ervaar] op die ou end, want 
niemand kan nou aan sy saak iets doen nie.” (“… in the end it is the child [who 
experience barriers to learning] who lose out, because nobody can do 
something for his case.”) - EP9 
 
6.3.5.2.4. Neglect of learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
The fact that schools do not receive adequate and practical support from District 
Officials also leads to the situation where learners who experience barriers to 
learning are neglected in the mainstream classes. Participating educators indicated 
that it is usually the learners who experience barriers to learning who are neglected. 
Some comments by participants in this regard are: 
 
“Die ou wat so bietjie sukkel, hy kry nie die nodige aandag nie, want hy kom 
nooit daarby uit nie. Hy gaan bedags baie neerslagtig huis toe want vandag toe 
ek tien keer my hand opgesteek het, het juffrou nie eers een keer by my 
uitgekom nie” (“The one who struggles a bit, doesn’t get the necessary 
attention. He goes home very discouraged because he put up his hand ten 
times today, but the teacher did not even notice it.”) - EP8 
 
“…die met die probleme gaan natuurlik benadeel word omdat hulle ‘n nou maar 
‘n agterstand het.”  (“… those with the problems will certainly be disadvantaged 
because they have a backlog.”) - EP10  
 
“Hulle los die … kinders met barriers, hulle sukkel maar net ‘n paar keer en ‘ hy 
gaan maar niks ken en niks kan doen nie’, dan los hulle die kind aan God se wil 
oor.” (“They leave the … learners with barriers, they try just a few times and ‘He 
will not be able to do and know anything’, then they leave that child to God’s 






    
6.3.5.2.5. Feelings of guilt and inadequacy 
 
As mentioned in paragraph 1 of section 6.3.5.2, participating educators seemingly 
have a sincere desire to provide effective support to learners who experience 
barriers. However, due to various factors like the lack of knowledge and training, time 
constraints, large classes and workload, they find themselves in the position that they 
are not able to provide the required support to learners. The inability to support 
learners who experience barriers to learning in a more effective way also contributes 
to feelings of guilt and inadequacy. One participating educator indicated that the 
whole school is responsible for the state of neglect that learners who experience 
barriers to learning find themselves in and that educators should do more to assist 
learners: 
 
“… dit baat nie jy gaan nou die skuldige soek nie want ons is almal aandadig 
aan die probleem… So, die hele skool is verantwoordelik vir die probleme om te 
blameer. En ek dink ons moet dit reg doen, ons moet dit reg doen. Ons moet die 
probleem takel. En miskien sal dit nou, nou dat dit ondersoek word … gaan ons 
bietjie skuldig voel en nou ook so bymekaar kom…” (“… it doesn’t help to look 
for the culprit, because we all have a hand in the problem… So, the whole 
school is responsible and to be blame for the problem. And I think we must do it 
the right way. We must tackle the problem. And perhaps now that it is 
investigated … we will also feel guilty and get together …”) - EP1 
 
Other participants expressed feelings of sincere sympathy towards the struggle of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream classes:   
 
“… dit laat jou partymaal baie sleg voel om te sien hoe ‘n kindjie sukkel en 
spartel meneer wat nie die son kan opkom nie” (“… sometimes you feel very 
bad to see how a child struggles and spartel and for who the sun never rises.”)  
- EP4 
 
“Vir hulle is dit nag… ek kry die kinders jammer, want ek probeer hulle help, 
maar ek kan nie hulle ten volle help nie” (“For them it is really night… I really pity 
them, because I try to help them but I can’t help them sufficiently.”)  - EP5 
 
“…jy kan nou maar maak wat jy wil, as daai kind nie kan lees of skryf nie, hy 
kan nie. En jy kan niks, jy probeer jou allerste bes, en dit, dis maar baie moeilik.” 
(“… you can do whatever you want, if the child cannot read or write, he can’t. 




    
In defence of educators, one participating principal blame the education system for 
the sorry state at schools where learners who experience barriers to learning cannot 
get the attention they deserve.  
 
“Dit breek eintlik ‘n mens se hart regtig, dat jy nie alles in jou vermoë kan doen 
om daardie kinders te help nie. En ek dink die Staat behoort dit te kan doen…” 
(“It really breaks one’s heart that you cannot do everything in your power. And I 
think the State is in a position to do it…”) - PP4 
 
The principal in his comment also questioned the moral justification of expecting 
educators who are not trained to do so, to effectively manage classes with such 
diverse learner populations: 
 
“Is dit moreel verdedigbaar… om te verwag dat daar… want daai kinders het 
individuele aandag nodig en ek dink nie dat ‘n onderwyser, wat in elk geval nie 
opgelei is daarvoor, is daartoe in staat om… individuele aandag aan daai 
kinders nie.” (“Is it morally defensible … to expect that there … because that 
children need individual attention and I don’t think a teacher, who is not trained 
for it in any case, is able to give individual attention to those children.”) - PP4  
 
6.3.5.2.6. Negative feelings toward inclusive education 
 
Many participating educators expressed disappointment in the Department of 
Education because they feel that educators are failed by the system. They are 
expected to implement a system for which they are not adequately equipped and 
therefore they developed negative attitudes towards inclusive education as indicated 
by a participating principal: 
 
“… die gebrek aan hoe om dit soms te doen … is die ding, want dit gee nou 
aanleiding tot frustrasie en frustrasie laat mense soms maar negatief raak, hulle 
raak soms maar swartgallig, en dan begin dit nou ‘n hele, kom ek sê, komplekse 
situasie raak…” (“… the lack of how to do it …  is the thing, because it leads to 
frustration and through frustration people become negative and they sometimes 
become pessimistic and then it starts to become a complex situation…” ) - PP2  
 
The observation by the principal was confirmed by statements of participating 




    
“… ek sou sê dis nie suksesvol nie. Maar jy hou hom daar, want dis inklusiewe 
onderwys. Eintlik doen jy meer skade aan daardie leerder, want hy kan nie 
vorder teen dieselfde pas as die leerder wat nie … ‘n gestremdheid het nie” (“… 
I will say it is not successful. But you keep him there because it is inclusive 
education. But in the meantime you are causing more damage to this learner, 
because he can’t progress at the same pace as the learner who doesn’t have 
barriers.”) - EP1 
 
“…ons het nou probeer, maar ek dink nie dit werk so goed as wat almal gedink 
het dit gaan werk nie…” (“… we have tried, but I don’t think it work as good as 
everybody thought it will…”)  - EP9 
 
“…as ek die Witskrif [6] so lees sê ek vir myself hy is maar net gedruk, want hy 
moet daar wees… maar hy is eintlik nie van toepassing hier by ons nie.”(“… 
when I read the White Paper [6], I tell myself it was just printed because it must 
be there …. But in reality it is not applicable to us.”) - EP11 
 
Such is the attitude towards inclusive education that many participating educators 
and principals prefer to return to the old system where learners who experience 
barriers to learning were taken out of the mainstream classes and supported in 
special or remedial classes.  
 
“Bring vir ons terug daai klasse! Die klasse soos in die ou dae gehad het. Bring 
dit vir ons terug…”  (“Bring back those classes! The classes as we had in the old 
days. Bring it back to us …”) - EP8 
 
“Ek dink nie dit was verkeerd om daai spesiale klasse, spesiale skole en …, 
want dis inklusief. …Ek dink nie ons moet soos daar gesê word, die baba met 
die vuil water weggooi nie. Maar ek dink tog ons het ‘n paar babas weggegooi.” 
(“I don’t think it was wrong to have that special classes, special schools…, 
because that is inclusive … I don’t think we must, as they say, throw the baby 
away with the dirty water. But I think we did throw away a few babies.”) - EP2   
 
The attitudes reflected by the comments and statements of participating educators 
are clear indications that educators are not very comfortable with the fact that they 
must teach learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream class.  
 
“… hierdie klomp verskillende leerhindernisse en die leerprobleme wat die 
kinders het, maak dit maar ‘n ou ‘n bietjie … jy weet nie wat om werklik te doen 
nie…” (“… this variety of learning barriers and learning problems the learners 




    
The findings of the investigation further revealed that even principals who are 
supposed to be the change agents at their schools, have negative feelings towards 
inclusive education. All participating principals shared the same sentiment that 
inclusive education is not workable given the current milieu in which schools are 
expected to operate. The comment by the principal of School Seven summarised the 
feelings of all the participating principals: 
 
“Ek sal dit [inklusiewe onderwys] nie embrace nie, eerlikwaar nie… Ons is 
seker maar genoodsaak om die Departement se bevele te gehoorsaam, 
alhoewel jy voel dit is nie reg nie…” (“I will not embrace it [inclusive education], 
honestly … We are obliged though to honour the commands of the Department, 
although you feel it is not right…”) - PP7 
 
6.3.5.3. Effect of non-support on learners who experience barriers to learning 
 
The fact that educators in general do not receive effective and constructive support 
to manage learners who experience barriers with learning will have a knock-on effect 
on learners. Educators will not be able to render effective support to learners if they 
are not equipped to do it.  
 
6.3.5.3.1. Lack of confidence 
 
Participants indicated that learners who experience barriers to learning develop a 
lack of confidence in their ability because they do not receive appropriate support and 
because they are subjected to the same level of work as their able peers. 
Participating educators indicated that learners who experience barriers are not willing 
to participate in class because they don’t have the confidence to express themselves 
in the presence of their more able peers. Comments made by participants include: 
 
“… daar’s party van die kinders wat jy nie ‘n dooie woord van hoor nie. Hy’s 
skaam vir die res – hy praat net eenvoudig nie.” (“… there are some learners 
from who you don’t hear a single word. He is shy for the rest – he simply doesn’t 
talk.”) - EP2 
 
“…baie van hulle is so as jy vir hulle ietsie gee om te doen, hulle het nie daai 
selfvertroue nie…” (“… many of them, if you give them something to do, they 
don’t have that confidence...”) - EP4 
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“Daar’s nie eers ‘n lyn van kommunikasie nie, kinders weier om deel te neem, 
kinders uh, het nie selfvertroue om te praat en al daai goete nie…” (“There’s not 
even a line of communication, children refuse to participate, and they don’t have 
the confidence to talk and all those things…”) - PP2 
 
6.3.5.3.2. Negative self-esteem 
 
According to Park and Chae (2005, p. 321) self-esteem refers to satisfaction with one 
self. They also posit that self-esteem plays an important role in all facets of one’s life. 
The more enriched a person’s self-esteem is, the greater the chance for success to 
occur. Likewise when a person’s self-esteem is relatively low, the chance for success 
diminishes.  
 
As a result of their inability to cope with work and their lack of progress in comparison 
with their more able classmates, learners who experience barriers to learning also 
develop a negative self-esteem. These learners doubt their own ability and start to 
withdraw from the activities in class. Typical comments made by participants were: 
 
“…aan die kind se selfbeeld doen dit afbreuk, want hy voel nou seker nou baie 
minderwaardig” (“… it damages the child’s self-esteem because perhaps they 
feel very inferior …”) - EP4 
 
“…hy sit daar. Hy’s is bewus daarvan dat hy kan niks doen nie … Ons sal sien 
hulle sonder hulle af.” (“… he sits there. He is aware that he can do nothing… 
We will see they isolate themselves.”)  - EP10 
 
6.3.5.3.3. Negative and unmotivated attitudes 
 
Learners who experience barriers usually struggle to cope with the work in the class 
because the work they are challenged with is not within their ability. As a result of 
continuous failure to master the work, they become unmotivated and stop trying. 
Educators commented that those learners show no interest in class activities.  
 
“Some of them, they look at you, but they don’t listen. They are not here. It is 
only the body that is here, the mind is far way.” - EP12 
 
“Dit help nie jy probeer iets met hom en hy weet hy gaan dit nooit eers maak 
nie. En dan verloor hy belangstelling en hy is nie meer entoesiasties nie.” (“It 
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doesn’t help to try something with him and he knows he will never make it. And 
then he loses interest and he is no longer enthusiastic.”)  - EP9 
 
“Baie negatief ... Nou kom hulle in Graad 4 en 5 en hulle kan nog steeds nie 
lees nie, hulle kan nog steeds nie skryf nie … en hulle het nou al die houding 
‘Ek gaan nie eers probeer nie’.” (“Very negative … Now they come in Grade 4 
and 5 and they still can’t read, they still can’t write … and they have the attitude 




Learners who experience barriers to learning will feel that they are exposed to their 
more able peers in terms of their lack of ability to perform. One educator participant 
indicated that all learners have the desire to perform and if it is not the case, learners 
will become frustrated.  
 
“…enige kind dink ek, wil graag korrek lees en korrek skryf… hulle is nie 
gelukkig nie … as daar nou nie vordering is nie…” (“… I think any child want to 
read and write correctly … they are not happy … if there is no progress…”) - 
EP1 
 
These frustrations of learners are exaggerated by the fact that no effective support is 
forthcoming from the educators. Participants express themselves as follows 
regarding the frustration levels of learners who experience barriers to learning and 
who constantly fail to achieve: 
 
“En baie van die kinders, hulle raak so gefrustreerd …” (“And many of the 
children, they become so frustrated…”) - EP4 
 
“Daar is gevalle waar baie van hulle gefrustreerd raak, hulle voel uitgesluit…” 
(“There are cases where many of them become frustrated, they feel 
excluded…”) - PP2 
 
6.3.5.3.5. Disciplinary problems 
 
Disciplinary problems refer to learners’ efforts to gain attention from the educators 
and generally with the purpose of receiving more sympathetic attention. Disciplinary 
problems can also be described as disruptive behaviour that significantly affects 
fundamental rights to feel safe, to be treated with respect and to learn and therefore 
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require close and constant adult supervision (Joubert, De Waal & Rossouw, 2004, p. 
78; Oosthuizen, Wolhuter & Du Toit, 2003). 
 
Participants in this investigation indicated that, because they cannot participate 
meaningfully or constructively in the academic program, learners who experience 
barriers to learning tend to embark on destructive behaviour which leads to 
disciplinary problems in the classroom. One participating educator shared about one 
of her learners: 
 
“…he didn’t stay in the class, he didn’t do anything. When others are busy, he 
provoked them and did anything to disturb them…” - EP12 
 
Most of the participating educators reported that they are regularly experiencing 
disciplinary problems, especially from learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“En ongelukkig ontwikkel baie van hierdie leerders dan ook gedragsprobleme as 
gevolg van hulle frustrasies. En as gevolg van die feit dat hulle besef maar ek 
kan nie met my klas werk nie.” (“And unfortunately many of these learners 
develop behavioural problems as a result of their frustrations. And because of 
the fact that they know they can’t work with their class.”) - EP3 
  
“… dissiplinêre gevalle hier is so oorweldigend… want hierdie kinders kan mos 
nou nie doen nie, hulle verstaan nie wat nou aan die gang is hier nie” (“… 
disciplinary problems here are so overwhelming because this children can’t do, 
they don’t understand what is going on here.”) - EP5 
 
One participating principal holds the view that this destructive behaviour is a kind of 
release mechanism for the frustration of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
“… daai frustrasies word omgesit in enigiets anders en … dit lei tot dissiplinêre 
probleme, want daar moet uiting op een of ander manier gegee word.” (“That 
frustration must be translated into anything else and … it leads to disciplinary 
problems because in one way or another, they must get rid of the frustration.”) - 
PP2 
 
The view of the principal that disciplinary problems are a direct result of frustration of 
learners, who experience barriers to learning, was supported by a participating 




    
“…want hulle raak ‘frustrated’. En moet iewers moet hulle ‘n uitlaatklep kry om 
… uiting te gee aan die frustrasie.” (“… because they get frustrated. And 
somewhere they must find a release mechanism … to get rid of the 




Participating educators and principals are of the opinion that learners who 
experience barriers to learning cannot cope with the pressure of curricular 
requirements and pressure from educators on them to perform. Many of them try to 
escape from this pressure by staying away from school for prolonged periods.  
 
“As ek te streng is, ek wil nou hê die kind moet nou tot by tien vandag kan tel, 
dan bly hulle uit die skool uit. En dan bly hy lank weg hulle dros … ons gaan 
haal hulle, maar dit help nie eers nie.” (“When I am too strict, I want the child to 
count to ten today, then they stay away from school. And then he stays away 
from school for a long time… we go to fetch them but that doesn’t even help.”) - 
EP11 
 
“… dan kom hy skool toe, maar hy bereik nie die skool nie. Dit wil sê, iewers 
raak hy weg …” (“… then he comes to school, but he never reaches the school. 
In other words, he disappears somewhere…”) - EP8 
 
“Ek sukkel met hom. Ek kry hom net op dreef, en dan bly hy weer hy uit die 
skool uit.” (“I struggle with him. Just when I get him going, he stays away from 
school again.”) - EP12 
 
6.3.5.3.7. Early drop-out 
 
As a result of the lack of support to and the subsequent struggle of learners who 
experience barriers to learning to cope with academic requirements, they may lose 
interest in school at an early age. Educators are of the opinion that poor support to 
and consistently poor performances of learners who experience barriers to learning 
result in the early drop-out of these learners.  
 
“…die meeste van hulle verlaat die skool baie vroeg …” (“… most of them leave 




    
“… die meeste van ons kinders begin by Graad 8 dan … en dan hou hulle net 
op met skoolgaan.” (“… most of our children start with Grade 8 and then they 
just stop going to school.”) - EP9 
 
“…hulle is die kinders wat uitval… Hulle haal hulle self uit die skool uit vanweë 
die barriers wat hulle het.” (“… they are the learners who drop-out… They take 
themselves out of school as a result of the barriers they experience.”) - EP11  
 
6.3.5.3.8. Limited future prospects 
 
Due to the fact that many learners who experience barriers to learning don’t really 
master the basic reading and writing skills and the fact that many of them leave 
school at an early stage, means that they are not really prepared to qualify for decent 
employment. A participating principal stated: 
 
“…ons stuur nou ‘n halfgebakte broodjie in die samelewing in … dan is hy of sy 
nie voorbereid op dit wat op hom of haar wag nie.” (“… we are sending a half-
baked bread into society … then he or she is not prepared for what awaits him 
or her.”) - PP2 
 
Other participants were also concerned about the fact that learners who experience 
barriers to learning have limited future prospects.  
 
“Hy gaan sukkel sy hele lewe deur.” (“He is going to struggle for his whole life.”) 
- EP1 
 
“…want baie van die kinders kom nie eers by die hoërskool uit nie oor die ding” 
(“…because many of the learners don’t even reach high school as a result of 
this thing.”) - EP4 
 
One participating educator cautioned that if learners are not supported and assisted 
to acquire at least basic reading and writing skills, the cycle of poverty and hardship 
will follow that learners for the rest of their lives and even for generations afterwards: 
 
“‘… daai kringloop van poverty, armoede en daai ‘cycle’ in ons lewe. Want hulle 
kry niks reg nie en hulle gaan nou maar net so aan. So gaan hulle kinders aan 
en net oor en oor en oor…” (“… that cycle of poverty and hardship and that 
cycle in our lives. Because they don’t achieve anything and they just go on and 




    
6.3.6. Theme 6: Educators’ management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning  
 
In this theme two subthemes emerged, namely (1) the current outcomes of the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning and (2) the factors that 
influence the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
These will now be discussed. 
 
6.3.6.1. Current outcomes of the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream classes 
 
Sub-research question 6 aimed to investigate how educators manage learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes. 
 
The findings of the empirical investigation indicate that learners who experience 
barriers to learning are in general not managed effectively by educators at 
participating mainstream primary schools, as a participating District Official indicated: 
 
“… die meerderheid van skole is nie fisies toegerus nie en ook nie 
professioneel of intellektueel [toegerus] om kinders met leerhindernisse effektief 
te bestuur nie…” (“… the majority schools are not physically equipped and also 
not professionally or intellectually [equipped] to manage learners who 
experience barriers to learning effectively…”) - DOP2 
 
It may not be an overstatement to suggest that learners who experience barriers to 
learning are only accommodated in terms of admission to these schools, but they 
generally do not participate actively in the academic program of the school due to the 
lack of provision that are made for them. A participating educator at School Five 
indicated that those learners need to be in special schools but due the lack of a 
special school in the area, they are accommodated in the mainstream school: 
 
“They need that special schools, those special schools, but we accommodate 




    
In most cases learners who experience barriers to learning are doing exactly the 
same work as their able peers, although educators are aware of the fact that they 
cannot manage the work at a certain level. The examples cited in Figure 6.1 and 
Figure 6.2 are indicative of the ineffective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning. 
 
One participating educator commented about a fourteen year old Grade 6 learner 
who experience barriers to learning and who does not show any sign of progress and 
who, for all practical purposes are just present in class without any form of active 
participation: 
 
“… hy kry by al die onderwysers nul. En wat help dit hom op die ou end? Hy sit 
hier. Hy, ek dink hy maak veertien die jaar in Graad 6. Wat help dit? Hy kom 
nou maar net skool toe, want hy word gedwing deur sy ouers om te kom   …” 
(“… he gets zero at all the teachers. And what does that help him in the end? 
He sits here. And I think he becomes 14 this year in Grade 6. He just comes to 
school because he is forced by his parents to come …”) - EP9  
 
A comment made by a participating principal also points to the fact that, throughout 
their primary school career, learners who experience barriers to learning are not 
managed effectively because in many cases they leave the primary school with the 
same barriers to learning as they entered. He stated: 
 
“En jy kan duidelik sien dat daar is nie vordering by daai kinders soos hulle in 
Graad R begin en hulle gaan aan na Graad 7 toe nie. Die probleem is 
dieselfde... daai probleem bly daar en die kinders gaan so weg.” (“And you can 
clearly see those learners do not progress at all as they entered in Grade R and 
they move on to Grade 7. The problem remains the same… the problem 
remains and the children go away like that.”) - PP4 
 
When probed about how they manage learners who experience barriers to learning 
in the mainstream, many educators indicated that they do not really have an idea of 
how to manage those learners. Comments made in this regard were: 
 
“En nou sit ek as onderwyser hier, ek weet nie hoe moet ek daai ding regstel nie 
by die kind nie, want ek het nie daai skill om te weet hoe…” (“And now I sit here 
as teacher, I don’t know how to rectify that thing with the child, because I don’t 
have that skill to know how …”) - EP5  
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“… ek probeer ... Maar ek glo nie ek doen die effektief nie.” (“… I try… but I 
don’t think I do it effectively.”) - EP10 
 
Once again, this inability to manage learners who experience barriers to learning 
effectively can be attributed to the fact that educators are not properly trained to 
manage classes with diverse learner populations as one participating educator 
commented:  
 
“… die meeste van ons is maar net opgelei om in ‘n normale klassituasie te kan 
onderrig. En, en dit maak eintlik ons se taak moeilik… hier sit ons met ‘n klomp 
jong generasie onderwysers uh, wat nie eers daai skill het om daai kinders te 
kan help nie.” (“… most of us are just trained to teach in a normal class 
situation. And it makes our task difficult. We sit here with a lot of young 
generation teachers who don’t even have the skill to help those children”) - EP5 
 
Another participating educator showed clear signs of frustration because she feels 
that learners who experience barriers to learning are not managed well and they are 
just passed on from one grade to another without any real attention to their problems.  
 
“Anders gaan ons almal aanspreeklik wees vir daardie leerder se mislukking, 
want ons het hom maar net so laat aangaan en aangaan en ons het niks uh, lig 
in sy lewe gebring nie.” (“We all will be accountable for that learner’s failure, 
because we just let him go and on and we did nothing to bring light in his life.”) - 
EP1 
 
The principal of School Five in his comment confirmed that learners who experience 
barriers to learning are not managed effectively by educators when he remarked: 
 
“And we as teachers, we will always go for those who can do, because those 
who experience the problems, they are tiring and all that.” - PP5 
 
6.3.6.2. Factors that influence the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning 
 
Participating educators and principals indicated that the lack of effective 





    
6.3.6.2.1. Educators’ medical approach to barriers to learning  
 
Educators’ approach to barriers to learning, as discussed extensively in Chapter 3, 
will to a large extent determine the way they manage learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream classes. Should educators apply the medical 
approach to barriers to learning, they will be inclined to try and change or cure 
learners to fit into the mainstream class or, if they do not succeed in remedying the 
learners, they will opt for alternative placement of those learners where they can get 
separate education from specialised personnel. If educators on the other hand apply 
the social approach to barriers of learning, they will not try to remedy the learner to fit 
into the mainstream class, they will modify their own practices and support the 
learner within the mainstream class according to their strengths.  
 
The social approach to barriers to learning is emphasised and preferred by the 
Department of Education and educators are expected to apply the social approach to 
barriers to learning in their teaching practices. The findings of this investigation 
revealed that all participants at all participating schools still prefer the medical 
approach to barriers to learning. This finding was evident from information obtained 
through interviews and the observation of documents and activities in classrooms. 
One participating educator articulated her approach to learners who experience 
barriers to learning in a manner which clearly indicates her medical approach:  
 
“… jy wil nou daai kind hê op ‘n vlak wat by jou klas pas. So, jy gaan jou swak 
kinders probeer druk tot by ‘n vlak…” (“… you want that child on a level that 
matches your class. So, you are going to push your weak learners to a certain 
level…”) - EP2  
 
Participating educators also still tend to view the testing of learners as a tool to 
categorise learners in terms of their barriers to learning as some of the comments 
indicate: 
 
“Dat hulle getoets word. En dat hulle dan in kategorieë verdeel word”. (“That 




    
“Jy gaan ‘n kan-stroom hê en ‘n kan-nie stroom. Maar dit sal ook al beter gaan.” 
(“You will have a can-stream and a can’t-stream. But it will be better.”) - EP2 
 
Some participants also suggested that learners who experience barriers to learning 
should be removed from the mainstream classes and put in special classes or 
special schools where they can get more attention and support.  
 
“Maar daar’s kinders wat definitief nie in die hoofstroom hoort nie, wat definitief 
in ‘n spesiale klassie …” (“But there are children who really don’t belong in a 
mainstream class, who definitely need to be in a special class…”) - EP9 
 
“… ek sou ook aanbeveel dat hulle daai kindertjies alleen in ‘n klas sit dat een 
onderwyser met hulle werk…” (“I would also suggest that they put those 
learners alone in a class so that one teacher can work with them.”) - EP10 
 
In defence of the educators who still approach barriers to learning from a medical 
point of view, it must be stated that the lack of support they receive, their limited 
knowledge and the conditions in which they are required to practice inclusive 
education, are seemingly less than favourable. One therefore cannot be too critical of 
educators who do not apply the social approach to barriers of learning in schools. A 
participating principal summarised the situation like this: 
 
“So, as die Departement [van Onderwys] wil hê dat ‘Inclusive Education’ moet 
tot sy reg kom, sal hulle definitief moet inbring in ons skole ander ondersteuning 
in terme van uh, sielkundige uh, probleme wat daai kinders ook mag ondervind. 
So, ek dink dit kan werk as die basis of die platform, die terrein reg is, maar dat 
jy nie net onderwysers daar sit in ‘n klas nie…” (“So, if the Department [of 
Education] want inclusive education to come into its own, they will definitely 
have to bring other support structures into our schools … So, I think it could 
work if the foundation or the platform, the environment is right, but that you do 
not just put educators in a class…”) - PP4 
 
6.3.6.2.2. Workload of educators 
 
During the interviews, many of the participating educators and principals mentioned 
workload as one of the reasons why they are not in a position to give intensive 
attention to learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream classes. 
In addition to teaching, educators are also expected to contribute towards the extra-
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curricular activities of the school, leaving them with little or no time to give more 
attention to learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“…dis nie altyd moontlik nie. …ons sien dit as te veel werk” (“… it’s not always 
possible … we see it as too much work”) - EP1 
 
Omdat daar is mos ander aktiwiteite wat ook nou ons se aandag nodig het.” 
(“Because there are other activities that also need our attention”) - EP6 
 
Educators also experience high volumes of work in terms of administrative tasks 
that they need to complete.  
 
 “… in die huidige opset in ons onderwys, soos u bewus is, is daar baie ander 
administratiewe take ook wat die onderwyser ook moet hanteer.” (“… as you are 
aware, in the current education system, there are a lot of other administrative 
tasks that teachers have to manage…”)  - PP3 
 
Educators also referred to the large volume of work they are expected to complete 
with learners within a certain period. The pressure to complete the work is one of the 
causes why work is not consolidated well enough and why learners struggle to 
comprehend basic concepts: 
 
“…hulle verwag van jou ‘n kind moet … van A na Z toe vorder in drie maande! 
Jy gaan probeer om daarby uit te kom. Maar jy verloor meeste van hulle langs 
die pad.” (“… they expect from you that a child must … progress from A to Z 
within three months. You are going to try to get there. But you lose most of them 
along the way.”) - EP2 
 
“…dit verg baie, want op die ou end het jy so werklading op jou wat jy moet 
klaarkom, dat jy sukkel …” (“… it takes a lot, because in the end you have such 
a workload that you must complete, that you struggle…”) - EP9 
 
The workload of educators is further increased by the lack of human resources. One 
participating educator indicates that her school is in danger of losing another two 
educators due to redeployment which will increase the workload of educators even 
further.  
 
“Hulle voel dan eerder om van die onderwysers nog weg te vat van die skole af 
en die druk dan nog op onderwysers plaas…” (“They rather feel to take more 
teachers away from the school and increase the pressure on teachers…”) - EP8 
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6.3.6.2.3. Time constraints 
 
Participants indicated that they do not have sufficient time to render effective support 
to learners who experience barriers to learning due to limited time they have to do 
so. The fact that those learners are working at a slower pace, require educators to 
spend more time with them.  
 
Participants were also concerned about the more able learners in their classes who 
can become frustrated because educators spend so much time with learners who 
experience barriers to learning and may tend to neglect the more able learners.  
 
“If we give too much time to those who can’t read and write, there are also 
challenges for those who can read and those who want to do more…” - PP5 
 
“…as ek heeldag nou hier moet sit en verduidelik, Gronslagfase werk; wat raak 
van die kinders?” (“… if I must sit here and explain Foundation Phase work for 
the whole day, what about the other children?”) - EP5  
 
Other participants indicated that it is very difficult to apply effective time management 
because of the slow pace at which learners who experience barriers to learning are 
able to work. 
 
“Jy probeer jou bes en jy weet hoe, want jy het die kennis om dit te kan doen, 
maar jy kom nie werklik by jou tydsverdeling uit soos wat jy wil nie” (“You try 
your best and you know how, because you have the knowledge to do it, but you 
don’t really get to you time allocation as you want it.”) - EP2 
 
“En die eintlike ding is seker die tydsaspek …maar hulle kan net nie by dit 
uitkom alles wat jy vir daai dag, wat jy wil met hulle nie, kan hulle nie rêrig 
behartig nie.” (“And the thing is the time aspect… but they just can’t get to 
everything that you have for that day, which you want them to do, they really 
can’t handle it.”) - EP4 
 
Due to the lack of time, some educators invite learners to attend remedial and 
support sessions after school hours because there is not enough time during normal 
school time to do effective consolidation and remedial teaching with them.  
 
“…as die kind bereid is om na ure in te kom en … dat jy hulle kan help. Dan kan 
jy hulle individueel probeer help. Maar in jou klas situasie, geensins.” (“… if the 
child is willing to come in after [school] hours and … that you can help them. 
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Then you can try to help them individually. But in the class situation, not at all.”)  
- EP3 
 
6.3.6.2.4. Large class sizes 
 
Participants generally indicated that the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning are also hampered by the number of learners in their 
classes. The principal of School Three commented:  
 
 “… die feit dat klasse so groot is, maak dit baie moeilik” (“… the fact that those 
classes are so big, make it very difficult.”) - PP3 
 
Participating educators were of the opinion that smaller classes will enable them to 
give more individual attention to learners, especially those learners who experience 
barriers to learning. Regarding the big class sizes, participating educators made the 
following comments: 
 
“Ons het te veel kinders in ‘n klas, want om met vyftig kinders te werk is 
klasonderrig, dis nie groeponderrig nie.” (“We have too many children in a class, 
because to work with fifty children is class teaching, it is not group teaching.) - 
EP2 
 
“Ek sou sê verminder die aantal leerders in ‘n klas, want ek het byvoorbeeld 44 
leerders in my graad 2-klas.” (“I should say reduce the number of learners in a 
class, because I have for example, 44 learners in my grade 2 class”) - EP6 
 
“…ek is nou al gewoond aan 45 kinders in ‘n klas. Ek het lanklaas minder 
kinders gehad…” (“… I am used to 45 learners in a class. It is long since I have 
less …”) - EP16 
 
A participating principal indicated if smaller class sizes can be achieved, the level of 
support to learners who experience barriers to learning within these classes will also 
improve.  
 
“Ons sit met geweldige groot klasse… van tot ongeveer vyf en veertig in ‘n 
klaskamer waarby ons kinders met leerprobleme inkorporeer is. … as ons 
kleiner klasse het, dan gaan ons definitief meer individuele aandag ook skenk 
aan ons leerders met hierdie probleme …” (“We have extremely big classes… 
of up to forty five in a class where learners who experience barriers to learning 
are incorporated… if we have smaller classes, we will definitely be in a position 
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to give more individual attention to learners who experience this barriers…”) - 
PP3 
 
6.3.6.2.5. Multi-grade teaching 
 
Two of the participating schools are struggling even more to manage learners who 
are experiencing barriers to learning. In these two schools multi-grade teaching are 
applied because of the low enrolment figure and the resulting small allocation of 
educators to the school. This means that, in addition to the learners who experience 
barriers to learning in a specific grade, educators also have to cope with the 
simultaneous teaching of more than one grade. A participating educator at one of 
these schools explained: 
 
“… but it is difficult for us to do these groupings because of this multi-grade. You 
have two classes in one classroom… I was confused myself because when you 
are talking with this grade, this one [from the other grade] listens and wants to 
answer the question, but I am not talking to them.” - EP13 
 
A District Official also refers to the smaller schools where more than one grade has to 
be taught by the same educator simultaneously and which according to her also 
affect the quality of learning and teaching and the provision of support to learners 
who experience barriers to learning. She indicated:  
 
“It comes to amalgamating schools where they are not viable.”   
 
6.3.6.2.6. Specialised educators 
 
Participants also express the need for specialised educators at schools who are 
trained to work with learners who experience barriers to learning.   
 
“We don’t have that special person whom you can, when you identify this 
[barrier] you can say, ‘Man, so and so. Can you take this one, man? Do this with 
this one’…” - PP5 
 
“…waar een onderwyser wat gekwalifiseerd is en wat weet hoe om met hulle te 
werk, met hulle kan werk tot op hulle vlak…” (“… where one teacher who is 
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qualified and knows how to work with them, works with them on their level…”) - 
EP10 
 
Some comments by participants suggested that learners who experience barriers to 
learning will benefit from remedial classes presented by specialised educators at 
school. They also suggested that those learners don’t need to be in the remedial 
classes for the whole day, but only for sessions where they receive intensive 
attention to address the barriers that they are experiencing.  
 
“Hy kan daar wees, maar daar moet voorsiening gemaak word dat daardie kind 
ekstra spesiale onderrig kry gedurende skooltyd van iemand wat weet wat om te 
doen” (“He can be there, but provision must be made that the child get extra 
special tuition during school time from somebody who knows what to do.”) - EP1 
 
“… moet daar miskien ‘n spesiale iemand wees wat hulle kan vat. Miskien net 
so, daai vyf of tien kinders vir die dag…vir een of twee periodes of een sessie is 
hulle miskien nou by daardie onderwyser wat hulle kan help en hulle kan 
beweeg…” (“… there can be a special someone who can take them. Perhaps 
just that five, ten children for the day… for one or two periods or one session 
they can be with that teacher who can help them and try to move them…”) - 
EP5 
 
At some of the participating schools the services of educators with remedial 
qualifications are available, but due to the workload of educators and the big class 
sizes, as discussed in earlier sections, those educators cannot be utilised effectively. 
In all cases the qualified remedial educators are occupied on a full time basis in 
normal teaching duties in their own classes. One participating educator with remedial 
qualification commented as follows on the fact that she is not able to plough back her 
knowledge of remedial education at her school: 
 
“… ek het ‘n [remediërings] kursus gedoen, maar ek voel… so onder druk. Ek 
weet nie hoe moet ek myself uitdruk nie … ek voel so, ek kom nie weg om terug 
te ploeg, dit wat ek gaan leer het nie.” (“… I have done a [remedial teaching] 
course but I feel… so under pressure. I don’t know how to express myself … I 
feel so, and I just get going to plough back what I have learnt.”) - EP8  
 
Another educator with a remedial qualification indicated her willingness to teach 
learners who experience barriers to learning separately on a full time basis. She 
however wants to receive a higher remuneration as colleagues who teach more able 
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learners. She is of the opinion that working with learners who experience barriers to 
learning requires more effort and preparation. 
 
“… ek sal heeltemal bereidwillig wees om … hulle [leerders wat leerhindernisse 
ervaar] te neem teen ‘n [ekstra] vergoeding … [want] ek moet ekstra effort insit 
by hierdie kinders [wat leerhindernisse ervaar] wat ek vir voorbereidings doen.” 
(“… I shall be willing to … take them [learners who experience barriers to 
learning] at a fee … [because] I must put in extra effort with those children [who 
experience barriers to learning] for whom I must do preparations.”) - EP11 
 
The principal of School Three indicated that the services of remedial educators at his 
school can only be applied after normal school hours to present support programmes 
to learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
“Dit [ondersteuningsprogram] word na skoolure bedryf en gedurende skooltyd is 
hulle in die klas, sê nou maar die gewone klasse” (“It [support programmes] is 
running after school hours and during normal school time they are in the normal 
classes...”) - PP3 
 
Although he has great appreciation that educators are willing to engage in some 
remedial activities with learners who experience barriers to learning, the principal of 
School Two was concerned about the regularity of such support programmes. He 
articulated his concern in the following manner: 
 
“… ek het nog net daai kommer oor die deurlopendheid van die proses. Want, 
ons kan nie die kind net vir daai oomblik aanskakel en dan word daai kind weer 
afgeskakel nie. En daar moet deurlopende evaluering plaasvind om te kyk of 
daar progressie is…” (“… I am just concerned about the continuity of the 
process. Because we can’t just switch on the child for that moment and switch it 
off again. And there must be continuous assessment to see whether there is 
any progress...”) - PP2 
 
Such is the need to provide specialised support to learners in mainstream classes 
that one participant indicated her willingness to enrol for a course in remedial 
education at her own cost.  
 
“…dat ek gevoel het … om in die rigting my studies in die rigting bietjie verder te 
sit. Net om die tipe kinders te kan help wat dan so sukkel …” (“… that I felt to 
further my studies in that direction. Just to assist those learners who are 




    
A participant at another school is of the opinion that it is the responsibility of the 
Department of Education to train educators in remedial education because they are 
expecting educators to manage learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream classes.  
 
“… doen ‘n opname of daar mense wat belangstel om in daai rigting in te gaan. 
Skep die geleenthede vir die mense om in daai rigting in te gaan en te studeer” 
(“… do a survey who are interested to study in that direction. Create 
opportunities for people to go in that direction and to study.”) - EP6 
 
6.3.6.2.7. Lack of parental involvement 
 
Parental involvement plays a big role in schools’ ability to manage learners who 
experience barriers to learning effectively. The investigation revealed that parents are 
generally not actively involved in the development of learners who experience 
barriers to learning. It was found that parents seldom provide effective stimulation to 
their children at home and perceive it is the sole task of the school.   
 
One participating principal indicated that the education of any learner can only be 
successful if all role players are fully committed towards the development of the child: 
 
“… die opvoeding van die kind staan maar eintlik op drie bene: dit is die kind, 
die onderwyser en die ouer. En as maak ook ons se ouers graag daarop attent 
dat hulle het ook ‘n rol te speel in terme van die akademie of die opvoeding van 
ons kinders in hulle totaliteit.” (“… the education of the child rest on three pillars: 
the child, the teacher and the parent. And we make parents aware that they 
have a role to play in terms of the academic or the education of the child in their 
totality”) - PP4 
 
Participating educators and principals were very concerned about the lack of support 
they receive from parents. Some participants commented: 
 
“…parents don’t involve themselves [parents] too much in their children’s 
learning.” - PP5 
 
“Ek het sewentien briefies uitgestuur; vyf van die ouers het gekom.” (“I sent out 




    
“Jy het jou sogenaamde ouer wat, wat sê nou maar zero omgee vir wat in die 
kind se opvoeding aangaan. … hulle gee nie samewerking vir die skool nie.” 
(“You have your so-called parent who cares nothing about the child’s education. 
… they don’t give support to the school.”) - EP6 
 
Participating educators also indicated that some parents are insensitive towards their 
children who experience barriers to learning. These parents in some cases embark 
on negative and destructive behaviour towards their children, as reflected in the 
following responses by participating educators: 
 
“I gave that child something to do at home and then he said: ‘My grandma said I 
can’t do this because I am a stupid…’” - EP13 
 
“…nog daai negatiewe woorde wat die ouer ook gooi, ‘Ja, jy is maar onnosel, 
hoekom is jy so dom?’…” (“… and the negative remarks that parents make, 
‘Yes, you are stupid, why are you so stupid?’…”) - EP18 
 
Various reasons for the lack of parental support were stated by participants. Many 
learners are growing up with grandparents while parents are working elsewhere. 
Grandparents are in most instances not able to provide the necessary support at 
home due to their low literacy level. The lack of support at home hampers the 
schools’ ability to effectively manage the learners who experience barriers to learning 
because the home environment of these learners is often not conducive to 
consolidate efforts from educators to support learners. Some comments by 
participants in this regard were: 
 
“Baie van hulle is nie geleerd nie. Dit is ‘n probleem …” (“Many of them are not 
literate. It is a problem…”) - EP10 
 
“… omdat baie van die ouers maar drink en dat hulle … dwelmmiddels en goed 
gebruik…” (“… because many of the parents drink and they use drugs and 
things …”) - EP3 
 
“…baie van die kinders se mammies werk uit die dorp uit…” (“… many of the 
childrens’ mothers work out of town…”) - EP14 
 
Some participants also indicated that parents are not always aware of the fact that 




    
“…die kind lyk mos nou maar fisies normaal … en die ouer sien …’Nee, my kind 
is oraait’. Maar in die ‘meantime’ is daai kind nie oraait nie en daar is 
leerprobleme.” (“… physically, the child looks normal … and the parent sees … 
‘No, my child is fine.’ But in the meantime the child is not fine and there are 
learning barriers.”) - EP5 
 
The lack of support from parents put a lot of stress on educators and impacts 
negatively on their ability to manage learners who experience barriers to learning 
effectively. A participating educator summarised it like this: 
 
“… die ouers … het die kind opgegee, so die skool moet nou maar… die ouer 
staan nie eintlik die kind by nie.” (“… the parents … gave up on their children 
and the school must … they don’t really support the child.”) - EP5  
 
In some cases parents are also in denial that their children experience barriers to 
learning. Parents seemingly don’t understand that the progression system in the 
primary school allow learners to progress from one grade to another although they 
did not achieve the desired learning outcomes. One educator participant stated: 
 
“En baie van die ouers hulle wil ook nie erken dat hulle kinders leerprobleme het 
nie… Ons ouers verstaan nie…” (“And many of the parents don’t want to 
acknowledge that their children are experiencing barriers to learning… Parents 
don’t understand…”) - EP17 
 
“En baie ouers is in denial oor hulle kinders…” (“And many parents are in denial 
about their children…”) - EP20 
 
One participating principal is of the opinion that parents just send their children to 
school with the expectation that their children will progress to a next grade every 
year. Parents seemingly don’t understand that learners must achieve certain 
outcomes to be able to progress to a next grade or phase.  
 
“… ouers verstaan ook maar nie rêrig waaroor dit gaan nie. Vir hulle gaan dit 
oor hulle kind moet slaag… hulle weet nie dat voordat die kind slaag is daar 
sekere dinge wat gedoen word nie.” (“… parents don’t really understand what is 
going on. For them it is about the child that must pass… they don’t know that 
before a child can pass, certain things must be done.”) - PP2 
 
The above comment by the principal can also be viewed as an accusation against the 
school. Schools should inform parents about the operation of systems and what is 
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required from learners to progress to another grade or phase. Although participants 
indicated that parents do not really support their children or the school, some 
responses also indicated that educators are not always persistent enough to get 
parents more involved in the scholastic development of their children: 
 
“…maar as die onderwyser uit sy pad gaan om die ouer te betrek, dan kan hulle 
goed saamwerk…” (“… but if the teacher goes out of his way to involve the 
parent, they can cooperate well…”) - EP1 
 
“… dit is asof die ouers nie gemaklik voel met my wat hulle besoek nie … maar 
ek verkies om nie by die huise besoek af te lê nie.” (“… it is as if the parents 
don’t feel comfortable with me visiting them … but I  prefer not to visit their 
homes…”) - EP3 
 
A participating District Official shared the view that educators are not doing enough to 
investigate the home circumstances of learners. 
 
6.3.7. Theme 7: The success of the inclusion of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in the mainstream classes 
 
The findings of the empirical investigation suggest that the inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learning are in not very successful in most of the mainstream 
primary schools.  
 
6.3.7.1. Current outcomes of the inclusion of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream classes 
 
When probed about the success of the inclusion of learners who experience barriers 
to learning in mainstream classes, all participants indicated that they do not view it as 
successful.  Participating District Officials describe the outcomes of the inclusion of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes as follows: 
 
“They [learners who experience barriers to learning] are always drowning. They 




    
“Kinders … hulle vorder nie. Hulle word net aangepass... Daar is geen waarde 
toevoeging nie.” (“Children … they don’t make progress. They are just being 
passed on … There is no addition of value.”) - DOP2 
 
Many of the participants hold the view that instead of benefiting them, learners who 
experience barriers to learning are greatly disadvantaged by their inclusion in the 
mainstream classes. One participating educator stated unambiguously that she does 
not believe it is successful: 
 
“Ek sal nooit sê dis suksesvol nie, want dit is nie suksesvol nie. Dis definitief nie 
suksesvol nie. Hulle raak net meer agter...” (I will never say it is successful, 
because it is not successful. It is definitely not successful. They just fall behind 
more …”) - EP1 
 
The principal of School Four indicated that the successful inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learning is to a large extent hampered by the inability of the 
school to provide effective assistance to those learners.  
 
“… die skool is uiteraard… ook nou maar soort van gestremd om daai kinders 
op ‘n manier te assisteer en om daai kinders te help.” (“… as a matter of fact, 
the school … also experience kind of barriers to assist those learners, to 
support those learners.”) - PP4 
 
One participating educator with a remedial teaching qualification stated unequivocally 
that some learners who experience barriers to learning should rather be removed 
from the mainstream and placed in special or remedial classes due to the 
ineffectiveness of their inclusion in mainstream classes.  
 
“Maar daar’s kinders wat definitief nie in die hoofstroom hoort nie, wat definitief 
in ‘n spesiale klassie of dan nou net ‘n, of dan nou ‘n remediërende klassie.” 
(“But there are children who definitely do not belong in the mainstream, who 
definitely belong in a special class or a remedial class.”) - EP9 
 
Another participating educator was of the opinion that the inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes is the reason why so many 
children end up as street children. Inclusive education according to the participant 




    
“Ek meen, van die Witskrif [6] ingekom het, het ons meer straatkinders as wat 
ons in die verlede gehad het…” (“I mean, since the White Paper [6] was 
introduced, we have more street children than we had in the past…”) - EP18  
 
6.3.7.2. Factors influencing the successful inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes 
 
Participating educators and principals through their comments indicated that the 
inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes are 
currently not successful. Various reasons were stated why the inclusion of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes are not successful.  
 
6.3.7.2.1. Lack of individual support in mainstream classes 
 
All the participants in this investigation indicated that the success of the inclusion of 
learners who experience barriers to learning is dependent on individual support 
rendered to those learners.  
 
“So, ons moet hulle, ons moet hulle een vir een hanteer. Ons moet hulle bietjie 
individuele aandag gee, ons moet vaslê.” (“So, we must give them, we must 
handle them one by one. Ons must give them at least individual attention, we 
must consolidate.”) - EP1 
 
“As jy met die kind so ‘one on one’ werk, dan kry jy meer uit hom uit as wat jy 
nou normaalweg in ‘n groep uit hom sal uitkry.” (“When you work one on one 
with the child, you get more from him as you will normally get from him in a 
group.”) - EP6 
 
Educators mentioned that due to factors like time constraints, workload and big class 
sizes, educators are not in a position to render individual support to those learners in 
the mainstream classes.  
 
“Daar’s seker te … min tyd vir so kind. Want daai kind het baie meer aandag 
nodig as die ander kinders.” (“Perhaps there is … not enough time for such a 





    
“… natuurlik jou beste alleentyd is na die normale klas gegaan het, want dan is 
daar niemand wat ‘n volgende ou se aandag aftrek nie” (“…obviously, your best 
alone time is after the normal class left because there is nobody who distracts 
the next one…”) - EP2 
 
A participating principal also alluded to the fact that the lack of individual attention 
given to learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream is 
disadvantaging the learners and therefore their inclusion in the mainstream cannot 
be viewed as successful.  
 
“… daardie kinders moet eintlik intensiewe individuele aandag kry en ons kan 
dalk daai kind benadeel in die sin dat ons nie regtig behoorlik individuele 
aandag aan daai kind kan skenk nie.” (“…in fact, those learners must get 
intensive and individual attention and we can disadvantage that child in the 
sense that we can’t really give individual attention to that child.”) - PP3  
 
6.3.7.2.2. Lack of training to manage diverse classrooms 
 
Most of the participating educators were only trained to work within a regular 
classroom. However, they are confronted more and more with the management of 
diverse classrooms in terms of learner populations. Many participants find it 
overwhelming to work with classes with such a diversity of learners. Educators 
constantly indicated that the lack of success with the inclusion of learners who 
experience barriers to learning can be attributed to their inadequate training: 
 
“… die meeste van ons is maar net opgelei om in ‘n normale klassituasie te kan 
onderrig. En, en dit maak eintlik ons se taak moeilik… hier sit ons met ‘n klomp 
jong generasie onderwysers uh, wat nie eers daai skill het om daai kinders te 
kan help nie.” (“… most of us are just trained to teach in a normal class 
situation. And it makes our task difficult. We sit here with a number of young 
generation teachers who don’t even have the skill to help those children”) - EP5 
 
“‘n Inklusiewe klas sal ek nie tot sy reg kan laat kom nie, want soos ek vir 
Meneer in die begin gesê het: opleiding ontbreek.” (“I will not be able to justice 
to an inclusive class, because as I told you in the beginning, the training is 
lacking.”) - EP6 
 
A participating principal who supports the principles of inclusive education believes 
that the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning will only be 
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successful if the Department of Education provide adequate training programmes for 
all educators to manage the inclusive classroom.  
 
“… ‘n baie eenvoudig en ek dink, baie redelike versoek is dat die Departement 
[van Onderwys] van sy kant af, al die onderwysers by hierdie skool ‘train’ oplei 
in ‘inclusive education’. Hoe ons kinders met daardie probleme in ons klasse 
kan akkommodeer en die kurrikulum effektief te kan bestuur.” (“… a very simple 
and I think a very reasonable request is that the Department [of Education] from 
their side train all the educators in this school in inclusive education. How we 
can accommodate learners who experience barriers to learning and how to 
manage the curriculum effectively.”) - PP3 
 
A participating District Official also indicated that thoroughly trained educators are 
needed to provide effective support to learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream classes and that most educators in mainstream primary schools lack that 
training and capabilities: 
 
“… jou deursnee onderwyser [is] nie professioneel, emosioneel, sielkundig 
toegerus om daai kind te akkommodeer [nie].” (“… your average teacher is not 
professionally, emotionally and psychologically equipped to accommodate that 
child.”) - DOP2 
 
6.3.7.2.3. Absence of remedial classes 
 
Although there is a general concern about the lack of training educators received in 
inclusive and remedial teaching, it was established that some of the participating 
schools do have educators with remedial qualifications in their service. However, 
those educators cannot be utilised effectively because they have to manage their 
own classes on a full time basis.  
 
As a result of the lack of or under-utilisation of specialised remedial educators, 
participating educators expressed the need for remedial classes to be established at 
schools where the trained remedial educators can provide remedial services to 
learners who experience barriers to learning on a full time basis.  
 
“…behoort dit ‘n skool geweldig baie te help as jy ‘n gespesialiseerde ‘teacher’ 
het wat deur die Departement [van Onderwys] toegeken is aan ‘n betrokke skool 
wat net aandag gee aan daai betrokke kinders …” (“… it should help a school 
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very much if you have a specialised teacher who is allocated by the Department 
[of Education] to a particular school who only gives attention to those particular 
learners…”) - PP4 
 
“As daar ‘n klassie is waar die juffrou spesifiek nou net ‘n tydjie kan afknyp om 
sulke kinders soos ek nou sal sê “remedial” te gaan na daai klas toe vir ‘n 
sekere tydperk …” (“If there can be a class where the teacher can take some 
time to do some remedial work with those learners for a certain time …”) - EP5 
 
One participating educator, who has a remedial qualification, expressed her concern 
about teaching of learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream.    
 
“Maar op die oomblik… is die onderrig en die toekoms maar donker van die 
kindertjies hier op, by hierdie inrigting… Daars niks [vir hulle] nie. Ander kinders 
styg bo hulle uit.” (“But at the moment … the teaching and the future of those 
learners at this school are very dark... There is nothing [for them]. Other children 
excel above them.”) - EP11 
 
A participating principal expressed himself in the following manner regarding the 
need for remedial classes at schools: 
 
“… sonder om te diskrimineer, sonder … benadeling van daardie kind … dink ek 
dit sal tot die kind se eie voordeel wees in die kind se beste belang om ‘n klas te 
skep waar daardie kind individuele aandag kan kry.” (“… without discriminating 
and without any prejudice to that child … I think it will be in that child’s best 
interest to create a class where that child can get individual attention. “) - PP3 
 
6.3.7.2.4. Limited opportunities to achieve  
 
As mentioned in section 6.3.1.4.2, learners who experience barriers to learning are 
expected to do the same activities as their more able peers. As a result, those 
learners are experiencing continuous failure to achieve the required curricular 
outcomes. Participating educators are of the opinion that learners who experience 
barriers to learning should get work which falls within their ability so that they can 
also experience a sense of achievement, as one participant stated: 
 
“…daardie leerder wil ook tog vorder, hy het ook begeertes om te presteer. En 
as ons nie daadwerklik iets doen om hom te help, al is dit in kleiner mate as die 
goedbedeelde leerling en dit gaan ons net regkry deur herhaling, herhaling, 
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herhaling en vaslegging en vaslegging en vaslegging” (“… that learner also 
wants to progress, he also have the desire to achieve. And if we do not 
something constructively to help them, even if it is just a small bit of what we 
give the gifted learner, and we will only be able to achieve it by repetition, 
repetition, repetition and consolidation, consolidation, consolidation.”) - EP1 
 
However, it was evident that limited opportunities to achieve are created for learners 
who experience barriers to learning at some of the participating schools. One 
participant alluded to the fact that at her school learners who experience barriers are 
overlooked all the time and that they are not given any opportunity to express 
themselves by means of activities that may be within their abilities. She commented: 
 
“Op hierdie skool… is daar geen geleenthede vir hulle nie. Ons het al gevra dat 
ons kuns en kultuur, die kinders wat mooi handewerk doen, dat ons dit, ek het al 
gevra dat ons dit spesifiek vir dit, ons het klasse vir dit, ‘n tipe van ‘n museum, 
skryf die datum en die tema neer en gaan sit dit daar neer. En as daar ouerdae 
is, so kan hulle gaan kyk wat het hulle kinders gedoen. Dit sal hulle ook maak 
bly voel, het jy gesien my ding is uitgestal …” (At this school… there are no 
opportunities for them. We asked that for Arts and Culture, the learners who do 
pretty handwork, that we put it up in a kind of museum; write the date and theme 
on it. And when we have parents’ days, let them see what their children have 
done. It will make them feel good: ‘Did you see my work is displayed?’ …”) - 
EP11   
 
Other participating schools provide extra-curricular and social activities in which 
learners who experience barriers to learning can participate. 
  
“…daar is die geleenthede … die sport en die kultuur, dit is daarso. Daar is 
darem ander uitlaatkleppe…” (“… there are opportunities … the sport and 
culture. There are at least other release mechanisms…”) - EP6 
 
“… daar’s dalk iemand wat in die klas nie veel weet nie maar hy kan dalk die 
mooiste ‘moves’ maak en so aan. So ons hou tog sulke dae om almal te betrek 
en te voel dat almal deel is …” (“… perhaps there is someone in class who 
doesn’t know much, but who can make the prettiest moves and so on. So, we 
have days like that to involve everybody and create the feeling that everyone is 
part …”) - EP9 
 
However, these activities still exclude learners who experience physical barriers. 
Educators did not mention how learners with physical abilities are involved to 
experience a sense of achievement. Another participating educator felt that 
educators must not just accept that learners who experience barriers to learning can 
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do nothing. Educators must search for something that they can do and make sure it 
is made known to everybody to boost those learners’ confidence and self esteem.  
 
“… hulle is nie onopvoedbaar nie… En dit wat hulle goed kan doen, moet ons 
aan die groot klok hang sodat hulle ook kan voel ons spog met hulle.” (“… they 
are not uneducatable … And what they can do well, we must hang at the bell, 
so that they can also feel that we boast with them…”) - EP1  
 
6.3.7.2.5. Lack of alternative learning programmes 
 
Educators at the participating schools indicated that they are required to follow the 
curriculum and therefore they are not in a position to provide alternative learning 
programmes to learners who experience barriers to learning. One participating 
principal commented about the fact that subject advisors are adamant that educators 
rigidly follow the prescribed learning programmes without deviation: 
 
“You know that the subject advisors will want to see your work and at a certain 
stage that we need this bulk. Whereas you cannot make this bulk through 
challenges …” - PP5 
 
The same participant suggested that concessions should be made to learners who 
experience barriers to learning in terms of the number of learning areas that they 
need to do. These learners must also be allowed to receive training in other skills that 
will prepare them for the job market: 
 
“If there can be other exit points somewhere where they will be taught some 
skills, because there is something that they can learn. But here we are only 
been given this bulk of work that we must do. If they can be given few learning 
areas, just only few. If they can be taught mathematics and also one or two 
languages and then be put on skills. Even if it is gardening skills, planting … 
where they can be, something that they can do for their living…” - PP5 
 
The suggestions of the principal were echoed by various participants at different 
participating schools. Some educators feel that some learners who experience 
barriers to learning are wasting their time with academic work which they cannot 
master, whereas they could acquire more practical skills through alternative learning 
programmes. Some comments made by participants are: 
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“… volgende keer kom die Carpenter hy en maak iets uit hout; hy kan werkies 
doen met hulle vir so uurtjie, amper soos ‘n skool …wat op sy eie wat so 
deurvloei.” (“… next time the Carpenter comes and he makes something out of 
wood; he can work with them for an hour, like a school which runs on its own 
….”) - EP11 
 
“… baie van die outjies weet ek is met hulle hande baie vaardig. Maar … ons 
het mos nou nie meer daai formele hand en, en vaardighede wat hulle kan doen 
onder iemand se toesig nie…” (“… I know many of them are very skilful with 
their hands. But … we don’t have that formal hand and skills that they can do 
under the supervision of someone…”) - EP5 
 
One participant was of the opinion that is better to allow learners to participate in 
programmes in which they have real interest than to force them to do work that they 
are not interested to do because of the barriers to learning they are experiencing: 
 
“So dis iets wat die kind motiveer op die ou end as wat hy in die klas sit en hy is 
‘ge-demotivate’, want hy kan niks doen nie.” (“So in the end that is something 
that can motivate the child whereas he sits demotivated in class because he can 
do nothing.”) - EP9  
 
6.3.7.2.6. Lack of alternative modes of assessment 
 
The management of learners who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream 
is hampered by the lack of alternative modes of assessment. As indicated in section 
6.3.1.4, all learners are subjected to the same format of assessment. According to 
most of the participants, learners who experience difficulty to express themselves in 
written language are also expected to do written tests. Participating educators were 
of the opinion that those learners for example, must be allowed to be assessed orally 
because in some cases they are able to respond effectively when challenged orally: 
 
“… as ons miskien vir hulle mondeling daai vragies kon vra, … sou hulle beter 
gevaar het … omdat hulle dit skriftelik moet doen en glad nie kan lees of skryf 
nie.” (“... if we could ask the questions orally … they would have done better … 
because they must do it in writing and they cannot read or write.”) - EP3 
 
“… hy kon dit mondeling antwoord. Maar toe hy dit moet gaan skryf toe kon hy 
nou nie skryf nie.” (“… he could answer it orally. But when he had to write it, he 
couldn’t.”) - EP4 
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One participating principal indicated that he recently became aware that schools can 
apply for concessions for those learners who are not able to complete assessment in 
the prescribed manner. He also indicated that in future he will apply for those 
concessions to allow learners who experience barriers to learning to get alternative 
modes of assessment.  
 
“…sal ek noodwendig in die toekoms concessions aanvra, veral vir hulle wie 
miskien inligting kan weergee, maar wie nie kan lees noodwendig nie.” (“… in 
future I will apply for concessions, especially for those who can give information, 
but who cannot necessarily read…”) - PP2  
 
However, when the specific document was observed and scrutinised, no 
concessions were found in terms of learners who are unable to write as a result of  
learning barriers they experience.  
 
6.3.7.2.7. Inappropriate progression system in mainstream primary schools 
 
In terms of the progression of learners in the mainstream primary school, 
Assessment instruction no. 25 of 2009 (p. 6) issued by the Eastern Cape Education 
Department states that:    
 
No learner should stay in any of the three phases in the GET Band for longer 
than four years unless the Provincial Head of Department has given approval 
based on specific circumstances and professional advice.  
 
This implies that a learner may only repeat once in each phase in the primary school. 
Should the need arise for a learner to repeat more than once in a phase, approval 
has to be obtained from the Provincial Head of Education. Participating educators 
are of the opinion that the specific stipulation does not allow them to consolidate 
basic skills and knowledge thoroughly because of the predetermined time a learner is 
allowed to spend in a specific phase. Participants also view it as negative for learners 
because they get passed on from one grade to a next without them being ready to 




    
One participating principal was of the opinion that the progression system was partly 
to blame for the lack of basic skills and knowledge learners are able to obtain in 
lower grades.  
 
“Daai kind kan nie skryf nie, daai kind kan nie lees nie. Dis nou as gevolg van 
die kurrikulum en die kind wat net een keer in ‘n fase kan druip…” (“That child 
can’t write… can’t read. This is as a result of the curriculum and the child who 
can only fail once in a phase…”) - PP7 
 
Another participant shared about a Grade 7 learner who struggled very much and 
who, as a result of the stipulation that a learner may not stay longer than four years 
in a phase, progressed to the high school where he would not be able to cope with 
the work.  
 
“…ek het hom so jammer gekry, maar as gevolg van hy het klaar die graad, die 
fase het hy alreeds in gedruip, nou is hy nou deurgestuur na die hoërskool 
toe…” (“… I felt so sorry for him, but because he already repeated in the grade, 
the phase, he was send through to high school…”) - EP19 
 
Some participating educators also expressed their concern because parents have to 
be consulted about learners’ retention in a grade. This is stipulated in Assessment 
instruction 25 of 2009 (p. 9) issued by the Eastern Cape Department of Education 
and which states that: 
 
Where a learner needs more time to demonstrate achievement, decisions shall 
be made based on the advice of the relevant role-players: teachers, learners, 
parents and relevant District Officials. 
 
Some participating educators interpret the above stipulation as that parents have to 
give permission for the retention of their children in a grade. Participants are of the 
opinion that most parents do not possess the necessary professional judgement to 
decide whether learners should progress to a next grade or be retained in a certain 
grade. Some participants indicated that some parents insist that their children 
progress to the next grade despite the fact that learners will not be able to cope with 
the work in the next grade or phase.  
 
“… grootste fout wat hulle gemaak het deur die ouer te laat besluit … maar vir 
die ouer voel dit seker maar… ‘My kinders gaan gesien word as dom kinders.’ 
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Hulle is tevrede en pos maar die arme sieletjies aan, dan is daardie kinders nog 
wragtig nie reg nie.”  (“… the biggest mistake they made was to allow the 
parent to decide … but perhaps the parent feels … ‘My child will be perceived 
as stupid’. They [parents] are happy to rather let the poor children progress, but 
the children are really not ready.”) - EP19 
 
“… van hulle [ouers] sê ‘Ons sal maar sien, …’ En dan gaan daai kind oor nè, 
Graad 2 toe, of hy gaan oor na Graad drie toe.” (“… some of them [parents] say 
‘We will see…’ And then that child goes on to Grade 2, or he goes on to Grade 
3.”) - EP18 
  
6.3.7.2.8. Negative perception of inclusive education 
 
Most participating educators displayed a negative attitude towards inclusive 
education. Although some participants acknowledged the human rights approach on 
which inclusive education is based, they are concerned about the efficacy thereof.  
 
“… ek voel daardie ompaaie wat ons geloop het met ‘n spesiale klas, en ‘n 
bietjie vaardigheid … het ons kinders beter entrepreneurs gemaak as wat dit 
huidiglik gaan…”  (“… I feel that detours we took with a special class and a bit of 
skills … made our learners better entrepreneurs than is now the case…”) - EP2  
 
“… inklusiewe onderwys, vir myself voel ek … ‘n mens moenie kinders uitsonder 
nie, maar op grond van dit gaan jy ook weer dat die kind agteruitgaan.” (“… 
inclusive education, I feel … one should not exclude the learners, but on that 
basis you cause the child to deteriorate further.”) - EP14 
 
Participants also indicated that the working conditions in schools are not conducive 
for the implementation of inclusive education. The principal of School Three 
articulated his concern in the following manner: 
 
“… ek dink inklusiewe onderwys het bestaansreg, maar dan moet die basis of 
die fundament waarop die onderrig plaasvind, moet dan eers reggestel word.” 
(“I think there is justification for inclusive education but the base or foundation 
on which teaching must happen, must be rectified first.”) - PP3 
 
A participating Departmental Official concurred with the view of the principal of 
School Three by referring to the conditions in mainstream schools which are 
currently not suitable for the implementation of inclusive education as well as the 
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negative effect of learners who are subjected to the current form of inclusive 
education:   
 
“… moet ons eers sorg dat die omstandighede, fisies en die menslike bronne 
daar is voordat ons hulle in daai… Ons kan hulle nie vir die wolwe gooi nie en 
dan verwag daar moet iets produktiefs daaruit kom nie.” (“… we must first see 
to it that the circumstances, physical and the human resources are there before 
we put them in that … We can’t throw them for the wolves and expect 
something good must come from it …”) - DOP2 
 
Supplementary to theme 1, many participants described inclusive education as 
discriminatory against learners who experience barriers to learning: 
 
“Jy diskrimineer eintlik teen die leerder met leerhindernisse, want hy kan nie 
byhou nie. Maar jy hou hom daar, want dis inklusiewe onderwys.” (“You are in 
fact discriminating against the learner who experience barriers to learning, 
because he cannot keep up with the pace. But you keep him there because it is 
inclusive education.”) - EP1 
 
“…om die waarheid te sê daai kind word baie benadeel…” (“…to tell the truth, 
that child is disadvantaged in a big way…”) - PP7 
 
“Maar dan praat ons van inclusive education. Maar die policies wat ons 
produce, include nie daai kind [wat leerhindernisse ervaar] nie …” (“But then we 
talk about inclusive education but the policies we produce do not include that 
child [who experience barriers to learning] - DOP2 
 
Some participants were of the opinion that the decision to implement inclusive 
education in South Africa was taken on political level without regard to the 
educational outcomes thereof. They also hold the view that the decision to include 
learners who experience barriers to learning was based on political correctness 
rather than on educational efficacy.  
 
“… dis seker maar ‘n politieke besluit gewees.  Maar die professionele het dit 
nog nie reggekry om hulle te oortuig dat dit werk nie.” (“… perhaps it was a 
political decision. But the professionals did not yet succeed in convincing them 
that it doesn’t work.”) - PP6 
 
“Ek dink dit is meer polities korrek om te sê die kinders moet in die hoofstroom 
kom as wat dit wetenskaplik of opvoedkundig geregverdigbaar is…” (“ I think it 
is more political correct to say that the learners who experience barriers to 
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learning most come into the mainstream than it is scientifically and educationally 




This chapter presented the findings of the empirical research. The findings suggest 
that learners who experience barriers to learning are not managed effectively in 
mainstream primary schools.  
 
With regards to sub-research question one of this study, the investigation revealed 
that learners who experience barriers to learning are still subjected to various forms 
of discrimination: the inaccessibility of buildings, the non-provision for their specific 
needs through the rigid structuring of curriculum content and one dimensional 
assessment practices, the rejection, labelling and stereotyping by their able peers, 
and insensitive educators and parents. 
 
Sub-reseach question two seeked to determine when and by whom learners who 
experience barriers to learning are assessed and how accurate and effective these 
assessments are. The investigation revealed that learners who experience barriers to 
learning are not managed effectively in terms of the SIAS strategy as prescribed by 
the Department of Education. The early identification and assessment of learners’ 
specific needs and strengths are not done properly and thoughtfully in the majority of 
the participating mainstream primary schools. As a consequence the opportunity to 
develop individualised support plans and stimulate the development of these learners 
are lost and these learners are in reality wasting the most valuable time of their lives 
in mainstream classes.  
 
Sub-research question three aimed to describe how educators adapt the school 
programme to meet the need of learners who experience barriers to learning. The 
investigation revealed that most educators do not adapt school programmes to 
address the needs of those learners. On the contrary, the findings revealed that 
learners who experience barriers to learning are only included in terms of physical 




    
 
Sub-research questions four and five aimed to illuminate the type and kind of  support 
structures available at schools to support learners who experience barriers to 
learning and support rendered to educators by District Officials in developing and 
implementing adapted learning programmes respectively.  The investigation revealed 
that in most cases little or no constructive support is rendered to these learners in 
terms of the development of their basic skills and knowledge and that most schools 
receive little or no constructive support from District Officials in designing and 
implementing support programmes for learners who experience barriers to learning. 
As a result of this lacking support, these learners are excluded from any form of 
quality education, which make their presence in mainstream schools and mainstream 
classes almost meaningless. 
 
In relation to sub-research questions six and seven, the investigation revealed that 
most educators do not manage learners who experience barriers to learning 
effectively and that the inclusion of these learners in mainstream classes are in most 
instances unsuccessful. The fact that most learners who experience barriers to 
learning are not managed effectively in mainstream primary schools, has a very 
negative impact on them. The lack of effective support and meaningful participation in 
the curriculum is the cause that they become frustrated, unmotivated, ill-behaved, 
lacking in confidence and develop a very low self esteem. In the end these learners 
stay absent from school for prolonged periods which eventually leads to their early 
drop-out from school and the limited future prospects these learners have.    
 
The findings also revealed that the ineffective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream schools cannot only be attributed to 
school factors. Consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) assertion that human 
development is influenced by the quality of interactions between the different layers in 
the ecological model, this investigation found that factors within the microsystem, 
mesosystem, macrosystem, and exosystem as well as the chronosystem have an 
influence on the effective management of learners in mainstream schools. Any effort 
to improve the management of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools should therefore be directed at all the layers of the 
Ecological system.  
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Based on the findings of the empirical investigation, Chapter 7 will present and 
discuss a proposed framework for the creation of more sustainable management 
systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are met effectively and that 
educators who teach those learners are properly trained and supported to manage 






























    
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR THE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF 
LEARNERS WHO EXPERIENCE BARRIERS TO LEARNING IN 




Based on the literature review presented in Chapters Two, Three and Four and the 
findings of the empirical investigation in Chapter 6, this chapter will propose and 
discuss a framework for the effective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. 
 
7.2. BRONFENBRENNER’S ECOLOGICAL MODEL AND THE CURRENT 
MANAGEMENT OF LEARNERS WHO EXPERIENCE BARRIERS TO 
LEARNING IN MAINSTREAM PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 
As discussed in Chapters One, Three and Four, the Ecological model of 
Bronfenbrenner (1979) was adopted as theoretical framework for this study. 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model indicates that the interaction between individuals 
and the different layers of their ecological environment influence their development. 
The findings of the empirical investigation revealed that the effective management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools are 
affected by various factors residing across all the layers of the ecological system. 
 
Any effort to improve the management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream primary schools require interventions at all five levels of the 
ecological system, that is, the microsystem, mesosystem, macrosystem, exosystem 
and chronosystem. Figure 7.1 consolidate the findings of the investigation regarding 
the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning within the 





    
Figure 7.1 The current management of learners who experience barriers to 





    
Despite mechanisms created by the Department of Education in terms of the South 
African Schools Act (South Africa, 1996a) and White Paper 6 (Department of 
Education, 2001) to ensure that all learners have equal access to and receive quality 
and equitable education in public schools, the findings of the empirical investigation 
in Chapter 6 clearly indicate that learners who experience barriers to learning are not 
managed effectively in mainstream primary schools. The investigation further 
revealed that mainstream primary schools are experiencing serious challenges in 
providing quality education and meaningful developmental opportunities to learners 
who experience barriers to learning. These challenges are situated across all five 
layers in the ecological system as illustrated in Figure 7.1. 
 
It is therefore vital to address those restraining factors by developing a framework for 
the effective management of learners who experience barriers in mainstream primary 
schools. However, when developing such a framework, it is important that the whole 
ecological system be addressed since the different layers of the ecological system 
influence each other. Such a framework should therefore not only be directed at 
factors that inhibit the implementation of inclusive education at school level, but 
should be aimed at addressing restraining factors in the whole ecological system as 
indicated in Figure 7.1.  
 
The effects of factors in the different layers of the ecological system on the current 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning will be discussed in the 
next sections whereafter a framework will be proposed and discussed to improve the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary 
schools.    
 
7.2.1. The microsystem 
 
The microsystem refers to the immediate environment of learners with which they 
have direct interaction. This includes the home environment, the school and the 
quality of the interactions with their peers (Bronfenbrenner, 1994, p. 39). The 
findings, as reported in Chapter 6, revealed that microsystemic factors have a 
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detrimental effect on the current management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. 
7.2.1.1. The home environment 
 
The findings of the empirical investigation explicate that the home environment can 
have a negative effect on the effective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning. Various factors in the home environment contribute to the 
ineffective management of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream schools. It is therefore essential that the home environment should form 
part and parcel of any proposal to improve the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. The following challenges within the home 
environment were revealed by the investigation: 
 
7.2.1.1.1. Non-supportive home environment 
 
The investigation revealed that parents are generally not actively involved in the 
development of learners who experience barriers to learning. It was found that many 
parents seldom provide effective stimulation to their children at home and perceive it 
as the sole task of the school. Many learners are growing up with grandparents while 
parents are working elsewhere. Grandparents are in most instances not able to 
provide the necessary support at home due to their low literacy level.  
 
The unsupportive home environment can also be ascribed to factors like low literacy 
levels, unemployment and poverty, which are interconnected. Due to parents’ low 
educational levels, they struggle to find permanent employment and therefore 
experience varying levels of poverty.  In some households the only source of income 
may be the child support grants which have to provide for the needs of a whole 
family. Learners who grow up in such home environments will be more inclined to be 
at risk because their basic physiological needs are not met and addressed properly. 
Parents of financial struggling households will primarily focus on finding ways and 
means to survive and therefore do not view the support to learners as important, 
jeopardising the development of learners.  
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The lack of support at home also hampers the schools’ ability to effectively manage 
the learners who experience barriers to learning because the home environments of 
these learners are often not contributing to the consolidation of efforts by educators 
to support learners. This restricting factor may also increase the susceptibility of 
these learners and put them at more risk regarding educational and developmental 
outcomes.  
 
7.2.1.1.2. Unsympathetic parents 
 
The findings of the empirical investigation also suggested that parents sometimes 
display unsympathetic behaviour towards their children with negative references to 
the barriers to learning learners are experiencing. Instead of loving and supporting 
their children, parents make negative remarks towards learners which may lead to 
the development of a negative self-esteem and negative responses to any form of 
support at school. This may result in learners losing confidence in and developing 
resistance towards all adults and their efforts to render support.  
 
7.2.1.1.3. Negative life style of parents 
 
The life style of parents has an influence on their childrens’ prenatal and postnatal 
development. The findings of the investigation suggested that many learners who 
experience barriers to learning are neglected at home because of parents’ drug and 
alcohol abuse. As a result of parents’ negative life styles, learners are in many cases 
forced to take care of households and look after themselves. This burden of extra 
responsibilities at home impacts negatively on the learners’ ability to respond 
positively to teaching and learning opportunities in school which in turn impedes the 
effective management of these learners in the mainstream schools. The negative life 
style of parents can also influence learners to model the negative life style of parents 
and it increases the possibility that learners themselves may become involved in 
alcohol and drug abuse from a very young age which will interfere with their 






    
7.2.1.1.4. Parents’ denial of barriers to learning 
  
Some parents are also in denial that their children experience barriers to learning. 
This may be the result of lacking knowledge, pure ignorance or shyness. Parents 
may even perceive the barriers to learning that their children experience as a 
negative reflection on the quality of their parenthood. They therefore resist or oppose 
any recommendations from the school that learners should be assessed to 
determine the nature and extent of their barriers to learning and what support 
programmes are needed to consolidate the development of these learners. This 
denial of parents often leave educators stranded, because they need the consent 
and support of parents to have learners assessed in terms of the barriers to learning 
they are experiencing. Moreover, because of parents’ denial of learners’ barriers to 
learning, the necessary stimulation and consolidation at home may be deemed 
unnecessary which in turn increase the risk that these learners will not be able to 
overcome their barriers to learning or respond positively to school support 
programmes and as a result they will continue to struggle within the school system. 
 
7.2.1.2. Interaction with peers 
 
The literature review as discussed in section 2.6.1 suggested that one of the 
perceived benefits of inclusive education is the positive effects of the social 
interaction between learners who experience barriers to learning with their more able 
peers. The findings of this research revealed the contrary. Learners who experience 
barriers to learning are often rejected, labelled and stereotyped by their peers as a 
result of their differentness and their perceived lesser abilities. This may result in 
them experiencing the school and any effort of educators to support them as 
negative and they may even embark on anti-social behaviour and chronic 
absenteeism which could eventually lead to their early drop-out from school.  
 
The negative experiences regarding their interaction with peers may also cause 
learners to develop feelings of inferiority and they may withdraw from any form of 
social interaction with their peers in fear of further discrimination and rejection. They 
can even become involved in undesirable friendships just to experience feelings of 
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acceptance and a sense of belonging. In many cases these learners may fall victim 
to gangs who take advantage of their need and desire to be accepted.     
 
7.2.1.3. The school and classroom environment 
 
The school and the classroom are the places where learners spend a large portion of 
the day. How learners perceive the school and classroom environments, will 
determine how they respond to teaching and learning activities. The findings of the 
investigation revealed that mainstream schools are currently not very welcoming and 
user friendly institutions for learners who experience barriers to learning.  Learners 
who experience barriers to learning are included in mainstream schools, but almost 
no support is given to facilitate their learning and participation in schools. 
 
Contributing factors to the lack of meaningful development and participation of these 
learners include the inappropriate structure of buildings in terms of accessibility, the 
lack of assistive devices, inappropriately trained educators, and educators’ approach 
to barriers to learning as well as discriminatory teaching and assessment practices.   
  
7.2.1.3.1. Inappropriate structure of buildings 
 
Schools should be welcoming institutions where all learners, irrespective of their 
physical ability are able to move around with ease and without causing unnecessary 
strain and tension. The findings of the empirical research revealed a lack of structural 
modifications at the participating schools to accommodate the needs of learners with 
limited mobility. At some of the participating schools learners are continuously 
confronted with climbing steep stairs without any assistance to reach classes on the 
first floor of the buildings. This puts a lot of physical and emotional strain on these 
learners and it may influence their ability to concentrate and participate in learning 
and development activities. It also poses a safety risk given the number of learners 
who use the stairs simultaneously and the lack of supervision on the stairs when 






    
7.2.1.3.2. Lack of assistive devices 
 
Although legislation supports inclusion in schools, many learners who experience 
barriers to learning continue to be excluded from aspects of school life because the 
necessary resources and support are lacking. In order to benefit optimally from 
teaching, learning and developmental activities, learners must be able to have full 
sensory access or be assisted to have such access to activities in the classroom.  
 
The investigation revealed that almost no assistive devices are available for learners 
who experience visual or auditory barriers in many mainstream primary schools. This 
results in learners not being able to participate fully in classroom activities and they 
are therefore denied the opportunity for optimal development.  
 
7.2.1.3.3. Educators’ medical approach to barriers to learning 
 
The investigation revealed that most educators are still using and preferring the 
medical approach to barriers to learning. This implies that learners who experience 
barriers to learning are still perceived to be different and therefore needs to be 
changed or cured to fit into the mainstream class by educators who insist that they 
engaged in the same unadapted learning programmes and activities as their more 
able peers. Learners’ differentness and limitations are over-emphasised while their 
strengths are totally compromised.  
 
The adoption of the medical approach to barriers to learning will have a direct 
bearing on the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning 
because of educators’ unrealistic expectations that these learners must perform at 
the same cognitive or physical levels as their more able peers. This will result in 
these learners developing feelings of worthlessness through continuous failure and 
their consequent withdrawal from classroom activities. These learners also develop 
negative attitudes towards the school and it may result in prolonged absenteeism or 





    
7.2.1.3.4. Inappropriately trained educators 
 
As indicated in Chapter Three, one of the challenges for the effective implementation 
of inclusive education in South African schools is the fact that educators are not 
properly trained to practice inclusive education. This was confirmed by the empirical 
investigation where all participants indicated that they struggle to manage learners 
who experience barriers to learning in the mainstream classes because they were 
not trained to do so. The fact that educators are not appropriately trained to manage 
inclusive classrooms, leads to the neglect of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. In turn, educators become frustrated, unmotivated and experience feelings 
of guilt and inadequacy and the overall quality of their input diminish to the further 
detriment of learners.   
 
The lack of training to support learners who experience barriers in the mainstream 
class is further hampered by large class sizes, workload and time constraints. All 
these factors contribute to the ineffective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools.  
 
7.2.1.3.5. Large class sizes and multi-grade classes 
 
Inclusive education requires educators to provide individualised support and 
developmental opportunities to learners according to their specific needs. The 
findings of the empirical investigation revealed through the responses of participating 
educators, that it is impossible for educators to give individual attention to learners 
due to large class sizes. Most educators in the participating schools indicated that 
they have to manage classes in excess of 40 learners per class, which in some 
instances include a considerable number of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. In schools where the learner enrolment is relatively low, educators are not  
only challenged by the diverse learner population. Educators also have to engage in  
the teaching of multi-grade classes which makes the management of learners who 




    
The large sizes of classes and the teaching of multi-grade classes make it almost 
impossible for educators to provide quality learning and development opportunities 
for learners who experience barriers to learning. These learners are in most cases 
just “dragged along” with their more able peers without them mastering the basic 
skills. The findings of the empirical research also revealed that in some cases 
educators allow learners who experience barriers to learning to copy work from their 
more able peers just to get something done. Learners who experience barriers to 
learning are therefore just “disappearing in the masses” on a daily basis without 
receiving meaningful participation and development opportunities in the mainstream 
classes.   
 
Because most learners who experience barriers to learning do not get the necessary 
attention in these overcrowded classes it often causes frustration with these learners. 
The frustration can result in these learners embarking on disruptive behaviour just to 
get the attention they may feel they deserve.  
 
7.2.1.3.6. Time constraints 
 
The diverse abilities of learners in an inclusive class imply that not all learners will 
develop and progress at the same pace. It also means that some learners will grasp 
certain concepts more quickly than others. It is therefore important that learners 
should be allowed enough time to progress at a pace that suit their unique abilities.  
 
However, the findings of investigation elicited that educators are under immense 
pressure to cover a certain amount of work within a certain time frame according to 
prescribed curricular pace setters developed and provided by the Department of 
Education. As a result, educators have limited or no time to provide enough 
developmental opportunities and the consolidation of basic skills for learners who 
experience barriers to learning. Learners who experience barriers to learning will not 
be able to withstand the pace at which they are required to work and in this manner 
they are deprived of developmental opportunities, making their presence in the 




    
Another factor which does not allow educators enough time to consolidate work in a 
specific grade is the stipulation that learners should not stay in a certain phase for 
longer than four years. This results in learners progressing from one grade to another 
without achieving the learning outcomes specified for that particular grade. 
Consequently, these learners just fall behind more and more, resulting in them 
moving on to high school in an ill-prepared state. 
  
7.2.1.3.7. Lack of differentiated teaching techniques 
 
The diverse learner population of the inclusive class implies that learners will have 
diverse learning styles and learning needs. Inclusive education requires new skills in 
education practices which necessitates appreciation of various intelligences and 
learning styles and welcomes difference. The diversity of the inclusive class no 
longer allows educators to teach as if all learners learn in the same way or at the 
same pace. It is imperative that educators should employ a variety of teaching 
techniques to accommodate these diverse learning styles of learners and to provide 
equitable development opportunities for all learners.  
 
The Department of Education provided schools with a monitoring tool, the Integrated 
Management System (IQMS), to assess educators’ ability to apply various teaching 
techniques and methods to accommodate the diverse needs of learners. The IQMS 
also provides schools the opportunity to develop schoolwide development plans to 
address limitations of educators in terms of their teaching methods and techniques 
through in-service training programmes.  
 
The findings of the empirical investigation indicated that educators seldom vary their 
teaching styles and techniques. Educators generally embark on a “one size fits all” 
approach to teaching. Educators indicated that their lesson preparations and 
presentations are usually only aimed at accommodating the “average” learner, 
without consideration for the needs of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
This often results in teaching styles and techniques which are above the cognitive 
levels of learners who experience barriers to learning, excluding them from active 
and meaningful participation.  
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7.2.1.3.8. Inflexible curriculum and lack of alternative modes of assessment 
 
Although Education White Paper 6 (Department of Education, 2001) refers to 
curriculum flexibility and adaptation, and modified modes of assessment, the current 
curriculum policies do not explicitly support it. On the contrary, the findings of the 
investigation suggested that curriculum and assessment policies are currently in 
conflict with Education White Paper 6. This was evident when the organograms of 
the Provincial Education Department as well as the District Office indicated two 
separate directorates for curriculum management and inclusive education. This 
means that policy documents of these directorates are developed separately from 
each other, whilst it should be integrated. Educators are thus confronted with 
Education White Paper 6 on the one hand which expects educators to adapt learning 
programmes to accommodate the diverse needs of learners, while the curriculum 
and assessment policies expect them to complete a certain standard and quantity of 
work within a prescribed period and to conduct certain types of assessment activities 
for all learners.   
 
The current curriculum also expects all learners to learn the same things, at the 
same time and by the same means and methods. Learners are different and have 
diverse abilities and needs. It is therefore important that the curriculum should be 
flexible enough to provide possibilities for adjustment to individual needs and to 
stimulate educators to seek solutions that can be matched with the needs, abilities 
and learning styles of each and every learner. 
 
Most learners who experience barriers to learning are regularly confronted with 
learning activities which are above their cognitive levels. These learners are also 
subjected to the same assessment activities and they are expected to perform at the 
same academic levels as their more able peers. No alternative modes of assessment 
are available for learners who for example, are not able to do written tests but who 






    
7.2.1.3.9. Frustrated educators 
 
Educators in mainstream primary schools generally feel that they are not able to 
provide meaningful developmental opportunities for learners who experience barriers 
to learning because of systemic shortcomings like the inflexibility of the curriculum 
and assessment, large class size and their lack of knowledge and skill regarding the 
management of inclusive classes. Educators experience a feeling of inadequacy and 
helplessness, causing them to become frustrated. This frustration further leads to 
reduced efforts by educators and the further neglect of learners who experience 
barriers to learning. The frustration of educators can also lead to their intolerance 
projected towards learners who experience barriers to learning because the latter are 
perceived to be “responsible for creating the feelings of hopelessness” educators are  
experiencing. It is exactly this frustration of educators that lead to their aspiration to 
have learners who experience barriers to learning removed from mainstream classes 
and be taught in separate classes or schools.  
 
7.2.2. The mesosystem 
 
The mesosystem includes the interrelations among two or more settings in which the 
developing person actively participates. In terms of learners, this refers to the 
relations among the home, school, neighbourhood and peer group (Bronfenbrenner, 
1979, p. 25). The influence of mesosystemic factors on the development of learners 
who experience barriers to learning are discussed in the next section. 
 
7.2.2.1. Lack of collaboration between parents and the school 
 
The effective, holistic development and management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning is dependent on good relationships and cooperation between the 
school and parents. The South African Schools Act (South Africa, 1996a) 
acknowledges parents as equal partners in education. The responsibilities of parents 
are no longer limited to just picking a school and then abandoning responsibilities to 
educators. Parents are supposed to be active co-designers of the education that their 
children receive. Contrariwise, the empirical investigation revealed that there is a 
general lack of constructive collaboration and unison between the school and 
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parents. Parents are apparently not keen to cooperate with the school in terms of the 
development of learners. Participants in this research indicated that many parents do 
not involve themselves much in the education and development of their children. The 
education and development of children are left totally in the hands of the school. The 
lack of support from parents puts a lot of strain on educators which in turn, obstructs 
the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning in schools. 
 
The empirical investigation also revealed that parents’ involvement in the school are 
limited to attendance of general parent meetings, informing parents of  behavioural 
problems of learners, parents’ involvement in fund raising events; and discussing 
learners’ progress when it comes to promotion at the end of the year when retention 
forms need to be completed. There also seems to be a lack of constructive effort 
from schools to create and maintain effective positive partnerships through 
continuous involvement of parents in all aspects of learners’ development. Parents’ 
reluctance to cooperate with the school may therefore be ascribed to the fact that 
they are not treated as equal partners in the development of learners.  
   
Due to the lack of collaborative partnerships between educators and parents, 
learners are not able to comprehend how the school and their parents relate to each 
other in terms of their development and may see them as separate entities, working 
independent of each other.  
 
7.2.2.2. Relationship among school, peers and home environment 
 
Positive relationships with peers form a crucial part of learners’ social development. 
Healthy and constructive relationships between peer groups of diverse abilities 
should be encouraged in school as well as in the home environment. Not only will it 
contribute to tolerance, acceptance and appreciation of diversity among learners, but 
it will also stimulate learners who experience barriers to learning to accept their own 
limitations and to focus on their strengths and what they have to offer towards their 
own development and the development of others. Such positive relationships 
between peers of diverse abilities will translate positively into the school 
environment, making learners who experience barriers to learning more receptive to 
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support programmes offered by school in terms of addressing the barriers to learning 
they are experiencing.  
 
However, the investigation revealed that there is no conscious effort from schools to 
encourage positive relationships between peer groups and to create interaction and 
support opportunities for learners of diverse abilities in and outside the classroom.  
 
The lack of intervention from the school and parents to encourage and stimulate 
strong peer relationships may cause those learners who experience barriers to 
learning to become socially isolated from their more able peers and miss out on 
development opportunities.  
 
7.2.3. The exosystem 
 
The exosystem refers to the layer in the Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model where 
learners are not directly involved, but which actions have an important bearing on the 
development of the learners (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 25; Hughes & Kwok, 2007). In 
this study the exosystem specifically refers to structures within the school 
environment which actions have an indirect but very important bearing on the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning. These include the 
commitment of SMTs, SGBs, ILSTs and DBSTs towards providing equitable learning 
and development opportunities to learners who experience barriers to learning. 
Although learners are not directly involved in the operation of these exosystemic 
structures, these structures’ dedication towards creating conducive platforms for 
teaching, learning and development opportunities have a great effect on how 
learners who experience barriers to learning are actually managed in mainstream 
primary schools. 
 
7.2.3.1. Lack of commitment by School Management Teams 
 
The Department of Education (2009a, p. 13) expects that principals and their SMTs 
“should have an unwavering belief in the value of inclusive schooling and 
considerable knowledge and skills for translating the concept into practice.” The SMT 
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should therefore play a vital role in giving direction to educational practices within the 
school, which includes the effective management of learners who experience barriers 
to learning. SMTs under leadership of the principal are expected to create a climate 
that provides consistent and frequent opportunities for the growth and development 
of all learners. 
 
Contrary to the expectation of the Department of Education, the findings of the 
empirical investigation revealed that SMTs in participating schools do not display 
enough eagerness and commitment regarding the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. In this study, 
participating principals as leaders of the SMTs in their schools articulated a negative 
attitude towards the inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools. Instead of being visible and vocal campaigners for 
inclusive practices, participating principals and participating members of SMTs rather 
expressed an urgent need for these learners to be removed from mainstream 
classes to be educated separately in special classes or special schools. In some 
instances it was discovered that even when SMT members are leading the ILSTs, no 
constructive efforts are made to provide meaningful learning and developmental 
opportunities and support to learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
The fact that SMT members are not dedicated towards the effective management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools, will 
have a cascading effect on the way educators manage learners who experience 
barriers to learning. No systems are in place aimed at monitoring the progress of 
learners who experience barriers to learning. In fact, these learners are in many 
cases just allowed to progress from one grade to a next without any form of support 
to improve their skills and to achieve outcomes within their limitations.  
 
The findings of the empirical investigation further revealed that SMTs do not 
encourage structured collaboration among educators regarding support to each other 
and to learners who experience barriers to learning. This lack of leadership and 
commitment from SMTs is a serious inhibiting factor regarding the effective 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
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7.2.3.2. Non-involvement of the School Governing Bodies 
 
School Governing Bodies have an important governance role to fulfil regarding the 
development of school policies that safeguard the interest of all learners of the 
school and to ensure that no learner is discriminated against on any grounds. 
However, the findings of the empirical research elicited that SGBs are not really 
involved in and concerned with the interests of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. 
 
SGBs are entrusted with governing issues like budgeting, the maintenance of infra-
structure and the procurement of assistive devices, to promote quality and equitable 
teaching and learning. SGBs are currently not in a position to, through consultative 
processes, allocate funds to effect structural changes to buildings to make it more 
accessible for learners with physical barriers. It is also not a priority for SGBs to 
acquire assistive devices for those learners in need of it. 
  
7.2.3.3. Dysfunctional Institutional Level Support Teams  
 
One of the most important support structures for learners who experience barriers to 
learning at school level is the ILSTs. This structure is suppose to oversee the 
coordinated implementation of the SIAS strategy in schools with a view to design 
effective and meaningful support programmes for learners who experience barriers 
to learning.  
 
The investigation elicited that ILSTs are not operational in most of the participating 
schools. In schools where these structures are operating, their activities mostly 
revolve around the identification of learners who experience barriers to learning, 
without reaching the stage where learners who experience barriers to learning are 
subjected to support programmes to make their participation in school programmes 
meaningful.  
 
The absence of fully operational ILSTs has a serious negative impact on the effective 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary 
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schools. It deprives educators and learners of a support structure which is 
indispensable to the effective management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning. Linked to the non-operation of ILSTs is the ineffective implementation of the 
SIAS strategy, which is discussed below. 
 
The SIAS strategy forms the basis on which the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning is built. However, educators do not fully understand 
their roles and responsibilities regarding the SIAS strategy. The non-implementation 
of the SIAS strategy in schools can also be ascribed to the lack of effective and 
structured in-service training programmes provided by the Department of Education 
to educators. The findings of the research elicited that the SIAS strategy is not 
implemented in most mainstream primary schools. The empirical investigation 
illuminated the following negative outcomes on the effective management of most 
learners who experience barriers to learning due to the non-implementation of the 
SIAS strategy: 
 
 Learners who experience barriers to learning are not identified at an early stage. 
 No proper assessment is done to determine the nature and extent of the barriers 
learners may experience. 
 Due to the lack of effective assessment, no proper Individualised Support Plans 
can be developed and implemented.  
 Learners who experience barriers to learning are deprived of quality teaching and 
learning opportunities which are appropriate for their level of development.  
 In the absence of Individualised Support Plans and adapted teaching and 
learning programmes, these learners are often just accommodated in terms of 
their physical presence without having the opportunity to participate meaningfully 
in developmental activities.  
 
The investigation also revealed that the dysfunctionality of most ILSTs is strongly 
linked to the non-operation of DBSTs which are supposed to provide training and 





    
7.2.3.4. Non-operational District Based Support Teams 
 
District Based Support Teams are very important structures in ensuring that inclusive 
education is implemented in schools. DBSTs are supposed to consist of specialised 
support personnel and provide the gate-way for schools towards accessing 
specialised support services for learners who experience barriers to learning. 
Furthermore, DBSTs are tasked to provide appropriate practice-orientated training 
opportunities for educators regarding the implementation of inclusive education. 
 
The investigation revealed that most DBSTs are neither capacitated nor structured to 
provide effective guidance and support to schools regarding the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. As a 
result, schools are lacking the necessary skills and knowledge to implement effective 
strategies on how to manage learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
Given the important function of DBSTs in ensuring that schools are prepared and 
guided towards the effective implementation of inclusive education, the structuring, 
staffing and capacitating thereof should be a high priority.  
 
7.2.4. The macrosystem 
 
The macrosystem represents the larger context in which all other systems operate. 
The context of the macrosystem are usually not defined by physical environments, 
but by values, beliefs, policies, laws, and traditions shared among people and groups 
of people (Onchwari et al., 2008, p. 271). With reference to the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools, the 
macrosystem refers to the broader educational context within which schools operate. 
It refers to policies and structures which provide the blueprint on which education 
provisioning in South Africa is based. Although learners are not directly involved, the 
implications of policies and the actions of structures have an influence on their 
management in schools and therefore impact on their development. In this section, 
the influence of policies on the management of learners who experience barriers in 




    
The Constitution of South Africa, as discussed in section 2.4.1, provides a blueprint 
for the democratic operation of all institutions. In terms of education, the Constitution 
demands and guarantees non-discriminatory and equitable access to quality 
education for all learners. The Constitution offers the fundamental principles which 
influence the operations of all other institutions within the ecological systems. The 
current management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
schools constitutes a serious contravention of the stipulation of Constitution.  
 
Based on the provisions of the Constitution of South Africa, The South African 
Schools Act, discussed in section 2.4.3, provides a framework for the management 
of public schools with regard to the rights, roles and responsibilities of the different 
role players. The South African Schools Act clearly prohibits any form of 
discrimination to any learner in terms of access to quality and equitable education 
and therefore guarantees the right of all learners to quality and equitable educational 
opportunities. However, most learners who experience barriers to learning are still 
discriminated against in terms of the kind of developmental and participatory 
opportunities provided to them in mainstream primary schools.  
 
Education White Paper 6, as discussed in section 2.4.5, formally introduced the 
concept of inclusive education and provides the framework for the implementation of 
an inclusive education system in South Africa. Education White Paper 6 clearly 
indicates the requirements for inclusive education with specific reference to the roles 
and responsibilities of role players on the different levels of education. White Paper 6 
also emphasises the need to adapt school programmes to accommodate the diverse 
needs of all learners. It also makes provision for the establishment of full service 
schools to cater for the needs of learners with a wide range of learning barriers and 
the conversion of special schools as resource centres to provide assistance to 
ordinary schools in terms of specialised support services and designing of adapted 
learning programmes. However, most of the participating educators struggle to 
comprehend the relevance of White Paper 6 in context of the current curriculum and 
assessment policies they are expect to implement in schools.  
 
The Curriculum and assessment policies provide guidelines to schools in terms of 
curriculum content and assessment requirements. However, the curriculum and 
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assessment policies are structured in such a way that it does not support the 
requirements of Education White Paper 6; it is in contradiction with White Paper 6 
which promotes curriculum and assessment differentiation and therefore the current 
curriculum and assessment policies undermine the implementation of inclusive 
education. The reason for this perceived contradiction between the Education White 
Paper 6 and the Curriculum and assessment policies can be attributed to the fact 
that these policies are generated by two separate directorates, seemingly without 
proper alignment and integration thereof.  
 
While the perceived discrepancies continue to exist between White Paper 6 and the 
Curriculum and Assessment policies, educators will remain confused on how to 
manage learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes and as a 
result, these learners will continue to be excluded from various aspects of school life.  
 
7.2.5. The chronosystem 
 
The chronosystem represents the changes or transitions that occur over a period of 
time in any one of the systems. These changes or transitions will influence the 
development of the learner directly or indirectly, depending in which layer of the 
ecological system it happens (Swick & Williams, 2006, pp. 372, 373). The 
chronosystem in this study specifically refers to the shift away from the dual system 
of special education and regular education to a unitary education system of inclusive 
education and the influence thereof on the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. To meet the challenges and 
demands of inclusive education, effective planning, preparation, communication, 
support and monitoring systems at all levels of the education system are required.  
 
The empirical investigation revealed that, while the transition to an inclusive 
education system is made in South Africa, the following key requirements have not 
been addressed properly to prepare and align the education system to cope with the 




    
 No structural modification to make mainstream primary schools more accessible 
for all learners;  
 Non-availability of assistive devices to support learners I mainstream primary 
schools; 
 Insufficient training and capacitating of mainstream educators for inclusive 
education; 
 Lack of vigorous and purposeful public advocating of educational policies 
regarding inclusive education; 
 Non-preparation of learners for the changing educational contexts in which they 
find themselves ;  
 Non-alignment of curriculum and assessment policies with the requirements of 
inclusive education as outlined in Education White Paper 6;  
 No efficient support structures available to schools regarding the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning; and 
 Ineffective systems to monitor and improve the implementation of inclusive 
education in all schools. 
 
Derived from the findings of the empirical investigation, it can thus be concluded that 
learners who experience barriers to learning in most mainstream primary schools are 
not managed effectively. The implementation of inclusive education are hampered by 
the lack of structured cohesiveness in terms of the preparedness of role players, the 
non-functioning of support structures due to inappropriate training and the reluctance 
of role players to embrace inclusive education within the different layers of the 
ecological system.  
 
Based on the conclusion that learners who experience barriers to learning are not 
managed effectively in mainstream primary schools, the next section will propose 
and discuss a framework aimed at the creation of sustainable management systems 





    
7.3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR THE CREATION OF MORE 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TO ENSURE THAT THE 
NEEDS OF LEARNERS ARE MET 
 
Given the current outcomes of the management of learners who experience barriers 
to learning in mainstream primary schools, it is of vital importance to create more 
effective and sustainable management systems that ensure that the needs of these 
learners are met.  
 
If the status quo regarding the management of these learners is maintained, many 
learners will continue to be excluded from quality and equitable development 
opportunities within mainstream primary schools. This will result in many learners 
dropping out from school without acquiring the basic knowledge and skills to become 
contributing members of their respective communities, hence the need to develop a 
framework that will ensure the more effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. It should be stated however, that the framework in 
itself will not contribute to the effective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. It will require the total 
commitment of all role players.   
 
In line with the main aim of the study, the proposed framework, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.2 and discussed in the subsequent sections, is aimed at improving 
conditions in all the layers of the ecological system, the microsystem, mesosystem, 
exosystem, macro system and chronosystem to ensure the effective management of 














    
Figure 7.2 Proposed framework for the creation of more sustainable 






    
The implications of the framework as illustrated in Figure 7.2 will be discussed 
henceforth.  
 
7.3.1. The chronosystem 
 
The chronosystem refers to the influences of change over time on the different layers 
of the education ecosystem. From the empirical investigation it is clear that the South 
African education system did not adjust or align properly to the vision of inclusive 
education. 
 
One of the reasons for the ineffective management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools is the low level of preparedness of 
the total South African education system to embrace inclusive education. This state 
of ill-preparedness range from flawed national education policies, ineffective support 
systems at all levels, lack of public understanding of inclusive education and the 
preparation of learners to be educated within an inclusive education environment.  
 
To ensure the receptiveness and positive response of the education system to the 
demands of inclusive education, interventions at chronosystem level are required.  
This includes the regular revision and adjustment of national education policies at 
macrosystemic level to serve inclusive education, the expansion of the support base 
to schools at exosystemic level to maximise the utilisation of resources, the regular 
improvement of relationships between role players at mesosystemic level, and the 
preparation of learners for the changing circumstances in which they receive their 
education in schools.  
 
7.3.2. The macrosystem 
 
The macrosystem provides the broad framework within which the education system 
operates. It is therefore important that a sound foundation for inclusive education is 
nested within national education policies to ensure quality and equitable learning and 
developmental opportunities for all learners. The current implementation of national 
policies requires intervention from the National and Provincial Departments of 
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Education to ensure that all learners, irrespective of their abilities receive quality and 
equitable education. 
 
7.3.2.1. Development of integrated inclusive education policies 
 
The National Department of Education should ensure that explicit national education 
policies are developed, clearly specifying the mandatory roles and responsibilities of 
role players at all levels. All current education policies should be integrated and 
aligned with Education White Paper 6 to eradicate any confusion and the perception 
that inclusive education is an alternative form of education. Such policy should be 
informed by the reality in South African schools and with the provision of appropriate 
education opportunities in mind. Mechanisms to ensure the mandatory 
implementation of such policies in all schools should be created.    
 
7.3.2.2. Development of  flexible curriculum and assessment policies 
 
The curriculum is the main vehicle through which education is provided in schools. 
Flawed and rigid curricula will lead to inappropriate educational and developmental 
opportunities which will result in learners leaving the school system ill-prepared to 
cope with the challenges of society.  
 
It is therefore imperative that flexible curricula should be developed to ensure that 
learners’ diverse abilities are catered for. Such curricula should not be prescriptive, 
but rather provide a broad framework for educators within which they are allowed to 
adapt the main curriculum to the specific needs of learners.  
 
Currently all learners are subjected to uniform assessment standards and modes of 
assessment to the detriment of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
Assessment policies should be developed to allow learners to be assessed 
according to their needs and abilities. The findings of the empirical investigation 
revealed that in some cases learners are able to respond satisfactorily when they are 
assessed orally, but that they cannot respond to the same work when it is presented 
to them in written format or when they are required to respond in writing due to 
reading and or writing difficulties. In such instances, educators should be allowed to 
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apply the most appropriate mode of assessment to determine the development level 
of learners.   
 
7.3.2.3. Development of alternative learning programmes for learners who 
experience severe barriers to learning 
 
Currently all learners in mainstream primary schools are required to offer the same 
academically inclined learning areas in the primary school, hence this phase of 
schooling is called the general education band. However, learners who experience 
serious cognitive barriers do not benefit from the current structure of the school 
curriculum. 
 
To ensure that all learners experience school as meaningful, alternative learning 
programmes should be developed to prepare learners who struggle academically to 
gain and develop skills that would enable them to become entrepreneurs and self-
sufficient when they exit the school system. Such learning programmes should 
include basic literacy and numeracy skills with the main focus on vocational training 
supported by external local agencies.  
 
7.3.2.4. Development of a new model for post provisioning to ensure 
manageable class sizes 
 
One of the restricting factors in implementing inclusive education in South African 
schools, is the large class sizes educators have to cope with. The National 
Department of Education should develop a uniform post provisioning model whereby 
posts allocated to mainstream primary schools are based on the extent of diversity of 
the learner population of the school. A certain weight should be attached to learners 
according to the nature and extent of learning barriers they experience. This implies 
that schools who enrol a considerable number of learners who experience barriers to 
learning will be allocated more posts, enabling those schools to have reduced class 
sizes and to give more individualised attention to learners. However, to eliminate the 
abuse of such a post-provisioning model by schools, mechanisms should be in place 
to ensure that the assessment of learners are done by trained professionals in the 
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employment of the Education Department and that the assessment be reviewed 
annually.  
 
7.3.2.5. Development of pre-service and in-service training programmes to 
capacitate educators to implement and manage inclusive classes 
 
The empirical investigation revealed that educators feel incapacitated to implement 
inclusive education in the mainstream class. This is the result of inappropriate 
training. The National Department of Education should develop nationally accredited 
and practice orientated pre-service and in-service training programmes for all 
educators to ensure that educators are equipped to live up to the challenges of 
inclusive education. All educators should undergo compulsory, structured and 
practice orientated training in administering the SIAS strategy. Proper monitoring 
systems should also be instituted to ensure that all schools comply with the proper 
implementation and execution of the SIAS strategy. These training programmes 
should be compulsory for all educators and they should be certified competent to 
implement inclusive education. Such certification should also become a mandatory 
requirement for registration of educators with the South African Council of Educators 
(SACE) for continued practicing as educators.  
 
Universities and other higher education institutions that provide teacher training 
programmes should also ensure that a large portion of teacher training programmes 
focus on practical aspects of classroom management, different teaching strategies 
and methodology as well as curriculum adaptation. This will ensure that when novice 
educators enter the classroom, they will not be overwhelmed by the reality of the 
diverse learner population in classrooms and become demotivated.      
 
7.3.2.6. Establishment of collaborative partnerships with other government 
departments 
 
Education does not take place in a vacuum and should be treated as a national 
priority. The National Education Department should therefore form partnerships with 
other government departments to ensure that all learners benefit equally from 
education provision. The Department of Public Works, for example, can be tasked 
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with the modification of school buildings to ensure the accessibility of these buildings 
to all learners and to ensure that all new buildings are designed with inclusive 
education in mind. Another example of collaboration is the involvement of the 
Department of Social Welfare in an attempt to eradicate social adversity in 
communities. Mechanisms should be created to ensure, for example, that learners 
who are beneficiaries of social grants from government are indeed benefiting from 
those grants and that it is not misused by parents for other purposes.  
 
7.3.3. The exosystem 
 
On the level of the exosystem, the focus should be on the implementation of national 
and provincial education policies and the sourcing of support from institutions and 
organizations closer to the school environment.  
 
7.3.3.1. District Based Support Teams 
 
District Based Support Teams should be constituted, properly staffed and 
capacitated in all districts. It should include a variety of professionals to assist 
schools to manage learners who experience barriers to learning. The DBSTs should 
also establish collaborative partnerships with professional support services at local 
level to ensure that the best possible support is available to schools. When properly 
constituted, staffed and capacitated, DBSTs should: 
 
 Ensure that all educators receive certified training regarding the implementation 
of inclusive education; 
 Facilitate the establishment of ILSTs in all schools; 
 Oversee the training of all ILSTs in the district; 
 Monitor the effective functioning of ILSTs in all schools; 
 Ensure that learners who experience barriers to learning are properly and 
regularly assessed in terms of the nature and extent of their barriers to learning 
and that a data-base of these learners are kept at district level; 
 Assist schools with the development of Individualised support plans with clear 
developmental outcomes for learners who experience barriers to learning; 
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 Monitor the progress of learners who experience barriers to learning against the 
outcomes of the ISPs and make recommendations regarding the continued 
support to those learners or their placement in alternative learning programmes. 
 
7.3.3.2. Institutional Level Support Teams 
 
To ensure that learners who experience barriers to learning and educators who teach 
them receive the necessary support, ILSTs should be relaunched, restructured and 
capacitated to fulfil their assigned roles and responsibilities in schools. Mechanisms 
should be in place to oversee and monitor the mandatory establishment of ILSTs in 
all schools to facilitate and monitor the effective management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. ILSTs should include educators from all phases of 
the school, that is, the Foundation Phase, Intermediate Phase and Senior Phase. 
The members of the ILSTs should receive proper certified training regarding their 
roles and responsibilities and should have an annual programme, developed 
collectively by the school and submitted to the DBST for approval. Once established 
and trained, the ILSTs should embark on the following core functions: 
 
 Facilitate the mandatory screening and identification of learners to determine the 
nature and extent of barriers they may experience; 
 Facilitate contact sessions with parents to discuss the outcomes of the screening 
processes and to compile learner profiles; 
 Liaise with the DBST to arrange for the formal assessment of the identified 
learners to determine the exact nature and extent of the barriers these learners 
may experience; 
 Develop ISPs with clear developmental outcomes for learners in collaboration 
with DBST and parents; 
 Establish collaborative partnerships with local community organizations to provide 
specialized support services to the school in terms of learners who experience 
barriers to learning;  




    
 Make recommendations regarding the continued support to learners who 
experience barriers to learning or their placement in alternative learning 
programmes. 
 
7.3.3.3. School Governing Bodies 
 
School Governing Bodies should become more acquainted with the requirements of 
inclusive education. They should receive proper training so that they can be in a 
position to develop school policies that ensures the right of all learners to receive 
quality and equitable educational and developmental opportunities. SGBs should 
also become more aware of the nature and extent of barriers to learning experienced 
by the learner population of the school they serve. Only if SGBs are knowledgeable 
of these factors, will they be in a position to create conditions conducive to inclusive 
education.  
 
Apart from the creation of school policies and ensuring accessibility, SGBs should 
also become active campaigners for inclusive education and create collaborative 
partnerships with community based organizations to provide support programmes 
and services to the school.  To improve the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools, SGBs should become more 
involved in creating an environment which is conducive to equitable, quality 
education for all learners.  
 
7.3.3.4. School Management Teams 
 
School Management Teams, as leaders in their respective schools should receive 
thorough training regarding the implementation of inclusive education. They should 
be familiar with the stipulations and requirements of all policies and make concerted 
efforts to ensure that these policies are implemented in schools. SMTs should also 
display positive attitudes towards the implementation of inclusive education and the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning. Furthermore, SMTs 
should encourage school wide collaboration among educators to ensure the creation 
of an internal support network for educators. SMTs should also consciously work 
towards the creation of collaborative partnerships between educators and parents.  
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As part of their management and leadership roles in schools, SMTs should strive to 
improve the management of learners who experience barriers to learning by: 
 
 Ensuring the establishment of ILSTs in their schools and that members receive 
the necessary training; 
 That all educators receive training regarding the implementation of inclusive 
education; 
 Overseeing the screening, identification and assessment of learners in terms of 
the nature and extent of barriers to learning they may experience; 
 Keeping a data base of these learners and the barriers to learning they 
experience; 
 Ensuring that parents of these learners are involved and that appropriate ISPs 
with clearly defined learning outcomes are developed and implemented for these 
learners; and 
 Monitoring the effectiveness of the ISPs and make recommendations for 
continued support or the placement of learners on alternative learning 
programmes. 
 
7.3.3.5. Local government agencies and community organisations 
 
Local government agencies and community organisations have an important role to 
play in creating conditions which are supportive to effective schooling and the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 
Communities are more often than not plagued by social problems like drug abuse, 
violence, child abuse, poverty and poor health. All these social related issues have a 
negative bearing on learners’ ability to respond positively to development. Instead of 
expecting schools and parents to overcome these challenges on their own, local 
government agencies and community organisations should take the initiative to form 
collaborative partnerships with schools and parents to address these challenges.  
 
Figure 7.3, developed by the researcher,  provides an illustration of how a support 
network can be created across different government agencies and community 
organisations to provide support to communities and schools in addressing social 
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barriers and therefore assist schools in their challenge to manage learners who 
experience barriers to learning more effectively.  
 
Figure 7.3 Involvement of local government agencies and community 





7.3.4. The mesosystem 
 
The findings of the empirical investigation revealed that there is no effective 
collaboration between the school, parents and learners. The delivery of effective, 
quality and equitable education is dependent on the creation and maintaining of 




    
Zeldin, McDaniel, Topitzes and Lorens (2001) stress the importance of establishing 
good relationships between the school, learners and parents so that learners and 
adults can become engaged together in their communities. These positive 
relationships between youth and adults will promote the mutuality in teaching, 
learning, and action to assist learners to overcome barriers they may experience. 
Good mesosystemic partnerships will allow learners to express themselves publicly, 
gain respect for adult allies, find ways to express their creativity, work for a good 
cause, think more critically and will become more valued assets to the community. 
It is therefore important that schools should make concerted efforts to involve parents 
as equal partners in the education and development of learners. This can be done for 
example, by the creation of cluster parent-educator groups where certain educators 
are assigned to a certain group of parents to provide assistance regarding support to 
learners. Educators should also embark on training sessions to equip parents with 
the necessary skills.  
 
Parents, on the other hand, should not see the development and education of 
learners as the sole responsibility of the school. They should accept and take up their 
responsibilities as primary educators with more eager.  
 
Both the school and parents should strive to promote healthy relationships between 
peer groups of diverse abilities. This can be achieved by linking school-based 
activities to activities of youth groups outside the school. This will create common 
ground on which youth of diverse abilities can link up outside the school and create a 
greater sense of belonging and social cohesiveness among peer groups.  
 
7.3.5. The microsystem 
 
The microsystem is a very important layer of the educational ecosystem because 
learners are directly involved in this layer. It is also in this layer of the education 






    
7.3.5.1. The home environment 
 
To ensure that schools are able to implement effective management systems to 
improve the management of learners who experience barriers to learning, it is of 
critical importance that a more positive home environment should be created to 
stimulate the development of these learners. Parents should make an effort to 
improve their own educational levels by enrolling in Adult Basic Education and 
Training (ABET) programmes or other available skills development programmes. 
This will not only enable them to provide improved stimulation and support to 
learners but it will also improve their chances of getting better employment 
opportunities and improve the overall quality of their lives. 
 
There is also a strong relationship between parents’ attitude towards learners’ 
barriers to learning and how the learners respond to support programmes in school. 
Parents should therefore be made aware of how their own attitudes toward their 
children’s barriers to learning influence the development of learners. Parents should 
be subjected to parent skilling programmes to improve the quality of their parenthood 
in cases where they are displaying unsympathetic behaviour and negative attitudes 
towards their children who experience barriers to learning. These skilling 
programmes should be a joint effort by the school and local social development 
agencies. 
 
The negative life style of parents in terms of drug and alcohol abuse and general 
morality may deter learners’ responses to developmental programmes. Parents 
should be assisted to through counselling programmes to change their negative life 
styles and to reduce the effect that barriers to learning may have on the development 
of learners. These counselling programmes can take the form of local rehabilitation 
programmes or the formation of peer support groups for parents within the local 
community. The involvement of local Health, Safety and Social development services 
and churches should be obtained to drive such counselling programmes.  
 
If parents are not well-informed about the causes, nature and extent of barriers 
learners may experience, they will not be able to provide appropriate support to 
these learners. Measures should be implemented to assist parents to understand the 
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nature of barriers to learning and how it influences learners’ scholastic development. 
Parents should also be sensitised regarding the need for proper parental support to 
these learners. This support programmes for parents should be integrated with the 
programmes of the ILSTs to ensure that the home support programmes are aligned 
with the support programmes implemented by the school. 
 
7.3.5.2. The school 
 
To make schools welcoming institutions and to accommodate the diverse needs of 
all learners, structural adaptations should be affected by the erection of ramps and 
adapted toilet facilities for learners who experience physical barriers. Better 
supervisory measures should also be implemented to ensure the safety of learners 
with physical barriers. Schools should also make concerted efforts to acquire the 
necessary assistive devices to ensure that learners with sensory barriers have the 
same quality access to teaching and learning opportunities as their more able peers. 
This could be done by obtaining sponsorships and the involvement of local health 
services.  
 
To ensure that all learners get meaningful development opportunities in mainstream 
primary schools, a paradigm shift regarding educators’ approach to barriers to 
learning is therefore required to bring about an improvement in the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. 
Learners should not be discriminated against because of the barriers they 
experience, nor should they be expected to change to fit into mainstream classes. 
Classroom practices should rather be adapted to accommodate the diversity of all 
learners. However, educators will only be able to provide appropriate learning 
activities, development opportunities and meaningful participating opportunities to all 
learners if they are aware of the diverse needs of all learners. It is imperative that 
educators should do a proper assessment of learners’ strengths and challenges to 
ensure the development of meaningful support programmes. This implies that 
educators should refrain from the rigid implementation of curricula and they should 
display greater autonomy by adapting learning activities which will be beneficial to all 
learners, including those who experience barriers to learning. Educators as 
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professionals should also use structures available to them to challenge any 
departmental policies which may impede the optimal development of learners and 
make suggestions for alternatives thereto.  
 
To ensure that all learners benefit equally from classroom practices, educators 
should furthermore adapt and vary their teaching techniques to cater for the diverse 
needs of all learners within the inclusive class. Educators should strive to utilise the 
principles of Universal Design Learning as discussed in section 4.2.6 when planning, 
preparing and presenting learning and assessment activities in classrooms. The 
IQMS should also be utilised to address shortcomings in educators’ ability to adapt 
their teaching strategies to the diverse needs of learners. Schools should also take 
the initiative to arrange developmental opportunities for educators to increase their 
teaching repertoire through peer education, workshops presented by outside 
agencies and through self-development.  
 
It is also imperative that all practising educators should receive in-service training 
regarding the management of inclusive classrooms through well structured training 
programmes. This will ensure that all practicing educators are well-equipped to 
overcome the challenges of inclusive education. Training programmes directed at 
improving classroom practices, backed up by continuous support to educators and 
learners at classroom level, will also reduce the levels of frustration of educators and 
it will ensure the improvement of the quality educators’ input regarding the support to 
and the management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
classes.  
 
7.3.5.3. The peer group 
 
The importance of learners’ social development in relation to their response to 
support programmes should not be underestimated. Learners who experience social 
isolation or rejection will be less responsive to support programmes aimed at 
reducing the impact of barriers to learning on their holistic development. To avoid the 
negative effects on learners of becoming socially isolated, schools and parents 
should actively strive to foster good relationships among all learners. Peer groups 
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should therefore be educated to become more knowledgeable, tolerant and 
appreciative towards diversity. It is therefore necessary to encourage and stimulate 
positive peer relationships in order to strengthen the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools.  
 
7.3.5.4. The individual learner   
 
The main purpose of the education system is to provide maximum developmental 
opportunities for individual learners. However, learners should be encouraged to 
utilise the development opportunities available to them to become the best persons 
they can be. Individual learners need to be encouraged to accept their shortcomings 
and to utilise their strengths to minimise the influence of the barriers to learning they 
may have on their daily functioning.  
 
Learners must also be educated to become active participants in their development 
with a view to become self-efficient and contributing members of their communities. 
Only if individual learners accept themselves in terms of their diversities, will they be 




This chapter framed the findings of the empirical investigation within the adopted 
ecological model of Bronfenbrenner to demonstrate the need for the development of 
a framework aimed at the improved management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools. The nature and extent of the 
deficiencies in the different layers of the education ecosystem regarding the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning was also illuminated. 
The reciprocal influences of the different layers of the ecological system were also 
discussed.  
 
The main purpose of this chapter was to develop a framework for the creation of 
sustainable management systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are met 
effectively in mainstream primary schools. The framework provided in this chapter 
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suggested that management systems at all levels of the education system should be 
reviewed and adapted to realise the vision of inclusive education and that proper 
monitoring systems should be created to ensure the implementation at all levels.  
 
Chapter 8 will conclude this study by providing an overview of this study in terms of 
the respective chapters, the main findings of the research and recommendations for 




























    
CHAPTER EIGHT 
 





The main objective of this study was to investigate how learners who experience 
barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape 
and to develop a framework for the creation of more sustainable management 
systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are met. This chapter wraps up this 
investigation by providing a summary of the chapters and to elicit the main findings of 
this investigation. Finally, recommendations for further research are made.  
 
8.2. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 
 
This investigation constitutes eight chapters which are summarised below. 
 
In Chapter One an introductory orientation was presented which included the 
background and rationale of the study. The problem statement was presented and 
the theoretical framework adopted for the study was introduced. The research 
methodology applied in the study was illuminated and key concepts used in the study 
were defined. Chapter One was concluded with an outline of the investigation in 
terms of different chapters. 
 
Chapter Two presented a literature review which focussed extensively on the 
rationale for and the principles that underlie inclusive education. The international 
shift from segregated special education to inclusive education was discussed and the 
contribution of different world conferences and congresses to inclusive education 
was investigated. The South African journey to inclusive education was discussed in 
terms of the introduction of various education policies and Acts. Lastly, the benefits 
as well as the challenges of inclusive education in the South African education 
context were presented.  
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Chapter Three reviewed the literature in terms of barriers to learning. The term 
barriers to learning were defined and the medical and social approaches to barriers 
to learning were compared, analysed and discussed. Furthermore the approach to 
barriers to learning in South Africa was discussed. Lastly, the manifestation of 
barriers to learning was presented. 
 
Chapter Four set out to investigate the support structures available for the effective 
implementation of inclusive education in South Africa. These support structures were 
framed within the adopted ecological model of Bronfenbrenner.  
 
Chapter Five gave a complete account of the research methodology and ethical 
measures applied in this study which will enable other researchers to replicate the 
study and or to verify the trustworthiness thereof.  
 
Chapter Six presented a summary of the demographic details of the participants 
whereafter the findings of the empirical research were presented in terms of the 
emerging themes, guided by the sub-research questions.  
 
Chapter Seven proposed and discussed a framework for the creation of sustainable 
management systems to ensure that the needs of all learners in mainstream schools 
are met. This framework was created based on the findings of the empirical 
investigation and framed within the ecological model of Bronfenbrenner. 
 
The next sections of this concluding Chapter Eight will present a brief summary of 
the main findings of this investigation whereafter recommendations will be made 
regarding the effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
8.3. MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The main findings of this investigation will now be summarised, guided by the 
objectives formulated for the study. 
 
The main aim of this study was to investigate the management of learners who 




    
The first objective was to determine whether discrimination against learners who 
experience barriers to learning prevail in mainstream primary schools. The 
findings of the empirical investigation revealed that discrimination against learners 
who experience barriers to learning still prevail in schools in terms of: 
 
 Accessibility of buildings 
 Availability of assistive devices 
 Discriminatory curriculum and assessment practices 
 Limitations through teaching strategies applied by educators 
 The preference of the medical approach to barriers to learning by educators 
 Rejection, labelling and stereotyping by able peers and educators 
 
The second objective of this study was to determine when and by whom learners 
who experience barriers to learning are assessed and how accurate and 
effective the assessment is. In terms of this objective the outcomes of the empirical 
investigation revealed: 
 
 The early identification and assessment of learners who experience barriers to 
learning is a great challenge in mainstream primary schools and in many schools 
it is not done.  
 No proper early identification and assessment strategies and mechanisms are in 
place in mainstream primary schools. 
 There is a great deal of role confusion in schools regarding whose responsibility it 
is to identify and assess learners in terms of the nature and extent of barriers they 
may experience. 
 Furthermore, there is a general lack of parental involvement regarding the early 
identification and assessment of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 In cases where learners who experience barriers to learning were assessed, the 
assessment was found to be ineffective because the process usually ended with 
the assessment and in some cases no feedback regarding the assessment was 
provided to schools.  
 The accuracy of the assessment could not be determined because the outcomes 
of the assessment are not used to compile individualised support plans for 
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learners against which outcomes learners’ progress and thus the accuracy of the 
assessment could be measured. 
    
Objective three was to investigate and describe how adaptation of school 
programmes is done to accommodate the needs of all learners. In order to adapt 
school programmes, educators must be aware of the specific needs of learners. The 
empirical investigation revealed that educators generally do not adapt school 
programmes to accommodate the diverse needs and ability of learners because of: 
 
 The lack of identification and assessment of learners’ specific needs. 
 Limited knowledge of curriculum adaptation. 
 Rigid and prescriptive curriculum and assessment procedures. 
 The preference to the medical approach to barriers to learning where educators 
expect learners to adapt to the “normal” learning programmes and curriculum 
content.  
 
The fourth objective was to investigate and describe support structures available 
for learners who experience barriers to learning and for the educators who 
work with them. The findings of the investigation revealed that there is very limited 
support available to both the learners who experience barriers to learning and the 
educators who teach them.  
 
Structures envisaged by the Department of Education to provide support to learners 
and educators include District Based Support Teams, Institutional Level Support 
Teams, full service schools and special schools as resource centres. Despite these 
expectations of the Department of Education through Education White Paper 6, the 
investigation revealed that District Based Support Teams and Institution Level 
Support Teams are not constituted, trained and staffed effectively to do justice to the 
roles and responsibilities assigned to it and are therefore dysfunctional. No full 
service schools or special schools as resource centres existed in the participating 
district during the period of the investigation. No proper support is therefore rendered 
through these structures to learners who experience barriers to learning or to 
educators who teach them.  
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The investigation further revealed that most School Management Teams and School 
Governing Bodies are also not providing the necessary support to learners who 
experience barriers to learning and educators who teach them. There is also a 
general lack of structured collaboration among most educators to support each other 
to provide better assistance to learners who experience barriers to learning. This lack 
of support structures results in frustration of educators and the neglect of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools.  
 
Fifthly, the study investigated and described the support that schools receive 
from District Officials. Participants in this study indicated that there is no effective 
support forthcoming from District Officials regarding the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning. District Officials are more concerned about policies 
and theoretical issues and do not provide practice-orientated guidance or assistance 
to educators on how to manage learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream classes. Educators are mostly left to their own mercy, hence the 
disastrous and hopeless situation in which many learners who experience barriers to 
learning find themselves in mainstream primary schools.   
 
The sixth objective was to investigate and describe how educators manage 
classes that include learners who experience barriers to learning. Due to the 
discriminatory practices that prevail in most mainstream primary schools against 
learners who experience barriers to learning, the lack of training of educators, 
ineffective and non-existent support structures and the absence of support from 
District Officials, as well as the non-involvement of parents, educators are failing 
dismally to manage learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
classes. Most of these learners are in many cases just admitted in mainstream 
schools without proper development programmes developed to suit their needs and 
progress through the primary school without gaining any proper skills or knowledge 
and eventually drop out of school, ill-prepared for the real-world challenges that await 
them.   
 
Objective seven dealt with the investigation and description of the success of 
inclusion of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
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classes. As a result of the deficiencies, illuminated through objectives one to six, it 
can be concluded that in most cases the inclusion of learners who experience 
barriers to learning is currently not successful. This conclusion was informed by the 
findings which indicate the following outcomes of the current management system for 
learners who experience barriers to learning and who are included in mainstream 
primary schools: 
 
 Frustrated learners.  
 Low self-esteem of learners. 
 Learners embarking on disruptive behaviour. 
 Prolonged periods of absence of learners who experience barriers to learning.  
 The early drop out of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 The limited future prospects of these learners when they exit the school system.   
 
The final objective was to make recommendations on how learners who 
experience barriers to learning can be managed in mainstream schools. These 
recommendations are applicable to all layers of the education ecological system, that 
is, the microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, the macrosystem and the 
chronosystem. The recommendations, as part of the framework for the development 
of sustainable management system to ensure that the needs of all learners are met, 
were integrated and discussed extensively in Chapter Seven and will therefore not 
be repeated in this section.   
 
8.4. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
During this investigation the researcher became aware of various factors that 
influence the provision of quality and equitable education opportunities to all learners 
and which need to be investigated to ensure that the education system fulfil its 





    
The following are recommended topics for possible future research and of which the 
outcomes may provide further insights for the improvement of inclusive education in 
South Africa: 
 
 An in-depth qualitative investigation into the appropriateness of the current 
curriculum to support inclusive education. 
 
 The design of alternative learning programmes to accommodate the needs of 
learners who experience serious cognitive problems within mainstream primary 
schools. 
 
 An in-depth investigation into the suitability of current training programmes to 
prepare educators for the challenges of inclusive education offered by universities 
and other higher education institutions in South Africa. 
 
 The development of strategies to improve the involvement of parents in the 
development of learners who experience barriers to learning. 
 
 Qualitative longitudinal studies to track the progress and measure the level of 
development of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream 
primary schools. 
 
 A qualitative investigation into learners who experience barriers to learning’s own 
experiences and perspectives of their inclusion in mainstream primary schools.  
 
8.5. EPILOGUE  
 
The investigation educed that the management of learners who experience barriers 
to learning in mainstream primary schools is a very serious cause for concern. The 
South African education system is currently failing most of these learners as well as 
the educators who teach them, dismally. The current state of education further 
creates learners who are ill-prepared to make positive contributions to their 
communities and which will lead to a lost generation of functional illiterate youth. 
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The National Government should employ strict measures to ensure that the output of 
the education system match the huge capital investment in education, which 
comprises a large percentage of the annual national budget. Moreover, the National 
Government have a responsibility in terms of the Constitution to ensure that every 
single citizen is developed in the most appropriate way to ensure self sustainability 
and reduce the dependence of citizens on social allowances and government hand-
outs. Should the South African Government and the Education Department fail to 
respond positively to the deficiencies exposed and highlighted by this research, a 
large number of learners who experience barriers to learning will continue to waste 
what is suppose to be their most meaningful years in the primary school.  
 
However, it is the responsibility of every citizen to ensure that all learners receive the 
best possible education by becoming actively involved in and hold educational 
institutions accountable for providing educational and support services of high 
quality. 
 
The framework proposed in this study provides an alternative approach to the 
adaptation of the whole education ecological system to create sustainable 
management systems to ensure that the needs of all learners in mainstream primary 
schools are met effectively. The implementation of the proposed framework will 
further contribute to the creation of public awareness for the need to establish 
effective and efficient inclusive educational institutions where every member of the 
learning population is valued, nurtured and developed in line with their diverse needs 
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EDUCATION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN SCHOOLS 
 
22 Norden Street 
Jansenville 
6265 
April 14, 2011 
 
The District Director 
Department of Education 
Private Bag X726 
Graaff-Reinet 
6280 
Fax: (049) 807 2200  
For attention: Mr E Kani 
 
Dear Mr Kani 
 
REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN 
THE GRAAFF- REINET EDUCATION DISTRICT 
 
My name is Nicolaas Wevers, and I am a PhD student at the Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth. The research I wish to conduct for my Doctoral 
thesis involves “The effective management of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape”. This project will be 
conducted under the supervision of Professor J.L. Geldenhuys (NMMU, South Africa).  
 
I am hereby seeking your consent to approach a number of primary schools in the Graaff-
Reinet District as well the Educational Support Services Section (Directorate: Inclusive 
Education) at the District Office to provide participants for this project. Data-gathering will 
take the form of in-depth individual interviews with selected participants as well as classroom 
observations with a maximum length of 40 minutes per observation. Interviews will as far as 
possible take place during non-contact time not to disrupt any classroom activities. 
 
I have provided you with a copy of my thesis proposal which includes copies of the measure 
and consent and assent forms to be used in the research process, as well as a copy of the 
approval letter which I received from the NMMU Research Ethics Committee (Human).  
 
Upon completion of the study, I undertake to provide the Department of Education with a 
bound copy of the full research report. If you require any further information, please do not 
hesitate to contact me on 0788337405, 0498360182 or you may email me at 
nejwevers@gmail.com 
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Dear N Wevers / Prof Geldenhuys 
 
THE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF LEARNERS WHO EXPERIENCE 
BARRIERS TO LEARNING IN MAINSTREAM PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN THE 
EASTERN CAPE 
 
Your above-entitled application for ethics approval was approved by the Faculty Research, 
Technology and Innovation Committee of Education (ERTIC) meeting on 3 May 2011. 
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The ethics clearance reference number is H11-Edu-ERE-022. 
We wish you well with the project. Please inform your co-investigators of the outcome, and 
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CONDUCT RESEARCH IN SCHOOLS 
22 Norden Street 
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6265 






Permission to conduct research at school: PhD research project 
 
My name is Nicolaas Wevers, and I am a PhD student at the Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University (NMMU). I am conducting research on “The effective 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary 
schools in the Eastern Cape”  under the supervision of Professor J.L. Geldenhuys of 
NMMU, Port Elizabeth, South Africa. The Department of Education through the Graaff-Reinet 
District Office, has given approval to approach schools for my research. A copy of their 
approval is contained with this letter. I invite you to consider taking part in this research. This 
study will meet the requirements of the Research Ethics Committee (Human) of the NMMU.  
 
The research aims to: 
 investigate and describe whether schools still discriminate against learners who 
experience barriers to learning; 
 investigate and describe when, how and by who the assessment of learners who 
experience barriers to learning is undertaken and how effective and accurate this 
assessment is; 
 investigate and describe how adaptation of school programs are done to accommodate 
the needs of all learners; 
 investigate and describe support structures available for learners who experience 
barriers to learning and for the educators who work with them; 
 investigate and describe the support that schools receive from district officials; 
 investigate and describe how educators manage classes that includes learners who 
experience barriers to learning; 
 investigate and describe the success of inclusion of learners who experience barriers to 
learning in mainstream classes; and 
 make recommendations on how learners who experience barriers to learning can be 
managed more effectively in mainstream schools. 
 
The research is significant in three ways: 
 
 It will provide valuable information and insights in the actual management of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream classes;  
 It will also make recommendations to enable educators and education managers to 
create more effective management systems to ensure that the 
 needs of all learners are met effectively and that educators are properly trained and 
supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively; and 
 It will help to develop a framework for the creation of more sustainable management 
systems to ensure that the needs of all learners are met effectively and educators 
who teach those learners are properly trained and supported to manage the inclusive 
classroom effectively. 
 
The outcomes of the research will be forwarded to the Department of education for 
consumption and possible implementation of recommendations which will obviously be of 
benefit to all schools in the Eastern Cape and beyond. 
 
Data will be collected in the following manners: 
 
1. Semi-structured interviews with selected educators and members of the School 
Management Team (SMT) which includes the Principal.  
2. Interviews will be audio-recorded and additional notes will be taken during interviews. 
3. Observations of any relevant material that may shed light on the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning in the classroom.  
 
All information collected will be treated in strictest confidence and neither the school nor 
individual participants will be identifiable in any reports that are written. Participants may 
withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. The role of the school is voluntary and 
the School Principal may decide to withdraw the school’s participation at any time without 
penalty.  
 
Once I have received your consent to approach educators to participate in the study, I will 
 arrange for informed consent to be obtained from participants; 
 arrange a time with your school for data collection to take place; and 
 obtain informed consent from participants 
 
If you would like your school to participate in this research, please complete and return the 
attached form. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this information. 
 
…..………………….     
N.E.J. WEVERS      
Researcher       
NMMU        
 
APPENDIX 6: PERMISSION LETTER FROM PRINCIPALS TO CONDUCT 
RESEARCH IN SCHOOLS 
N.E.J. WEVERS 
22 NORDEN STREET 
JANSENVILLE 
6265 
School Principal Consent Form 
 
Dear Mr. Wevers 
PhD research project: The effective management of learners who experience barriers 
to learning in mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape 
 
I give consent for you to approach educators to participate in the PhD research project, with 
the title “The effective management of learner who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape”. 
 
I have read the Project Information Statement explaining the purpose of the research project 
and understand that: 
 The role of the school is voluntary 
 I may decide to withdraw the school’s participation at any time without penalty 
 Educators will be invited to participate and that permission will be sought from them.  
 All information obtained will be treated in strictest confidence.  
 The participants’ names will not be used and individual participants will not be identifiable 
in any written reports about the study.  
 The school will not be identifiable in any written reports about the study.  
 Participants may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. 
 A report of the findings will be made available to the school. 
 I may seek further information on the project from Nicolaas Wevers on 
0788337405/0498360182.  
 
__________________________   ___________________________ 
Principal      Signature 
 
__________________________    
 Date 
APPENDIX 7: INFORMED CONSENT FROM INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS TO 
TAKE PART IN THE STUDY 
NELSON MANDELA METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY 
INFORMATION AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
RESEARCHER’S DETAILS 
Title of the research project 
The effective management of learners who experience barriers to learning in 
mainstream primary schools in the Eastern Cape 
Reference number H11-Edu-ERE-022 
Principal investigator NICOLAAS EBENHAEZAR JACOBUS WEVERS 
Address 22 NORDEN STREET, JANSENVILLE 
Postal Code 6265 
Contact telephone number 
(private numbers not advisable) 
0498360182 
 
A. DECLARATION BY OR ON BEHALF OF PARTICIPANT  Initial 





ID number  
OR  
I, in my capacity as (parent or guardian) 
of the participant (full names) 
ID number  
Address (of participant)  
 
A.1 HEREBY CONFIRM AS FOLLOWS:  Initial 
I, the participant, was invited to participate in the above-mentioned research project   
that is being undertaken by NICOLAAS EBENHAEZAR JACOBUS WEVERS 
from THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. 
THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME, THE PARTICIPANT:  Initial 
2.1 Aim:   
The investigators are studying “The Effective management of learners 
who experience barriers to learning in mainstream primary schools in 
the Eastern Cape” 
  
  
The information obtained in this study will help to develop a 
framework for the creation of more sustainable management systems 
to ensure that  the needs of all learners are met effectively and 
educators who teach those learners are properly trained and 
supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively.                                                                
2.2 Procedures:   
I understand that I will be interviewed and that the interviews will be 
audio-taped. Audio-taped interviews will be transcribed verbatim and 
I will have the opportunity to verify the correctness of the transcribed 
interviews. I also understand that the researcher may conduct 
documentary observations to determine how learners who experience 
barriers to learning are managed in mainstream primary schools.  
  
2.3 Risks: I understand that there is no risk involved in participation in this 
study. 
  
2.4 Possible benefits:   
As a result of my participation in this study it will help to develop a 
framework for the creation of more sustainable management systems 
to ensure that  the needs of all learners are met effectively and 
educators who teach those learners are properly trained and 
supported to manage the inclusive classroom effectively.                                                                
  
2.5 Confidentiality:   My identity will not be revealed in any discussion, description or 
scientific publications by the investigators. 
  
2.6 Access to findings: 
Any new information or benefit that develops during the course of the 
study will be shared as follows: A full copy of the research report will 
be furnished to the Department of Education.  A summary of the 
research project will be available to individual participants on request. 
  
2.6 
Voluntary participation / 
refusal / discontinuation: 
My participation is voluntary YES NO   
My decision whether or not to participate 
will in no way affect my present or future 
care / employment / lifestyle 
TRUE FALSE 
3. THE INFORMATION ABOVE WAS EXPLAINED TO ME/THE PARTICIPANT BY:  Initial 
NICOLAAS EBENHAEZAR JACOBUS WEVERS   
in Afrikaans X English  Xhosa  Other  
and I am in command of this language, or it was satisfactorily translated to me by 
(name of translator) 
I was given the opportunity to ask questions and all these questions were answered satisfactorily. 
4. No pressure was exerted on me to consent to participation and I understand that I may withdraw 
at any stage without penalisation. 
  
5. Participation in this study will not result in any additional cost to myself. 
  
A.2 I HEREBY VOLUNTARILY CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ABOVE-MENTIONED PROJECT: 
Signed/confirmed at  on  2011 
 Signature or right thumb print of participant 
Signature of witness: 
Full name of witness: 
B. STATEMENT BY OR ON BEHALF OF INVESTIGATOR(S) 
I,  NICOLAAS EBENHAEZAR JACOBUS WEVERS declare that: 
1. 
I have explained the information given in this document to  
and / or his / her representative  
2. He / she was encouraged and given ample time to ask me any questions; 
3. 
This conversation was conducted in Afrikaans  English X Xhosa  Other  
And no translator was used OR this conversation was translated into 
(language)  by (name of translator) 
4. I have detached Section D and handed it to the participant YES NO 
Signed/confirmed at  on  20 
Signature of interviewer 
Signature of witness: 
Full name of witness: 
C. DECLARATION BY TRANSLATOR (WHEN APPLICABLE) 
I,  (full names) 
ID number  
Qualifications and/or  
Current employment  
confirm that I: 
1. Translated the contents of this document from English into (language) 
2. Also translated questions posed by  (name of participant) 
as well as the answers given by the 
investigator/representative; 
3. Conveyed a factually correct version of what was related to me. 
Signed/confirmed at  on  20 
I hereby declare that all information acquired by me for the purposes of this study will be kept confidential. 
Signature of translator 
Signature of witness: 
Full name of witness: 
 
 
APPENDIX 8A: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE WITH DEPARTMENTAL OFFICIALS 
    
 Do you think mainstream schools in your district are in a position to manage those 
learners effectively? Why or why not? 
 How well, do you think,  are schools in the district informed about the implementation of 
inclusive education and to what extent are schools implementing inclusive education? 
 Do you think educators in your district possess the necessary skills and knowledge to 
effectively manage learners who experience barriers to learning? [Prompt for 
explanation] 
 When and by who are learners assessed in terms of barriers to learning they may 
experience and how accurate and effective is this assessments? 
 What process do schools in your district follow to determine whether learners experience 
barriers to learning? 
 What happen to learners after it has been determined that they experience barriers to 
learning? 
 What support structures are in place in schools to support learners who experience 
barriers to learning and what roles do they fulfil? 
 How functional and effective, would you say, are the support structures in schools?  
 What is the extent of support that is rendered to schools with regard to learners ho 
experience barriers to learning by district officials? 
 Do you have a functional District Based Support team and are they able to provide 
effective assistance to schools regarding the management of learners who experience 
barriers to learning? [Prompt for explanation] 
 What kind of specialised support services are available to schools to assist them with 
learners who experience barriers to learning? What provision is made for learners who 
struggle to achieve curriculum outcomes?  
 To what extent do schools make provision for curriculum adaptation or alternative 
assessment strategies to accommodate learners who experience barriers to learning?  
 Do your district make provision for extra-curricular activities for those learners who are 
unable to participate in conventional sport or other extra-curricular activities. If yes. What 
kind of activities. If no, why not? 
 How effective, do you think, are learners who experience barriers to learning managed in 
mainstream schools?  
 What recommendations can you make to improve the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in schools?  
 What is your view about the desirability and effectiveness of inclusive education? 
APPENDIX 8B: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE WITH EDUCATORS AND PRINCIPALS 
 
 Do you have learners in your class who experience barriers to learning? What kind of 
barriers to learning do they experience? 
 To what factors would you ascribe the barriers to learning they experience? 
 How did you became aware of the learners experience barriers to learning? 
 Please describe the process that you follow to determine the nature and extent of the 
barriers of learning that learners experience. 
 Who is involved in the assessment process and how effective is the assessment 
process? When do you assess learners? 
 Who do you think should handle the process of assessing learners who experience 
barriers to learning? Why? 
 What happens after you have determined that a learner experience barriers to learning? 
 Do you draw up development plans to assist learners who experience barriers to 
learning? [Prompt for explanation] 
 Do you have support structures in your school to assist learners who experience barriers 
to learning and how do this structures function? 
 How do you adapt your teaching strategies to accommodate learners who experience 
barriers to learning? 
 How do you adapt your assessment strategies to accommodate learners who experience 
barriers to learning? 
 What other measures do you implement to ensure that learners who experience barriers 
to learning receive quality and equitable opportunities to develop to their full potential? 
 What opportunities do you provide for learners with barriers to learning who cannot take 
part in conventional activities due to the barriers they experience? 
 How do you involve the parents of learners who experience barriers to learning in their 
development? What are their contributions to assist learners? 
 How would you describe the collaboration of educators regarding the assistance to 
learners who experience barriers to learning? 
 Do you think learners who experience barriers to learning should be accommodated in 
mainstream classes? [Prompt for explanation] 
 Do you believe that learners who experience barriers to learning benefit from being 
accommodated in a mainstream class?[Prompt for explanation] 
 How equipped, would you say, are you to teach learners who experience barriers to 
learning effectively? 
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 What kind of support do you receive from District Officials regarding the management of 
learners who experience barriers to learning? 
 What kind of support would you like to receive from District Officials regarding the 
management of learners who experience barriers to learning? 
 What is your view about the effectiveness and desirability of inclusive education? 
 What recommendations would you make to improve the management of learners who 
experience barriers to learning in your school? 
APPENDIX 9A: TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW WITH AN EDUCATOR 
 
INTERVIEW WITH EP1 ON MAY 24, 2011  
DURATION = 46MIN 30SEK 
 
 Is daar enige leerders in u klas wat leerhindernisse ervaar en indien wel, watter tipe 
leerhindernisse ervaar hulle? 
 
 Uh, in my klaskamer is daar kinders wat leerhindernisse ondervind en ek sou sê dat … 
uh, dit is leesprobleme. En as ‘n kind nie kan lees nie, kan hy nie op vrae reageer nie, en 
so meer. Ek is nou, … het dit nou nie gediagnoseer nie, maar ek kan sien dit is ‘n 
leesprobleem. Is dit duidelik, of moet ek nou verder verduidelik? 
 
 U sê dat leerders leesprobleme ervaar, is daar dalk nog enige ander leerhindernisse wat 
hulle ervaar? 
 
 Want as hy nie kan lees nie, as hy nie ‘n woord kan ontsyfer nie, beteken dit vir my, as ‘n 
leek, hy ken nie sy klanke nie, dit wil sê hy sal ook nie ‘n woord kan neerskryf op die 
regte manier, korrek kan skryf nie, want hy’t geen benul van klanke nie. En dit is nogal ‘n 
probleem, ‘n groot probleem, want die kinders in die klas skryf almal, sal ek sê, een toets 
en dan gaan hierdie leerders swakker doen want hy is nie op dieselfde vlak as die res 
van die leerders in die klas nie. Dit hou hulle dan agter, dit skaad hulle selfbeeld en uh… 
ek dink  ons moet regtig, daar sal moet iets drasties gedoen word om die soort leerders 
te help. Uh, ek voel in die eerste plek, ek is nie bevoeg om daardie kind te diagnoseer 
nie, want ek het nie die opleiding. Uh, ek het ‘n vae idee wat sy probleem is, en ek is nie 
opgeleid nie, en ek is nie …  ek kan regtig nie die kind help in ‘n klasopset nie, want een 
periode moet jy sekere hoeveelheid werk afhandel..  uh,  want die leerplan is wyd, en 
dan … die kinders raak gevolglik meer agter, hul agterstand raak net groter en groter. 
Myns insiens behoort hierdie kinders spesiale aandag te kry, individuele aandag waar jy 
elke dag met die kind werk aan die spesifieke probleme, of dit nou ‘n leesprobleem is, 
klank probleem, wiskundige probleem. Jy kan nie in ‘n klasopset regtig aandag skenk 
aan die kind met probleme nie. En uh , ek dink ons sal moet iets uitwerk sodat die 
kinders dan ook dan individuele aandag kan kry gedurende skooltyd.  Jy kan sê ons kan 
na skool iets doen, maar dit gaan ‘n vinnige oplossing wees. Vinnig moet hy iets 
deurwerk, want die kind is moeg en die onderwyser is ook moeg. Dan daar gaan nie 
deeglike, hoe kan ek nou sê,  onderrig plaasvind na skoolure. Ek dink ons moet die 
kinders uitsonder, ‘n plan maak om ‘n opgeleide onderwyser te kry sodat daardie kinders 
een vir een na daardie onderwyser toe kan gaan om net vir ‘n periode, elke dag te lees 
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en ek dink dit gaan help om die kinders se vaardigheid te verbeter, nou nie heeltemal reg 
te kry nie, maar elke dag ‘n bietjie gaan dit ook werk om die kind se vaardigheid te 
verbeter sodat hy nie, nie hoef te skuil, bang te wees om iets in die klas te doen voor die  
ander nie. Maar omdat hulle ook self weet hulle kan nie, uh, trek hulle terug en uh 
probeer later nie eers meer nie, want hulle weet hulle kan nie. En ek voel ons benadeel 
die kinders deur hulle so in die klas saam met die ander te wil onderrig omdat ons nie wil 
onderskeid maak nie. Ons benadeel die kind en die onderwyser word gefrusteerd. Ek 
dink nog ons moet individuele aandag aan elke leerling gee, werk aan daardie spesifieke 
probleme, uh ek glo daar gaan verbetering wees, daar gaan. Hy gaan in ‘n periode as jy 
met hom werk, aan die einde van die periode al kry hy net een woord reg hy gaan hy 
gaan dit regkry en hy gaan verbeter. En uh, enige kind dink ek, wil graag korrek lees en 
korrek skryf. Uh, hulle is nie gelukkig nie, die onderwyser is nie gelukkig nie as daar nou 
nie vordering is nie. Oor die kwessie van jy moenie onderskeid maak tussen leerlinge 
met leerhindernisse nie… uh, dit, ek ek voel net dis nie ‘n goeie, dis nie ’n goeie idee nie. 
Ons sal moet…, om hulle te wil help, sal ons moet onderskeid maak en die probleme 
aanspreek. En probeer om hulle op die vlak te kry waar hulle moet wees. Want as ‘n kind 
van junior primêr af kom met probleme en hulle kom nou in die intermediêre fase of die 
senior fase, en die probleem is nog daar, dan voel ek die kind se jare is vermors, want 
niemand het niks gedoen nie om daardie te kind se skills te verbeter nie.  En ons kan nie 
meer so aangaan nie.  
 
 U verwys nou spesifiek na leesprobleme, skryfprobleme wat aanleiding gee tot ander 
probleme. Wat sou u sê is die oorsake van die probleme? 
 
 Uhm, ek sou sê die klanke is nooit vasgelê nie, definitief nie. Want uh, sommige klanke is 
nooit vasgelê nie, want as ‘n kind eenvoudiger woordjies nog, sê maar in graad sewe, 
nog nie kan baasraak nie, dan sê dit vir my hy het dit nooit geleer nie. En uh, as die kind 
nou moeiliker woorde sien, is  hy veronderstel om die woord op te breek in klanke en dan 
die woord so te spel, maar omdat hy sy klanke nie, sy basiese klanke is nie vasgelê nie, 
nou kan hy ook nie woorde opbreek in, in klanke of lettergrepe om om die woord korrek 
uit te spreek nie. Want as hy nie die woord verstaan nie, kan jy die onderwyser die woord 
aan hom verduidelik, maar as hy nie die woord kan ontsyfer nie, dan sê dit vir my sy 
basiese klanke is nie… sommige klanke is glad nie vasgelê nie en nou sit ons met ‘n 
enorme probleem. Te veel kinders in die primêre skool kan nie lees nie en dis 
ongehoord. Ek voel baie sterk daaroor. Dis ongehoord dat ‘n kind die primêre skool 
verlaat sonder leesvaardigheid. Hy’t genoeg tyd op die primêre skool spandeer om te 
kan leer lees en as hy nie kan lees nie, dan volg daar baie ander probleme. Probleme 
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omdat hy nie kan skryf nie, omdat hy nie kan lees nie as hy nou ‘n opdraggie kry hy moet 
‘n briefie skryf, sal hy dit nie kan doen nie. Hy gaan sukkel sy hele lewe deur. So ek dink 
ons moet, ons sal moet ernstig toetree tot die stryd om die lees reg te ruk en dit begin 
alles by klanke. Ek voel baie sterk daaroor. 
 
 Wat doen u by die skool en u kollegas om die aard en die omvang van die leerders se 
probleme te probeer bepaal. 
 
 As skool? 
 
 En ook u as individuele opvoeder. 
 
 As skool dink ek nie ons het werklik nog iets gedoen nie. Ons het gepraat daaroor maar 
niks konkreet nie. As individu probeer ek maar klankies vaslê, phonics, woordjies, 
meestal engels en ons probeer maar nou vir die leerders met probleme ‘n bladsy gee om 
te gaan leer. Ons vorder maar baie stadig. Uh ons gaan deur ‘n lysie met sê maar  so vyf 
woordjies met dieselfde klankies en dan neem hulle die blaai huistoe en kom more weer 
terug. Ons probeer maar op die manier die klankies vaslê. En uh, dit gaan maar stadig, 
maar dit werk. Maar die, die resultate gaan jy nie onmiddellik sien nie. Ons kyk na die 
einde van die jaar of daar enige verbetering is.  
 
 Is daar enige strukture by die skool in plek spesifiek gemik om leerders met 
leerhindernisse te help en te ondersteun? 
 
 By die skool? 
 
 By die skool, ja. 
 
 Ek is nie bewus van enige struktuur by my skool nie waar ons strukture in plek het nie. 
Ons het net daaroor gepraat, maar niks is daaromtrent gedoen nie. So, dis nogal ‘n 
jammerte. 
 
 So, u sê daar is geen ondersteuningstrukture nie. Ook nie vir die opvoeders nie? 
 
 Daar is glad nie, ook nie vir die onderwysers ‘n ondersteuningstruktuur nie. Almal is net 
haastig om dit te doen wat jy moet doen in jou klas en ons, ons vind nie nog tyd om reg, 
werklike probleme om dit aan te spreek nie of aan te pak nie. Op die oomblik, geen 
strukture nie. 
 
 Wat u onderrigstrategie in die klas betref, is dit dieselfde vir almal, of maak u 
aanpassings in u onderrig om ook die leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar te 
akkommodeer sodat hulle ook kan deel wees. 
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 Ek probeer, ek probeer. En omdat ek ‘n tweede taal onderrig, probeer ek maar altyd om 
hulle ook by te kry. Uh, kan ek net byvoeg, hulle, hulle verstaan alles wat jy vir hulle 
verduidelik. Hulle is nou nie “onnosel” nie, hulle verstaan die les. En as ek iets 
ingewikkelds moet aan hulle oordra, sal ek gewoonlik soos die les aangaan met sulke 
rowwe sketsies op die bord vir hulle verduidelik uh wat nou eintlik aan die gang is sodat 
hulle die prentjie kry. En meestal verstaan hulle goed. Hulle kan mondeling uh gesels en 
reageer op vrae. Maar as dit kom by skryf, skriftelike antwoorde, dan trek hulle gewoonlik 
aan die kortste end. Soos ek sê, as ons nie daadwerklik almal as ‘n span saam gaan 
werk nie gaan ons sommige kinders se tyd op die laerskool gaan vir hulle niksseggend 
wees. 
 
 Is die assessering (om die sukses van die leerproses te bepaal) dieselfde vir almal 
(eenvormig) of word daar gedifferensieer om ook die leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar 
te akkommodeer? 
 
 Uh, die ideale ding… die ideaal sou wees om verskillende gedifferensieerde 
vraestelletjies te hê vir groepe. Maar dis nie altyd moontlik nie. Uh, kan ek maar sê ons, 
ons sien dit as te veel werk. Maar ek dink as ‘n mens probeer om jou vraestel, een 
vraestel, vir die hele klas, maar as jy vrae insluit wat vir hulle toeganklik is, wat hulle ook 
kan antwoord. Miskien, gee inligting en dan moet hulle daar rondom ‘n paragrafie skryf. 
Maar selfs dit, dit is ook nie genoeg nie … uh, eintlik is ons ‘n bietjie onkundig. Ek het, ek 
het nie soveel kennis om assessering toe te pas dat hulle ook kan uitstekend vaar nie. 
Maar op my manier probeer ek ook maar, maar die kundigheid ontbreek. 
 
 Watter rol speel distriksamptenare om onderwysers te ondersteun sodat hulle leerders 
kan ondersteun wat leerhindernisse ervaar? 
 
 Ek kan nie sê daar is ondersteuning nie. Hulle kom en hulle spreek ons toe oor wette wat 
moet toegepas word. Die papier en die papier wat nou uh van toepassing is op die 
onderwys en dan moet ons nou maar net inval by die “witpapier”  White paper, en die 
“bloupapier”. Ons moet maar net gehoorsaam aan die wette wat van nasionaal kom. Ek 
dink uh, kinders word ook nie deesdae meer getoets nie. Die mense met die kundigheid 
sit in die kantore en die onderwysers moet maar aangaan, maar kyk wat kan hulle 
regkry. Daars nie duidelike leiding ook nie van my distrikskantoor of van die 
onderwysdepartement af nie, want solank ons net binne die wet bly is als mooi.  
 
 Na watter toetse verwys u as u sê die kinders word nie meer getoets nie? 
 
 Ek verwys nou na die verlede waar die kinders met leerprobleme getoets is om vas te 
stel wat is nou eintlik die probleem. Uh, hulle het ‘n stelsel van ‘n lywige vorm wat ingevul 
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word, wat die onderwyser self moet doen. Ek dink nie onderwysers het eers lus om dit te 
doen nie. Dis te lywig. Daai vorm is te lywig. En uh, hulle vra vir jou vrae waaroor jy nie 
dieper kennis het nie. Uh, persone wat opgelei is met die tipe werk, soos sielkundiges, 
hulle sal miskien beter verstaan. Ons sien maar net die kind en sy brein, want hy kan nie 
inneem nie, hy kan nie teruggee nie. Ons weet nie van die dieper probleme wat die kind 
ervaar nie, so iemand sal definitief moet daarna kyk. 
 
 As u ‘n aanbeveling sou moet maak, wie sou u sê sal die kinders moet “toets” en wat 
moet na sodanige toetsing van die leerders gebeur? 
  
 Ek sou sê, uh… as ‘n leerder ‘n probleem het, moet jy die leerder uh, behandel of 
probeer, probeer leer, jy moet daal tot op sy vlak, want jy moet die leerder probeer help. 
En uh, as jy nie weet wat is die probleem nie, of as jy in die klasopset met die leerder 
gaan werk, gaan jy nooit, jy gaan nooit binnekant die leerder kom nie. Jy gaan maar net 
altyd voorlangs, jy sien hom net. En hy is, hy kan nie antwoord nie, en hy kan nie skryf 
nie en hy kan nie lees nie, maar jy kom nie binne in sy kop nie. En dat ‘n mens 
daadwerklik vir hom of vir haar kan help, regtig help. Jy kan nie net ‘n leerder so 
aanstuur na die volgende graad nie. Nadat hy twee jaar herhaal het in ‘n graad nie, nou 
word hy aangestuur. Dit gaan nie help nie.  Ons, ons dryf die leerders net in die afgrond 
in. So, ons moet hulle, ons moet hulle een vir een hanteer. Ons moet hulle bietjie 
individuele aandag gee, ons moet vaslê. Ons moet dit wat hulle nie ken nie, moet ons 
weer vir hom leer sodat hy aan die einde, wanneer hy van ons af weggaan, dan kan ons 
met trots sê ek het hom gehelp.  Hy ken ten minste nou ‘n bladsy lees. Maar ons kan 
hom nie net so laat  weggaan nie sonder om iets vir hom te doen nie. Ek voel dat, dat 
een onderwyser met die betrokke leerlinge werk. Elke leerling kry ‘n periode per dag en 
kyk of ons nie nog kan red wat nog te redde is nie. Anders gaan ons almal aanspreeklik 
wees vir daardie leerder se mislukking, want ons het hom maar net so laat aangaan en 
aangaan en ons het niks uh, lig in sy lewe gebring nie. Want daardie leerder wil ook tog 
vorder, hy het ook begeertes om te presteer. En as ons nie daadwerklik iets doen om 
hom te help, al is dit in kleiner mate as die goedbedeelde leerling en dit gaan ons net 
regkry deur herhaling, herhaling, herhaling en vaslegging en vaslegging en vaslegging. 
Daarom voel ek sterk dat, uh, daar is baie onderwysers wat remediëring gedoen het. Ek 
is nou nie opgeleid in remediërende onderwys nie, maar ek het al vir ses maande 
waargeneem in ‘n remediërende klas waar die leerders een vir een na jou toe kom met 
die probleem en daars pragtige handboeke met pragtige oefeninge beskikbaar wat ons 
kan gebruik. Dis goed dat mense bietjie navorsing doen dat gehoor kan word wat sê die 
onderwysers op die grond. Dat ons nie so gebonde moet wees aan witpapiere en blou 
papiere. Laat ons, in die klas, kyk wat gaan in die klas aan met die akademie en ons help 
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elke leerder na sy vermoë. Almal is nie uitstekend of goed nie. Selfs die wat swak is kan 
ook presteer in sy vermoë, binne sy perke. Maar ek gaan gelukkig voel, al is dit net een 
leerder wat niks kon doen nie, as ek hom kan help om iets te kan doen, maak nie saak 
hoe gering dit is nie. 
 
 Hoe betrek u die ouers van leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar by hulle ontwikkeling? 
 
 Uh, dit is nie altyd maklik om die ouers in die hande te kry nie, want baie van hulle werk. 
Maar as ‘n mens moeite doen kan jy by hulle uitkom om met hulle te praat oor die kind se 
vordering. Jy kan dit onder hulle aandag bring en die ander probleem is wat ek 
ondervind, die peil, die vlak van die ouers se opvoeding bepaal ook hulle belangstelling 
en die erns waarmee hulle hulle kinders se probleme hanteer. Nie almal stel regtig 
belang nie, maar as die onderwyser uit sy pad gaan om die ouer te betrek, dan kan hulle 
goed saamwerk. En as jy vir hulle mooi verduidelik wat die probleem is, dan sal julle 
mekaar verstaan. Eintlik moet jy die ouer ook, jy moet vir die ouer ook die klankies leer, 
want dit baat nie die kind neem ‘n lysie huis toe en die ouer weet glad nie. Nou baie van 
die ouers kan spel, en nou wil hulle hê die kind moet by die huis spel en jy wil nie hê die 
kind moet spel nie, jy wil hê die kind moet klank, of sound in english, so that he hears the 
sound of the word so, and if he can distinguishes the sound, than he can, he has an idea 
of what the word should sound like when I say that word. En as hulle dit kan doen, sal dit 
‘n groot hupstoot wees, want die klankies moet herhaal word. Aanhoudend, aanhoudend, 
aanhoudend. Tot die kind dit ken. Ek dink dat ons met die ouers en met die leerders 
moontlik na skool wanneer die ouers kan kom, dan doen jy die klanke saam met die kind 
as die ouers daar sit en op die manier word die ouer ook ingelig. Maar dit kos geduld, 
opoffering en toewyding en dis harde werk, want dis ekstra en dis na ure.  
 
 Watter geleenthede skep u vir leerders met leerhindernisse om op gelyke vlak met hul 
meer vermoënde portuurgroep deel te neem aan ander aktiwiteite? 
 
 Ek het opgemerk… Kom ek praat eers oor my klas situasie. Uh, ek het uh. Meeste van 
die tyd is hulle by. Hulle verstaan, hulle kan praat, vrae beantwoord, mondelings, Dis nou 
net as dit kom by skryf. Ek vind dat hulle gewoonlik baie, baie entoesiasties meedoen 
aan, hoe sal ek sê, oral en recitations. En ek hou daarvan om hulle baie in die klas te 
gebruik. Sommige van hulle sit nogal mooi gevoel by wat hulle moet voordra of vertel 
nadat jy hom nou bietjie “gecoach” het hoe dit moet gedoen word en uh, hulle geniet dit 
en uh, is lekker om te sien hoe blom daai gesig hulle kan iets doen. So ek dink in daardie 
gevalle selfs in die skool opset moet ons hulle baie bied, want daars niks verkeerd met 
hulle breine nie. Hulle is nie so onnosel dat hulle nie opvoedbaar is nie. En dit wat hulle 
goed kan doen, moet ons aan die groot klok hang sodat hulle ook kan voel ons spog met 
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hulle. Ons het nou die language festival gehad, so ons kan nou vorentoe by die skool vir 
hulle meer op die voorgrond laat tree dan voel hy nie altyd so sleg dat in die klas het ek 
maar een uit tien gekry by die toets maar hierso kan ek die anders ‘n ding of twee wys.  
 
 Watter samewerking is daar tussen die onderwysers by u skool spesifiek ten opsigte van 
leerders met leerhindernisse? 
 
 Is dit nou die hele personeel? 
 
 Ja … 
 
 Ja die mense kom praat en praat soos gewoonlik. Sover my kennis strek is die skakeling 
maar yl rakende leerders met leerprobleme. Miskien sal ons maar iets moet doen, want 
ons kan nie so elkeen sy eie gang gaan nie en daar gebeur niks. Ons sal moet saamsit, 
almal of in groepe en kyk kan ons nie nouer skakel met mekaar nie. Onderwysers is so 
geneig om, as jy praat oor ‘n probleem, dan lyk dit of jy iemand soek om die blaam te 
dra. Maar dit gaan nie daaroor nie. ‘n Probleem is ‘n probleem en as dit daar is, dit baat 
nie jy gaan nou die skuldige soek nie want ons is almal aandadig aan die probleem. Hy, 
hy’t lank terug al begin maar hy gaan nie ophou nie, want hy gaan net aan. So die hele 
skool is verantwoordelik vir die probleme om te blameer. En ek dink ons moet dit reg 
doen, ons moet dit reg doen. Ons moet die probleem takel. En miskien sal dit nou, nou 
dat dit ondersoek word, uh , gaan ons bietjie skuldig voel en nou ook so bymekaar kom.  
 
 Sou u sê die hoofstroomklas is die beste plek vir leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar? 
 
 Ek steun nie daardie idee nie. Uh, ons land se wette is baie daarop gemik ons mag nie 
diskrimineer nie. Maar ek voel in my hart as ‘n onderwyser, spesifiek ‘n taalonderwyser 
ook, ek glo nie ons sal nie reg kan laat geskied aan die kinders met leerprobleme in die 
hoofstroom klas nie. Hy kan daar wees, maar daar moet voorsiening gemaak word dat 
daardie kind ekstra spesiale onderrig kry gedurende skooltyd van iemand wat weet wat 
om te doen. Byvoorbeeld, daar is ‘n handboek Haupflisch. Uh, die kinders is mos geneig 
om die letters om te draai ook, die b, dan kyk hy anderkant toe. Daai verwarring. En 
daardie boekie gee vir jou pragtige oefeninge. Nou, as ons dit kan regkry, maar hy ‘n 
spesiale periode kry waar hy uitgaan na iemand  toe wat hom vir daardie halfuur net kan 
oefen in sê maar vandag die probleem of die klankie of die uh sommetjies, want daar is 
kinders met wiskundige probleme ook, kombinasies. Uh, ek dink ons sal iets vermag met 
hulle. Want as die kind nou die hele dag, al die periodes saam met die ander kinders is, 
hy gaan so hier en daar inneem, maar hy gaan baie verloor.    
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 Watter ondersteuning voel u moet daar op skoolvlak gebied word aan die opvoeders wat 
leerders wat leerhindernisse onderrig en aan die spesifieke leerders self. 
 
 Uh, ek dink eerstens ons weet watter vaardighede die kinders kort, en dan moet ons 
programme opstel en kyk hoe kan ons die kind help. Ons moet mekaar ondersteun. Ons 
moenie kleinserig wees nie. Dit moet nou gaan om die kind te help. Dit maak nie saak in 
watter graad die kind is nie. As ons enigsins kan help,  daar is boeke wat ons kan 
raadpleeg, oefeninge uitsoek, ‘n programmetjie uitwerk, of as jy dit dan in klas se tyd 
moet doen As daar nie ‘n manier is hoe ons die kind individuele aandag kan gee 
gedurende klastyd nie, dan moet ons maar ‘n programmetjie uitwerk vir naskool en die 
kind groepeer in een lokaal in beide tale Afrikaans en Engels. Ons moenie, ons moet dit 
vooraf uitwerk die remedierende oefeninge, want dit baat nie ons gaan boeke vol skryf. 
Ons moet ons program so beplan dat as dit klaar is moet die kind dit ken voor hy kan 
aangaan. Baat nie ons skryf ‘n lêer vol goed en aan die einde van daai lêer ken die kind 
nog nie. Ons moet gaan na die kind se vermoë en ons moet probeer om vir hom dit te 
leer wat hy voorheen nie geleer het nie. Hy moet dit inhaal en as hy stap-vir-stap verder, 
uh is ek seker daar gaan iets gebeur, die lig sal skyn. Die kind gaan begin woorde sien 
as ‘n woord, nie net ‘n klomp letters wat daar staan wat daai kind nie weet wat dit 
beteken nie. Dit gaan opoffering verg van ons as onderwysers ek praat nou van die hele 
personeel – die hoof, die senior personeel en … maar as ons net vir een, vir een die lig 
laat sien dan … Eintlik is daai leerders met daardie probleme vir my, hulle is eintlik blind, 
want hulle sit met handboeke voor hulle, hulle sit met skryfboeke, hulle kan nie spel  nie, 
uh, ek het ‘n ander outjie nou die dag opgetel, hy kan begin met die opskrif. Dan skryf hy 
dit perfek. En die eerste woordjie, van die bord af nou wanneer hulle net moet afskryf, 
dan skryf hy die eerste twee, drie woordjies korrek en later aan is dit wat op die bord 
staan vir hom Grieks. En dan skryf hy verder net ‘n klomp letters wat nie sin maak nie. 
Wat, wat vir my sê hy kan nie sin maak van woorde wat daar voor hom is nie omdat hy 
nie sy letters ken nie en hy ken ook nie sy klanke nie. 
 
 Watter ondersteuning sou u graag van die Distriksamptenare wou ontvang? 
 
 Ek sou wou sien dat die distrik uh, meer fokus op klaskamersituasies. Uh, ek weet wette 
is belangrik, maar minder, minder klem lê op die wette, die White Paper en die dit. Hulle 
moet kom kyk wat gaan in die klasse aan. Uh, hulle is, die afstand tussen die onderwyser 
en die distrikkantoor is na my mening hopeloos te ver. Daar is nie genoeg kontak nie, uh, 
hulle ken nie die onderwysers in die skole nie. Die distrik ken gewoonlik net die hoof. 
Daar is nie akademiese kontak nie en as ons bymekaar kom of ons word opgeroep vir ‘n 
vergadering, so voel ek, baie sterk, dan is dit meer oor formate. Dit moet so gedoen word 
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en dit moet so gedoen word en ek glo nie die distrik het ‘n idee wat in die klaskamers 
aangaan nie. Daar moet meer kontak wees met die klaskamer en meer leiding en meer 
ondersteuning.  
 
 Wat is u evaluering van die onderrig in hoofstroomklasse van leerders wat 
leerhindernisse ervaar? Sou u dit as suksesvol beskryf? 
 
 Ek sal nooit sê dis suksesvol nie, want dit is nie suksesvol nie. Dis definitief nie 
suksesvol nie. Hulle raak net meer agter. Ek sou sê hulle kan aandag kry, die aandag 
wat hulle verdien.. Hulle verdien definitief meer aandag. Jy kan met hulle soort in die 
bondel werk nie, dit kan nie vir hulle enige betekenis hê nie. Ons moenie dit sien as 
diskriminasie nie. Ons kan dit sien as hulp, want hulle skree vir hulp. Maar ‘n mens kan 
nie altyd in ‘n klas net in ‘n periode en dan gaan hulle na die volgende onderwyser toe. 
Jy kan hulle nie altyd bereik, jy kan nie. Jy bereik die ouens wat, wat die skills het, jy 
bereik hulle in die periode. Jy kan nie leerder met ‘n hindernis bereik nie.  
 
 Word inklusiewe onderwys na u mening suksesvol by u skool toegepas? 
 
 Inklusiewe onderwys is ‘n baie mooi term. Baie mooi. Want jy sluit nou almal in. Daar 
word teen niemand gediskrimineer nie. Maar ek sou sê dis nie suksesvol nie. Jy 
diskrimineer eintlik teen die leerder met leerhindernisse, want hy kan nie byhou nie. Maar 
jy hou hom daar, want dis inklusiewe onderwys. Eintlik doen jy meer skade aan daardie 
leerder, want hy kan nie vorder teen dieselfde pas as die leerder wat nie, hoe sal mens 
nou sê, tussen hakies ‘n gestremdheid het nie.  Volgens my is dit nie suksesvol nie en dit 
sal ook nooit suksesvol wees nie, en ek is nou doodeerlik.  
 
 Wat is u aanbeveling ten opsigte van inklusiewe onderwys? 
 
 Inklusiewe onderwys, soos ek gesê het, sal nooit werk nie. Dit help nie vir die leerders 
waarvoor dit eintlik bestem is nie. Want ons wil nie hê hulle moet uit voel nie. Maar dit 
help eintlik nie vir hulle nie. Dit doen meer skade. En nou gaan ons maar so aan in die 
bondel en almal is nou ingesluit en ons gee nie vir die leerder met die hindernis, gee ons 
nie die aandag wat hy verdien nie en wat hy nodig het nie en wat hom help verbeter. Ons 
gee nie vir hom dit, daai aandag nie. So, vir my is dit nie suksesvol nie, nee, ek is nie ten 






   
APPENDIX 9B. TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW WITH A PRINCIPAL 
 
INTERVIEW WITH PP2 
PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE 
JUNE 09, 2011 – 16h51 – 17h55  
Duration: 1hour, 3min, 26sek 
 
 Meneer M, baie dankie dat u bereid is om aan hierdie onderhoud deel te neem. Ek 




 Watter tipe leerhindernisse sal u sê ervaar leerders by u skool? 
 
 Meneer, ja, om mee te begin. Ons is maar woonagtig in ‘n baie armoedige gebied. Uh, 
armoede self uh, het maar ‘n groot impak oor die kinders se leer by die skool. Ons sit in 
‘n groot mate met enkel-ouer gesinne en baie van die ouers self is baie jong moeders 
wat in ‘n vroeë stadium ook maar al, uh, ma geword het. En ons, van ons se groot 
uitdagings is ook maar die, die geletterdheidsvlak van ons ouers. En ek kan veral nou 
maar noem dat drankmisbruik veral maar by ons ouers maar ‘n groot probleem is. En jy 
sit met ‘n geval waar anders by jou sogenaamde Model C-skole waar ouers ten minste in 
‘n mate geletterdheid is en hulle kinders kan help het ons die teendeel hier. Maar die 
ander een is noodwendig nou maar kinders wat met die gevolg, uh, nie genoegsame 
voedsel het soms nie, nie ietsie genuttig het nie. En dit maak maar groot inbraak op 
leerders se vermoë om te presteer. En dan het ons nou leergebreke wat noodwendig 
nou ook maar ontstaan deur ouers wat alkohol gebruik met, met kinders terwyl hulle nou, 
voorgeboorte. En dalk die vroeë toelating waar ‘n mens kyk na aspekte soos leerders 
wat nou 4 en ‘n half tot vyf tot graad R toegelaat word . Myns insiens dink ek dalk is dit te 
vroeg, want daar is nog heelwat ontwikkeling wat moet plaasvind. En dan sou ek sê oor 
die jare het ons die afwisseling wat nou maar plaasgevind het met die kurrikulum. Daar 
was heelwat nuwe dinge wat aangeleer… Onderwysers het nooit die kans gekry eintlik 
om regtigwaar baie van die aspekte te begryp wat ons moet begryp nie en ek dink die 
opleiding was miskien nie genoegsaam nie. En uh, ek sal sê leerders in daai opsig was 
miskien benadeel dat jy sit met onderwysers wat noodwendig nie baie goed toegerus 
was nie. Maar intussen het dinge baie verander en ek met dink die werkswinkels wat 
daarop volg, het dinge verbeter. En ek dink die verandering van kurrikulum, waar, waar 
ons begin het by 2005 wat later weer na RNCS toe en waar ons nou is by die NCS en 
ons, ons staan al weer op die drumpel van waar ons by CAPS gaan uitkom. Uhm, 
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leergebrekke het noodwendig as gevolg van aspekte soos daai ontstaan. En uh, wat ek 
nou defintief agterkom wanneer ek werk evalueer van kinders is dat, kan ‘n mens sê dat 
uh, dalk het ‘n mens te lank geneem om reg te stel wat moes reggestel word. Die 
basiese dingetjies het ontbreek en uh, ek dink ‘n mens kan nie gevorderde werk doen of 
vaardighede of wat ook al ‘n mens wil doen, as die basiese dinge ontbreek nie. Maar ek 
dink daar is ‘n hele klomp dinge wat ek voel wat noodwendig leerders se prestasie 
beïnvloed. Uh, ons se kurrikulum, sal ek sê laat baie dinge toe. Daar is positiewe aspekte 
waar kinders in totaliteit evalueer word en dis die plus. Maar ons kan nie verby dit kyk dat 
uh, die kennis aspek het baie uh, oorwegend maar ‘n rol gespeel. En daar is baie 
gebreke wat dit betref ten spyte van als, dit wat ek genoem het. 
 
 Tot watter mate is u skool in staat om die behoeftes van leerders met 
leerhindernisse aan te spreek.  
 
 Ja. Meneer, ja ek dink dat nou sekerlik een van die dinge is wat ek sal voel wat in ‘n 
mate die kinders kan help… Ons het noodwendig die ‘n komitee wat ons die ILST 
komitee noem, bestaan de uit die SMT lede, een van die SMT lede noodwendig is die 
leidster daar, en dan het ons uit die verskillende fases ook onderwysers. Uh, die komitee 
self, wat die werksaamhede betref, daar was nou baie uitdagings. Daar’s nog baie dinge 
wat ‘n mens moes leer en dan het ons van kantoor se kant af ook mense wat van tyd tot 
tyd uh, navrae doen. Ek dink met die identifisering daarvan, meneer, was die uitdagings, 
jy weet. ‘n Mens weet daar is van hulle wat onderpresteer, want dit kan gesien word 
noodwendig in, in  die assessering wat gedoen word. Dit is vir ons ‘n concern. Ons het dit 
in ‘n groot mate, ‘n bespreking daarvan gemaak. Maar wat ons nou maar baie kort is 
soms net daai nodige vaardigheid om met hulle te kan deel. Die belangstelling is daar, 
die need vir dit is daar. As ek u net so bietjie kan terugneem. Ek weet toe ek nou begin 
skoolhou het, het ons die sogenaamde, wat hulle nog destyds genoem het, die 
aanpassingsklas. En ons weet dat kinders was nou die geleentheid gegun om hulle vlak 
… en dan het ons onderwysers wat toerus was om te eel met hulle. Maar intussen is 
kinders tot die hoofstroom toegelaat, maar ek moet vir u sê, van hulle wat tot die 
hoofstroom daai tyd toegelaat was, het baie goed gedoen, nè. Die teendeel van dit was 
ook bewys, dat hulle kan presteer. Maar dan het hulle die leiding nodig van, van persone 
wat goed opgelei is. Wat die uitdaging nou vir ons is, die onderwysers wat destyds met 
hulle gedeel het, is uit die sisteem uit. Jy sit nou met onderwysers wat bloot uh, kom ons 
sê, ‘n onderwysdiploma en jou gewone graadkursus gedoen het wat gebaseer is op 
leerareas en so meer, maar wat opgeleide persone is, gekwalifiseerde opgeleide 
persone, daar’s ‘n gebrek wat dit betref. Uh, die kursusse wat onderwysers bywoon, sal 
ek sê, myns insiens, is dit nie genoegsaam wanneer jy ‘n dag of twee kursusse waar 
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inligting deurgegee word en daai inligting verseker nie dat jy ‘n onderwyser nou toegerus 
het om te deel met daai kinders nie, maar andersins, meneer, wys ons hulle nie weg nie, 
ons probeer ten minste hulle te akkommodeer. Die onderwysers pas die kurrikulum so 
aan uh, dat hulle noodwendig, veral in die grondslagfase, dat hulle die, die aspekte wat 
gedek moet word dat hulle vlakke, dat hulle op sekere uh, vorderingsvlakke, dat hulle 
hulle werkies doen. En soos hulle vorder, skuif hulle noodwendig aan na die beter 
groepie, maar ons sal hulle nie noodwendig kan punt A af uh, beskou as leerders wat nie 
die potensiaal het nie.  
 
 Kan u my so bietjie meer vertel van die werksaamhede van die ILST? 
 
 Ja. Meneer, ja. Ek is nou nie so lank in die [hoof]pos nie. Ek dink ek is nou agtien 
maande... So dis een van die aspekte wat regtig vir my ‘n riem uh,  onder die hart is. Ons 
kom bymekaar, ons hou wel besprekings. Ek dink, waar ons miskien noodwendig 
miskien gebrek in gelei het is dat ons die kinders op ‘n vroeër stadium moes identifiseer 
het en ek dink op ‘n vroeër stadium miskien moes hulp ingeroep het. Maar daar is wel 
gevalle waar ouers die inisiatief geneem het waar kinders getoets was. Ons identifiseer 
van die kinders, en ons skakel met die ouers deurdat ons ope dae hou en in sekere 
gevalle stuur ons maar briewe uit na die ouers toe waar ouers ‘n een tot een gesprek het 
eers met die klasonderwyser. Die klasonderwyser, van die inligting word weergee na die 
ILST ten spyte daarvan dat ons nou nie funksioneer soos ek graag wou sien ons moet 
funksioneer nie. Uh, dan word die ouers in daai aspek gehelp deurdat ons aanbevelings 
maak, jy weet. En vir ouers inligting gee dat daar is wel skole sou hulle nie hulle gelukkig 
is … soos ‘full service schools’ waar hulle gehelp kan word. Maar die meeste van die 
ouers het nou nie juis, of sien nie kans vir ‘full service schools’, want kinders moet nou uit 
die dorp uitgaan, die kinders is klein. Maar ek het nou die dag ‘n geval juis hanteer waar 
ek tans besig is om ‘n ouer se aansoek te verwerk van ‘n outjie wat volgende jaar, 
noodwendig nou graad 8 by uh, een van die skole hier naby wil, hom gaan stuur. So, ek 
sal sê ons is ten minste ‘n ‘link’ ten opsigte van hulp wat voorsien kan word, alhoewel 
daar ‘n gebrek van hulp van ons se kant af kom. Maar uit en uit meneer, ons probeer ten 
spyte van al daai uh, kennis wat ons nie oor beskik nie, probeer ons nogtans ten minste 
die kinders of die ouers in daai opsig te help. Ons het, ons het ook openlik, hoe sê mens 
uh, oop gesprekke met die ouers rondom die vordering van hulle kinders.  
 
 Hoe betrek en neem u die ouers saam op die reis om leerders wat leerhindernisse 
ervaar te ondersteun? 
 
 Ja. Die hulp wat ons nou, wat ons wel aanbied uhm, is in die vorm van ekstra klasse 
wanneer, wanneer die geleentheid hom nou so voordoen. Ons se kurrikulum is taamlik 
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vol en die dag is taamlik lank. Uh, van die dames sal na skool gewoonlik met daai 
leerders sit om individuele aandag te gee nè, veral wat ons uh, wat ons junior fase betref. 
Dit waarvan ek wel kennis dra. En uh, die uitermate gevalle waar ons werklik nou sien 
die kinders kan nou nie eers regtig skryf en so aan nie. Dit is nou die gevalle wat vir ons. 
En, dit is die aspek werklik, moet ek vir u sê wat ons aan werk. Daar is kanale soos ek 
van hierdie jaar af verneem het, van die Department se kant af bied hulle persone aan 
wat noodwendig as die leerders geïdentifiseer is, uhm, soos byvoorbeeld volgens die 
sogenaamde SNA-formule waar kinders eers na die klinieksuster verwys word as sy haar 
waarneming ook moet neerskryf en dan moet ons as komitee natuurlik die ander deel 
voltooi en dan verwys ons, ons is veronderstel om te verwys na die persone in die 
kantoor en dan was die gedagte van die persone, dat sou ons hulle verwys dat hulle sal 
uitkom en ‘n werksessie kom hou al is dit vir ‘n uur of twee met moontlik op een dag vir 
hierdie kinders. Maar ek het maar my kommer oor dit, want die ding is hoe gereeld gaan 
hulle deurkom en hoeveel skole moet gedoen word, verstaan u. Want vir my om te sê 
hulle kom vir ‘n werksessie deur vir drie dae, of ‘n dag vir drie kinders en hulle kom oor ‘n 
maand of twee maande terug, sou ek sê het daar intussen ander dinge weer gebeur. So 
ek sou wou sien dat ‘n mens hulp kry in die vorm van, jy weet, opgeleide onderwysers 
wat noodwendig by die skool toegelaat word, maar waar die kinders nog steeds in die 
hoofstroom toegelaat word, maar waar daar individuele hulp gegee word sou die hulp 
ontstaan. Maar andersins sê ek vir u, dit is uitdagings, dit is groot uitdagings om met 
hulle te werk. Daar is van hulle wat ons van tyd tot tyd help en wat ons werklikwaar by ‘n 
punt kan kry, maar daar is gevalle, meneer waar ons regtigwaar nie, ons is nie opgelei 
om met hulle te deel nie. Glad nie, glad nie. Want ek kan nou vir u sê ons sit met gevalle 
van graad ses outjies, waar die outjies nie eers van ‘n bord af kan transkribeer nie. 
Inligting van die bord af kan neem en korrek oorskryf nie. Nou vir ons is dit so klein bietjie 
te veel. Want in graad ses vlak, hoe help ons ‘n kind op graad 6 vlak om van ‘n bord af 
korrek te skryf? Uh, soos ek aan u genoem het, ons vra vir die klinieksuster sy moet in 
haar evaluering aandui het die kind een of ander gebreke, ooggebreke en so meer. Uhm, 
maar ek dink die ander groot uitdaging is, is uh, soos ek aan u gesê het, is die 
onderwysers wat opgelei is om te deel met hulle nie. Maar uit en uit verwys ons, wys 
hulle nie weg nie. Hulle word toegelaat. Inteendeel, moet ek sê vir jou meneer, wat die 
ander deel van die kurrikulum betref, daar is aspekte van die kurrikulum wat hulle 
noodwendig in goed doen. Jy weet, daar is outjies wat praktiese vaardighede het en dit is 
waar ons hulle akkommodeer. Daar is kinders wat aan sport deelneem, wat goed doen in 
sport. So, ons ontneem hulle nie die geleentheid … bloot omdat hulle nou nie akademies 
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vorder is daar nie vir hulle iets anders om te doen nie. So ten minste in totaliteit kyk ons 
na hulle vordering.  
 
 Wat is die betekenis van hulle teenwoordigheid in die hoofstroomklas vir leerders 
wat leerhindersnisse ervaar? 
 
 Ja, gewoonlik, meneer. Dit is wat van die onderwysers nou wel doen wat ek weet. Van 
hulle kan, wie nie kan lees en skryf nie, vra die onderwysers om mondelinge 
terugvoering te gee. Die teendeel daarvan is ook al bewys. Maar hulle sal mondelings 
iets kan weergee waarop die onderwysers wel vir hulle assesseer en wel vir hulle ten 
minste ‘n punt gee. Dit is as hulle nou nie kan skryf nie. As hulle nie skriftelik kan uitdruk 
nie, word hulle die geleentheid gegee dat hulle mondelings kan… dit is wat ek by van die 
onderwysers al gekry het. Wat die skriftelike afdeling betref, bly dit nou maar ‘n uitdaging, 
meneer. Jy weet, ‘n mens gee nou maar hulp. Ons vra maatjies om soms maar hulp te 
verleen as hulle nou nie, soos ek sê, nie kan skryf nie, vra jy vir hulle om iets vir jou 
mondeling te weergee. En ek dink in daai opsig probeer ons hulle akkommodeer. As 
hulle iets mondelings kan weergee, sê dit vir ons hulle weet iets, maar hulle kan dit net 
nie in skrif, in skrif omsit nie. So dis wat ons probeer doen, maar ek sal vir u sê ons het 
nie ‘n honderd persent rate met dit altyd nie, maar ten minste probeer ons hulle 
akkommodeer, nè. Uh, baie keer in groepsverband, as hulle opvoerinkies moet hou, dan 
as jy hulle moet evalueer, sê nou maar hulle moet ‘n mondelinge opvoerinkie hou, dan 
gee jy maar vir elkeen van hulle ‘n rol en in daai aspek waar hy een of ander rol vertolk, 
word hy sy assessering gegee. So, hy… aan die einde van die dag word hy nie benadeel 
bloot omdat hy nie kan skryf nie. Maar vir my, die feit dat hy nie kan skryf nie, uh, 
ontneem hom nogal van baie ander aspekte, want die groot vrees vir my is die kind moet 
nou daai sogenaamde eksamens, die formele eksamens, hulle moet dit skryf. En nou sit 
jy met ‘n geval van die outjie kan dit nou nie doen nie, nè. Ek het nou maar nou die dag 
verneem, meneer, dat daar ‘concessions’ is... Ek het dit nou twee weke terug gekry, daar 
is ‘concessions’ waarvoor jy kan aansoek doen, maar ek sal noodwendig nou dat ek dit 
weet, van te hore gekom het, sal ek noodwendig in die toekoms ‘concessions’ aanvra, 
veral vir hulle wie miskien inligting kan weergee, maar wie nie kan lees  noodwendig nie.  
 
 Hoe gediferensieerd word assessering by u skool toegepas. Word daar 
voorsiening gemaak vir die kinders met leerhindernisse of is assessering 
universeel waar dit een assessering vir almal is? 
 
 Meneer weet jy, dit werk baie lekker in die grondslagfase. Ek dink, uitermate die feit dat 
jy noodwendig differensieer tussen jou groepie appels en pere en die goed wat …. Maar 
wat noodwendig geskoei is op die leerders se vordering, dat die groepie wat noodwendig 
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die kans gegun word om teen sy pas noodwendig toegelaat word om die inligting te 
bemeester, maar die inligting… Wat betref die intermediêre fase, meneer, ek moet sê, 
daar is definitief uitdagings, want jy sit met ‘n situasie, waar jy moet nou assesseer, 
dieselfde inligting weergee, aan die einde van die dag moet jy dieselfde uh, 
assesseringstandaarde moet jy assesseer. En ek gaan eerlikwaar vir u sê dit is die 
uitdagings. In ‘n groot mate in grade, grondslagfase sal ek sê daar kry jy waar die kinders 
volgens sy vermoë geassesseer word. En soos hy op sy vlak verbeter, word hulle 
natuurlik aangepas na ander groepe toe, nè. Soos ek dit nou verstaan is dat jou 
sogenaamde outjie in ‘n sekere groepie nou wie nog nie verby een tot  tien kan tel nie, 
sal ook die geleentheid gegun word om later verby een tot tien te tel sou hy eers een tot 
tien bemeester. Jou middelgroepie is miskien die outjies wat van elf tot twintig tel, en so 
meer. Maar, uh, die hulp wat nou maar verleen word is juis om, om hom of haar te help 
om tot op die volgende vlak te kom. En die ander enetjie, meneer, wat ek nou maar 
genoem het aan die onderwysers, en ek het dit nie altyd so verstaan nie, maar ek sien dit 
so, dat bevordering, ek weet nou nie wat sê ‘n mens in Afrikaans vir die woordjie nie, ja 
dis bevordering… veral vir grade R tot… Bevordering moet volgens fase geskied. So ‘n 
leerder wat noodwendig nie kan op ‘n sekere vlak miskien in graad een presteer nie, 
moet nogtans die kans gegun word om in daai fase kans gegun te word om wel dit te 
bemeester wat hy of sy moet. So as hy by graad drie, by die exit phase uitkom, moet ‘n 
mens kan sê dat na hierdie aantal jare het die kind wel die uitkomste bereik. En ek dink 
die fout wat ons seker maar maak, miskien is ons te gebonde rondom graad en dis 
waarom ons druk dat ‘n kind in ‘n spesifieke graad sekere aspekte moet bemeester. Van 
hulle bemeester baie van die aspekte eers miskien as hulle in graad twee is, dan is dit 
miskien graad een werk. Maar aan die einde van die dag glo ek as ‘n mens die kinders 
net die kans gee om net na sy pas te vorder, glo ek dat ‘n mens wel die uitkomste sal 
bereik aan die einde van die graad, drie nè. Ek dink dan die ander enetjie wat so vir my 
bekommerd maak, is die beleid van ons se departement ten opsigte van, van daai aspek  
dat kinders noodwendig nou nie langer as vier jaar in ‘n fase kan aanbly nie. Ek dit is, dit 
kan ook as ‘n ‘barrier’ vir learning’ genoem word. Ek dink die idee dat kinders volgens 
ouderdom vorder, … maar ek ken nou nie sielkunde nie, maar ek veronderstel ons 
vorder nie almal op dieselfde vlak op dieselfde ouderdom nie, so ons almal is nie ewe 
vroeg ewe gereed nie. So ek dink vir leerders wat noodwendig ‘n ekstra jaar nodig het 
om daai uitkomste te bereik die geleentheid daarvoor gegee moet word. Want wat baat 
dit nou maar ons stuur nou ‘n halfgebakte broodjie in die samelewing in en dan beteken 
dit dat as hy of sy nou daar in graad twaalf kom, en dan nou sy plekkie moet inneem in 
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die samelewing, dan is hy of sy nie voorbereid op dit wat op hom of haar wag nie. Ek 
hoop ek het meneer se vraag beantwoord.  
 
 Het u ‘n spesifieke sisteem by die skool in plek waarvolgens leerders met 
leerhindernisse se vordering gemonitor word om te bepaal word of die 
ondersteuning wat gebied word vrugte afwerp. Hoe monitor u hulle vordering? 
 
 Uh, ja. Ek sal vir u so sê. Nie iets definitiefs wat ek nou konkreets vir u kan wys nie. 
Maar, uh, wat ek voorstel aan die onderwysers in hulle lesbeplanning, dat hulle êrens ‘n 
plekkie moet volg vir nabetragting waar hulle noodwendig aantekeninge moet maak nè, 
van probleme van spesifieke , kom ek sê van ‘n sekere groepie van die kinders, alhoewel 
dit nie spesifiek individueel verwys na word nie. Ons het nou jou sogenaamde retention 
forms. Ons het die ‘retention form’ se gebruik bietjie probeer anders doen. Ek het 
voorgestel aan hulle, in plaas daarvan dat jy die retention aan die einde van die jaar 
voltooi, wat maar niksseggend is aan die einde van die jaar nie, moet hulle hom eintlik 
deur die jaar aanvul soos die ouers kom besoek moet hulle noodwendig aandui daar wat 
die probleem was en aspekte wat bespreek was. Weer eens meneer, die intermediêre 
fase, daar is niks nie. Dit bly nog die uitdaging. Die junior fase, daar is in gevalle waar, 
waar daar joernale bygehou word. Die dames hou hulle joernale by waar hulle notas 
maak van, van die leerprobleem wat hulle ervaar. Of miskien uitkomste wat nie bereik is 
nie. En wat hulle wel nou doen, hulle gaan gewoonlik nou maar terug na ‘n tyd, kyk as 
hulle nie uitkomste bereik het nie om die kind meer, die storie is om die kind meer as een 
kans te gee. Dit wil sê nie om noodwendig net by daai een geleentheid om te sê vandag 
lees ons en dis klaar nie. Daar word nog weer ‘n geleentheid gegee waar die dames 
weer gaan sit en kyk of die sogenaamde leerder wat miskien nou op daai oomblik dit nie 
kon bemeester het nie, weer die kans kan kry. Uh, ja die joernale is nou nie iets waarna 
ek nou noodwendig na kyk nie meneer, maar ek moet vir u sê daar is dames wat maar ‘n 
boekie byhou met al die probleme. En van hulle dui dit sommer op hulle klaslyste aan, 
soos hulle dit hanteer, dui hulle dit maar in potlood aan. Maar dit betref die 
grondslagfase. Maar hier voor meneer, uhm. Ja, ek sit nou maar met drie nuwe 
onderwysers. Ek het drie nuwe onderwysers wat, wat maar nou onlangs, verlede jaar vir 
die eerste keer met die kurrikulum ondervinding… ek het drie onderwysers wat, wat nou 
maar vir die tweede jaar… so ‘n mens kan dit ook nou maar as een van ons se 
uitdagings beskou. Maar ten minste van my kant af het ek hulle nou verlede jaar vir 
opleiding gestuur, nou’t hulle … ‘to acquaint themselves with the new curriculum’.  
 
 Hoe bevoeg sou u sê is u personeel om die groot diversiteit van leerders ten 
opsigte van vermoë, ten opsigte van agtergrond effektief te hanteer? 
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 Ja meneer, in terme van diversititeit, ek hoop nou ek antwoord jou reg, is dit net 
gebaseer op kennis of wat? 
 
 Hoe bevoeg, sou u sê, is u personeel om inklusiewe onderwys suksesvol te 
bedryf? 
 
 Meneer, ek wil dit vir u sê. Ons se onderwysers is miskien nie toegerus nie, toegerus in 
die opsig dat ons nie noodwendig genoegsame ondervinding het nie en deurdat ons nie 
genoegsame opleiding ontvang het nie, soos ek aan die begin vir u genoem het nie. 
Daar is nie ‘n onderwyser by die skool wat noodwendig uhm, in daai rigting studeer het 
nie, verstaan u. en wanneer ek kan sê vir u die persoon het in ‘n afdeling van inklusiewe 
onderwys gaan studeer en ek kan die persoon aanwend om dit te doen nie. Baie van die 
onderwysers woon wel van die kursusse by wat aangebied word, daar was nou nie veel 
verlede jaar nie. Dit was seker maar net twee van hulle. Maar ek probeer so veel 
moontlik van hulle stuur na die kursusse. As ‘n geleentheid hom voordoen stuur ek hulle, 
soveel as ek kan. Verlede jaar is enetjie hier gehou waar die persone in beheer van 
distrik by inklusiewe onderwys, toe het ek die hele personeel vir daai sessie gestuur 
waarby met die personeel gesels en waar hy hulle attent kon maak op aspekte waarop 
hulle bedag moet wees wat betref inklusiewe onderrig. Uh, ondervinding ontbreek 
miskien in terme van dit, maar in terme van kapasiteit uh, oor onderwysers, ons het ‘n 
goeie klompie jare tussen persone. Tussen my graad een onderwysers, tussen my twee 
graad een onderwysers is daar vyftig jaar bymekaargetel. Tussen my graad twee 
onderwysers noodwendig, het ek twintig en tien, dis dertig jaar daar. En tussen my graad 
drie onderwysers het ek dertig en sewe, dis sewe en dertig jaar. So daar kan u sien in 
terme van onderwyserondervinding in daai vlak, op daai vlak, skort daar niks mee nie. So 
die wil om dit te doen is daar, die wil om diversiteit te akkommodeer is daar, en ek dink 
ten spyte van die gebrek is daar… akkommodeer ons hulle almal. Ons het by die skool 
noodwendig traditional Xhosa leerders omdat die skool nou maar ‘n Afrikaanssprekende, 
die  LOLT is Afrikaans, akkommodeer ons hulle nè. Uh, ons het nou sover gegaan dat 
ons selfs nou twee Xhosa-sprekende onderwysers hier het wat ons akkommodeer. En ek 
dink van tyd tot tyd, waar daar probleempies is maak van code switch ook gebruik om die 
kinders te help, veral die Xhosa-sprekendes. Toevallig, meneer, het ek verlede jaar nogal 
‘n uitdaging gehad met van die ouers êrens van die Kaap se kant af wat Steytlerville toe 
gekom het. Hulle het van Kaapstad af gekom en Steytlerville toe getrek. Die outjie is 
oorwegend Xhosa-sprekend, ma en pa praat net Xhosa. Toe het hulle nou die outjie kom 
inskryf. Maar ek het nou uit en uit vir hulle voorgesk… voorgelees watter implikasies dit 
vir hulle kind kan inhou. Maar ek het nie hulle kind geweier nie, maar ek het net vir hulle 
genoem dat hulle dalk net saam met dit sal moet leef as hulle outjie moontlik in sy eerste 
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jaar nie die mas opkom nie. Al beteken dit miskien ook ‘n tweede jaar… dat hy dit sal 
moet herhaal. Maar meneer, daar het dit net weer eens bewys, miskien is dit meneer se 
vraag wat ek daarso baie goed beantwoord. Ek het die twee graad een dametjies 
ingeroep, ek het die situasie aan hulle verduidelik en een van die dametjies was soos 
ons sê “bold enough”, sy’t nou vir my gesê “Meneer, ter wille van hierdie kind…”. Hier is 
nie ‘n ander skool nie. Daar is wel ‘n Xhosa skool, maar die ouers se voorkeur is om hier 
te wees, het sy gesê sal sy daai outjie, sal sy hom help in terme van uh, om hom te laat 
lees. Om hom leesgereed te kry, want dit is waar alles begin. Maar sy’t toe die ouer eers 
gehelp. Die ouer ingenooi en die ouer verduidelik wat sy verwag en ek gaan vir u sê, 
meneer, die outjie het geslaag en die outjie het op meriete beter as ander kinders… hy’t 
ten minste deurgaans twees en drieë gekry. Maar nie noodwendig ‘n vier nie. So, wat vir 
my sê, op ‘n manier het ons daai aspek van diversiteit, het ons inklusief behandel, want 
ons het regtigwaar gedink hy gaan dit nie maak nie. Maar ek dink die juffrou het hom 
gehelp en hy is ten minste ‘n sterk outjie. Maar sy’t die ma daar betrek om ekstra klasse 
by die huis vir hom te gee. So, ek hoop meneer… die ander enetie is mos nou maar die 
inklusiwiteit van die ouens wat nie op vlak is nie, is om hulle volgens groepering maar te 
doen en hulle geleentheid te gee om so deur te kom volgens hulle groepe.  
 
 Watter ondersteuningstruktuur is daar vir onderwysers by die skool om te kan 
‘cope’ met die groot diversiteit in hulle klasse.  
 
 Meneer, ja. Om eerlik vir u te sê dit is ‘n aspek wat vir ons regtigwaar ‘n groot uitdaging 
is, die ondersteuningstrukture. Huidiglik is dit die dametjie wat nou in die kantoor is wat 
sê nou maar vanaf verlede jaar, het ek daarvan bekend geword, of dit was bekend met 
my gemaak dat daar nou voortaan persone op distrikvlak gaan wees wat hierdie aspek 
gaan hanteer, nè. Dis nou jammer, dat die persoon in beheer daar intussen bedank het. 
So dis ook nou ‘n nuwe dame en dis ook nou ‘n nuwe uitdaging. Die 
ondersteuningstruktuur is nou maar beperk by die skool tot ons sogenaamde ILST. Wat 
regtigwaar maar nog in sy babaskoentjies is, want nog nie funksioneer, myns insiens, 
soos ek sou graag wou funksioneer nie, want dit bring nou maar baie frustrasies by die 
onderwysers, ek moet erken. Want baie van die onderwysers wil graag, volgens 
sogenaamde ‘pace setters’ teen ‘n sekere tyd by ‘n sekere punt is en dan is dit outjies 
wat nou noodwendig agterbly, want die ‘pace setters’ in ‘n groot mate, ek mag verkeerd 
wees, maak nou nie voorsiening vir die outjies wat noodwendig nou die op daai vlak is 
nie. En dit word nou van die onderwyser verwag om nou die werk so te selekteer om 
daai outjies te akkommodeer en ek gaan vir u sê dit maak ons, dit put ons geestelik uit, 
want ek glo jy het ‘n program, want volgens die departement moet jy ‘n program en jy 
moet streng by die program hou, dit word verwag, want daar word resultate verwag. In 
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die proses van resultate soek, gaan daar baie ander dinge verlore. En uh. Die program 
wat volgens my nie sterk genoeg is nie, daar is nie ‘n struktuur wat sterk genoeg is wat 
op ‘n daaglikse basis ondersteuning, sal ek sê… dit ontbreek. Ek sou ‘n program wou 
sien dat op ‘n basis, daaglikse basis funksioneer. Miskien nou nie, nie ‘n struktuur waar 
onderwysers hulle self moet weghelp nie, want ons sit in elk geval met mense wat in 
daardie aspek nie ondervinding het nie. Niemand het gestudeer in daai rigting nie en ons 
moet mekaar help en dit laat my die gevoel kry dat ons ‘n klomp blindes is wat nou 
mekaar moet lei. Maar aan die wilskrag en die goedjies, daar’s nie, daar’s nie enige 
gebrek aan dit nie. Maar uit en uit meneer, hoe sal ek sê, dis net ons sogenaamde ILST 
komitee wat daar bestaan, maar die doeltreffende funksionering daarvan is, dit ‘lack’ nou 
so bietjie. Dit ‘lack’ omdat die mense self daar beskik nog nie oor die nodige 
ondervinding nie omdat jou sogenaamde kursusse was maar beperk tot dag kursusse. 
Daar was nie doeltreffende opleiding om mense noodwendig slaggereed te kry nie. So 
dis nou wat dit betref.  
 
 Watter tipe ondersteuning en hoe effektief en prakties is die ondersteuning wat die 
skool kry van die distriksamptenare ten opsigte van leerders wat leerhindernisse 
ervaar? 
 
 Meneer, omdat ek nou nie baie lank in die pos is nie nè, uh, was dit ons se doelwit, ons 
het dit ons ten doel gestel, sodra ons nou die volgende groepie leerders identifiseer, dan 
gaan ons noodwendig nou daai prosedure volg. Ek as skoolhoof het die dametjie al 
geskakel om ten minste net leiding te gee en die voorstel of gedagte was dat ons sodra 
ons die kinders identifiseer, dan moet ons die kinders lys en dan moet ons al die 
relevante dokumentasie aanstuur. Hulle sal deurkom en dan sal hulle noodwendig ten 
minste met drie kinders tot vier kinders op ‘n dag werk. Want hulle vind dit nogal baie 
uitdagend om met meer as daai te doen. Wat beteken die bystand wat dan gedoen word, 
dit waarmee hulle die kinders help, sal vir daai tydperk plaasvind, wat vir my nogal bietjie 
bekommerd maak, want mens sou graag wou sien dat die onderwysers ook betrek word. 
Maar wat gebeur nou met die ander kinders wat noodwendig nou in ‘n klas is. Miskien 
kan mens daar verbykom dat dit na ure is. Maar die wenslikheid daarvan sal ook nie 
gebeur nie. So ek het nou net so een bekommernis rondom dit. Ek dink die idee sal goed 
blyk, dit is vir my ‘n goeie idee, en ek sal sê daai tipe ondersteuning het jy nodig, maar ek 
het nog net daai kommer oor die deurlopendheid van die proses. Want, ons kan nie die 
kind net vir daai oomblik aanskakel en dan word daai kind weer afgeskakel nie. En daar 
moet deurlopende evaluering plaasvind om te kyk of daar progressie is. So dit bly nou 
die enetjie meneer, wat ek sê wat ons nou maar moet aan werk en dan vertrou ek maar 
dat die gedagte of die werkswyse noodwendig die … So daai enetjie bly vir my nog ‘n 
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uitdaging. Ek sou graag wou sien in dit is wat ek aan die onderwysers voorgestel het, 
miskien moet hulle daaraan werk meneer, om onderwysers op te lei spesiale 
onderwysers, miskien nie met die konotasie dat dit spesiale kinders is nie, maar mense 
wat toegerus is wat by ‘n skool ge-… by ‘n skool geplaas word en daai persoon moet 
werk met individuele gevalle en dan die kind hanteer en terugstuur na die hoofstroom toe 
en dan met die onderwysers sit en vir hulle dan in te lig dis die aspekte waaraan jy moet 
werk, want op die oomblik sal ek vir u sê, dit is miskien ‘n besparingsmaatreël, maar 
intussen, hoe sal ek sê, die langtermyn invloed daarvan uh, kan ‘n mens miskien nie 
meet aan geld nie, maar ag, ek sal sê om die kinders uit die hoofstroom uit te neem is 
ook nie ‘n oplossing nie. Ek sou sê hulle moet in die omstandighede, moet hulle kan 
presteer want sodra hulle die dag die skool verlaat, meneer en hulle is daar in die 
samelewing, dan moet hulle in elk geval in die samelewing ook maar in ‘n normale 
stroom weer gaan funksioneer. Ek hoop meneer… 
 
 Hoe skakel u met die ouers van leerhindernisse en watter ondersteuning kry u van 
die ouers? 
 
 Meneer. Dit is so. Daar is nou gebreke wat dit betref nè. Ons het miskien nie gereelde 
skakeling nie. En die enigste manier wat ons wel …  Ons stuur uitnodigings vir ope dae. 
Ons hou een keer in ‘n kwartaal ope dag. En dan akkommodeer ons hulle so dat ons 
opedag gewoonlik na ure is, nè, En waar ons een tot een sessies het. Waar ouers 
persoonlik met hulle skakel. Wat ondersteuning betref, dit maak dit baie moeilik. Die 
ongeletterdheidsvlak maak dit vir ons baie moeilik om ondersteuning van die ouers af te 
kry. Baie van die ouers ondersteun baie weinig. Maar ek kan nie presies my vinger posit 
om watter rede dit is nie. Maar êrens in my kop is daar iets wat vir my sê dat die ouers 
doen dit noodwendig omdat hulle ook maar nie, hulle beskik ook maar nie oor die 
sogenaamde uh, kennis om te weet wat die, wat die noodsaaklikheid is van opvoeding 
nie. Uh, as jy met ouers praat daaroor, ouers verstaan ook maar nie rerig waaroor dit 
gaan nie. Vir hulle gaan dit oor hulle kind moet slaag. Maar hulle weet nie dat voordat die 
kind slaag is daar sekere dinge wat gedoen word nie. En ons ouers sit maar nog met 
baie verouderde idees dat die verantwoordelik bly maar nog die onderwyser. Van hulle 
sal so ver gaan om te sê: ”Meneer, jy slaan die kind sodat die kind kan beter vorder” . 
Sonder dat hulle regtig besef dis nie slaan wat die kind tot beter prestasie gaan neem 
nie. Dis ‘n geval van kinders het leergebreke en leergebreke kan net deur, deur 
kommunikasie en hulp van buite af… Ek sal sê ons kry nie honderd persent 
samewerking nie, maar daar is individual gevalle, uitsonderlike gevalle. Ek  het nou die 
dag een gehad. Die juffrou het noodwendig die moeder laat weet dat sy die skool moet 
besoek. Sy het ‘n sessie met haar gehad en vir haar verduidelik om te sê die kind 
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presteer nie na wense nie. En uh, die aangeleentheid is onder my aandag gebring en die 
ouer het nou maar gevra wat ons voorstel en ons het opsies aan haar gegee van die 
sogenaamde ‘full service school’ of dis ‘n geval dat alternatief dat ons die departement 
maar vra om werksessies en die ouer het gesê sy is meer as bereid dat daar 
werksessies gedoen word. Sy was bereid om self die vorms te teken om consent te gee. 
Daai is nou die enkel gevalle waar ons hulp van ouers kry. Maar andersins sou ek sê 
meneer, dit wat daar buite aangaan, die persepsies en al daai goed van die ouers, dit 
maak dit vir ons moeilik, want daar is nog ou persepsies van hoe, hoe opvoeding 
plaasvind. Dat hulle glo opvoeding is net ‘n klomp kennis, kinders moet net ‘n klomp 
kennis het dan is alles vlot. So daar is baie werk wat dit betref van die skool se kant af en 
ek sal sê van die ouers se kant af. Beide se kant af. Dit is die aspek wat aan gewerk 
moet word.  
 
 Dink u dis bevorderlik vir leerders met leerhindernisse om in die hoofstroom te 
wees? 
 
 Meneer, ek kan nie vir u ‘n “ja” of ‘n “nee” antwoord gee nie, want gevalle verskil van 
‘degree’ tot ‘degree’. Daar is gevalle waar baie van hulle gefrustreerd raak, hulle voel 
uitgesluit ten spyte daarvan dat jy aktiwiteite het van byvoorbeeld groente, maar daars 
van hulle, soos hulle in engels sê, hulle voel baie ‘inferior’. Hulle raak bewus van hulle 
tekortkominge en omdat hulle bewus raak uhm, is dit ‘n geval dat hulle voel dat hulle nie 
vorder nie, dis frustrasie en hulle frustrasie raak ander kinders se frustrasies. In daai 
geval sal ek miskien ‘n “nee” antwoord gee. Uh, waar die situasie uitermate is, waar ons 
nou regtig sien daars nie eers ‘n lyn van kommunikasie nie, kinders weier om deel te 
neem, kinders uh, het nie selfvertroue om te praat en al daai goete nie, sou ek sê 
miskien ‘n “nee”. Andersins sou ek sê, miskien die teendeel van dit kan ook waar wees. 
Dat kinders leer van mekaar en dit sal goed net wees om selfs hulle wat leergebreke het 
om in groepsverband saam met andere te werk om van andere te leer, want daar’s baie 
dae wanneer jy as onderwyser noodwendig nou iets moet oordra waarop jy hulle wil 
assesseer en dan kom jy agter jy kry nie die gewenste uh, respons nie. Maar in die 
groepsverband wanneer dit saamwerk, dan vind jy uit dis dieselfde leerder wat van die 
maatjie af uh, geleer het hoe om sekere goedjies te doen wat dan net die nodige 
selfvertroue gee. Daar gaan ek weer sê “ja” dat daar is plek vir hulle in die normale 
stroom. Maar dit gaan grotendeels afhang van, van hoe die toestand van, van leergebrek 
is, van watter gevorderde toestand… want jy kry kinders wat leergebreke het wat, wat 
miskien nie aspekte van lank onthou nie, wat nie inligting kan weergee nie, maar dan’s 
daar niks fout met hulle wat kan skryf nie. Daar’s leerders wat byvoorbeeld uhm, 
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spelprobleme ondervind wat ‘n leergebrek is, maar daai leergebrek verhoed nie die kind 
om noodwendig optimaal te presteer nie. Dis iets wat jy kan regstel. So in daai opsig voel 
ek hoekom daai leerder die geleentheid ontneem vir iets wat jy weet jy kan nog regstel? 
Wat oor ‘n tydperk ten minste weer kan, kan reggestel word. Maar andersins uh, is daar 
‘n groep wat ek voel maar regtigwaar wat… ek voel ons doen hulle ‘n onreg aan. Dat ons 
gee nie vir hulle die geleentheid om iets anders te doen nie. En ek sê, die kurrikulum 
soms, uh, ten spyte daarvan dat ons se kurrikulum so wyd is, die kurrikulum verleen hom 
ook maar nie by geleenthede om dit te doen nie. Ek weet in die ou dae, baie mens 
verskil met my, hulle sê dit kan ingebring word, die Technology en alles die. In die ou dae 
het jy jou gewone naaldwerk gehad, jy’t jou handwerk gehad. Wat nie noodwendig 
Technology is, vandag miskien aspekte is wat miskien geïnkorporeer is by Technology. 
Maar daardie spannetjies kon met handvaardighede kon hulle ietsie doen. En dit het 
hulle nou nie meer nutteloos laat voel teenoor die ander leerders nie, want inteendeel, 
uh, was dit maar altyd so. Jou akademiese ou, as dit by die praktiese aspek kom dan 
sukkel daai ou. Dan’s dit weer daai persoon, wat wys “ek kan beter as jy doen”. En dis 
waar jy die balans kry. Maar ek sal nie vir u sê “nee” nie en ek sal ook nie vir u sê “ja” 
nie, want dit hang af van die graad van gebreke. Want as die graad van gebreke van so 
aard is dat dit gespesialiseerde persone nodig het om met hulle te werk, dan voel ek daai 
span moet ‘n ou liewer uit die hoofstroom uitkry, want ek dink daar’s gevalle wat regtig 
sielkundige hulp nodig het. Regte sielkundige hulp wat ons onderwysers ongelukkig nie 
oor beskik nie. Maar die ander groepe glo ek, hulle kom deur. Hulle mag miskien in ‘n 
sekere fase of in ‘n sekere graad nie goed doen nie, maar soos die omstandighede ook 
aangaan. Kyk selfs ‘n onderwyser kan ook ‘n “barrier to learning” wees. As ‘n kind nie 
noodwendig by ‘n onderwyser oor sy manier van dinge doen nie vorder nie, dit wil nie sê 
daai kind sal volgende jaar deur dieselfde passies gaan nie. So dit is my antwoord. 
Daar’s ‘n “ja” en daar’s ‘n “nee”. 
 
 Hoe sal u u personeel se gesindheid teenoor inklusiewe onderwys beskryf? 
 
 Meneer, daar’s een woord. Daar’s die wil om dit te wil doen. Maar daar’s die frustrasie 
wat saam met dit gepaard gaan omdat mense nie weet altyd hoe om dit te doen nie. So, 
ek sal sê hulle is meer as bereid om wel die kinders te akkommodeer, maar dan wil hulle 
net goed toegerus wees. Dan is dit nie toerus, die sogenaamde, die opset waarin dit 
toegerus word u weet, ‘n dag kursus of ‘n twee dag kursus nie. Nee, ons praat van ‘n 
deurlopende proses waar onderwysers uh, opgelei word. Waar onderwysers nou gaan 
en ‘expertise’ kom deur en ‘expertise’ kom sê “Luister hier, dis wat jy nou doen op die 
stadium”. Andersins sou ek sê daar’s nie negatiwiteit nie. Daar’s beslis die wil om dit te 
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doen maar ek dink die gebrek aan hoe om dit soms te doen is die, is die ding, want dit 
gee nou aanleiding tot frustrasie en frustrasie laat mense soms maar negatief raak, hulle 
raak soms maar swartgallig, en dan begin dit nou ‘n hele, kom ek sê, komplekse situasie 
raak.  
 
 Wat is die aard van samewerking tussen u skool en ander skole in terme van 
leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar? 
 
 Ja, Meneer. Om huidiglik vir u te sê uh, ek dink ons het nou, nou onlangs na ‘n lang tyd 
het ons nou probeer om ‘n study group, of soos hulle sê ‘n cluster te vorm betreffende 
die senior fase omdat daar nou ‘n interlink is met die outjie graad 7 wat noodwendig later 
graad 8 en 9 doen. Nou ek dink die idee van die cluster wat in die lewe gebring is deur 
die departement is juis om skakeling te bring tussen jou primêre skool en jou hoërskool. 
Nou hierdie dorp cluster is gestig, dit funksioneer nog nie nè. Maar ek vertrou as dit net 
tot sy reg kan kom, en daar’s doelgerigtheid behoort mens te, net daai oorbrugging van 
laerskool na hoërskool te bring nè. Die ander uitdaging is nou maar die 
promotion/progression storie. Daar is baie frustrasie glo ek van my hoërskool kollegas af 
omdat ons nou maar weet van graad R tot graad 7, of graad 9 altans, word leerders 
noodwendig nou maar progress en omdat beleid is. En dit bring frustrasie by die 
hoërskool, want hulle sit met leerders wat noodwendig nie hoërskool gereed is nie. Want 
die basiese aspekte soos lees ontbreek. En dan het ek baie simpatie met my kollegas. Jy 
weet, ons het nou nie ‘n konstruktiewe vergaderings wat ons hou nie, maar ek hoop die 
‘clusters’ gaan ons op die punt bring waar ons gaan sit en waar ons doelbewus oor dit 
gaan praat. Intussen is dit maar informele gesprekke wat ons van praat. En ek dink hulle 
het simpatie vir ons omdat dit beleid is en ons voer maar beleid deur. Maar ons sit ook 
nou nie handjies gevou en dat ons nou maar sê dat dit is Gods water oor Gods akker nie. 
Maar dis een van die aspekte wat ek sal sê ontbreek nog, om dit so te stel. 
 
 Wat sou u as die grootste uitdaging beskou ten opsigte van inklusiewe onderwys? 
 
 Meneer, om af te skop. Ek dink die persone wat gevra word om met die leerders te deel, 
die persone wat eerstehandse kontak met die kinders het, dit is die persone wat moet 
toegerus word. Toegerus word in die opsig dat ons of noodwendig persone, die 
departement sal ek vra, om persone te identifiseer om op, nie op kursus nie jy weet, te 
stuur as ‘n studierigting wat dan deurgaans hier gaan wees en mede-kollegas kan rigting 
gee. En soos ek sê die grootste uitdaging bly nog steeds nou maar dat die kurrikulum 
self baie vriendelik gemaak moet word – nie dat ek sê dis nie vriendelik nie, maar ek dink 
daar word te veel verwagtinge geskep van die onderwysers wie met gebreke sit ten 
opsigte van kennis, hoe om te deel met daardie leerders en dan word verwagtinge 
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geskep dat daar moet gedeel word met hulle. En dan die groot uitdaging bly nog steeds 
dat ons, soos ek sê, miskien ons se klasgroepe, ons moet regtig daaraan dink, dat ons, 
ons se klasgroepe kleiner moet wees. Maar die departement het mos nou maar self met 
die idee gekom dat die leerders, die skole wie geïdentifiseer word as LSEN, dat hulle 
verhouding tot onderwyser natuurlik kleiner sou wees. Maar uit en uit meneer, die 
grootste uitdaging bly dat mense moet toegerus word, onderwysers moet toegerus word, 
skoolhoofde moet toegerus word om, om daai leerders te hanteer en dan glo ek dit is 
nou die geval, dat die aspek van skoolsielkundiges die skool op, ten minste op ‘n 
maandelikse basis, leerders se vordering wat moet gemonitor word. Maar ek dink 
meneer, ons behoort baie beter te doen as jy met toegeruste onderwysers sit, dan kan 
ons hulle wat in staat is om ten minste die vordering te toon om hulle daar te kry, maar 
ek dink hulle moet definitief uh, differensiasie bring, uh die departement moet toelaat dat 
differensiasie ingebring word en dan sogenaamde sielkundiges hetsy dit in ‘n dorp is 
waar hulle noodwendig deel met daardie kinders. Ek dink dis die grootste uitdagings om 
hulle, om nie die kinders te akkommodeer nie, maar om mense toe te rus om te deel met 
hulle. Want ek glo iemand wat oor die vaardighede beskik behoort mos nou nie so 
frustrerend te word nie. En ons weet nou maar die leermateriaal wat hulle saamstel, 
moet ook gedifferensieer word, want ons kry maar een stukkie leermateriaal wat vir almal 
gegee moet word en die verwagtinge van die onderwysers, ek dink dis bietjie kwaai. Dit 
is, dit is regtigwaar. Uh, die storie daar. Dis al waaraan ek nou aan kan dink, meneer, 
want ek glo as die onderwyser toegerus is dan is die stryd al halfpad gewonne.  
 
 Is daar enigiets anders wat u dalk nog wil deel oor kinders met leerhindernisse in 
hoofstroomskole? 
 
 Ja. Meneer, ja. Dit is nou maar so dat uh ‘n leerder wat nie, wat baie passief is, ‘n leerder 
wat nie aktief besig gehou word nie. Soos uh, baie van daai leerders vind dit maat baie 
frustrerend soos ek gesê het. En daai frustrasies word omgesit in enigiets anders en uh, 
dit lei tot dissiplinêre probleme, want daar moet uiting op een of ander manier gegee 
word. Uhm, die onderwysers deel soms baie moeilik met sulke gevalle omdat ons is nie 
toegerus nie. Uh, maar andersins sal ek sê dis maar die meeste van daai groepie wat 
dissiplinêre probleme tot jou skool bring. Maar gelukkig probeer ons nou in daai opsig dit 
te dek, deurdat ons hulle toelaat om ander programme aan deel te neem. Maar dit raak 
so moeilik om hulle te hanteer en ‘n mens wil nie graag sien dat ‘n leerder as gevolg van 
oortredinge nou uit ‘n skool uitgesit word nie, want ek dink kinders het die reg tot 
opvoeding en ek verkies liewer om ‘n kind met leergestremdhede in die skool te hê en te 
sukkel met sy probleme as om hom buite te hê waar hy in elk geval verval en deel van 
jou samelewing se statistieke word wat later weer ‘n effek op die samelewing het. Uhm, 
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van hulle is nou maar, ek het nie baie gevalle nie is nou nie outjies wat vreeslik uh soos 
ek sê inferior is nie, van hulle het nou leergebreke maar ten spyte daarvan speel hulle 
met mekaar. Jy kry nie die geval van die wat net goed is speel met die nie. Hulle speel 
maar soos normale kinders. So daar is nie uhm, uhm hoe sal ek sê, diskriminasie. Hulle 
sal nie teen mekaar diskrimineer. Maar sommige kere is daar maar uitlatings waar hulle 
vir mekaar woorde toesnou wat soms sielkundig op die kinders inwerk, maar ek het baie 
minimaal. Maar meeste van hulle is outjies wat probleempies skep, wat aandag soek. 
Daar’s van hulle wat jy weet, moederlike en vaderlike aandag soek – dit kom sterk deur. 
Maar ek sal vir u sê dis nie buitensporig nie waar ons dit nie kan hanteer nie, maar dit lei 
tot frustrasies by die onderwysers. Daar is baie frustrasies. Maar uh, die onderwysers is 
nou nog nie by daai punt gekom dat hulle sê dit is buite hulle beheer nie. Ek dink 
meneer, ek din ek het daai ene beantwoord. Het ek? 
 
 Meneer M, baie, baie dankie vir u bydrae. Ek waardeer dit werklikwaar. Dit is baie 
insiggewend wat ek an u gekry het en u inset sal definitief ‘n bydrae lewer tot die 
sukses van hierdie projek en wat ons daarmee verder gaan doen. Baie dankie. 
 




















   
APPENDIX 9C: TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW WITH A DISTRICT OFFICIAL 
 
INTERVIEW WITH DOP2: SENIOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST: DISTRICT OFFICE 
- GRAAFF-REINET 
DATE: September 02, 2011 
TIME:  15H05 
DURATION:  48min 26 sek 
 
 Mnr., baie dankie dat u bereid is om die onderhoud aan my toe te staan en ek is 
vas oortuig daarvan dat ek sommer baie waardevolle inligting van u sal ontvang.  
 
 Goed, Meneer… 
 
 My eerste vraag aan u is: Dink u dat hoofstroomskole bestuur leerders met 
leerhindernisse effektief? 
 
 Nee, beslis nie. Miskien is daar ‘n klein persentasie, maar ek sou sê die meerderheid van 
skole is nie fisies toegerus nie en ook nie professioneel of intellektueel om kinders met 
leerhindernisse effektief te bestuur nie. Ongelukkig is dit ook so dat die ideaal van 
inklusiewe onderwys, ek dink dit word nie verwesenlik nie. Daar is baie faktore wat 
daartoe aanleiding gee. Die, die, ek dink die hoofprobleem wat ons het is die fisiese 
kondisies van ons se skole. En dan is daar ook die kwessie dat ons nie die onderwysers 
het wat daar, wat toegerus of gekwalifiseerd is nie. Dit maak dat die hele ideaal van om 
die kinders met hindernisse in die hoofstroom te plaas, dat dit nie kan verwesenlik word 
nie.  Omdat op die oomblik is dit maar net ‘n beleid wat daar op papier is, maar in 
werklikheid word dit nie 100% geïmplementeer nie. Dit is ver van dit af. Ek dink die 
kinders word maar net daar aanvaar en aangestuur met die stroom, maar daar is nie 
werklik intervensies om in hulle behoeftes te voorsien nie.   
 
 U noem nou die woordjie intervensie, kom ons staan ‘n bietjie stil daarby. Uit 
watter oord of van waar af sou u sê moet daardie intervensies kom om daardie 
kinders se teenwoordigheid in daai skool ten minste sinvol te maak? 
 
 Ek dink by uitstek moet dit kom van die Departement [van Onderwys] se aangewese 
seksie, Spesiale Behoeftes. Die seksie vir kinders met spesiale behoeftes om daardie 
prosesse aan die gang te sit om kinders te identifiseer om kinders te ondersteun, om 
onderwysers op te lei hoe om met daai kinders om te gaan of te adviseer. En dan ook die 
skool self, die breë gemeenskap van die skool, begin by ouers en die onderwysers, moet 
ook hulle deel bydra om daai kinders te ondersteun. Daar moet meganismes tog kom 
van die skool se kant af om kinders te… byvoorbeeld as taalonderwyser sê ek altyd as 
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ons sê ons se kinders het leesprobleme en ons wil die kultuur van lees aanwakker, wat 
doen ons as ‘n skool om dit te bevorder? En dan ook vakansies is daar… die kinders is 
ledig by die huis, hulle lees nooit nie. Wat doen die ouers? Is daar nie vrywilligers van die 
ouers wat ‘n boeke klub kan stig in sy straat, die kinders aamoedig om so vir twee ure te 
kom lees of net om hulle self mee besig te hou nie.  So, ek dink daai intervensies moet 
nie net van die Department afkom nie, daar moet ook daai ingryping wees deur die skool. 
Die skool is natuurlik, as ons nie professionele persone is nie nè, dan is ons, dit beteken 
nie ons hande is afgekap nie. Dit beteken nie daar is nie iets wat die skool moet doen om 
daai probleem aan te spreek nie. Maar ek sou sê op die oomblik, die Departement 
identifiseer die kinders, maar ek bevraagteken of daar genoegsame ondersteuning en 
fasiliteite en bronne is om daai kinders en die onderwysers te bemagtig nadat hulle 
geïdentifiseer is. En natuurlik, buitekant. Die kinders se huislike omstandighede. Die 
huislike omstandighede is ook so in die meeste  gevalle dat daai kinders se behoeftes 
nie erken word of dat daar nie stimulasie of aanmoediging is vir daai kinders om te 
presteer en selfs ondersteuning van die ouers se kant af nie.  
 
 Goed, so u sê die departement, die skool en die breë gemeenskap is 
verantwoordelik vir daardie intervensies. U werk in die kurrikulum seksie… daar 
word in White Paper 6 gepraat van curriculum adaptation wat gedoen moet word, 
veral vir kinders wat leerhindernisse ervaar. Wat is u ervaring daarvan, is dit 
universeel of word daar voorsiening gemaak vir hierdie adaptations? 
 
 Jy sien dit is die misplasing tussen wat die beleid sê en wat die werklikheid weerspieël. 
Die beleid praat van kurrikulêre aanpassing, nè. Hy sê miskien moet ons minder 
leerareas gee of die kind binne die leerarea moet eers op die makliker komponente of 
leeruitkomste fokus en dan weet. Maar daai tipe aanpassings, of jy moet leeraktiwiteite 
vir die kinders gee gemeet aan sy intellektuele standaard. Maar die harde feit is wanneer 
dit kom nou by die kwessie van formele assessering, sê binne eksamenkonteks, dan 
word daar nie voorsiening gemaak vir daai kurrikulêre aanpassing nie. Jy sien, so jy het 
daai diskrepansie tussen die beleid soos hy vervat is in die Witskrif [6] en die realiteit in 
die klaskamer, jy sien. So die vrae wat ‘n mens vra is doen ons justice aan die Witskrif, of 
moet ons maar na die ou sisteem toe gaan waar ons maar skole identifiseer, spesifieke 
skole met spesifieke onderwysers, want die werklikheid is die onderwysers, die 
hoofstroom onderwyser is nie opgelei om met daai tipe probleme om te gaan nie. En die 
tipe kitsopleiding help ook nie, verstaan jy. Want because jy het ‘n regte professionele 
persoon nodig om daai kind in sy totaliteit te kan ontwikkel. So, ek sou sê nee ek dink 
nie… Want mens, weet jy dis die frustrasies wat jy het. Die onderwyser kom by my as 
Taal-adviseur en sê, “Die kind kan nie lees nie of die kind kan nie op die vlak lees nie.” 
Nou kan jy vir hom sê die idee van kurrikulêre aanpassing: “Gee vir hom, gaan terug as 
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hy in Graad 5 is, na sy Graad 4 of Graad 3 tekste. Gee vir hom meer prentjies, of gee vir 
hom vereenvoudigde leeraktiwiteite beide by lees en by skryf.” Maar as daai kind nou 
kom by die einde van die fase wanneer hy gepromoveer moet word, dan skryf hy ‘n 
formele toets wat gemeet is aan die standaarde van daai graad. En dan gaan hy faal. So 
die twee, die beleid en die regte ding, die kloutjie is nog nie by die oor nie. Dit is 
ongelukkig die probleem wat ons het, volgens my. 
 
 Die idee van assessering. Dit blyk dat kinders soms mondelings kan reageer en 
antwoord, maar as hulle moet skryf is dit ‘n probleem. Volgens een van die 
prinsipale kan daar aansoek gedoen word om konsessies vir sodanige leerders op 
‘n ander manier te assesseer. Wat is u mening daaromtrent? 
 
 Nee, ek is nou nie bewus daarvan nie. Miskien sal die ouens spesifiek in daai seksie wat 
verantwoordelik is vir ondersteuning aan leerders met spesiale behoeftes miskien meer 
daaroor kan sê. Maar vir my… Dis weereens die kwessie van … daar is daai tipe idees 
vervat iewers in ‘n beleidstuk, maar in die werklikheid is daar miskien een prinsipaal wat 
dit genoem het omdat hy dit opgelees het. Maar in werklikheid gebeur dit nie. Jy sien, 
intern kan ons daai tipe arrangement het. Maar wat kom nou aan die einde van Graad 6 
en Graad 9, jy sien. Dan gaan daai provinsiale direktoraat nie daai tipe intervensies 
aanvaar as akademies geskik of as akademiese aanvaarbare manier om te bepaal of die 
outjie van Graad 9 na Graad 10 toe kan beweeg nie. En sien, daar is ook die probleem 
dat die mense wat te doen is met die kwessie van kinders met spesiale leerbehoeftes 
het, hulle is ‘n seksie op hulle eie. Amper geskei van kurrikulum. Hulle moet by, in 
werklikheid moet hulle onderafdeling wees van kurrikulum, want nou formuleer hulle 
beleid wat, lyk vir my of hulle het dit in isolasie geformuleer of hulle het nooit die 
kurrikulum direktoraat geken in die saak nie en nou wil hulle dinge, of nou kom hulle met 
idees wat noodwendig ook nie aanklank vind by dit wat kurrikulum is nie. So, op 
provinsiale gebied, vlak, moet hulle eers daai ding uitsorteer. Kyk, daar is baie goeie 
idees wat vervat is in die Witskrif oor inklusiewe onderwys, maar baie van dit is nie 
prakties nie, jy sien. Om dit te implementeer, moet jy die sisteem, jou kurrikulêre inhoud, 
die assesseringsisteem en jou fisiese, die setup van die skole moet jy verander. So, 
unless daai diskrepansie tussen die rolspelers en die strukture nie uit die weg geruim 
word nie, dink ek nie daai, dat  ons regtig sal kan akkommodeer die kinders met die 
spesiale leerbehoeftes nie, meneer.  
 
 Gegrond op dit wat ons nou gesê het, dink u dan die hoofstroomskool of die 
hoofstroomklas is die beste plek vir leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar? 
 
 Nee, nie op die oomblik nie. Nie op die oomblik nie, meneer. Ek dink dit is meer polities 
korrek om te sê die kinders moet in die hoofstroom kom as wetenskaplik of 
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opvoedkundig geregverdigbaar, jy sien. Want in die werklikheid is jou deursnee 
onderwyser nie professioneel, emosioneel, sielkundig toegerus om daai kind te 
akkommodeer en daai kind… Ek bedoel in ‘n klas van 40, hoe gaan jy nou regtig kan 
individuele aandag aan kinders, want daai kinders verg individuele aandag, jy sien. So, 
die ou idee, ja die sisteem wat sê daar is spesiale skole … Ek bedoel daar is baie gevalle 
wat ‘ n mens lees van mense wat uit daai skole kom wat presteer op alle gebiede, jy 
sien. Dit is like voorbereiding vir hulle voordat hulle geïntegreer word in die hoofstroom 
samelewing, jy sien. So, maar om hulle maar net in ‘n onderwyser se klas te sit sonder 
enige ondersteuning, sonder enige opleiding van die onderwyser, ek dink ons is besig 
om ons se toekoms dood te maak met daai tipe benadering. Ek dink nie dis, ek kan nie 
sien dat hy ‘n gewenste uitwerking het nie. Ek bedoel baie van daai kinders verdwyn 
maar in die sisteem, want waar hy miskien, as hy nou spesiale aandag in ‘n spesiale 
skool met kinders wat soortgelyke gebreke of hindernisse het, dan kon hy miskien beter 
presteer het. Want in so ‘n klas, word hy baie gou geviktimiseer en geïsoleer, want daar 
is baie min wat die onderwysers kan doen as hy nie kundig genoeg is om sulke dinge op 
te tel nie.  
 
 So u sê dat die hoofstroom op die stadium nie die beste plek is vir leerders met 
leerhindernisse nie en dan noem u ook van spesiale skole…  
 
 Ja, ek sou regtig, dis my idee, ek dink dit is ‘n beter opsie. Ek meen daar is tog in die 
geskiedenis, daar is voorbeelde van mense wat uit so ‘n skool uit kom … Kyk, in die ou 
dae het ons se sogenaamde kleurlingskole het jy die aanpassingsklas gehad. En baie 
van daai kinders het gevorder tot op hoërskool en tot in matriek. So, daar was… ek 
bedoel dis meer polities korrek as iets anders die idee om leerders met leerhindernisse, 
om hulle in die hoofstroom te sit. En ek dink miskien moet ons meer doen as die 
Department [van Onderwys] en die regering om gespesialiseerde ondersteuning vir die 
skole te gee. Voor skool, begin by jou grondslagfase. En baie van die wat die kinders 
met die leerprobleme is miskien fisiese probleme, miskien ‘n gehoorprobleem, jy weet, 
daai oë probleem wat dan manifesteer in disleksie of stadig leer of nie konsentreer nie. 
Jy sien, jou gegoede skole doen baie moeite daarin om kinders baie vroeg bloot te stel 
aan verskillende toetse; toets sy gehoor, toets sy visie en konsentrasievermoë, en so 
meer. So dis die tipe ding wat ons ook kan doen. As jy sulke kinders kan identifiseer, en 
ek meen vroeg identifiseer,  en vroeg al daai intervensies het, dan miskien vroeër as 
later kom daai kind weer in die stroom in, want jy het daai spesifieke fisiese probleem 
geaddresseer wat hom manifesteer as ‘n intelektuele probleem. Dis hoe ek, dink ek dit 
sou miskien ‘n benadering wees wat miskien vir ons sou help.  
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 Watter effek dink u het dit op onderwysers van wie dit verwag word om inklusiewe 
onderwys te bedryf en ondersteuning te gee aan die diverse klasse en wat hulle 
skynbaar nie in staat is om te doen nie? 
 
 Ek sou sê die hoofimpak, sou ek sê is dat die onderwyserskorps in die, amper in die 
geheel, maar nee, hy is gedemoraliseer en hulle is gedemoraliseer en juis vanweë die 
werkomgewing, daai negatiewe faktore in die werkomgewing. Hy word gedwing om 
vakke te gee waarvoor hy nie opgelei is nie, die oorval klasse, die kwessie van dissipline, 
die kwessie van kinders met leerhindernisse wat hy nou moet onderrig terwyl hy nie weet 
hoe om daai hindernisse uit die weg te ruim of hoe om die kinders te laat ontwikkel of te 
stimuleer nie. Ek dink as mense gedemoraliseerd is, dan het dit ‘n impak op die 
standaarde, jy sien. Dit het ‘n impak op die mense se toegewydheid, verstaan jy. So, die 
standaard verlaag, daar is nie meer daai toegewyde onderwyser nie. Ek dink baie van … 
die feit dat daar so baie min by die skool plaasvind as ek nou vergelyk toe ons op die 
skool was. By sommige van ons se skole was daar baie buite-kurrikulêre aktiwiteite. 
Maar die onderwyser is so gefrustreerd, so gedemoraliseerd dat hy nie eers kans sien 
om na skool nog deel te neem aan buite-kurrikulêre aktiwiteite nie, u sien. En natuurlik 
die persoon ly aan stres en persoonlike, sielkundige probleme wat veroorsaak dat 
sommige onderwysers, wat dan nie die stres kan hanteer nie, wat natuurlik weer ‘n 
impak het op die familie lewe en sulke dinge, jy sien. Ek dink daar is ‘n sterk konneksie 
tussen die toenemende probleem van alkohol misbruik onder ons onderwysers en die 
situasie soos dit nou is in die skool. Want ek dink nie in die verlede het ons, toe ons op 
skool was, was dit so ‘n groot probleem wat nou is nie. Dit is nie ‘n geregverdiging nie, 
maar ek dink daar is ‘n skakeling tussen die werkomgewing en die probleem van 
onderwyser afwesigheid, alkoholisme onder die onderwysers en dergelike probleme, jy 
sien. So dit het ook ‘n negatiewe impak op die onderwyser as persoon en as ‘n sosiale 
wese.  
 
 White Paper 6 praat van die DBST en hulle ondersteuningsfunksie aan skole ten 
opsigte van leerders met leerhindernisse. Vertel bietjie vir my van die DBST in die 
distrik… 
 
 Ja Meneer, ek het dit genoem in die begin, die ideaal sou wees dat ons as Kurrikulum 
nie net op provinsiale en nasionale vlak nie, maar ook op distrikvlak nouer sal moet 
saamwerk met die seksie vir spesiale behoeftes en so. Want ek weet van die konsep van 
distriksondersteuningspan, maar ek self was nog nooit betrokke by die formulering en 
bespreking rondom … en dis eintlik absurd… Ek weet nie, miskien is die topbestuurder 
van die [kurrikulum] seksie betrokke daarby, maar ek self as ‘n vakspesialis is nie 
betrokke by daai ondersteunings… En ek dink nie dis ‘n kwessie van die, ek dink die 
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seksie het al probeer, die seksie vir spesiale behoeftes, om ons betrokke te kry, maar jy 
sien, die feit dat ons sulke uiteenlopende programme en dinge het, en dat ons nie van 
die staanspoor af dinge saam beplan nie, so maak dit dat ons so bietjie verby mekaar 
beweeg. So, om die eerlike waarheid te sê, ek weet, ek verstaan die konsep, ek verstaan 
die prosesse, maar of dit nou bestaan of dit nou aktief is, maar ek weet nou byvoorbeeld 
daai seksie is aktief die afgelope twee, drie Saterdae byvoorbeeld, my vrou se skool was 
eendag betrokke, ek dink hulle het toetse gedoen en verlede Saterdag was ek daar in die 
area waar ek grootgeword het en toe sien ek een van die persone se motor is daar by 
die skool, so daar was hulle met toetse besig, met kinders wat probleme het. So, hulle is 
aktief, maar ek kan nou nie regtig sê presies hoe hulle strukture werk en hoe effektief dit 
is nie. Maar ek weet daar is, daar word voorsiening gemaak vir so ‘n struktuur. Maar in 
terme van sy bestaan en effektiwiteit, ek is regtig nie bewus daarvan nie.  
 
 Hoe versoenbaar sou u sê is die pace setters met die realiteite in skole waar daar 
so ‘n diverse groep leerders in terme van vermoë is? 
 
 Ja, dit bring ons by die punt wat ek alreeds genoem het. Dat jou amptenaar in die 
provinsie, op die oomblik al sy dokumente wat hy produseer of formuleer, maak nie 
voorsiening vir daardie diverse leerders nie, maak nie voorsiening vir kurrikulêre 
aanpassing nie. Dit is geskoei op jou deursnee, gemiddelde leerder en nie jou leerder 
met leerhindernisse nie. So, ongelukkig is dit nou ‘n… en ek weet nie hoe die probleem 
aangepas gaan word nie, jy sien. Maar op die oomblik moet jy jou tempo aanduiders, jou 
provinsiale riglyne, al daai …  Alhoewel ons sê ons weet dat een van die vertrekpunte 
van uitkomsgebaseerde onderwys is dat ‘n kind leer op sy eie tempo, maar in werklikheid 
vind dit nie plaas nie, u sien. So, daar is, soos ek sê, die twee praat nie na mekaar toe 
nie. Ongelukkig is dit, die feit is dat die tempo aanduiders… die kortom antwoord is dat 
die tempo aanduiders maak nie voorsiening vir kurrikulêre aanpassing om diverse 
leerders met verskillende vlakke van intellektuele vermoëns te akkommodeer nie.  
 
 So, as ek na u luister, blyk dit asof daar ‘n botsing is tussen wat in die praktyk 
gebeur en wat die beleid sê. As u nou vir my ‘n opinie moet gee, hoe dink u kan dit 
aangespreek word sodat daar ‘n vloei is, dat die twee goed saamloop en nie so 
teen mekaar praat nie? 
 
 Een van my kollegas het dit genoem, maar snaaks genoeg het ek dit nog nie gehoor by 
‘n kurrikulêre beraad nie. Een van my kollegas betrokke by die ESSS het dit genoem dat 
daar is sprake dat hulle gaan geïnkorporeer word in kurrikulum wat perfekte sin maak, jy 
sien. As dit nie gebeur nie, gaan, dis seker maar soos mense is, elke ou in sy eie 
direktoraat wil maar die septer swaai, maar omdat hy nou net in sy sector ‘n beleid het, 
gaan hy daai beleid volg alhoewel in werklikheid militeer hy teen daai tipe beleid. So, 
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daar bo op provinsiale vlak, en selfs op alle vlakke, moet daar een, regtig van die begin 
af saamgewerk word of dan die meer logiese ding is daai seksie moet ingelyf word by die 
kurrikulum direktoraat. Daar is geen ander manier hoe ons die ding kan … Maar nou, jy 
weet, ons doen hierdie dinge teen die agtergrond van jou gesimplifiseerde CAPS 
dokument, verstaan jy, wat natuurlik ‘n ander dimensie bring. So daar is ‘n hele paar 
dinge wat bymekaar gebring moet word voordat ons die ideale sisteem daar het wat alle 
kinders akkommodeer. So, op die oomblik is daar maar so bietjie verwarring en verby 
mekaar werk. Maar ek dink, soos ek sê, dit was genoem by een van die kollegas in daai 
ander seksie, so daar is die besef dat daar moet saamwerk, maar of daar die wil is, of ek 
weet ook nie wat is die woord nie, om dit te realiseer… of dit ook nou weer vyf jaar gaan 
vat, dit weet ek nie, Meneer.  
 
 Watter advies sal u aan ‘n onderwyser wat by hulp soek om kinders wat 
leerhindernisse beter te ondersteun om hulle tyd by die skool ook meer sinvol te 
maak? 
 
 U sien, my idees rondom wat gedoen kan word, is nou nie ingelig deur enige spesiale 
opleiding rondom remediërende onderwys of wat nie. Dis maar seker my eie navorsing of 
akademiese vlak, dit wat ek maar self gelees het en wat ek maar altyd sê vir my 
onderwysers, ek tel baie op by die onderwysers wat in die sisteem is. Ek dink dis maar 
net ‘n kwessie van ons moet maar net ons se… koppe bymekaarsit en kyk hoe ons die 
probleem kan oplos, want partykeer is die oplossing by die skool, dan wag die skool vir 
die Departement. En jy sien, jou vakadviseurskontingent in die distrik, is ook maar net 
onderwysers. Daar is nie een van ons wat ek van weet wat spesiale opleiding gehad het 
nie, miskien is daar een of twee maar nou miskien in die ander seksie, wat daardie 
spesiale opleiding gehad het om te… om kinders te onderrig wat daai spesiale behoeftes 
het. Kyk, wat my betref, die idee wat ek sal gee is rondom ervaring en interaksie deur die 
lees van dokumente. Maar ek sou sê, ek stel voor altyd, die ding van kurrikulêre 
aanpassing nè, as ‘n interne arrangement maak sin, maar die eintlike probleem wat nou 
ons nou het is dat wanneer die kind kom by die eksterne June common test ding, hoe 
maak ons dan nou? Maar wat ek altyd sê is moenie jouself frustreer om vir Pietie in 
Graad 6 te sê hy moet ‘n paragraaf skryf en Pietie kan nie. Hoekom gaan ons nie terug 
byvoorbeeld en ons doen wat ons noem clause of framework writing nie? En daarna 
beweeg ons na Pietie voltooi die sinne. Ons gee vir hom die subject, hy skryf die 
werkwoord gedeelte en die onderwerp neer. Daarna gee ons vir hom, ons skommel die 
sinne en hy moet dit rangskik, daarna gee ons vir hom prentjies met sinne en daarna 
kom ons nou by die paragraaf. So, die hele idee van ontwikkeling, developmental writing. 
Dieselfde met die reading. Ons gee vir hom net die lees teks met ‘n woord en ‘n prentjie 
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en daarna minder prentjies, meer woorde en daai tipe ding. Dis maar een van die 
basiese dinge, dis nook nou nie juis oorspronklik nie, maar dis idees wat ook maar altyd 
daar gewees het wat jy optel by onderwysers, die sharing of practices wat jy maar by 
ander onderwysers… Hoekom probeer jy nie dit ‘n bietjie nie, jy sien. Maar op die 
oomblik is daar nie regtig iets, ek weet nie… Maar wat my so bietjie bekommer, daar was 
onderwysers wat kursusse in remediërende onderwys gedoen het.  Nou ek weet nie hoe 
was… was daar gebesluit op daai mense nie of was daar instruksies gegee aan daai 
mense dat daai onderwysers as julle klaar is, moet jy terug gaan en gaan inploeg daar in 
julle skole, want byvoorbeeld met die leesprogram, vra ek byvoorbeeld, “Maak julle 
gebruik van daai tipe persone?” Dan sê hulle die persone wil nie…, verstaan jy. So, van 
ons se kant af, byvoorbeeld, van die Departement se kant af, ek was nou nie daai tyd by 
die Departement nie, maar hy moes ook verseker het dat een persoon per skool daai 
kursus doen sodat daai persoon kan aangewys word om met daai kinders te werk of een 
of twee persone, afhangende van die grootte van die skool.  Maar die ander kant van die 
saak, dis ook ‘n kwessie van jy weet, ek moet nou eerlik wees, is die kwaliteit van die 
kursus. Hoe… die diepte van die kursus. Hoe sterk voel daai persoon aan die einde van 
die kursus om daai probleem aan te spreek, jy wet. Wat was die aard van daai opleiding. 
Was dit so intens of was dit maar net ‘n teoretiese ding sonder enige praktiese 
applikasies, so die onderwysers by die skool voel nie sterk genoeg om so ‘n 
verantwoordelikheid op hulle self te neem nie. Dis die tipe dinge wat ‘n mens ook maar 
moet aan dink… Jy weet, ‘n mens bevraagteken die ding, dan vra jy vir jouself, is dit nou 
maar net kwalifikasie vir die saak van kwalifikasie, jy sien. Dan moet jy nou al die ander, 
sulke courses wat die Department aanbied of wat die universiteite aanbied, moet jy begin 
kyk na die standaard en of dit regtig ‘n impak het, because een persoon het genoem by 
een skool is daar drie, vier manne wat die kursus gedoen het in Wiskunde, en die manne 
het teruggekom en daai kinders, daar was geen noemenswaardige verbetering in die 
Wiskunde persentasies van daai kinders by daai skool nie. So dis weer ‘n ander sy, daar 
kan interventions wees, maar watter tipe interventions is daar. Die diepte daarvan, die 
kwaliteit van die kursus, die lecturers, daai tipe dinge wat ‘n mens maar ook moet kyk.  
 
 Inklusiewe onderwys… U persoonlike opinie oor inklusiewe onderwys soos dit 
huidiglik bedryf word en die toestande daarvoor. Haalbaar, prakties uitvoerbaar, 
bestaansreg, wonderlike idee… Wat is u kommentaar? 
 
 Dis ‘n wonderlik idee Meneer, maar die fisiese werklikheid en die… jy weet, maak dat dit 
nie haalbaar is nie, soos ek alreeds gesê het. In ‘n ideale situasie, met goeie skole, min 
klasse, goed opgeleide onderwysers, baie bronne, state of the art equipment, al daai 
leermateriaal, dan kan dit geïmplementeer word. Maar in ‘n situasie waar mense nog in 
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vervalle skole is, mens het nog te doen met skole buitekant, blootgestel aan die natuur, 
onderwysers is nie toepaslik opgelei nie. Jy kry baie onderwysers wat nie gekwalifiseerd 
is nie, en daar is nie bronne nie, daar is nie die fisiese equipment nie, verstaan jy, en 
daar is nie daardie gespesialiseerde ondersteuning nie. In so geval dink ek nie regtig dis 
haalbaar nie. Ek dink dis meer polities korrek as haalbaar, gegee die werklikheid. As ons 
in Amerika of Engeland was, dan was dit miskien meer haalbaar, maar in Suid-
Afrikaanse konteks waar ons die basiese nog nie in plek het nie, dit kan … Wat ek 
probeer sê is dat die kinders moet geonderrig word, maar in gespesialiseerde skole. As 
die ideaal is om hulle in te bring in die hoofstroom in, dan moet ons eers sorg dat die 
omstandighede fisies en die menslike bronne daar is voordat ons hulle in daai… Ons kan 
hulle nie vir die wolwe gooi nie en dan verwag daar moet iets produktiefs daaruit kom 
nie.  
 
 In u omgang met onderwysers, wat sou u sê is hulle persepsie van inklusiewe 
onderwys.  
 
 Meneer, ek dink wat ek verwoord is wat die meeste onderwysers vir jou sal sê. Ek dink 
daar is baie min onderwysers wat dink dis haalbaar nou. Dis seker maar die idealistiese 
optimis wat sal sê dis haalbaar. Ek dink die onderwyser op die grond en in die klas, ons 
praat nou nie van jou gegoede skole nie, die meerderheid van die township skole, 
verstaan jy, nie-blanke skole, minder gegoed, oorvol klasse, jou sosio-ekonomiese 
probleme. Hulle sal vir jou sê dat daar moet spesiale skole wees, of dan moet daar ‘n 
spesiale klas wees, verstaan, ten minste, met ‘n goed opgeleide onderwyser of 
onderwyseres of een of twee, om daai kinders deur te neem tot daar wat jy voel... In die 
verlede was sommige van daai kinders was voordat hulle die laerskool klaargemaak het, 
was hulle toegelaat om hoofstroom toe te kom. Dit hang af vn hulle vordering en hulle 
vlakke van ontwikkeling. Ek sou sê die oorgrote meerderheid van onderwysers sal as jy 
hulle nou, hoe sê mens nou, as ‘n mens hulle vra sonder enige vrese vir viktimisasie, dan 
sal hulle pront-uit sê “nee op die oomblik soos hy nou daar staan, daai beleid, is dit nie 
haalbaar nie”.  
 
 Onderwysers sit daar en hulle besef moontlik hulle is besig om die kinders soos 
van hulle al genoem het “dood te maak”. Wat is die rede waarom onderwysers nie 
hulle stem laat hoor ten opsigte van die probleme nie? 
 
 Wel ek dink nie, ek dink dis eerder ‘n kwessie van hulle word nie gehoor nie. Ek dink nie 
onderwysers praat nie uit nie. Ek dink daar is baie onderwysersvakbonde en 
assossiasies wat hulle al uitgespreek het teen die beleid en gewys dat die beleid in 
konflik is met die werklikheid. Ek dis seker ‘n kwessie van, om een of ander rede, net 
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soos onderwysers uitgevaar het teen OBE, dink ek daar is nie die politieke wil om nou te 
erken die situasie is nie haalbaar nie, kom ons try ‘n ander model. Ek dink daar is 
genoegsame… ek meen ‘n mens moet koerante lees en luister na debate van 
onderwysers en selfs akademici praat teen die kwessies, jy sien. Maar ek dink van 
regeringskant is daar bietjie onwilligheid om te erken dat die beleid of model wat hulle 
daar sit, nie prakties uitvoerbaar is nie. En daar is nie  die wil om te luister en om dit te 
verander nie.  
 
 Elke jaar word daar gewag gemaak van die matriek slaagsyfer aan die een kant, en 
nou is daar onlangs ook begin met ‘n trend van navorsing om die drop-out figure 
te bepaal van Graad 1 tot die ouens wat uiteindelik in Graad 12 kom. Sou u sê daar 
is ‘n verband tussen leerders wat leerhindernisse ervaar en die hoë drop-out 
figure? 
 
 Ja, beslis. Ek sou sê daar is ‘n positiewe verband. Kinders is gefrustreerd, hulle vorder 
nie. Hulle word net aangepass, jy weet. Daar is geen waarde toevoeging nie. Ek dink as 
ons die situasie wil beredder en net doen net wat vereis word, sal ons miskien, nie 
miskien nie, sal ons daai probleme aanspreek. Ek dink jou eie ervaring en my ervaring 
sal vir jou sê dat as jy moet terugdink, kinders wat uitgesak het in jou klas terwyl die 
ander vorder, is juis daai outjie met die leerprobleme. Baiekeer is die outjie met die… die 
problematiese kind is maar altyd die kind met die leerprobleme. Want dis die enetjie 
waarop daar gepik raak en later raak die skoolomgewing so vyandig teenoor die kind, 
weet, op ‘n baie indirekte manier. Hy ervaar die skoolomgewing as vyandig gesind en 
daarom los hy die skool, jy weet. Die kind het ook nie daardie ondersteuningsmeganisme 
by die huis nie. Baie van die ouers waaruit daai kinders kom is semi-geletterd of 
ongeletterd. So, ek dink as ons daai dinge aanspreek, jy sien, dan behoort die drop-out 
rate drasties te verminder. So, ek sou sê daar is ‘n verband tussen die twee. Ek meen 
die outjies wat skool gewoonlik los, is maar die problematiese ou, en so. En om die 
eerlike waarheid te sê, daar is min wat die skool doen om te gaan ondersoek waarom is 
die kind problematies. Wat kan die skool doen om te probeer om hom, veral op 
hoërskool vlak en in ‘n groot skool is, jammer om dit te sê, is onderwysers of hoofde baie 
subtiel besig om die kind uit te werk en dan voel hulle hulle het ‘n probleem opgelos. 
Maar hy word ‘n problem vir die samelewing. Dis miskien daai selfde outjie wat vanaand 
of oor twee jaar terugkom en by jou plek kom inbreek, jy weet. Jy skep ‘n probleem, jy los 
‘n probleem dalk op [in die skool], maar jy skep ‘n probleem vir die breë samelewing wat 
dan weer terugkom na jou toe.  
 
 Uitkomsgebaseerde onderwys en die nuwe rigting waarin ons nou beweeg… ten 
opsigte van die leerders met leerhindernisse, wat sou u sê, bevoordeel dit, 
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benadeel dit die leerders? Kyk ons het begin met kurrikulum 2005, ons het dit “ge-
RNCS”, NCS en nou CAPS ons dit. Is dit ‘n sisteem wat meer vriendelik gaan wees, 
of wat sou u sê? 
 
 Jy sien ek al vele kere gesê totdat ons weet wat is die, die … Die Department op die 
oomblik het ‘n probleem met die benadering. Die benadering van CAPS is meer op die 
kurrikulum inhoud en nie op assessering nie. En die twee werk saam. Nou totdat ‘n mens 
die geheelbeeld kry… As ons sê ons vereenvoudig die taak van die onderwyser, die 
inhoud van die kurrikulum, hoe vereenvoudig ons dit? En hoe gaan dit, daai 
vereenvoudigde kurrikulum, hoe gaan ons die kinders assesseer. Gaan ons by die nosie 
hou van ‘n kind mag nie meer as een keer druip in die fase nie , hy moet beweeg met sy 
ouderdomsgroep en voor graad 9 moet die skool besluit of die kind gereed is om te 
vorder, al dan nie. Of gaan ons streng vereistes daar sit soos in die verlede wat sê ‘n 
kind moet ‘n drie het in sy moedertaal, hy moet ten minste drie drieë het in ander 
leerareas en streng toegepas word, standaarde vir bevordering. Maar weereens, daai 
tipe bevorderingskriteria is vir jou normale kind. Die ideaal sou wees, volgens my, is dat 
unless ons besluit, of ons moet net daai besluit neem dat die kinders wat ons 
geïdentifiseer het, uitneem uit die hoofstroom , sit hom in ‘n spesiale skool met 
aangepaste kurrikulêre inhoud en assesseringstandaarde, beteken jou CAPS, beteken 
dan niks vir jou, dit gaan miskien jou normale tot below average kind assesseer, maar 
die kind met probleme, daai kurrikulum content soos hy nou daar staan, beteken niks vir 
hom nie. Die vereenvoudiging gaan nie vir hom help, want hy is op die vlak van die 
normale kind nie. So dis nog altyd, jy sien dis presies wat ek sê, jou beleidsdokumente 
word in jou kurrikuluminhoud, dit word geskoei op jou normale kind. Maar dan praat ons 
van inclusive education. Maar die policies wat ons produce, include nie daai kind nie. Jy 
sien, dis die probleem wat jy het.  
 
 Enigiets wat u nog wil sê oor leerders met leerhindernisse wat in die hoofstroom 
geakkommodeer word op die oomblik… 
 
 Ja, as Taalonderwyser bevorder ek altyd die idee van die belangrikheid van lees, die 
belangrikheid dat daar ‘n Taalprogram moet wees by die skool. Nie net die lees vir die 
normale kind nie, maar lees vir die spesiale geformuleerde leesprogram vir die kind met 
leesprobleme. Want ek voel baie van die onderwysers wat daar is by die skool, het dan 
vir ons dertig, veertig jaar vir ons onderrig. So, ek glo nie hulle het die vaardigheid verloor 
om ‘n kind te laat leer nie, jy sien. Maar ek dink die ding wat verlore is vir ons se kinders 
is ons se breë samelewing wat nie saamloop nie. Die kinders kry nie daardie 
ondersteuning van buitekant, of min ouers ondersteun die kinders of min 
gemeenskapslede ondersteun die skool in sy pogings om kinders te bemagtig om te lees 
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om te kan leer. As ons praat van kinders met leerhindernisse, en ons sê die skool het 
miskien ‘n spesiale programmetjie ontwerp vir die kinders om te lees en die kinders maak 
vordering. Maar nou is daar die vakansie, jy weet, dan is dit of die kinders net daar afsny 
en hulle brein moet gestimuleer word. Maar as die gemeenskap, as ons deur die SGB 
kan ouers identifiseer om ‘n programpie te kan loop om onderwysers ‘n ruskans te gee, 
wat daar in sy straat vier of vyf kinders kan vat en nou die program steeds aangaan tot 
waar die skole weer begin. Die idee wat ek bring is wat die president gesê het dat 
onderwys is ‘n samelewingsprobleem. Dit is die ding wat ek dink ons in faal veral jou arm 
gemeenskappe is dat die onderwys eindig wanneer die [skool] klok lui, jy sien. Ek bedoel 
daar is, ons weet baie van ons se ouers is nie daar nie, hulle werk tot vyfuur, sesuur, 
maar wat daai oom wat op die stoep heeldag sit en wat kan lees. Wat verhoed hom om 
vier, vyf kinders te vat wat hy weet daai antie is nie daar nie en by daai huis hou die 
mense net dronknes heeldag en daai antie is ongeletterd. Bring hulle, kom ons sê, elke 
dag na skool, as hulle klaar geëet het kom hulle en doen hulle tuiswerk of hulle kom lees 
vir oupa. Daarna gaan hulle weer weg, jy sien. So, ek dink ons kan die probleem 
aanspreek deur die… die oomblik as die swart gemeenskap in sy breë hul houding 
teenoor onderwys en opvoeding verander en nie die onderwys en opvoeding as die 
verantwoordelikheid van die onderwysers alleen te sien nie. Ek dink, dit is vir my waar 
die probleem nog altyd lê, veral in jou primêre skool. Die kinders, daai ondersteuning is 
nie daar nie. Jy sien, my ma was nie hoog geleerd nie, maar sy het baie gelees. Dis 
hoekom ek ‘n avert reader is, want hoekom as sy uit die werk uitkom, dan het sy maar 
die prenteboeke wat sy lees en jy vat ook maar die prenteboek. Dis hoekom, my outjie 
doen dit ook. As ek my boek vat, dan vat hy ook sy boek, jy sien. Al sou die ouma ook 
net sit en sê “Pietie, kom lees vir my”. Sy hoef nie saam te lees nie, maar sy kan hoor 
wanneer hy nie ‘n woord reg sê nie en dis ‘n aansporing vir hom ook. Ek dink nie die 
gemeenskap doen genoeg om die probleem aan te spreek nie. Hulle is natuurlik nie, 
hulle is nie gespesialiseerde mense nie. Hulle is ongeletterd of semi-geletterd, maar soos 
ek sê, net daai teenwoordigheid, net daai belangstelling kan selfs aai outjie as mnr 
Wevers vir hom gestuur het met die 5 sinne om te lees met die prentjies, al die kan die 
antie nie lees nie, maar sy kan sien daai is ‘n prentjie van die appel en daar is ‘n prentjie 
van die boom, “Die appel val van die …. boom my kind. ” So dis die probleem wat mens 
het. Die barriers is nie net hier… Die barriers is daar by die huis ook, jy sien. Ons moet al 
die barriers remove as ons daai… Kuba het geslaag, want Kuba het ‘n literacy brigade 
gehad wat ingegaan het in die hele gemeenskap op ‘n … ge-educate het. Hulle nie net 
die skoolkinders, hulle het die hele gemeenskap. En daai was Zimbabwe se oplossing 
ook. Hulle het ‘n program gehad wat almal ingesluit het. Dis waarom die average 
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Zimbabwiër is so intelligent en is beter ge-educate as a South African, maar ons sien ‘n 
ding nou net, ons fokus nou net op die skoolgaande, jy sien. Maar kyk byvoorbeeld, ons 
se abet programmes. Ek voel so gefrustreerd daardeur. Hy kom nie tot sy reg nie. Daar 
is ouers… as ons genoeg inspirasie, as ons net die geestelike leiers kan gebruik om daai 
ouers aan te moedig om te kan lees vir sy eie persoonlike gewin en nie noodwendig vir ‘n 
pos nie. Ek was betrokke by die Literacy programme ’94 as deel van SADTU. Wat was 
sy naam ou wees gewees? Eastern Cape what? ECALP. Eastern Cape Adult Literacy 
Project. Dit het my so aangeraak, toe die anties klaar is, toe sê sy “Oe, vandag kan ek 
ook in daai bank inloop met my kop trots omhoog en my naam gaan teken.” Sy sê “Daai 
meisie anderkant die till kon op haar rug val toe ek my naam teken” want sy het mos 
maar altyd ‘n kruisie gemaak, jy sien. Dis ‘n meer omvattende probleem net as ‘n skool 
inisiatief. Dis ‘n gemeenskaplike inisiatief. En ongelukkig op die oomblik lyk dit vir my ons 
oortuig nie die breë gemeenskap om meer in te sit en selfs die educated persons, jy 
weet, om meer in te sit om te help by skole en deel te wees van projekte en so meer. 
Ons het nog ‘n hele berg om oor te gaan, maar ek dink dis seker maar die, die aard van 
ons samelewing, hoe Suid-Afrikaners maar is en so meer. Ons behep ons nie met ander 
se probleme nie en ons is ‘n bietjie traag om mense te help. Om so ‘n uur van jou vrye 
tyd te gee en by die skool te gaan supervise met ‘n leesprogrammetjie; dis te veel gevra, 
jy sien. Die ingesteldheid van jou Suid-Afrikaners is baie verkeerd. Ons is selfbehep en 
materialisties. Ons doen net iets wat ons self kan bevoordeel. Ek dink dis die probleem 
wat ons het.  
 
 Meneer, nog enigiets anders… 
 
 Nee, nee Meneer Wevers, ek het nou te veel gepraat. 
 
 Dan moet ek vir u sê baie dankie vir die wonderlike insette en ek is seker dit gaan 
baie help om die uiteindelike verslag bymekaar te kry. 
 
 Dis ‘n plesier. Ek hoop so.  
 
